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What we read about Barthold Heinrich Brookes leaves us
with a confusing and contradictory picture.
CHAPTER I
The sources of Brookes' Irdisches Vergniigen have not been
adequately investigated, therefore conclusions drawn from
his work about his religion and his attitude to nature are
suspect, especially since he sometimes used foreign
material without acknowledgment.
CHAPTER II
Brookes' scientific poems read like versified paraphrases
of the work of some of the scientists of the Royal So&iefcy
and of the Boyle lecturers who preached sermons based on
their investigations. Their aim, the glorification of God
through the study of his creation, is also Brookes' aim,
and their theological interpolations are similar to his.
CHAPTER III
The theological and philosophical ideas of this group of
writers go back to the great philosophers and theologians
of the past. Cicero and Galen transmitted much of this
material. Brockes uses it as motifs in his poetry. The
topoi of the book of nature and the artisan God express
the relationship of the Creator to creation. By
contemplating God's handiwork man can raise himself to a
knowledge of God. Sometimes he is optimistic about this
quest, but sometimes he feels that knowledge is restricted
i
to the afterlife. God is active in creation. A passive
God would be the God of "atheism." Newton's theory of
gravity and other suitable evidence is given for God's
continuous presence in creation.
CHAPTER IV
Most of these ideas are also expressed in the writings of
Brockes, Du Bartas, Blackmore, Thomson and several others.
The literary tradition goes back to Genesis and the
hexaemera of the Church Fathers. Motifs are also taken
from Lucretius and Virgil.
CHAPTER V
In several of his poems Brockes clearly opposes the
tendency to deify nature, yet he often writes about a
Natura figure or spirit of nature who is responsible for
plant growth, the changing seasons, instinct in the animal
world and many other mysterious processes. These ideas are
found in the work of the Cambridge Platonists and those
who were influenced by them. Contemplation of space and
the thought of God's infinity produce a kind of religious
ecstasy. This is also in the work of Norris, Traherne and
More. Brockes writes in the hymnic manner of Theocles'
apostrophes to various natural phenomena in Shaftesbury's
Moralists.
CHAPTER VI
Certain aspects of Longinus' theory of the sublime are
transformed in the writings of Dennis, Addison,
Shaftesbury and Brockes into an experience in which the
imagination (or reason) capitulates in the presence of
ii
something beyond its capacity. In this state man is raised
to thoughts of God. Vast expanses (sky, sea, mountains,
forests), wild natural forces (storms and earthquakes)
produce a pleasing kind of horror. Brockes finds material
of this kind in Burnet's Sacred Theory of the Earth.
CHAPTER VII
Brookes' sources are unexplored. Pope's influence has been
exaggerated. Brockes translated or adapted material from
many other writers such as Genest, La Motte, Voltaire,
Shaftesbury, Sarasa and others.
CHAPTER VIII
Brockes is considered as an unimaginative descriptive poet.
He is said to depict the quiet idyllic landscape. But
Brockes' best poems are the products of his imagination in
conformity with Addison's theories of the imagination. He
perceives nature by means of his senses but his knowledge
of scientific theories (Locke, Newton and the Royal
Society) makes kirn see things in a certain way. His imagina¬
tion carries him beyond the actual object of description
to a higher kind of artistic reality.
CHAPTER IX
The Irdisches Vergniigen is full of hymns and hymnic
passages. Brockes also translated hymns by other writers.
The traditional hymn form is used, but is enriched by the
motifs which we have been studying. The transformation of
Psalm 148 into Hilton's "Horning hymn" and Thomson's "Hymn
to the Seasons" illustrates this. The pagan hymn to the
sun develops in the same way. Brookes and Thomson gather
together material from widely differing sources in their
hymns.
CHAPTER X
Brookes' Irdisches Vergniigen is a mystery as it has no
artistic unity. Banalities alternate with poems of near
genius. His successes could "be ascribed to the way in
which his imagination adapts and varies material gathered
from a wide variety of sources.
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PREFACE
Like many others nurtured on histories of
literature and university lectures I was quite ig¬
norant of the work of Barthold Heinrich Brookes. At
the University of Cologne j_ had to write a paper on
his religious language for Professor Paul Bockmann's
Oberseminar. For this purpose I had access to the
Irdisches Yergntigen for the first time and soon be¬
came aware of problems which would have to be inves¬
tigated beforehand. The subsequent search for favour¬
able research conditions lasted for several years
and ended in Edinburgh where Professor Eudo Mason
accepted me as a candidate for the Ph.D.
The work advanced considerably with the help of
the courteous staff of the library of the University
of Illinois and the excellent facilities of that
library. I am also grateful to other librarians, the
inter-library loan departments of the University of
Minnesota and the University of Edinburgh, the Nation¬
al Library of Scotland and the British Museum Library.
I am also grateful to Professor Edwin Menze, Chairman
of the German Department of the University of Minne¬
sota for reducing my teaching load in the interests
of my work. I could not have survived the crises
which arose during the preparation of the manuscript
without the help of Gisela Beck and my sister, Mrs
Edith Henderson. The much-needed impetus to the task
v
of writing was derived from the interest which Prof¬
essor Mason showed in the project. I am also deeply
grateful to him for the time which he devoted to my
work and the useful suggestions and criticism which
he offered.
The manuscript has been prepared according to
the system laid down by the Modern Language Association
of America. This accounts for some practices, especially
in matters of punctuation, which might seem odd to Brit¬
ish eyes. However, I modified their demand for the
repetition of full bibliographical details in each new
chapter by abbreviating those books which were quoted
most frequently.
Where possible, I have quoted from the Hagedorn
and Wilckens selection from the first five volumes of
Brookes' Irdisches Vergniigen in Gott since it has recent¬
ly been reprinted and is accessible (see Abbreviations—
Metzler). It is close enough to the first editions for
our purposes. The variations are in punctuation and
spelling. This is also true of the Tubingen editions.
The following are typical: merken=mercken; Korper=




ASNS = Archiv fur das Studium der neueren Sprachen und
Literaturen (RraunschweigJ. ~ "
Bentley = Richard Bentley, Boyle Lectures (London, 1693).
Burnet = Thomas Burnet, The Sacred Theory of the Earth...
6th ed. (London, 1726")*." "
JEGP = Journal ofEnglish and Germanic Philology
(Urbana, 111.)7
Koyre = Alexandre Koyre, From the Closed World to the
Infinite Universe (Baltimore, 1957).
Kupffer = Imogen Kupffer, Las Irdische Vergnugen in Gott
von B.H.Brookes. Eine Untersuchung zu Wesen und
Bntwicklung der Naturlyrik. Unpublished thesis
(Gottingen, 19567*.
La Sepmaine = Guillaume de Saluste Sieur Du Bartas, La
Sepmaine ou Creation du Monde inBeihefte zurZeit-
schrift fur Romanische Philologie, 107. Heft: Die
Schopfungswoche des"~Du. Bartas I. Kritischer Text' der
Genfer Ausgabe von 1*561, ed. Kurt Reichenberger
(Tubingen, 1963).
Lovejoy = Arthur 0. Lovejoy, The Great Chain of Being:
A Stud;/ of the History of an "idea (New York, 1960).
McKillop = Alan Dugald McKillop, The Background of
Thomson's Seasons (Minneapolis, 194-2).
Metzler = Barthold Heinrich Brookes, Auszug der vor-
nehmsten Gedichte aus dem Irdischen Vergnugen in
Gott, Faksimiledruck nach der Ausgabe von 1738 mit
emern Nachwort von Dietrich Bode. Reihe Texte des
18. Jahrhunderts, ed. Paul Bockmann (Stuttgart, 1965).
MT,N = Modern Language Notes (Baltimore).
Mountain Gloom = Marjorie Hope Nicolson, Mountain Gloom
and Mountain Glory: The Development of" the Aesthetics
of the Infinite" (New York, 19637-
Paradise Lost = The Poetical Works of John Milton, ed.
Helen Darbishxre. 2 vols. ((Oxford, T76l~).
Physico-Theology = William Derham, Physico-lheology: or,
a Demonstration of the being and attributes of Goer,
from his works of creation... 8th ed. (London, 1732).
Pluche = Noel Antoine Pluche, Le Spectacle de la Nature
ou Entretiens sur les particulantes de l'histoire
riaturelle. vols. I-IV (Paris, 1732-176~97 •
PMLA = Publications of the Modern Language Association
of America "(Menasha, Wise.).
Seasons = James Thomson, The Seasons and The Castle of
Indolence, ed. J. Logie Robertson (Oxford, 1891).
Shaftesbury's Moralists = Anthony Ashley Gooper Earl of
Shaftesbury, Characteristics of Men, Manners, Opinions,
Times, ed. John M. Robertson."2 vols. (London, 1900).
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INTRODUCTION
The neglect of the early eighteenth century by
research is quite astounding. The impression given by
histories of literature is that nothing much happened
before 1750* Yet the early eighteenth century is the
germinating period of the masterpieces to come. Then and
even at the end of the seventeenth century the ideas,
feelings, and language which were to reach full maturity
at the end of the century may be profitably studied in
their early growth. In most disciplines scholars start
with the origins of things yet Barthold Heinrich Brockes,
an innovator in the field of German poetry, is still mis¬
represented.
-i
The general picture of Brockes is that of a pious,
self-satisfied, prosperous bourgeois sitting in his gar¬
den meticulously describing each leaf and each stamen of
each flower, or cataloguing spinach and other useful ve-
2
getables in inferior verse for the glory of God. Brockes1
x
practice of faithfully recording objective reality,- which
provokes such gentle mockery, is generally regarded ne-
What I am attempting to do is to reconstruct the type
of general picture that non-specialists have of Brockes,
a picture found in various degrees of focus. I am aware
that in so doing I am running the risk of misrepresenting
authorities by referring to them out of context. To
counteract this danger I propose to review them more
accurately in a bibliographic section.
2
August Closs, The Genius of the German Lyric (London,
1962), p. 111 discussing Brockes' "Willkommen liebster
Mai, wie lieblich und wie schon" in which "those useful
vegetables, spinach, asparagus, hops and lettuce are
catalogued for the glory of God."
x
^Gerhard Fricke, Geschichte der deutschen Dichtung (Tu¬
bingen, 194-9), pp. 110-111 emphasizes this.
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gatively as "pedantische Lehrhaftigkeit." the product of
a man "mit einem trockenen, harmonischen, ganzlich unlei-
denschaftlich [sic] Gemute."^ It is only in the most recent
studies of Brookes that a more positive note is discernible;
Mainland talks of Brookes' "ecstatic exploration of the
3
physic&1 world.
Brockes is also derided for his persistent advocacy
of the idea of teleology and the best of all possible
4
worlds, and several writers have applied the caricature
of the pseudo-artist from the Goethe-Schiller Xenion to
him:
Welche Verehrung verdient der Weltenschopfer, der
gnadig,
Als er den Korkbaum schuf, gleich auch die Stopsel
erfand.
Similarly, Brockes' unfortunate poem "Der Wolf" enjoys
much publicity in histories of literature, especially
the lines which reveal a struggle to fit such a harmful
creature as a wolf into the best of all worlds:
Wir haben nicht nur ihrer Balge im scharfen Frost uns
zu erfreuen,
Es dienen ihrer Glieder viele zu groBem Nutz in
Arzeneien.
Little wonder then that the label, "ein gereimter physico-
1
Richard Benz, Deutsches Barock, Kultur des achtzehnten
Jahrhunderts,(Stuttgart, 194-9)? vol. I, p. 290.
^Emil Ermatinger, Deutsche Dichter 1700-1900 (Bonn, *194-8),
P- 58.
3
William E. Mainland, "Brockes and the limitations of
imitation," Reality and Creative Vision in German Lyrical
Poetry, ed. August Gloss (London, 19&3), P- 10$.
4
Alfred Biese, Die Entwicklung des Naturgefuhls im Mit-
telalter und in der Neuzeit, 2nd'ed. (Leipzig, 1892),
p. 287: nWill er im einzelnen, an Vogel und Baum und Tier
gleichsam den teleologischen Beweis illustrieren, wird er
vollig geschmacklos, ja lacherlich."
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theologischer Beweis," given to Brookes' nature poetry by
StrauB in 1876 and passed on from book to book, has been
accepted so uncritically» Although progress has been made
recently and Brockes has been accorded a place in antho¬
logies, we are still reminded that the weary repetition
2
of the teleological idea mars his work.
On the other hand, it was Brockes1 character as
revealed in his writings and his autobiography which was
the obstacle to the fair evaluation of his poetry, for,
as Hettner asks, „Was kann aus so platter Philisterseele
Hohes kommenY"^ Recently, Professor Jantz has attempted
to salvage Brockes' reputation as a poet: "Again and
again one sensitive reader after the other discovers for
himself how very good Brockes really is and is indignant
Ll
at the critical neglect that has been his reward."
But this picture of Brockes' character as "eine
auBerst prosaische und spieBburgerliche Natur"^ raises
problems. „Aber Brockes war es in der Tat auch nicht ge-
6
geben, Ungliick tief zu ernpfinden," writes Ermatinger.
David Priedrich StrauB, Gesammelte Schriften (Bonn, 1876).
^Jethro Bithell, An Anthology of German Poetry 1730-1830
(London, 1957)> Introduction p. xv.
^Hermann Hettner, Geschichte der deutschen Literatur im
achtzehnten Jahrhundert, 4th ed. ("Braunschweig, 1893) >
Bk. I, p. 309.
^Harold Jantz, "Brockes' Poetic Apprenticeship," MLN, LXXVII
(1962), 440.
5
^Hettner, op.cit., p. 307.
^Ermatinger, op.cit., p. 61.
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Yet Grabert talks of "empfindungsvolle Zartheit," Rose
7
of "a strong emotional life" and Pfund^ of "ein iiberquel-
lendes Gefuhl der Gottheit gegenuber."
It is only when Brookes' work is compared to what
went before him in German literature that the picture
comes a little more into focus„ Even those who have a
4
negative attitude to him are forced to admit, almost re¬
luctantly, that he brought something new to German literature.
This point we would consider to be a central one to be
emphasized in any discussion of Brockes in a history of
German literature; yet more often than not it is thrown
in as an afterthought following a certain amount of ne¬
gative criticism. Even then, the nature of Brookes' inno¬
vations is seldom explained. Generally speaking, the con-
5
sensus is that it was a new attitude to nature"^ and, while
-i
W.G. Grabert, Geschichte der deutschen Literatur, 3rd ed.
(Munchen, 1957) » P ° 144.
p
Ernst Rose, A History of German Literature (New York,
1960), p. 140.
^Harry W„ Pfund, Studien zu Wort und Stil bei Brockes (New
York, 1955), Po 25.
^Ermatinger, op„cit., p. 64 — "Entdeckung der Schonheit
der diesseitigen Welt." Hettner, op.cit., p. 306 — "Be-
griinder einer neuen literarischen Epoche."
-'Notes by Dietrich Bode in Barthold Heinrich Brockes, Aus-
zug der vornehmsten Gedichte aus dem Irdischen Vergnugen
in Gott, Faksimiledruck nach der Ausgabe von 1758. iReihe
Texte des 18„ Jahrhunderts, Stuttgart, 1965). This book
will be referred to subsequently as Metzler which is the
name of the publisher. "Ansatz einer Naturdichtung" Fricke,
op.cit., p. 111 — "Welt... in ihrer Fiille... entdeckt."
Ludwig Fulda, DNE, XXXIX, 283 — "Neuentdeckung der Natur."
Benz, op.cit., p. 291 — "Erhebung durch eine neue kiinst-
lerische Schau" and p. 364 "innige Naturanschauung." Fritz
Martini, Deutsche Literaturgeschichte von den Anfangen bis
zur Gegenwart ^Stuttgart, 19497, p. 171 — "ein neues
Naturgefuhl."
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this seems fairly acceptable on the face of it, one finds
on examination, such variation in the connotation of the
word nature that antithetical statements shelter under it.
At one end of the scale nature is close to realism while
at the other it approaches what is loosely called roman¬
ticism.
Nothing very precise emerges from all these im¬
pressions of Brockes except that he has been neglected,
perhaps because he has not been considered v/orth studying,,
This arises from the tendency to stand in the twentieth
century and look back when evaluating his poetry. By this
standard Brockes is certainly not a great poet. Although
he is gradually receiving credit for his new attitude to
nature, the same mistake is still being made. He is being
judged by a vague and highly ambiguous conception of
nature poetry which arose long after Brockes„ Consequently
those poems which fit this conception, such as the famous
"Kirschblute bei der Nacht" receive attention while all
the others are rejected. Brockes can only be correctly
understood and his gift to German literature adequately




Emil Ermatinger has not a very high opinion of
Brookes' poetic ability. To a large extent this view seems
to be based on the superficiality of his autobiography.
Consequently, while he conjectures that Brookes would have
been enchanted by a passage which he quotes from Shaftes¬
bury's Moralists, he does not consider him capable of
reaching such heights: „Es fehlte ihm durchaus die Schwung-
kraft, die Shaftesburys Geist auf machtigen Fliigeln durch
die Raume der Welt trug. Er blieb immer trippelnd, lust-
wandelnd auf der Erde stehen und schaute von da andachti-
<1
gen Blickes zum Himmel auf." Alois Brandl holds the
opposite view. He finds that Brockes, through James Thom¬
son, the poet of the Seasons, has managed to transcend
his habitual lifeless descriptions:
Von Thomson lernte er die verschiedenen Jahreszeiten
mit charakteristischeren Zugen schildern und statt
der toten Beschreibung, in die er mehr und mehr
verfalien war, wieder das Leben der Natur und ihrer
Bewohner erzahlen. Die Empfindsamkeit, mit der er so
gern das einzelne und kleine beschaute, wiech vor der
Riicksicht auf das ganze und groBe, die Ideen der Ver-
ganglichkeit, Unsterblichkeit und besonders der Liebe
erfiillen seine Naturbetrachtung, und mit kuhnerm
Gedankenschwunge als je ruft er aus:
'Glorwtirdig' herrliche Natur! 0! die du liber alles schon,
Und uber alles gutig bist; die alles liebet, alles nahret
Die iiber alles ehrwurdig und liber alles liebenswerth;
Ja, die selbst gottlich, da in ihr der Gottheit Wesen
Selbst zu sehen.1
^Emil Ermatinger, Deutsche Dichter 1700-1900 (Bonn, 194-8),
p. 60.
^Alois Brandl, B.H. Brockes (Innsbruck, 1878), p. 99*
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This poem is indeed written in the idiom of enthu¬
siasm and Brookes certainly manages to rise above the
earth despite Ermatinger's contention.
It is interesting that the same passage which appears
to destroy Ermatinger1s thesis is used by most other writers
-1
on Brockes to bolster up their arguments. Willi Plemming
quotes it in his analysis of the changing attitude to
2
nature in the eighteenth century. Harry W. Pfund uses it
for his discussion of Brockes' style. It is also important
for the study of Brookes' philosophy of life and attitude
to nature.
The entire poem is worth investigating. It is
reminiscent of the passage from Shaftesbury's Moralists
lL
which Ermatinger quoted in his discussion of Brockes. I
5
have reproduced both texts"^ in full and placed them side
by side. To facilitate comparison I have split up the
Shaftesbury text to coincide as far as possible with the
lines of Brookes' poem.
-i
Willi Flemming, Per Wandel des deutschen Naturgefuhls
vom 13. zum 18. Jahrhundert (Halle, 1931), P« 88.
2
Harry W. Pfund, Studien zu Wort und Stil ber Brockes
(New York, 1933), PP.. 23-28.
^Otto Janssen, Naturempfindung und Naturgefuhl bei Barthold
Heinrich Brockes (diss. Bonn, 1907).. Fritz von Manikowski,
Die Welt- und Lebensanschauung in dem „Irdischen Verp^nugen
in Gott" von Barthold Heinrich Brockes (diss. Greifswald,
1914-77
ZL
Ermatinger, op.cit., p. 60.
^Anthony Earl of Shaftesbury, Characteristics of Men,
Manners, Opinions, Times, ed. John M. Robertson~TLondon,
1900"), vol. II, pp. 97-99. B.H. Brockes, Irdisches Ver-
gniigen in Gott, vol. VIII, pp. 2-6. The German text is
anomalous.
Ye fields and woods, my
refuge from the toilsome
world of business,
receive me in your
quiet sanctuaries,
and favour my retreat
and thoughtful solitude.
Ye verdant plains, how
gladly I salute ye!






and all ye rural powers
and graces!
Blessed by ye chaste
abodes of happiest
mortals,
who here in peaceful





it affords a happy lei¬
sure and retreat for man,
who, made for contempla¬
tion,
and to search his own
and other natures,
may here best meditate
the cause of things,
and, placed amidst the
various scenes of Nature,
may nearer view her
works.




Gefild' und Walder! meine Zuflucht,
aus der muhselgen Welt
voll Pein,
Voll Gram und Sorgen! nehmt mich ein
In euer ruhig Heiligthum! begiinsti-
get mein einsam Leben!
Da ich mich, von Zufriedenheit, von
einem ernsten Ueberlegen
Und von Betrachtungen begleitet,
will, aus der Stadt,
zu euch begeben!
Ihr griinen Ebnen, wie vergnugt begrtiB
ich euch!
Gliick, Heil und Segen
Erfiillen immer eure Eluren! ihr holden
Yorwiirf' unsers Blicks,
Ihr angenehmen Gegenden,
Der Erden majestatsche Schonheit, du
Inbegriff des wahren
Glucks,
Du Feld=und Land=Lust voller Anmuth,
ihr keusch= und reinen
Wohnungen
Der hochstbegliickten Sterblichen,
Die hier, in Unschuld=vollem Frieden,
ein unbeneidet Leben
nahrt,
(Ob solches gleich fast gottlich ist)
da es, in Segenreicher
Stille,
Uns einen edlen MiABiggang und eine
sufie Ruh gewahrt:
Uns, die wir, fur Betrachtungen (um
uns so wohl, als andre
Wesen,
Zu untersuchen) eigentlich formieret
scheinen und erlesen;
Die wir, die Eigenschaft der Dinge,
mit rnehrer Einsicbt,
zu ergriinden,
Nie bessere Gelegenheit, als wie in
euren Fluren, finden,
Und (in die Scenen der Natur, bey
euch, gesetzt) von
ihren Werken
Die Griind' und Wunder fahig sind,
am allernachsten zu
bemerken.
Glorwiirdig' herrliche Natur! 0! die
du, iiber alles, schon,






whose looks are so be¬
coming and of such in¬
finite grace;




whose every single work
affords an ampler scene,
and is a nobler
spectacle
than all which ever art
presented!
0 mighty Nature!





Thee I invoke and thee
alone adore„
To thee this solitude,
this place, these rural
meditations are sacred;
whilst thus inspired
with harmony of thought,
though unconfined by
words, and in loose
numbers,
1 sing of Nature's order
in created beings, and
celebrate the beauties
which resolve in thee,
the source and prin¬
ciple of all beauty
and perfection.
Thy being is boundless,
unsearchable, impene¬
trable .
In thy immensity all
thought is lost,
fancy gives over its
flight,
Die, iiber alles, ehrenwurdig, und,
uber alles, liebens-
werth;
Ja, die selbst gottlich, da, in ihr,
der Gottheit Wesen
Selbst zu sehn.
Du, deren Blicke so gefallig, von
solcher Wohlanstandig-
keit,
Die fast unendlich. Das Betrachten
von deiner Vollenkom-
menheit
Bringt lauter Weisheit, und das
Forschen in deinem We¬
sen, lauter Lust.
Lin gedes deiner Werke giebt so schd-
ne Scenen unsern Augen,
Und ist ein herrlicher Spectakel,
als alle Kiinst1 in
unsrer Brust
Uns jemals vorzustellen taugen.
0 groB' und machtige IMatur!
Der Vorsicht weiseste Verordnung,
durch Vollmacht, rege
Schdpferinn!
Doch rnehr, der Du ihr Vollmacht gabst,
Du hochster Schopfer,
Dich allein,
Verehret, rufet, flehet an, mein Dir
allein ergebner Sinn0
Dir soil die Einsamkeit, der Ort,
mein Feld=Gesang, ge-
weihet seyn,
Indem, mit der Gedanken Wohllaut be-
geistert, ich anjetzt
besinge,
Obgleich mit eingeschrankten Worten,
die Ordnung der er-
schaffnen Dinge,
Das wahre Wesen der Natur, und der
Geschopfe Schonheit
preise,
Die alle sich, in Dir, entbinden, zu
der, von Dir bestimmten,
Zeit,
Du Quell und Ursprung aller Schonheit
und aller Vollenkommen-
heit!
Es ist Dein Wesen undurchdringlich,
nicht zu erforschen,
sonder Schranken.
In deiner UnermeBlichkeit vergehen
aller Welt Gedanken,





spends itself in vain,
finding no coast nor,
limit of this ocean, nor,
in the widest tract
through which it soars,
one point yet nearer
the circumference than
the first centre whence
it parted.
Thus having oft essayed,
thus sallied forth into
the wide expanse,
when I return again with¬
in myself, struck with
the sense of this so
narrow being
and of the fulness of




nor sound the abyss of
Deity.
Yet since by thee, 0
sovereign mind, I have
been formed such as I am,
intelligent and rational,
since the peculiar digni¬
ty of my nature
is to know and con¬
template thee,
permit that with due
freedom
I exert those faculties
with which thou hast
adorned me.
Bear with my venturous
and bold approach. And
since nor vain curiosity,
nor fond conceit, nor
love of aught save thee
alone
inspires me with such
thoughts as these,
be thou my assistant and
guide me in this pursuit,
whilst I venture thus to
tread the labyrinth of
wide Nature
and endeavour to trace
thee in thy works.
Die Kraft zu bilden wirket nicht,
indem sie, in der Gott—
heit Meer,
Kein Ufer, keinen Grund, kein Ende,
noch in dem allerfern-
sten Zug,
Worein sie stieg, nur einen Punkt
befindet, welcher naher
war
Zum Umkreis, als das erste Centrum,
von dem sie sich zu-
erst erhoben.
Hievon, wenn ich ins leere Weite ge-
stiegen, nahm ich oft
die Proben
Bey meiner Riickkehr in mich selbst.
Erstaunt ob meinem
kleinen Ich,
Und ob der unermeBnen Eulle der
groBen Einheit, scheu
ich mich,
Die so erstaunlich tiefe Tiefe der
Allgemeinheit auszu-
finden,
Noch den unendlich hohen Abgrund der
Gottheit ferner zu er-
griinden.
Jedoch, weil ich, o hochster Geist!
von Dir, so wie ich bin,
formieret,
Verniinftig hier erschaffen bin, und
meines Wesens Wurdig-
keit
Darinn bestehet, Dich zu kennen, und
Deine Vollenkommenheit
Zu untersuchen, zu bewundern; ach so
erlaub', in dieser Zeit,
DaB ich die Kraft und Eahigkeit,
Mit schuldger Ereyheit, brauchen moge,
mit welchen du mich
ausgezieret.
Erdulde mein verwegnes Nahern. Und,
weil kein1 eitle Neu-
begier,
Noch stolze Thorheit, noch die Liebe
zu etwas sonst, als
Dir allein,
Mir die Gedanken eingegeben; so laB
mein Thun gesegnet seyn.
Sey Selbst mein Beystand, leite mich,
und zeige Deine Wege
mir,
Da ich es wag', in der Natur so wei-
ten Labyrint zu gehen,
Dir in demselben nachzuspiihren, und
Dich in Deinem Werk zu
sehen.
- 11 -
It is now apparent that the lines „Glorwurdig'
herrliche Natur!" which are generally thought to be by
Brookes are part of his adaptation of Shaftesbury. This
discovery weakens the poem's value as evidence0 We cannot
draw conclusions about Brookes' progress as a poet, about
his style, about his viewpoint or anything else from it.
It may be argued that Brockes used the Shaftesbury source
in the first place because it was close to his philosophy
of life and way of writing or that he assimilated it and
improved as a poet. But surely the lesson of this dis¬
covery is that we cannot establish what is peculiar to
Brockes until we have allayed the doubts that now arise
concerning the origin of his work as a whole„ It might
in fact be Brookes' regular practice to take from others
whatever comes his way.
The question of Brockes' sources has not really
been tackled. Rudolf von Delius maintains that Brockes'
work is the product of the German soul, independent of
2
foreign models» Karl Lohmeyer also writes that Brockes
owed nothing to foreign influences. These articles, how¬
ever, were written over thirty years ago and research
into sources could have made some progress since. But
the most recent essays on Brockes make no mention of
sourceso Dietrich Bode's "Nachwort" to the reprint of
the selection of Brockes1 poems by Hagedorn and Wilckens
Rudolf von Delius, Per Schopfungsgarten (Hamburg, 1917),
p. 6.
2Karl Lohmeyer, "Der Ratsherr B.H. Brockes (1680-1747) als
politischer Dichter," Hamburger Geschichts- und Heimat-
blatter, X (1937).
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is an exception: "Was ihm eignet, ist Frommigkeit. Diese
Frommigkeit mag noch gespeist sein aus den Erbauungs-
biichern mystischer Geister wie Johann Arndt und Christian
1 2
Scriver." Hans M. Wolff had already advanced Arndt and
Scriver as sources. According to Wolff, the main ideas
expressed by Brookes are to be found in Book IV Vom Wahren
Christenthum by Arndt and several of Brookes' poems are
x
almost a paraphrase of Arndt.
4
Imogen Kupffer does not wholly agree, as Arndt's
vale of tears seems to her quite different from Brookes'
joyous world. She also points out that what natural des¬
cription there is in Arndt is associated with religious
ideas; flowers with heavenly flowers and the earth with
the new earth to come.
Wolff says further that Brockes has taken many
things from Christian Scriver1s "Gottholds Zufallige
Andachten" but Imogen Kupffer again draws attention to
the differences. Scriver uses nature symbolically and
moralizes too heavily. For instance, an oak tree repre¬
sents the lust of the flesh, an idea quite alien to
Brookes' way of thinking. Nor would Scriver's emphasis
on the renunciation of the world appeal to him.
Imogen Kupffer (pp. 21-23) comes much nearer the
truth when she briefly discusses physico-theology and
^Metzler, p. 3+-
%ans M. Wolff, "Brockes' Religion," PMLA, LXII (194-7),
1134-1135.
x
I shall be discussing this elsewhere.
4
Imogen Kupffer, Das Irdische Vergnugen in Gott von B.H,
Brockes. Eine Untersuchung zu Wesen und Entwicklung der
Naturlyrik "^Unpublished" thesis, Gottingen, 1956") • This work
will be subsequently referred to as "Kupffer."
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gives the contents of Derham's Physico-Theology which
Brockes had read "with pleasure and profit." Brockes,
she tells us, is noteworthy for his early use of physico-
theology in his poetry,. Since Brockes' Irdisches Vergnugen
vol. I appeared in 1721, she wonders whether Derham1 could
have influenced it. Deeming it not particularly important
she goes on to her next point. It is almost unaccountable
that she should have failed to take up such a promising
line of research. Perhaps it is the way of all researchers
that they sometimes miss what is under their noses by pur¬
suing too ardently one particular hypothesis. Concerned
with the development of nature poetry, she is not so
interested in Derham and Arndt, since they have not reached
such an advanced stage in this development as Brockes. She
selects the poem "Ein Bett voll Hyazinthen" as an example
of this advance and notes the following points: the be¬
ginning of secularisation in the treatment of nature for
its own sake, instead of for its symbolic significance,
the expression of an intense, direct joy and the conception
William Derham (1657-1735), divine, elected member of the
Royal Society in 1702. He delivered the Boyle lectures
1711-1712 and published them in 1713 as Physico-Theology,
or a Demonstration of the Being and Attributes" of God
from his Works of Creation. According to Schroder's
Lexikon der harnburgischen Schriftsteller, vol. II, p. 249,
it was translated into German in 1730 with further editions
in 1731 and 1736. Derham's 7th ed. was used. By 1764 thir¬
teen editions of the German version had appeared. Derham's
Astro-Theology, or a Demonstration of the being and attri¬
butes of God, from a survey of the heavens (1715") was
translated in the 5th edition—Astro-Theologie, oder:
Himmlisches Vergnugen in Gott, Dei" auTnierksamen_ Anschauen
des Himmels und genauerer Betrachtung der himmlischen
Korper zum augenscheinlichen Beweis, da£ ein Gott, und
derselbige ein allgutigstes, allweis'es ,* alTmachtiges
Wesen sei. It was translated by Johann Albert Fabricius
and dedicated to Brockes.
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of a bountiful, loving Creator. Such a God, she feels, has
little to do with the rational God of physico-theology,
nor has Brockes any need of the teleological proof of God
as he is already a firm believer.
It is of course obvious, when one considers baroque
poetry, that Brockes is doing something completely different,
even when he uses some of the old material. The precise
character of his innovations and the reasons for such a
striking change of direction must be investigatedo As is
known, Brockes started his writing career in the old tra¬
dition with a number of conventional occasional poems, a
baroque oratorio Per fur die Sunde der Welt gemarterte
und sterbende Jesus (1712), and Bethlehemitischer Kinder-
mord (1715)> a- translation of Marino 0 Seen historically,
Das Irdische Vergnugen in Gott is an achievement since it
breaks with the past and points to the future. How was
this possible? Did Brockes achieve this independently?
Was he "mittelmaBig" as Ermatinger seems to think or was
he some kind of genius in harmony with the German soul?
All these pressing questions lead us back to the problem
of sources.
As the first step in my investigation I propose
to do the opposite of Imogen Kupffer, to take up the
points she missed and examine what Brockes had in common
with Arndt and Derham. (I will deal with Scriver later
in the question of Brockes1 relationship to pietism).
These points are what they all called "God's works" —
sun, moon and stars, planets, earth, sea, mountains with
the emphasis on science. These subjects are to be found
throughout all nine volumes of the Irdisches Vergnugen but




B.J. Zinck, the editor of the posthumous volume
IX (174-8) of "the Irdisches Verg;niigen informs us that Brookes
was already interested in the sciences in 1723 when he was
at the height of his poetic powers ("die Muse unsers beriihm-
ten Dichters in ihrer ersten Schonheit und in ihrem stark-
sten Eeuer"). The result of such studies, he tells us were
the poems "Regen," "Wasser," "Feuer," "Die Sonne," "Die
Berge" in volume I of the Irdisches Vergnugen and "Erde,"
"Luft," "Die flinf Sinne" in volume II and apparently the
long scientific section in volume IX entitled Betrachtungen
iiber die drey Reiche der Natur. I shall discuss this last
work first as it is almost entirely a versification of
scientific knowledge and easier to analyse than the others
which contain more strands of thought and a variety of
different elements.
This work has perhaps done more to damage Brookes'
poetic reputation than anything else, although few critics
have succeeded in reading through the four hundred or so
pages as far as the end. Yet there is a great deal to be
learned from it about Brockes'background. Many of its
themes constantly recur throughout the Irdisches Vergnugen•
Brockes makes his motives for writing this work
quite clear in his rhymed introduction. Creation is a
means of approaching hod for it declares his existence.
Not only are the great suns and planets witnesses:
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Auch im kleinsten Kornchen Sand
Wird die Allmachtshand erkannt.
Instead of being blind and indifferent we must study all
created things. However, the greatest wonders are hidden
from us, so Brookes prays for enlightenment:
Herr, erleuchte mein Gemiithe!
Ziind' in mir dein Feuer an,
DaB ich deine Macht und Giite
Sehn, verstehn und preisen kann.
Tilge der Gewohnheit Starke!
Weil die groBten Wunderwerke
Ihr verdickter Nebel deckt, .
Und vor unserm Blick versteckt.
The belief that God is manifest in creation is the major
tenet of Brookes' faith and it is repeated tirelessly
throughout the nine volumes of his work. The scientific
tour of the animal, vegetable and mineral kingdoms which
follows, with dreary masses of material and endless cata¬
logues must be considered in the light of this. Nothing
is irrelevant since the whole of creation reveals to us
something about God. What is perhaps boring to us was very
exciting for Brockes and like-minded contemporaries.
In "Das Reich der Metalle" Brockes defines metals,
explains the theory of their origin and continues to name
and comment on every metal in existence. His general tech¬
nique is to tell us all he knows about their properties
and uses, then add some remarks about their place in man's
life and economy. Gold and silver, for instance, are the
world's idols, and crimes are committed for their possession.
On the other hand they foster industry and trade. Races
without them, though poor and contented, live like cattle,
<1
A variant of this is used as the concluding stanza of the
poem "Das Feuer."
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without art and. learning. Iron is useful for tools like
the plough which is indispensable for the production of
bread. Yet it can also be used for weapons which destroy
human life. Where appropriate, Brockes finds medicinal
and other uses — mercury is good against fleas, sulphur
(in the section "Halbmetallen") is good for snake-bites
and for preserving wine. This part of the tour has taken
up about thirty-five pages with very few pious inter¬
polations. Just as we begin to wonder about Brockes' intent¬
ions, he closes with the words:
Gottes liihre soil allein
Meiner Lieder Endzweck seyn.
The next section is similarly treated but the sub¬
ject is stones. Brockes loses himself in the subject so
that the editor, after printing three stanzas composed
entirely of names of stones, spares the reader with the
explanatory footnote: „Der Herr Verfasser hatte noch 17
Strophen von Steinen auf diese Weise gemacht, welche wir
aber aus Beysorge, dem Leser beschwerlich zu seyn, wegge-
lassen." But Brockes did not indulge in this extravagance
to bore his contemporaries or to make himself the laughing¬
stock of twentieth-century "Germanisten." As he tells us
at the beginning of the catalogue, it is to make us wonder
at the "Schopfers Wundermacht„" "Erstaunen" is the keynote.
At the end of the list he tells us that abundance (Menge)
-i
shows God's love and wisdom. All this is very important
-1
This fits into the background discussed by Arthur 0. Eove-
joy, The Great Chain of Being (New York, 1960). This was
first published in 1936. Abbreviated subsequently as "Love-
joy."
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if Brockes is to be understood. Talking of marble, Brookes
produces a particularly bad stanza but its apparent tri¬
viality, even stupidity, should not divert our attention
from his intention:
In Europa hier und dorten
Find't man ihn im Ueberfluss;
Welschland zeugt so viele Sorten,
DaB man sich verwundern muB.
Auch in Frankreich, auch in Sachsen
LaBet Gott viel Marmor wachsen,
LaBt uns, wenn wir Marmor sehn,
Denken: Gott dein Werk ist schon.
(p. 52)
Several pages are devoted to the loadstone and the
force of magnetism. Brockes gives all the explanations
he can think of from the idea that the magnetic force is
caused by a spirit to Halley's. more scientific view. He
soon becomes confused by so many conflicting ideas and
decides that it is better to observe and admire than to
quarrel about differences of opinion since human knowledge
is "ungewiB und klein." He also discusses in detail the
uses of salt. After noting its importance for food, Brockes
observes that it preserves (vor Faulnis schiitzt). In answer
to the much-asked question why the sea is salty, he replies
that, if it were not salty, it would stink, the fish would
die and the air would be poisoned so that everything on
earth would be infected:
Solcher Plage, Quaal und Pein
Wehret Gott durchs Salz allein.
(p. 82)
We are now introduced to "Das Pflanzenreich" by the
words:
In Gewachsen und im Kraut
Sey dein Finger angeschaut.
(Po 94)
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This section takes the same form as the section on minerals
it is a collection of scientific knowledge about plants and
long catalogues in rhyme, all punctuated by exclamations
of wonder and praise for the wisdom and power of the
Creator,, Since the subject is the vegetable kingdom,
Brockes, as may be expected, gives some space to the con-
ception of God as the great "Speisemeister." He is par¬
ticularly grateful that the Creator has provided so many
pleasant ways of quenching one's thirst. Barley alone
provides several. Very expressively, he describes the
joy of beer-drinking — it cools the lips, tongue and
palate. He concludes:
Und es trinke niemand Bier
Ohn er danke Gott dafur
000*000*
Dir sey denn fur solchen Trank,
GroBer Geber! Lob und Dank.
(p. 146)
The awareness of God as the supplier of food, like
the other themes of this work, recurs throughout Brockes'
Irdisches Vergnugen and, like the others, no matter how
it might amuse us nowadays, must be seen in its context.
p
Witkop gives this idea undue prominence when he tells us
that Brockes is only interested in the Creator as a
"Speisemeister."
A long section of the "Pflanzenreich" takes us into
A
Ird. Verg. (IX, 154-). The editor once more comes to the
reader's rescue and cuts out a number of stanzas. Brockes
had become over-enthusiastic about the different sorts of
apples in the world.
O
Philipp Witkop, Die neuere deutsche Lyrik (Leipzig and
Berlin, 1910), p. 10?.
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the new world of the microscope and is purely scientific
at first sight. Brockes tells us about the progress that
has been made in botany since the ancients, and that we
have to thank two people for this, Grew and Malpighius:^
Die an ganz verschiednen Orten,
Und zugleich zu einer Zeit,
Zeigten, fast mit selben Worten,
Die verborgne Seltsamkeit,
Welche in den kleinsten Dingen
Die Natur hervorzubringen,
Und, zu ihres Schopfers Preis,
Wunderbar zu bilden weis.
(p. 100)
Although the pages which follow read like a text-book of
botany, Brockes is not being pedantic, but is drawing our
attention to the wonderful world of nature which the micro¬
scope now revealso frequently-used words like "Wunderwerk,"
"erstaunen," "neue Lust," "vergniigt," emphasize the wonder
and pleasure which it inspires in him. This is also true
of the animal kingdom. Further scientific accounts draw
our attention to God's "Allmacht," "Weisheit," and "Liebe"
in the wonderful design of the human body and the mira¬
culous way in which it functions. There is no doubt about
Brookes' motives as they are expressed repeatedly — "Der
Gottheit Werk im Sinnlichen bedachtsam zu bewundern," and
"Gottes Allmachtschein,/ Der uberall so herrlich stralet,
zu predigen" (p, 24?). The following passage is perhaps
the key to the whole work:





Zeigt unsern tiberfuhrten Seelen das Reich lebend'ger
Kreaturen.
Nicht nur ihr Korper, der so kiinstlich, Bewegung, Sinnen,
Geist und Leben,
Sind Zeugen einer weisen Quell, und konnen von dem
Ursprungsstand
(Der sonst, vor allzugroBer GroBe selbst unsern Seelen
unbekannt)
Des Schopfers, der sonst unbegreiflich, aie allerbesten
Proben geben.
(p. 195)
Creation is a "Buch der Weisheit" which man reads when he
studies the external world, and God is the "Inhalt" since
he sees in creation such order and design as only a God
could create.
The "animal kingdom" is similar in form and treat¬
ment to the other two kingdoms. Long sections on the
different animal species and their uses for man again
illustrate the ideas of plenitude and bounty. Animals
were made to supply man with food, clothing and even
medicine. This is also true of harmful animals whose
existence does not disrupt Brookes' harmonious picture
since they do not multiply as much as other animals (p. 244).
A final section consisting of a series of poems
about individual animals has been added to the animal
kingdom. This is different in inspiration from the rest
of the work and is not really an integral part of it.
Many of the motifs and ideas of the complete poem
have been used again by Brockes in other poems. It would
therefore be useful to find their origin. The source of
the general scientific ideas ought to serve our purposes.
A more thorough search for each minor detail would really
require a separate investigation of contemporary texts
and this would yield too little information about Brockes
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to merit such expenditure of time and effort. Besides,
since Brockes' science reports are subordinated to the
religious intention, it is the combination of both which
is of most interest.
Johann Arndt has been suggested as a source of
Brockes' Irdisches Vergniigen, one of the reasons being the
similarity of the subject matter: „Arndt bespricht in der
Reihenfolge der Schopfungsgeschichte die wichtigsten Er-
scheinungen der Natur, Himmel und Erde, Sonne und Wasser,
A
Pflanzen- und Tierwelt etc " When we examine both
works, however, it is obvious from the dearth of scien¬
tific material presented by Arndt that Brockes could not
have relied on him entirely as a source. Christian Wolff,
on the other hand, offers an extremely wide range of de¬
tailed material on the very subjects which Brockes is
versifying in his work Vernunftige Gedancken von den Wir-
kungen der Natur, den Liebhabern der Weisheit mitgeteilt
p
(Halle, 1723). Since little is known about Brookes'
relationship to Wolff, the two works are worth comparing.
Both deal with the same subjects — the "anatomy"
of plants, the circulation of the blood, and the structure
of animals. The treatment is different. Wolff has no ex¬
clamations of admiration for the wisdom and goodness of
God but seems to be writing a text-book. He is teaching
us about the world, whereas Brockes is telling us about
A
Hans M. V/olff, Die Weltanschauung der deutschen Aufklarung
(Bern, 194-9) > p. 138*
^1 am using the 5^ edition (Halle, 174-6).
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God when he writes about; plants and animals. Although the
subjects of both works are identical, there are so many-
differences; that it; would not be justified to conclude
that Brockes, had used Wolff as a source completely. (A
case could be made for the concluding chapters, of Wolff
which are very close to the end of the Drey Reiche).
They both discuss; the loadstone and magnetism but the
emphasis is different. Wolff, when discussing plants; in,
considerable detail, also mentions the work of Grew and.
Malpighi and. gives; us a "microscope-eye-view" of plants;,
but he is more scientific and up-to-date than Brockes. They
are both reviewing the opinions of others about the subjects,
under discussion, but Wolff obviously has access; to more
recent sources and is well-informed. The list of authorities;
(members of the Royal Society and. the Academie des; Sciences)
which he gives, seems to indicate that he. is, reviewing their
findings. Brockes quotes very few authorities, nor does he
appear to be reviewing their work in. detail, for example,
concerning pollen in plants, Brockes says; that its use is,
not known but that Camerarius (1665-1721) thinks "Es; muB
fur die Eyerlein/Ein befruchtend Samlein seyn" (p. 111)
then goes on to tell us what others think. Wolff knows;
its importance for plant reproduction and is himself
engaged on experiments with flowers (p. 664-) . Each writer
seems to stress different aspects of the subjects.
Brockes makes; an attempt to classify plants, Wolff
1
Brockes owes his system of plant classification either
directly or indirectly to Joseph Pitton.de Tournefort,
Elemens de Botanique (1694-). In his Kupfer=Bibel (Augsburg,
1753) Johann Jacob Scheuchzer presents an identical system
and tells us that it is based on de Tournefort.
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omits this. The idea of preformation ("Selbst die Form vom
groBten Baum/In dem Samen findet Raum" p0 114) and the
whole mystery of seeds fascinates Brookes so utterly that
his senses "sich versenken wie ein Tropfen in ein Meer"
(pp. 114-115). Yet, in a later section of the work, Brookes
does not seem to be so sure how preformation applies to
animals (p. 224). "Ob eines Korpers gauze Form schon wirk-
lich in der Mutter Ey/Befindlich" and whether the form is
in the spermatozoon also is for Brookes "ungewiB." Wolff
A
did not mention preformation in trees but he considers
the other points in the section from Chapter XIV to the
end which Brookes' poem follows closely. Wolff, as Brockes,
has just mentioned Leeuwenhoek's discovery of animalcules
(spermatozoa) then continues: „Ehe die Saamen-Thierlein
bekandt waren, glaubte man, die Frucht sey schon ihrer
wahren Gestalt nach im kleinen gebildet in dem Eyerlein
anzutreffen: welche Meinung auch noch die meisten Medici
und Physici hegen."
(Bk. IV, ch. vi, section 454)
Brockes' language, besides being more simple than
Wolff's, contains more imagery. One could readily jump
^Charles Singer, A Short History of Biology (Oxford, 1931),
p. 498. Preformation is the view that the form of the
complete creature is present in the egg. It follows that
the forms of all men and all women, like a series of Chinese
boxes (emboitement), can be traced back to Five. The theory
was unchallenged until the middle of the eighteenth century
and those who held it were called "ovists." In 1679 Leeuwen¬
hoek depicted the spermatozoon. Another group (the sper-
matists) then believed that the spermatozoon harboured
the preformed organism. Consequently, Adam's seeds held
all mankind. The spermatists had misinterpreted Aristotle's
idea that the male was responsible for the form and the
female for the substance.
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to the conclusion that Brockes has an ability to transform
the dullest material, except that some acquaintance with
the literature of natural science reveals that this is
not new. For Brockes, buds on the branches are like
children wrapped in many blankets to protect them from
the frost. Grew, in a similar context, uses the words
"blankets" and "veils." Buds are protected "as a child
1
m the womb." Brockes also compares plants to animals.
The roots are as a mouth taking in food. The passages
within the stalk are intestines through which the food,
after "cooking" in the stomach, rises. This again is not
poetic imagery but the language of Aristotle. Lones writes:
Respecting the nutrition of plants, he [Aristotle]
says that they obtain food by means of their roots,
which he compares with the mouth of an animal^ and
with the blood-vessels of the umbilical cord.
The expression "cooking" which Brockes uses when discussing
animals, also originates in Aristotle and would naturally
have currency as long as he remained as the authority in
these matters. Vesalius (1514-1564,)^and Andrea Cesalpino
(1519-1603)'4" used the expression. Although Grew and Malpighi
still think in terms of the analogy between plants and
1
Nehemiah Grew, The Anatomy of Plants with an Idea of a
Philosophical History of PlantsThondon, 16827, p. 146.
2
Thomas East Lones, Aristotle's Researches in Natural
Science (London, 19127, p. 96.
x
vErik Nordenskiold, The History of Biology: a survey,
trans. L.B. Eyre (London", 1929), p. 103. Vesalius says
that the food is "cooked" in the abdominal cavity.
Zl
F.S. Bodenheimer, The History of Biology: an introduction
(London, 1958J, P« 49. The blood is "boiled" in the heart
and rises as a vapour in the lungs.
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animals, their vocabulary has changed. Both use the word
-I
"fermentation" instead of "cooking." Therefore Brockes
seems to be behind in his scientific terminology. When he
discusses how food becomes blood in the body, he tells us
that it is cooked in the stomach, "gekocht wie auf einem
Kuchenherd" (p. 206), whereas Wolff, discussing the same
question, says that the ancients wrongly thought that the
food was cooked (verkocht) in the stomach (p. 655)• Brockes
also seems to be behind in the information he gives us
about sap in plants as there is no mention of water. Wolff
tells us that the ancients thought that plants were nourish¬
ed through the earth alone and that water was not necessary
(p. 616;. He devotes several pages to a review of experi¬
ments proving the importance of water for plant growth.
The framework of both works (Brockes' Drey Reiche
and Wolff's Verniinftige Gedanken Book IV) is the same. The
same subjects are dealt with in the same order, but, as
we have seen, there are differences in treatment. Brockes
lr
emphasizes different aspects and introduces his favorite
speculations about God's wisdom in creation. There is a
long section (not found in Wolff) in a lively style in
which Brockes expresses his admiration for what he feels
are the Creator's very wise arrangements for procreation
(pp. 220-229). Wolff's final chapters IV, V, VI on "Die
Sinnen," "Bewegung," "Erzeugung" are fairly close to
Brockes' account (p. 212 ff.) apart from the above excep¬
tion. Brockes writes: "Das herrlichste von alien Sinnen
Nordenskiold, op.cit., p. 162: "Fermentation plays the
same part in Malpighi's speculations as 'cooking' does in
Aristotle's."
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ist das vortreffliche Gesicht" and Wolff (section 425):
"Der vornehmste unter den Sinnen ist das Gesichte."
Leeuwenhoek1s experiment and the idea of preformation
are discussed by both; also spontaneous generation.
Brookes reports that the previously-held view that creatures
come into being through fermentation and putrefaction is
no longer found among intelligent people. It is contrary
to nature, for the origin of life is in the seed (p. 218).
Wolff writes:
Es zeiget die tagliche Erfahrung, daB Menschen und
Thiere durch den Beyschlaff eines Mannleins und
Weibleins erzeuget werden...
(ch. vi, section 4J9)
It is extremely difficult to draw any valid con¬
clusions from this comparison of Wolff and Brockes. Brockes
could have started his Drey Reiche using other sources,
and might have come across Wolff's book half-way through.
The changing attitude to preformation also suggests this.
On the other hand, there were so many sources of scien¬
tific material at that period that it was possible to write
a work like the Drey Reiche without consulting the original
sources — the Transactions of the Royal Society and of
the Academie des Sciences. When one compares Brockes' ideas
on the structure of plants with the original source, Ne-
hemiah Grew's Anatomy of Plants, one finds only a few
points of contact but not enough to suggest that Brockes
had first-hand knowledge of it. Although this points to
the use of secondary sources, the fact remains that these
ideas were originally contributed to the history of science
by Grew and Malpighi. Similarly, whether Brockes drew some
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of his material from Wolff or not, it is the property of
the scientists acknowledged by Wolff as his sources. It
is therefore to them that we must turn for further clues.
The spirit and motives behind Wolff's Verniiriftige
Gedanken have still to be compared with what has been re¬
vealed about Brockes. Prom the text itself there is no
indication that Wolff is doing anything further than pre¬
sent facts in a text-book manner but the preface is more
revealing. The first sentence is the key to the difference
between the two writers: „Die Erkantnis der Natur befor-
dert auf vielfaltige Weise die Gliickseligkeit des mensch-
lichen Geschlechtes..." The rational element predominates.
"Erkenntnis" and "Gliickseligkeit" are stressed. "Gliick-
seligkeit" here has little in common with Brockes1 "Ver-
gniigen," as it has all the associations with the Enlighten¬
ment and the belief that happiness springs from rational
submission to law. The primary concern is man, whereas
Brockes emphasizes God. Throughout the preface, causal
conjunctions like "damit" and "weil" establish clear lo¬
gical links between the ideas. Brockes' ideas are quite
clear, but they are not given to the reader in this way;
they have to be deduced from a style fraught with such
imagery as "Allmachtshand," "Gottes Finger," "Nebelo"
Wolff's second sentence explains his first sentence. Under¬
standing nature gives us happiness because it gives us
mastery over creation. This utilitarian aspect of know¬
ledge is subordinate in Brockes. Wolff next discusses the
orderly arrangement of nature, "wie in der Natur imrner
eines um des andern willen ist und die darinnen befindliche
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oorper dergestalt beschaffen sind, daB diejenigen Wiirckun-
gen, dazu sie durch ihr Wesen aufgelegt erfunden werden,
von ihnen auf die beste Weise erfolgen konnen. Und hier-
innen erblicket man nicht allein die Vollkommenheit, wel-
che GOtt in die natiirlichen Dinge geleget, damit sie ein
Spiegel seiner Vollkommenheit seyn mochten, sondern man
schmeckt auch zugleich den Verstand, die Weisheit, Macht
und Gute GOttes, indem, was in seinem unsichtbahren Wesen
verborgen lieget, aus den Wercken der Natur erkannt wird.
Wie solte aber dieses alles ohne Vergniigen abgehen?" This
idea is closer to Brockes. Wolff is more rational and
even attributes to God a clear reason for creating with
such perfection — to reflect his own perfection. Brockes
also notes the exquisite order and purpose in created
things and generally utters a hymn of praise. In the Drey
Reiche (p. 108) he observes that the leaves on trees pro¬
tect the buds from cold and air but fall in winter when
there are no buds to protect« In the torrid zone the trees
keep their leaves throughout the year to provide shelter
from the sun. This is all a sign of admirable order.
Wolff's creation is more a perfectly functioning clock¬
work revealing God's "Verstand." It is quite characteristic
of the two attitudes that the external world reflects "den
Verstand, [my italics] die Weisheit, Macht und Gute Gottes"
for Wolff and for Brockes, "Liebe, [my italics] Weisheit,
Macht und Gute„" Wolff uses the word "tastes" ("schmeckt
auch zugleich den Verstand"), a word which is a favorite
with Brockes except that when Brockes uses it one can hear
him smacking his lips. Wolff's God is "unsichtbar" and
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"verborgen" but he is knowable through his works. Brookes
wavers between a God who is manifest in his works and a
A
God who is veiled in mystery. The "Spiegel" image used
by Wolff is also found in Brookes and is really a common¬
place. Despite a few similarities, there are fundamental
differences in outlook between Wolff and Brockes. It might
therefore be better to seek Brockes' source of inspiration
elsewhere.
If we return to the question of Brockes' scientific
sources and look at the work of a number of scientists of
the Royal Society, something interesting emerges. Grew's
Anatomy of Plants expresses a philosophy which is identical
with that of Brockes:
Wherefore Nature, and the Causes and Reasons of
Things duly contemplated, naturally lead us unto
God; and is one way of securing our veneration
of Him; giving us not only a general Demonstration
of his Being; but a particular one,pOf most of
the several Qualifications thereof.-
The study of nature for Grew is his research on
plants by means of the microscope. This constantly reveals
divine wisdom. Like Brockes, but unlike Wolff, Grew gives
a central place to the idea that nature leads to God as
if this were the aim of his scientific investigations.
He writes further:
Nor have we reason to fear going too far, in the
Study of Nature; more, than entering into it;
Because, the higher we rise in the true know-
ledg [sic] and due contemplation of This; the
nearer we come to the Divine Author hereof.
(p. 80)
A
This is a question which will be discussed later.
^Op.cit., Pt. II, p. 79•
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As we examine more works by scientists of the period we see
that this view is so widespread that it could be considered
the mainspring of scientific activity. In a sense, many
were studying God in creation. It is therefore not sur¬
prising to find that metaphors like "God's Footsteps," "the
Book of Nature," and many others suggesting that God mani¬
fests himself in the universe punctuate the scientific
works of the time. It is also not surprising that Brockes,
who shares the premise that the Creator is visible in
Creation, should arrive at the same conclusions. In fact,
it can without difficulty be shown that the majority of
the poetic themes in the scientific poems are common
property. Many of the other scientists, like Grew, intro¬
duced exclamations of praise for the Creator into their
scientific reports.
Leeuwenhoek,' s work is also rich in the type of
theme so common in Brockes. It happens repeatedly that
he cries out in admiration after a long description of
the perfect formation and admirable structure of minute
insects. The following words echo Brockes:
We cannot in any better manner, glorify the Lord and
Creator of the Universe, than that, in all things,
how small soever they appear to our naked eyes, we
contemplate the display of his Omniscience and
Perfections with the utmost admiration.
The Select Works of Antony van Leeuwenhoek containing
his microscopical" discoveries in many of the works of
nature, translated "from the Dutch and Latin editions
published by the author by Samuel Hoole~~CLondon, 1800),
vol. I, p. 314.
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Brookes' leading ideas are also found throughout
Swammerdam's Book of Nature. Swammerdam stresses the same
things as Brookes. God is "manifestly known from his vis¬
ible works" and the observation of these works gives "great
pleasure" and leads to admiration and praise of the Creator:
From these examples it is manifest, what wonders are
displayed to our eyes in insects, and with what
ardency the searching into them should influence
us to magnify the glory of God.
(Part I, 190)
Swammerdam, like Brockes, feels that, by describing for
others what he has observed, he is praising God:
I shall attempt in the following pages to describe
to the praise and glory of the supreme being, the
whole change, or, if I may so call it, the trans-
cretion of the nose-horned Beetle...
(Part I, 132)
There is also another motive for publishing scientific
discoveries and this too is shared by Brockes. There are
what Jan Swammerdam calls "frozen souls," for Brockes,
the blind and the heedless. Robert Boyle is also conce3?ned
about them and finds that the scientist has the remedy
"for such a person, by help of the anatomy, astronomy,
chemistry, hydrostaticks, dioptricks, etc. will be able
to disclose many wonderful things, about the fabrick, uses,
etc. of many of the creatures, that by unskilful, or un-
attentive, or lazy perusers, are altogether either unper-
ceived, or unheeded." Boyle writes:
It is fit therefore, that we publickly declare our
admiration to others, and invite them to join with
us, in acknowledging and celebrating the excellencies,
that we have discovered to be displayed in the
creatures...
^John Swammerdam, The Book of Nature or, the history of
Insects, trans, by Thomas Flloyd ((London, 1758") •
p
The Works of the Honourable Robert Boyle (London, 1744),
vol. V« p. 715. The quotation is from "The Christian Virtuoso."
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Whether or not Brookes had read the works of these
scientists in the original or relied on secondary sources
is difficult to find out, Their ideas and motives are
certainly identical with his, even in their formulation.
By the time Brockes was writing, these ideas were common-
places which could be assimilated without plagiarism. An
attempt to pin Brockes down to one particular source is
self-defeating.
It is also certain that the use of the microscope
by scientists like Grew, Malpighi, Leeuwenhoek and Swammer-
dam offered Brockes the new vision of the wonderful world
of minute creatures which he celebrates so much in his
Irdisches Vergnugen. The poem "Das GroBe und Kleine"
o
(Metzler, 242-247) expresses ideas shared by the scien¬
tists :
Die Himmel und ein Staub sind beyde Wunder=Wercke,
Und beyde zeigen sie des Schopfers Lieb' und Stareke.
An idea about the numerous channels through which these
ideas freely circulated may be gained from the following:
Walter Graham, The Beginnings of English Literary Periodicals
(New York, 1926)• Lois Strong Gaudin, Les Lettres Anglaises
dans 1'Encyclopedie (New York, 1941); Minnie M. Miller,
"English Science and rhilosophy in France," PMLA, XLV (1950)•
O
The background of this poem is the popularity of science
and the microscope among laymen which Marjorie Nicolson
discusses in her essay "The microscope and English Imagina¬
tion" which first appeared as a monograph in Smith College
Studies in Modern Languages in 1935. It is reprinted in
her Science and Imagination (New fork, 1956). The enthusiasm
for science gave rise to a certain amount of satire of
which Professor Nicolson gives many amusing examples. The
preoccupation with vermin is ridiculed most of alio Gresham
College, the home of the Royal Society was known as "Maggot-
Monger 's Hall."
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In this poem Brookes is reporting the experience of a
character called Licidas who has been admiring the great
things in the universe like the stars and the planets and
now turns his attention to "ein kleiner roter Wurm":
Er setzte sich darauf ins Gras,
Die grosse Kleinheit zu betrachten,
Nahm sein Vergross'rungs=Glas,
Das unserm Augen=Strahl
Jedweden Vorwurf funfzig mahl
Vergrossert zeiget,
Und fand, da£ dieser Wurm so klein,
Da£ er, auch durch des Glases Schein,
Die Grosse kaum vom Sand=Korn iibersteiget.
Hieriiber fiel ihm ferner ein,
Was er vor kurtzer Zeit gelesen, ^
Da£ nemlich unsers Pfeffers Wesen
Nichts, als nur Wiirmchen, konnten seyn,
Die denn ja tausendmahl so klein,
Als dieses, welches, wenn man's misst,
Noch funfzig mahl so klein, als wie ein Sand=Korn, ist.
Bedencke nun ein Mensch derselben Kleinheit Grosse,
Euhr er, erstaunet, fort: Ein solches Thierchen hat
U-nstreitig Muskeln, Blut=Gefasse,
Unstreitig Adern, Nerven, Augen,
Die Augen ihre Feuchtigkeit.
Soil solch ein Thier sich fortzupflantzen taugen;
So iiberleg't einst die Beschaffenheit
Der Samen= und der Zeugungs=Glieder!
Hier stutzt' er abermahl, stund auf, gieng hin und wieder,
Hub endlich wieder an:
Wer iat, der die£ begreifen kann?
Wer, der des Schopfers Macht und Wunder=Werck ermisst?
(Metzler, pp. 24-5-246)
This new vision is of primary importance for poetry,
and Brockes' work clearly marks the transition. There are
1
The dictionaries of Grimm and Trubner do not help us with
the meaning of "Pfeffer" here, but it can only refer to
Leeuwenhoek's experiments with the microscope. John Ray,
in his Wisdom of God Manifested in the Works of the Creation
(169i) discusses the "infinite multitude of Animalcules
discovered in Pepper-water." (I am using the 12th ed. Glas¬
gow, 1750, p. 263 which will be referred to as Ray, Wisdom
of God from now on.) The Oxford English Dictionary gives
for Pepper-water "an infusion of black pepper, formerly-
used for microscopical observation of infusorian organisms."
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A
several poems in the old manner where dust reminds him
ox the fate of the body after death, but his interest in
science brought about the revaluation which we have noted
above—"Ein Staubchen ist bewunderns werth" (I, 2). The
attention is drawn away from the symbolic association to
the object itself, and the formerly corrupt world is
worth admiring; even vermin are beautiful. Brockes writes
in his poem "Betrachtung verschiedener zu unserem Vergnugen
belebten Insekten":
DieB Wunder der Natur hab' ich erstaunt gesehn
In Yincentz Cabinet2 in Holland, wo die Pracht,
die GOTT so gar im Ungezieffer macht,
Aus Ost und West zu Hauf gebracht,
Uns einen Schatz, der nicht zu schatzen, zeiget.
(IV, 201)
Leeuwenhoek's demonstration that vermin are not the
product of putrefaction played a part in this revaluation,
for to believe that anything could arise from spontaneous
generation was to be on the side of the atheists who be¬
lieved the world to be the xoroduct of chance. Swammerdam
also presents evidence which "displays the wonders of God,
in the insect world and at the same time utterly overthrows
those impious notions, that these creatures are generated
from putrified matter, and by a certain fortuitous con¬
course of particles." Eeeuwenhoek, presenting evidence
against this heresy, finds that the self-generating prin¬
ciple within plant and animal is further proof of God's
A
"Gedancken auf den Schnupff=Toback": „Lieber Mensch, du
selber bist Staub, und stammest aus der Erden,/Wirst auch,
eh' du dichs versiehst, wieder Staub und Erden werdenV"
(III, 703).
p
A famous insect collection.
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wisdom (Part I, 173)° Elsewhere he wonders "whether any man
in his senses, who is not entirely blinded by prejudice,
can contemplate such a creature by the microscope, without
acknowledging that it could not possibly be produced from
corruption or the putrified bodies of other animals, and
will he not rather cry out in the words of an eminent
gentleman, who lately came to see my microscopical objects,
'0 the depth of the Divine Wisdom, how inscrutable are his
works!'" (II, 185) Surely Klopstock's veneration of the
wonders of creation, his "Tropfen," "Wurmchen," of "Die
Friihlingsfeier" and the "Staub," and "Verwesung" of "Dem
Erloser" and "Dem Allgegenwartigen" is in the same line of
development as Brookes' enthusiastic "Ein Staubchen ist
bewunderns werth." In this world of science everything is
worthy of admiration and what was previously considered
negative now appears in a different light.
Boyle also tells us that "venomous creatures them¬
selves are not to be kept out of the list (or number) of
those, for which men ought to praise and thank the Creator"
(p. 717). Like Brockes, he finds in the wonderful work¬
manship of the "divine architect" considerable edification.
The study of the microcosm (man) "may conduce to piety,
and suggest reflections fit to excite and cherish devotion"
(p. 694). He then proceeds to describe for our edification
the intricate structure of the body and its functions, much
as Brockes had done in the Drey Reiche.
Besides being used for edification, the scientific
discoveries are found to be useful weapons against atheism.
Robert Boyle founded and endowed the Boyle lectures to
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demonstrate the truth, oi the Christian Religion "against
notorious Infidels viz. Atheists, Deists, Pagans, Jews and
Mahometans, not descending to any controversies that are
among Christians themselves." Richard Bentley was the first
Boyle lecturer and his eight sermons,1 preached in 1692,
contain all the motifs of the work of the scientists—
"the Dinger of God," "Footsteps of Divine Wisdom," the
revelation of God's goodness and wisdom in his works, the
excellence of divine workmanship seen in "the structure
and origin of human bodies" and the frame of the world, all
of which is bound to "excite and elevate our minds to his
adoration and praise." The mood of the work is different
from the writings of Brockes and the others, largely
because Bentley is concentrating on his main text: "The
fool hath said in his heart there is no God." Consequently,
he spends more energy proving his enemies to be fools than
venerating the Creator for the beauties of the creation.
The so-called atheists play an indirect part in
the history of the ideas I am trying to trace. The Boyle
lecturers especially tend to develop certain counter¬
arguments. To confute the belief that the world came into
being by chance they will use the latest scientific dis¬
coveries as evidence of excellent workmanship and of a
1The book which I am using contains the eight lectures in
the following editions: Lecture 1—The Folly of Atheism,
And (what is now called) DEISM; Even with respect to the
Present Life (London, 1693): Lecture 2—natter and Motion
cannot Think: OR, A confutation of ATHEISM from the Faculties
of the Soul, 3rd ed. (London, 1694): Lecture 3—A Confuta¬
tion of Atheism from the Structure and Origin of Human
Bodies, 3^d ed. (London, 1693) '• Lecture A—As lecture 3,
part II, 2nd ed. (London, 1693): Lecture 5—part III, 3rd
ed. (London, 1694): Lecture 6—A Confutation of Atheism
from the Origine and Frame of the World, 2nd ed. vLondon,
1694): Lecture 7—part II (London, 1693) : Lecture 8—
part III (London, 1693). Abbreviated as "Bentley" and the
relevant lecture number.
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divine plan behind it all, Lucretius, their bete noire,
had declared the world to be too faulty to have been created
by God. They will stress its perfection. He had also
pointed to the uselessness of certain wild beasts; they
will attempt to explain the usefulness of all creation.
Ray and Derham in England are the most representative
of many writers who developed arguments against atheism
but managed to keep their admiration for the Creator's
works uppermost. Physico-Theology or a Demonstration of
the Being and Attributes of God from his Works of Creation
(1713) by William Derham was composed of the Boyle lectures
which he delivered in 1711 and 1712. The work was very
popular and had reached twelve editions by 1754. lb was
followed by Astro-Theology, or a Demonstration of the
Being and Attributes of God from a burvey of the Heavens
(1715) which reached nine editions by 1750. In the preface
to his Physico-Theology Derham explains that his demon¬
stration is in Boyle's own manner, "that is a Physico-theo-
logical, way." His predecessors as Boyle lecturers, except
for Bentley, "made it their business to prove the great
points of Christianity in another way," but Mersenne, Cock-
burne, Ray, the Archbishop of Cambrai (Fenelon) and rerrault
have done "something of this kind" before him. All who
write in this manner are physico-theologists or physico-
theologians. If the word "physico-theology" is equated with
the second half of Derham's book title, "a demonstration
of the being and attributes of God from his works of crea¬
tion," then there is no ambiguity. If it is treated as the
"^De Rerum Natura V, lines 195 ££ •
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teleological argument for the existence of God then its
use can be misleading. The stress would then be on argu¬
ment and controversy, Brockes1 work is often held to be
the teleological argument in rhyme ("ein gereimter physico-
theologischer Beweis") but this has been contested. Imogen
Kupffer thinks that Brockes does not need the teleological
argument since he already firmly believes in God.1 Hans
Mo Wolff writes: „Seine Dichtung ist nicht Gottesbeweis,
sondern Gottesdienst, andachtige Bewunderung eines in
O
seiner Existenz nicht bezweifelten Gottes." Similarly,
it is said of Christian Wolff that he makes no use of the
teleological argument,-^ yet, there is teleology in Wolff.
4
The passage from his Vernunftige Gedanken which we have
already discussed expresses a belief that things are or¬
ganized in the best possible manner so as to produce the
results which they were intended to produce.
It is necessary to distinguish whether or not the
observation of purpose in the world is exploited as an
argument for the existence of God. The existence of God
is always implied, but implication and controversy can
yield different works of different styles. When teleology
enters Brockes' work, the main concern is the incentive it
1Kupffer, p. 35•
2Hans M. Wolff, op.cit., p. 134.
^Ernst Kohlmeyer, Kosmos und hosmogonie bei Christian Wolff
ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der Ehilosophie und Theologie
des Aufklarum-szeitalters "(diss, Gottingen, 1911;, p. 4-7:
"Man hat"den teleologischen Gottesbeweis bei Wolff vermiBt.
^Above pp. 28-29-
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gives to praise and edification rather than to polemic.
The occasions when Brookes rails against atheists are too
A
few to be representative. Polemic he must feel is a waste
of time since creation itself is much more eloquent. God's
existence is written in "dieses Weltbuchs A B C." It is
proclaimed by all creation:
Alles redet itzt und singet,
Alles tonet und erklinget,
Gott, von Deiner Wunder=Macht!
(Metzler, p. 4)
Those who cannot read and hear are simply "tummer,/Als das
OVieh und Pische..." or "unempfindlich."
The genre which Derham calls physico-theological
interests us because the ideas which recur there also
recur in Brockes' work. Rather than; use terms like physico-
theology and teleology loosely, it would be more precise
to dispense with them and examine the subjects themselves.
One of the commonest of these is the one already discussed
in connection with the work of the scientists—the struc¬
ture of the body and, in the case of the microscopists, the
structure of plants and animals. There was a very close
connection between science and religion although the pri¬
mary aim was the communication of scientific information.
The aim of Derham and the others is religious and the
means scientific material. Since they are non-specialists
and generally theologians, they cover a wider scientific
A
The atheist is a man who does not praise God nor see him
in nature (Ein Atheist, IX, 427). Brockes considers it use¬
less to try to convert atheists as God's "allgegenwartgeSchrift und Lehren" are clear and distinct (VI, 5^4).
^"Das Wasser," stanza 72, Metzler, p. 410.
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1field but dilute it. Since the purpose is to celebrate
God in creation, those aspects which give the best demon¬
strations of the wisdom, power and goodness of God are
p
most favoured. Even minor details like the salt of sea
William Derham, Physico-Theology or, a Demonstration of
the Being and Attributes"of God from his Works of Creation,
8th ed. (London, 1752)Bk.~III, ch. iv, p. 75 "(this work
will be abbreviated as Physico-Theo 1ogy subsequently), re¬
cognizes the difficulty of understanding the problem of
springs and states that "the Hills are a grand Agent in
this prodigious Benefit to all the earth..„" This capitu¬
lation of the understanding might almost be considered
one of Brockes' poetic subjects. He frequently gives up
the attempt to understand a particular problem and prefers
to admire (Drey Reiche, pp. 67 and 115). Or else he re¬
nounces rather than fall into the sin of pride. "Wie das
aber recht geschehe,/Sieht man zwar, doch fasst mans nicht./
Ich. aufs wenigste gestehe,/DaB mir hier die Kraft gebricht,/
Und will lieber dieB bekennen,/Als mich von der Wahrheit
trennen./Denn nur Stoltz und Eitelkeit/Suchen falsche
Dunckelheit" (Die Erde, stanza 71)- This stanza is on
page 598 of the Metzler edition which is a misprint for 588.
2
God's wise distribution of water in the world is a
favorite topic. Derham: "Besides their absolute Necessity,
and great Use to the World, there are several Topics, from
whence the Waters may be demonstrated to be GOD's Work;
as, the creating so vast a Part of our Globe; the placing
it commodiously therein, and giving it Bounds; the Methods
of keeping it sweet and clean, by its Saltness, by the
Tides, and Agitations by the Winds; the making the Waters
useful to the Vegetation of Plants, and for Food to Ani¬
mals, by the noble Methods of sweetening them; and many
other Things besides, which are insisted on in that Part
of my Survey" (Physico-Theology, Bk. IX, ch. ii, p. 400,
footnote). Brockes has devoted a long poem of 78 stanzas
to this subject (Das Wasser, Metzler, pp. 586-412). In
stanzas 15 and 17 he also deals with the vastness of the
sea but instead of saying that it has no fixed bounds he
declares that only God knows its bounds. Derham's idea
that the tides and the winds keep the water clean is also
found in Pluche and Brockes: "Fernere Betrachtung des der
Erde so niitzlichen Weltmeers" (VI, 427) which Brockes
adapted from NoSl Antoine Pluche, he Spectacle de la Nature
ou Entretiens sur 1es particularites de l'histoire naturelle.
I am using the following editions: vol. I, 1752; II, 1755;
III, 1755; IV, 1759. The work will be referred to in future
references as "Pluche." Pluche deals with this subject in
vol. Ill, "La Mer," dialogue, xxii, pp. 129 ff.
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water is considered an admirable proof of God's goodness.'1
Such subjects are very common and are found in most of the
works with an apologetic trend.
Brockes1 earlier scientific poems "Regen," "Wasser,"
"Feuer," "Erde," "Luft," "Die funf Sinne," and a few others,
also deal with these subjects, and certain sections sound
like a versification of these writers. Isolated ideas can
be traced to individual writers but no complete poem.
Brockes appears to be piecing together and developing
their ideas to form his own poems. The inspiration and
the mood are the same. We know that he was interested in
this genre as he mentions the names of several such authors
throughout his works. He also adapted material from Pluche's
Spectacle de la Nature which is similar to the works of
Ray and Derham. Pluche's list of sources also qualifies
him for a place in the development we are investigating:
Les ouvrages dont nous nous sommes le plus servis
pour nous instruire & pour autoriser nos remarques,
sont l'excellente histoire & les memoires de
l'Academie des Sciences, les Transactions philo-
sophiques de la Societe de Londres, les Traites
de Malpighi, de Redi, de Willughbi, de Leeuwen-
hoek, de Grew, de Nieuwentit, de Derham, &c.
(Pluche, vol. I, preface p. xvi)
The way in which these writers exploit the knowl¬
edge which they have gained from such sources is worth
^Brockes writes: 'Nichts zeigt deutlicher und besser/GOttes
Lieb' und weise Macht,/Als daB er ins See=Gewasser/Solch
ein fruchtbar Saltz gebracht,/Welches, wenn es durch die
Enge/Der verborg'nen Erden=Gange,/Drin sichs saubert,
durchgerollt,/Reines Saltz der Erden zollt"(Das Wasser,
stanza 21). Almost all writers agree that the sea is salty
to save it from putrefaction. Wieuwentijdt, The Relig-ious
Philosopher: or, the Right Use of Contemplating the Works
of the Creator, trans. John Chamberlayne, 2nd ed. ^London,
171977"P. 96.
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considering. The utilitarian aspect is stressed, since it
reveals the goodness of God. They are interested, for
example, in rain for the glory of God rather than for
the subject itself: "This Distribution of the Clouds and
Rain is to me (I sayJ a great Argument of Providence and
Divine Disposition..." Brockes, who was writing the poem
"Der Regen" (pp. 436-440) "Zu des weisen Schopfers Ehr',"
ends with the stanza:
Mensch, erwege doch und mercke,
Nebst des Schopfer Lieb' und Gunst, [sic]
Seine weise Wunder=Starcke,
Der, wie eine Wasser=Kunst,
Die so schwere Pluth regieret,
Sie bald auf= bald abwarts f ii.hret,
Und dadurch die schone Welt
In der Eruchtbarkeit erhalt.
(Metzler, p. 440)
Derham's discussion of atmosphere in the chapter "Clouds
and Rain" is typical:
And now, if we reflect upon this necessary Appendage
of the Terraqueous Globe, the Atmosphere, and con¬
sider the absolute Necessity thereof to many uses
of our Globe, and its great Convenience to the
whole: And in a Word, that it answereth all the
Ends and Purposes that we can suppose there can be
for such an Appendage: Who can but own this to be
the Contrivance, the Work of the Great Creator?
Who would ever say or imagine such a Body, so
different from the Globe it serves, could be
made by Chance, or be adapted so exactly to all
those fore-mentioned grand Ends, by any other
Efficient than by the Power and Wisdom of the
infinite God!
(Bk. I, ch. iii, p. 25)
Brockes' account of rain is similar to Ray's.
Both consider what would happen if rain fell in a great
mass instead of .in drops. Ray writes:
If we consider the Manner of the Rain's Descent,
distilling down gradually, and by Drops, which is
most convenient for the watering of the Earth;
^John Ray, Wisdom of God, p. 84.
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whereas, if it should fall down in a continual
Stream like a River, it would gall the Ground,
wash away Plants by the Roots, overthrow Houses,
and greatly incommode, if not suffocate, Animals:
If, I say, we consider these Things; and many more
that might be added; we might in this Respect also
cry out with the Apostle, '0 the Depth of the ^
Riches both of the Wisdom and Knowledge of God!1
Brockes writes:
Alles aber wiird' ersaufen,
Brechen und zu trummern gehn,
Wenn der Wolcken Rluht mit Haufen
Von den ungeheuren Hohn,
Als ein! allzuschwere Burde,
Unzertheilet fallen wurde;
Wenn ein dicker Wasser=Schwall
Uns bedecket' uberall.
(Stanza 5)
This idea is not present in Derham0 But Derham considers
other points absent from Ray yet used by Brockes—rain
refreshes, waters plants and trees, and produces fountains
and rivers. If Brockes has used these writers as his
source, then he has quite successfully blended their
ideas to make a poem. The Drey Reiche is more coldly
scientific apart from the enthusiastic pious exclama¬
tions, while here, Brockes has introduced poetic elements
which he has fused with the scientific. The rising vapours
are woven like a cloth by the heat of the sun, are wafted
in the thin air and formed like mountains, silver and
golden against the sapphire sky. The raindrops are per¬
sonified and request man to note in them God's love and
power. The use of onomatopoeia and kinetic vocabulary
transforms dull geographical data into an experience which
the observer perceives through all his senses (Stanza 11).
1Ibid.
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Not all of Brookes' scientific materials have been
successfully converted into poems. "Die Luff (Metzler,
pp. 50-56), apart from the opening and concluding stanzas
with the usual concessions to God, consists of 79 stanzas
of scientific material. That this material is drawn from
the apologist tradition we are considering is apparent
from the form in which it is presented. It is the use of
a type of hypothetical argument typical of the school and
demonstrates mainly that this is the best of all creations.
Everything has been carefully calculated by the Great
Architect so that all is in exactly the right place. If
the sun were closer to the earth it would scorch it and
if it were further away the earth would freeze. If the
clouds, which float above as reservoirs, were to fall
A
they would destroy. These ideas are found in Fenelon but
2
are not peculiar to him. Ray speaks similarly of the
sun's being "the very Life of this inferior World, with¬
out whose salutary and vivifick Beams, all Motion, both
Animal, Vital and Natural, would speedily cease, and
nothing be left here below but Darkness and Death.
A ,
Franyois de Salignac de la Motte-Fenelon, Oeuvres Philo-
sophiques, ou Demonstration de 1'Existence de Dieu...,
new""ed. ("Amsterdam, 1721J, pt." I, section xi,""De~la Terre."
The work was originally published in 1712. According to
Hans Fromm, Bibliographie deutscher Ubersetzungen aus dem
Franzosischen 1700-1948"TBaden-Baden, 19517 it was trans¬
lated into German in 1714.
2William Whiston, A new theory of the Earth from its
original to the Consummation of all*"Things..., 3rd ed.
(London, 1722), p. 72.
^Ray, Wisdom of God, p. 64.
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Brockes writes in his poem "Die Sonne":
Dann, wann sich dein Strahl entfernet,
Stirbet die gefror'ne Welt,
Draus man augenscheinlich lernet,
DaB nur er die Welt erhalt.
(Metzler, pp. 180 ff., stanza 30)
Brockes says of the clouds in the poem "Die Luft":
Dieser Nutz ist unbeschreiblich.
Fiel der Wolcken Last herab;
Fiinden wir unhintertreiblich
Ein beeistes pldtzlichs Grab
In derselben Eingeweide.
Baume, Felsen und Gebaude
Wiirden unter sich gedriickt,
Und was lebte, wiird' erstickt.
(Metzler, p. 41, stanza 33)
Plan can take consolation that this catastrophe will never
happen because God in his wisdom is in control of the
clouds so that the rain falls in drops and the world is
not flooded.
In the eighteenth century mountains were generally
-i
considered as blemishes. Thomas Burnet devised a theory
to explain God's apparent error in creating them. A con¬
troversy raged, in the course of which, writers whose aim
was to draw attention to the perfection of God through
the perfection of creation strove to find as many positive
features as possible in the "hideous" mountains. Equipped
with Aristotle's dictum that Nature does nothing in vain
(De Goelo I, 4), they scoured the universe for lessons
on its utility. Quite naturally, in the case of mountains,
there was a tendency to exaggerate their utility as a
weapon in the battle.
Thomas Burnet, The Sacred Theory of the Earth was first
published in Latin in 1681 and "translated in 1684. Marjorie
Hope Nicolson, Mountain Gloom and Mountain Glory (New lork,
1963) deals with the changing attitude to mountains from
the seventeenth to the eighteenth century. These books will
be abbreviated as "Burnet" and "Mountain Gloom" respectively.
I am using the 6th edition of Burnet (1726).
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Derham, Ray and several others, in their discussion
of mountains, start by attacking Burnet, then give their
own arguments. Derham (Bk. Ill, ch. iv) uses some of
Ray's ideas and adds some of his own. Mountains (1) are
salubrious, (2) provide shelter from the cold, (3) produce
herbs and trees, (4) harbour birds, beasts and insects
(even on the highest peaks), (5) condense vapours which
turn into rain (this makes the torrid zone habitable),
(6) contain minerals, metals and underground treasures,
(7) provide fountains and rivers.
Pluche (III, dial, xix) discusses at length the
condensation of vapours in the mountains and its useful-
ness for man and beast. John Hdwards rejects Burnet's
attitude to mountains and explains that they provide under¬
ground channels supplying water for man and beast. John
2
Woodward, after opposing Burnet, gives some of his own
ideas on the usefulness of mountains—water rises from
the abyss to supply springs; fissures let water through
and also serve as receptacles for metals; mountains pre¬
vent water from stagnating and also form rivers, i'enelon
discusses the uses of high mountains and sees them mainly
as sources of supplies of stone, marble, minerals, plants,
fruit-trees, water and food for man (pt. I, section xi).
Brockes brings in many of these points when he
writes poems about mountains. He also mentions Burnet,
A Demonstration of the Existence and Providence of God
from the "Contemplation of the Visible Structure ~of~~the
Greater and Lesser World ((London, 169uJ7 P» 107 and p. 114.
p
An Essay toward a Natural History of the Larth: and
Terrestial Bodies especially Minerals..., 2nd ed. (London,
170277 p. 146 and pp. 148-156.
^"Die Berge" (Metzler, pp. 124-131) and a section of
'Sonntagslied" (VIII, 399).
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not to discredit him but to borrow his picture of mountains
as terrifying ruins, a picture which clashes with the al¬
most pastoral scene following; there are forests for fuel,
grazing cows, corn which ripens quickly because of its
'I
closeness to the sun, rich vines providing wine, precious
metals and marble„
The discovery of the background of Brockes' mountain
poems will enable us, in a later chapter, to interpret
them and draw more valid conclusions,, In fact, the entire
background which has been sketched up to this point should
help us to see Brockes1 poems as part of a larger perspec¬
tive. The emphasis on the usefulness of creation which
seems strange and rather amusing to modern readers is only
one aspect of the vision of creation as the book of God,
a demonstration of the being and attributes of God. It
shows that God is wise because everything which he has
created from a fly to a mountain serves a useful purpose.
It shows that God is bountiful and loving because he is
attentive to man's needs. This last idea is linked to a
view held by Brockes and this group of writers that man
2
is the crown of creation for whom the world was made.
^The idea that the tops of mountains are warmer because
they are closer to the sun is also found in Seneca: Physical
Science in the Time of Nero, being a Translation of the
Questioned haturales of Seneca, trans. John Clarke (London,
19107,' Bk. IV.
2Pluche also holds that the world was created for man:
"C'est pour lui que le soleil se leve [sic],c'est pour
lui que les etoiles brillent; & si les corps les plus
eloignes de lui le servent si regulierement, a plus forte
raison ce qui a ete place aupres de lui est-il destine
pour son usage" (Pluche II, dial. i).
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It enters into much of the poetry of the period. Brookes'
poem "Fragen" (VI, 139, Tubingen) is typical:
Fur wen beblumen sich die FelderY
Fur wen belauben sich die Walder?
Fur wen sprieBt, durch der Sonnen Stral,
Der Krauter Menge sonder Zahl?
Fur wen hort man der Vogel Singen
So lieblich und so suB erklingen?
The questions continue to flow. The answer is:
Fur dich, o Mensch, nur bloB allein...
Hot all of the writers we have been discussing
agree about the purpose of creation. Even Brockes himself
who is quite convinced that the world was made for man,
has other views at times. To a certain extent it is a
matter of viewpoint. From the mundane point of view, the
world is seen to supply man with the necessities of life.
From a theological standpoint it is God who is the centre
If man is placed in his cosmic setting, becoming a mere
speck, then his place is more problematical.
Brookes' view that the world was made for man is
linked with his idea of God the supplier not only of
material needs like food and clothing. God has given us
a beautiful world with the capacity to enjoy it by means
of the senses. N0t only is the enjoyment of God's gifts
a duty but a form of praise:
Seht denn alles, was ihr sehet,
Mit vergnugtem Hertzen an!
GOtt wird besser nicht erhohet,
Als wenn man, was Er gethan,
Mit zufried'ner Seele preiset,
Ihm ein danckbar's Hertze weiset,
Und auf Seine Lieb' und Macht
Voller Freud" und Ehrfurcht acht't.
Gebt durch Danck= und Freuden=Lieder
Und mit immer frohem Sinn
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Diesem grossen Geber wieder,
Was er euch gegeben, hin,
Anders will Ja GOtt nichts haben,
Als daB ihr die Wunder=Gaben,
Die Er euch aus Gnaden schenckt,
Mit vergnugtem Sinn bedenckt.
("Das Wasser" stanzas 74-75, Metzler, pp. 4-10-4-11)
But even this view of creation has to be supplemented by
the theological background which will be investigated in
the next chapter.
Further information about the animal poems at the
end of the Drey Reiche will also provide a more accurate
assessment of a much-maligned aspect of Brockes' work.
These poems have been given, time and again, as examples
of the kind of thing which Brockes wrote and the theory
that the Irdisches Vergnugen is "ein gereimter physico-
theologischer Beweis" draws on them for evidence.
Brockes devotes several pages to listing and classi¬
fying animals, then deals with individual animals. The
following example will give some idea of the style:
Der Luchs
Auch der Luchs ist schon und schadlich. Er ist voller
Raubbegier;
Aber dennoch ist es uns ebenfalls ein nutzlichs Thiei*.
Zwischen Katzen und dem Tiger scheint's ein Mittelthier
zu seyn;
Seine Haut ist gelblichfleckig, auch wohl etwas grau
zuweilen:
Sie sind aus der MaaBen fertig, ihre Speise zu ereilen,
Sehn so scharf, als sonst kein Tier. Zwischen Bergen,
Fels und Stein
Leben meist die Katzenluchse, wenn die Kalberliichs*
hingegen
In den dickverwachs'nen Waldern insgemein zu wohnen
pflegen.
Fur die Schwerenoth und Krampf wird die Luchsklau1 uns
verschrieben;
Und mit ihren Balgen werden groBe Handlungen getrieben.
(IX, 278)
^Gerhard Fricke, Geschichte der deutschen Dichtung (Tubin¬
gen, 194-9), PP. 110-111.
Phis unpoetic, proselike account; of the lynx is
obviously intended to be informative although there is
a dearth of information in this particular example. The
unstated primary aim is the glorification of God by the
description and observation of his works. There is nothing
scientific nere, nothing about the latest experiments on
the anatomy of animals. This is neither the style of the
Royal Society nor of the so-called physico-theologists.
Nor is the poem an attempt to demonstrate the generosity
of God through the utility of animals. The fact that the
lynx's skin is commercially valuable is stated as informa¬
tion. The whole thing reads like an entry in a guide to
animals or Pliny's Natural History purged of its griffins
<1
and sphinxes.
Perhaps the most influential contributor to the
zoological compendia is Konrad Gesner (1516-1565)> a
genius who is practically unknown. Scholarship has ne¬
glected him although his contributions to many disciplines
must be considerable. He interests us not merely in the
present context as a possible source for Brookes' zoology,
but as a precursor of eighteenth-century ideas. For the
moment his Historia Animalium (1551-1558) is relevant. It
covered quadrupeds, birds and fishes and was translated
into German and into English. If Brockes was acquainted
with it, he would probably have used the German Thierbuch.
^There is a very informative chapter on the encyclopedic
tradition in Kester Svendsen, Milton and Gcience (Harvard,
1956), pp. 9-42. M. St Clare Byrne, The Elizabethan Zoo,
a Book of Beasts both Fabubus and Authentic (London, 19251
illustrates the tradition.
p
Bodenheimer, op.cit., p» 94.
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Gesner has been called the German Pliny, but his work is
more comprehensive than Pliny's, since he has not only
gathered together the reports of the authorities who
preceded him, but has added much from his own personal
knowledge and observation. He discusses the same animals
as Brockes and many more, several of which are fabulous<>
They are presented alphabetically under eight sections:
(a) name in different languages; (b) habitat; description
of parts; (c) natural function of the body; (d) qualities
of the soul; (e) use to man; (f) utility as food; (g) use
as medicine; (h) poetic and philosophical speculations
about the animal; anecdotes about the animal from other
writers.
This is the form Brockes1 animal poems take although
his material is scant. It is not possible to discover
whether Gesner was his source but it is to the Pliny-
Gesner tradition that Brockes belongs. From this, the
utilitarian conclusion is seen to be part of the general
encyclopaedic aim. Gesner and Brockes are merely telling
us all they know about animals. Their main premise is
not that animals are made to serve man but simply that
animals exist and are worth describing.
It is interesting to discover from Gesner's preface
that his aim in describing animals is to glorify God. Beasts
are "honorable emblems of Divine and supernatural wis¬
dom," "evident testimonies of divinity" and "every story
^David Friedrich StrauB, Gesamme 1 be Schriften (Bonn, "lo^G)
uses these poems to support what he considers is the
essence of Brookes' work—"Natursystem von Mitteln und
Zwecken" (p. 4-). He discusses a considerable number of
them and maintains that Brockes emphasizes their uses
as pleasant meat, useful skins and medicines.
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of a beast is like a severall Hymne, to praise the Divine
Wisdome and goodnes, from which as from a pure ever—
springing-fountaine, proceed and flow all good, beautifull,
and wise actions." Topsell,'' who collected and arranged
this English version of Gesner, says in his own preface
that the book is for delight so that the reader can "passe
away the Sabbaoths in heavenly meditations upon earthly
creatures," because "science is Divine and ought of all
men to be inquired and sought after."
All this is in harmony with Brockes' own attitude
to the study of creation. In fact, Gesner's entire pre-
2
face is reminiscent of the commonplaces of the books we
have been considering as Brockes1 context. For instance,
he finds that the wonderful instincts-^ which animals dis¬
play in providing food and shelter for themselves and
their young testify to the wisdom of God. The following
passage resembles the writings of Derham, Ray, Brockes,
etc. except that the attitude to putrefaction has changed
with the discoveries of the microscopists:
For how can his Diuine power, wisedome, and goodnesse,
euer be absent from the world, (I meane from man the
prince of the world) when such excellent gifts are made
visible in little beasts, that euerie day perish and
^Edward Topsell, The History of Foure—footed Beastes
(London, 1607).
^1 am quoting from Topsell since the various editions of
the German Thierbuch which I consulted did not have this
preface. It is in the original Latin edition.
^This view of instinct in the animal world is found in^
Brockes, Thomson, Fenelon, Ray, Addison, Ewald von Kleist
and many others.
- -
are corrupted easily, and ingendered againe by theirowne putrifaction, so as they neuer faile in kind, euen theat are so smal & little in body, that they can scarse beseen by the eies of man? these things are to me vn—answerable arguments of the presence and power of God0
Brockes and Gesner agree in spirit and intention,
form and narrative method (Gesner writes in prose) but
there are divergencies in the factual content„ Gesner is
naturally more prolific and specialized,, Although Brockes
has the advantage of an extra 150 years of scientific
progress since Gesner's time, there are few signs of it
in this group of poems. In fact, sometimes he seems quite
backward, as is the case with his poem on the chameleon
(IX, 294) in which he tells us that the whole eye moves.
Gesner in his discussion of the chameleon gives this
view and those of his predecessors, views which Charles
2
Perrault in a more recent account finds inadequate since
they fail to mention the unusual motion of the chameleon's
eyes. He outlines his own observations and points out
that each eye is able to look in a different direction.
Brockes does not mention this and seems to be relying on
the Gesner-Pliny^ version.
If Brockes had based his animal poems on the Thier-
buch he might have produced better poems. All we can be
sure of is that they belong to the encyclopaedic tradi-
"'conrad Gesner.. .Historiae animalium Liber II qui est de
Quadrupedibus Oviparis (Frankfurt, 1586J, p. 9 section b
and p. 6 section c.
^Description anatomique d'un cameleon (Paris, 1669),
PP. 15-16. "
^Pliny's Natural History, A Trans la t_ion^n_thg_Basis_qf
that by~Dr~PhIIemon Holland 1601 (London, 1847-48), Bk.
mT7~ch7"xxSIi7~p7 60. "...there is no Motion in the
Pupil when it looketh about, but it views Things by moving
the whole Ball of his Eye."
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tion and are not physico-theological arguments. It is in¬
evitable that works with the same intention will produce
a similar form. The subject determines it also. This kind
of treatment of the chameleon, for example, will include
the question of its ability to change colour, the unusual
motion of its eyes, and its agile tongue. Modern ency¬
clopaedias follow the same pattern.
In this chapter on "Brockes and Science" I have not
regarded similarities between Brockes and other writers
as conclusive evidence in the investigation of sources
except where Brockes actually mentions names (Burnet and
Pluche). There are many reasons for this. Within the writings
of those who shared Brookes' aim of investigating God in
his creation I discovered the same ideas. They were also
present in the periodical literature of the time and seemed
to enjoy considerable popularity. The possibility of oral
sources could not be excluded either. Brockes took a de¬
gree in law at the University of Leyden in 1704/5. Leyden
was a centre of enthusiasm for these ideas. Hermann
-]
Boerhaave was famous for his botany courses in which he
continuously expressed his admiration for the wonders of
creation. Enthusiastic disciples gathered round him. Others
Hermann Boerhaave (1668-1738), Professor of Botany and
medicine. Helene Metzger, Newton, Stahl, Boerhaave et la
doctrine chimique (Paris, 1930), p. 310. Albert Cherel,
Penelon au XVIIIe siecle en France, (1715-1820), son
prestige—son influence /Paris, 19177, P« 78.
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devoted themselves to private research.1 Brookes could
also have obtained information and material from other
contactso Albrecht von Haller (1708-1777) had studied
under Boerhaave and was said to have been influenced by
2
him. Hagedorn was in contact with English culture as he
had spent two years in England as Private Secretary to
the Danish Ambassador. He could have acquainted Brockes
with cultural developments in England and even passed on
books and periodicals.
The important thing is to establish the context
and the stream of ideas to which a work belongs. This
gives a wider picture and deeper understanding. In cases
where the exact source can be traced, the problem is often
pushed back one step and the hunt for other sources re¬
newed. A thorough study of a period generally reveals that
the task of apportioning credit for an idea or theme is
very complex. Not only does one find that the ideas abound
-i
Brockes in his poem "Sinnreiche Bestrafung der Unachtsam-
keit" depicts Anderson, "Der edlen Hammon=Stadt beruhmter
Biirgermeister" looking through his microscope (Metzler,
p. 48J). Alois Brandl, Barthold Heinrich Brockes (Inns¬
bruck, 1878), p. 71 f. tells us about Anderson's large
insect collection and Carpser's anatomical museum where
Brockes was introduced to the art of dissecting (Ird. Verg.
VI, 272, 330). Brockes also had his own collection (Ird.
Verg. VI, 401). Brandl writes of Brockes: „Aber auchT wis-
senschaftliche Kenntnisse jeder Art wollte er lieber im
mundlichen Verkehr als aus Biichern sich aneignen..." The
three poems mentioned by Brandl are interesting. "Gedancken
bey der Section eines Corpers" describes Brockes' reaction
to an anatomical demonstration by Deter Carpser, Brockes1
family doctor. Brandl is using the Tubingen edition. The
Hamburg reference is VI, 298. The next poem, "Betrachtun-
gen aus der Anatomie," is concerned with the description
of anatomical spocimons fnom Canpsen s colloction (VI?
Hamburg). "Die Werkstatt der Seelen" describes a skull
from Brockes1 own collection (VI, 446, Hamburg).
^Howard Mumford Jones, "Albrecht Haller and English Philo¬
sophy," PMLA, XL (1925), P. 104 •
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in minor works but that they may be said to be in the air.
As far as Brookes is concerned, this chapter has
estaolished that the source of the scientific poems is
the stream of ideas represented by the group of scientists
1and divines whose work we have referred to throughout.
The evidence is the way in which their intentions and
premises tally and consequently the results. This is
further confirmed by the fact that many of their names
are mentioned by Brockes himself in the text and by his
2
editors in their prefaces.
The preface to volume II of the Irdisches Vergnugen
by G.F. Weichmann is particularly important. He quotes at
length from Arndt's Vom Wahren Ghristenthum since he
apparently admires its intention—"Die Betrachtung der
WeiBheit Gottes in den Creaturen." Then he complains that
Arndt has been dead for 100 years and that, since then,
little or nothing of this nature has appeared in German
except for works by Dillherr, Scriver, Scheuchzer, Loscher
and Triller. On the other hand, the French and the Dutch
are rich in such writing but more especially the English.
He tells us that translations of these works are now
being made. Matthiew Hale's Vom Ursprung des Menschenge-
schlechts has already been translated, Wollaston's book
on natural religion is in the process of being translated
and Brockes is working on Genest's Principes de Philosophie.
^Boyle Grew, Swammerdam, Leeuwenhoek, Woodward, Nieuwentijdt,
Derham, Ray, Whiston, Fenelon, Pluche, Edwards. Bentley,
and Burnet with reservations.
^The third stanza of a poem by Krlisike (Ind.—Verg., vol.
II, Preface) praises Brockes' poetry and writes of it:
"BipR was Parcker's, Grew's and Edward.■ s Eifer trei-
bet /Und der gelehrte Kiel des scharfen Derham's schrei-
bet'/Doch Brockes Trefflichkeit entdeckt die groBte Pracht."
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He emphasizes that Brockes has made a great contribution
to German culture by introducing such works in his Irdi—
Vergnugen. The way in which Brockes has managed to
combine science and theology for our edification he finds
particularly admirable. Other prefaces^ make it perfectly
clear, in extravagant eulogies of Brockes, that he owed
his success to this, and to the way in which he revealed
God in creation.
Brockes and his friends, therefore, were interested
in all works which professed to seek God in the external
worldo This is the school with which they identify them¬
selves. Until now it has not been regarded as such and
has no name. In English literature recent research refers
to writers like Ray and Derham as "physico-theologists"
but I have preferred not to use the term. Besides being
vague, it has negative associations which could prejudice
my attempt to present as faithfully as possible ideas
which inspired Brockes„ hovejoy writes:
The 1physico-theology' so much beloved by the writers
of works of edification, deistic as well as orthodox,
was in intent a proof of the existence of God; but it
was in effect a glorification of man. Eor it rested
in great part upon the supposition that all other^
created beings exist for man's sake. Tout est cree
pour l'homme is at once the tacit premise and the
triumphant conclusion of that long series of teleo-
logical arguments which constitutes so large a frac¬
tion of the 'philosophical' output of the eighteenth
century and is one of the most curious monuments of
human imbecility.
1C.E. Weichmann, Poesie der Nieder-Sachsen (Hamburg, 1725)
writes in his dedication to Brockes (signed October, i/21):
**Xhre Poesie ftihret von den Eastern zur Tugend, von der Welt
zu Gott, von dem Irdischen zum Himmlischen." D.W. Triller,
Poetische Betrachtungen (Hamburg, 1/23?)> vol. I in his de-





Yet many of these writers were men of learning and of
considerable intellectual ability who should not be di¬
vorced from their cultural climate» Perhaps we should
also bear in mind that they were explorers seeing for the
first time things which are all too familiar to us.
The writers mentioned by Weichmann seem to form
for him one group because of their common aim of seeking
God in creation, let, they go their separate ways. Arndt
moves from the "Creaturen" to theological questions
(eternity of God, corruptibility of the earth). Like
Brockes, he considers the immensity of the sea as a
"Wunderwerck" revealing the greatness of God, but it is
also an "Angstmeer und Gnadenmeer." This emphasis to¬
gether with a strong mystical bias distinguishes his
work from that of Brockes. The same is true of Scriver
whose emblems concentrate on the next world at the ex¬
pense of the temporal. Brockes does the opposite. Genest
shares certain themes with Brockes, but the Cartesian
philosophy which predominates changes the tone.
Brockes and those with whom I have associated him
start with the same aim as the writers mentioned by Weich¬
mann but the final product is quite different. They can
therefore be considered as a different branch of the
larger group. Since their aims, themes and treatment
coincide, it is against this background that Brookes'
scientific poems must be placed. Far from rejecting them
as unworthy of consideration we should regard them as
the spring-board of his poetic activity.
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CHAPTER III
THE THEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND OE BROOKES'
SCIENTIFIC POEMS
In the last chapter, I suggested that Brookes had
obtained the material for his scientific poems either
directly or indirectly from a group of scientists and
divines in France, Holland and England whose main inter¬
est was to demonstrate the existence and attributes of
God from the works of creation. I attempted to show that
science and religion were so closely related in the work
of this group as to be inseparable. If this is true, then
Brockes' attitude to religion could be the same as theirs.
In the Irdisches Vergniigen in Gott there is almost
no reference to orthodox Christianity. Brockes writes
about God the Creator rather than about Christ the Saviour.
There is practically no mention of Christian doctrines
like original sin and redemption. The "God" of the scien¬
tific poems resembles the Old Testament God in the char¬
acteristics of love, wisdom, goodness and power, but not
of jealousy, wrath and retribution. Brockes frequently
quotes texts from the Bible and the Apocrypha, especially
as an introduction to a poem. "Die Sonne" (I, 116) has
texts from Ecclesiastes and Ecclesiasticus: "Eccl. XI, 7«
Es ist das Licht suB, und den Augen lieblich, die Sonne
zu sehen. Sir. XLIII, 2. Sie ist ein Wunder=Werck des
Hochsten." "Das Wasser" (Metzler, p. 386) is introduced
by Psalm civ. 25-26: "Das Meer, das so groB und weit ist,
da wimmelts ohne Zahl, beyde groB= und kleine Thiere.
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Daselbst geben die Schiffe, da sind Wall=Fische, die Du
gemacht hast, daB sie darin schertzen." The poem itself
develops the themes of these verses—the vastness of the
sea and the quantity of sea creatures.
Most of the other writers (Ray, Derham, etc.) also
introduce biblical texts, often to reinforce their argu-
ments and give them authority. These are generally from
the Old Testament but, where appropriate, New Testament
texts are quoted. Derham in his chapter "Of the Food of
Animals" uses Luke xii.24: "Consider the ravens; for they
neither sow nor reap, which neither have storehouse nor
barn, and God feedeth them." Also Psalm civ. 27-28: "These
wait all upon thee, that thou mayest give them their meat
in due season. That thou givest them, they gather; thou
openest thy hand, they are filled with good." Other re¬
ferences to God as the provider (Brookes' "Speisemeister")
are Psalm cxlv. 15-16; Job xxxviii. 41; Psalm cxlvii. 9«
Many writers find in the words of St Paul confir¬
mation of their method of seeking truth in the external
world: "For the invisible things of him from the creation
of the world are clearly seen, being understood by the
things that are made, even his eternal power and Godhead"
(Rom.i.20).2 An analogy to that sense of the rich variety
of created things which inspires Brookes' lengthy cata¬
logues of stones, plants and vegetables is to be found in
^C.F. Weichmann in his preface to volume II of Ird. Verg.
refers to biblical texts. This is to protect Broclces from
being accused of unorthodoxy in religious matters.
O
This text is quoted very frequently.
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Psalm civ0 24-: "0 Lord, how manifold are thy works! in
wisdom hast thou made them all: the earth is full of thy
richeso" Psalm cxl. illustrates the greatness of God's
works and Psalm xix. 1, God's workmanship: "The heavens
declare the glory of God; and the firmament sheweth his
handiwork." Since admiration is linked with praise in the
minds of Brockes and his group, Psalm cxlviii and many
others are used to call on man to praise the Creator:
"Praise ye the Lord from the heavens: praise him in the
heights." The same texts are repeated from book to book.
It is important to realize that these texts, al¬
though unchanged from biblical times, have gathered through
the centuries a wealth of association which changes the
original idea. Psalm viii. ^)-LY: "When I consider the
heavens, the work of thy fingers, the moon and the stars,
which thou hast ordained; What is man, that thou art
mindful of him? and the son of man that thou visitest
him?" conjures up an infinite universe, both frightening
and exciting, for post-Copernican readers. The text has
yet another meaning for us today in the space age.
Since biblical times, the idea of God has also
changed. It has become more abstract through contact
with Greek culture and lost some of its anthropomorphism.
Plato, Aristotle and the schools which they engendered
have considerably modified the original conception. The
Church Fathers have also added their commentaries. There¬
fore, to claim that Brockes and these other writers pre¬
sent the Hebrew God and Hebrew themes in their work is an
^"God" in The Jewish Encyclopedia.
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oversimplification. Only a study of the context of their
works will reveal some of the complexities of the theology.
Brockes himself may not have been aware of the
deeper theological implications of his vocabulary, but no
discussion of his religious ideas can afford to neglect
them. hLans M. Wolff, dealing with aspects of Brookes' re¬
ligion, notes the "Bibelglaubigkeit" and that Brockes
"wiederholt Anklange an die Bibel in seine Gedichte hin-
einarbeitet, nicht nur, indem er Gott zuweilen mit bibli-
schen Namen anredet, sondern indem er ihm dariiberhinaus
die Eigenschaften zuschreibt, von denen die Bibel be-
richtet: er nennt ihn Gott, bei dem im Anfang der Dinge
das Wort war, bzw. der selber das Wort war; Gott hat die
Welt durch jenes geheimnisvoile ,Es werde1 erschaffen und
erhalt sie auch nach der Schopfung noch durch eben dieses
Wort; er hat die Materie aus dem Kichts geschaffen etc."
Wolff, however, does not consider the theological impli¬
cations of these observations as he is concerned with
Brockes1 relationship to Protestantism.
Brockes' religious language in his scientific poems,
with the exception of parts of "Die Sonne," is the same
as the language used by writers like Derham, Ray and Bent-
ley. In their work, the more complex field of associations
can best be observed.
According to them, God's spoken word or fiat con¬
stituted the act of creation: "By the word of the Lord
were the heavens made..." (Psalm xxxiii). This is one of
Brockes' motifs. The following example is from Das Wasser
^Hans Mo Wolff, Die Weltanschauung der deutschen Aufklarung
in geschichtlicher Entwicklung Ij3ern, 199-9) •> P° 139-.
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im Eruhling":
^er durch ein Wort: Es werde!
Aller Himmel Himmel Pracht,
Stern* und Sonnen, Mond und Erde,
Gluht und Eluht hervor gebracht!
Alle Tropfen in den Bachen,
Ja so gar im tiefen Meer,
hor' ich gleichsam rauschend sprechen:
Nur von GOtt kommt alies her„
Ihm allein sey Preis und Ehr*!
(Metzler, p. 18)
Richard Bentley in his Boyle lectures says that
"it is most reasonable to believe, that the eternal and
Self-existent God created the material World also, and
produced it out of Nothing."2 This ex nihilo theme5 is
also found in Brookes' poetry concerning God, "der die
Kreatur aus Nichts werden lieB" (IX, 334).^ It is inter¬
esting to note in passing that Milton, in Paradise nost,
has a different view, that God's act of creation consisted
Other examples: "Schonheit der 1'eld.er" (I, 41); in the
poem "Vier besondere Wunder des Schopfers von einer Hohe
in Ritzbiittel," (VII, 14) Brockes writes: "Welch einen
grossen Theil der schonen, durch GOtt allein erschaffnen,
Welt,/"Die,wie Sein grosses Wort sie schuff, Sein grosses
Wort allein erhallt,/Kan ich von dieser Hohe sehni..."
(VII, 14, Tubingen ed.)
2
.Lecture 6, p. 32.
5Arnong those who hold this view are: St Augustine, Ter-
tullian, Aristides, Justin, Theophilus. Du Bartas uses
the motif in his creation epic. Since the work contains
many of the subjects which are most relevant to those
treated by Brockes, it will be referred to frequently as
"La Sepmaine. It is divided into seven sections corresponding
to the seven days of creation which will be numbered ac¬
cording to Roman numerals I-VII. Guillaume de Saluste
Sieur Du Bartas, La Sepmaine ou Creation du Monde, criti¬
cal text based 011 the Geneva edition of 1381, ed. Kurt
Reichenberger (Tubingen, 1963)> I> line 193°
^Sometimes Brockes uses the ex nihilo motif (Metzler,
p. 167), sometimes God is described as bringing "Ordnung
aus dem Chaos" (VII, 9)»
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of producing ordsr out; of chaos; this is Platonic:''
I saw when at his Word the formless Mass,This Worlds material mould, came to a heap:Confusion heard his voice, and wilde uproar
Stood rul'd, stood vast infinitude confin'd;Till at his second bidding darkness fled,Light shon, and order^from disorder sprung:
(P.li. III., lines 7C8 ff.)
We must not consider the spoken word of God, the
act of creation, in isolation. A complex web of associa¬
tions, consisting of all the scientific demonstrations
and apologetic arguments which we noted in the last
chapter, forms round it. The following passage is at the
end of a lecture which is largely scientific in its char¬
acter and contents:
And thus we have competently shewn, that every Species
of living Creatures, every small Insect, and even
the Herbs of the Field give a casting vote against
Atheism; and declare the necessity of a supernatural
Formation. If the Earth in its first constitution
had been left to its self, what horrid deformity
and desolation had for ever overspread its face?
not one living Inhabitant found on all its spacious
surface; not so much as a Worm in the Bowels of it,
nor one single Fish in the vast bosom of the Sea;
not a Mantle of Grass or Moss, to cover and conceal
the nakedness of Nature. An eternal Sterility must
have possessed the 'World, where all things had been
fixed and fasten'd everlastingly with the Adamantin
chains of Specifick Gravity; if the Almighty had not
spoken and said [my italics], Let the Earth bring
forth "Grass, the Herb yielding Seed, and the F'rui t-
tree" yielding Fruit after its kind, and it was soT3
God's fiat is also brought in to explain what man
himself cannot explain. One of these problems is that of
1Martin A. Larson, "Milton and Servetus: A study in the
Sources of Milton's Theology," PMLA, XLI (1926), 891-994-°
E.G. Baldwin, "Milton and Plato•s Timaeus," PMLA, XXXV
(1920), 210-21?.
2A11 quotations from Milton's Paradise Lost are from The
Poetical Works of John Milton, ed. Helen Larbishire, rev. ed.
"("Oxford, 1998) .
^Bentley, Lecture part II, p° 35*
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motion. The ancients had also found God or Nature to be
a useful explanation:
Cogitemus qui fieri possit, ut tanta magnitudo,
ab aliqua possit natura, tanto, tempore circumferri?
Ego igi tur assero Deum causum .esse, nec dliter posse fieri. ^
Burnet deals with this question also in his Sacred theory
of the Earth:
The Question useth chiefly to be put concerning Motion,
how it came into the World; what the first Source of it
is, or how Matter came at first to be move'd?
O • O • o o o •
Wherefore, if we find Motion and Action in Matter,
which is of it self a dead inactive Mass; this should
lead us immediately to the Author or Nature, or to some
external Power distinct from Matter, which is the Cause
of all Motion in the World.
Bentley and Derham discuss the question of motion
in a similar way. Derham's footnotes show that he is aware
of the long tradition associated with the problem—he
gives extracts from Plato, Aristotle and Cicero on the
subject. Brockes, who is supposed to have read Derham,^
would therefore have the same associations. When Derham
discusses gravity, "this noble contrivance" of the Creator
which prevents "the Universe from shattering to Pieces,"
he quotes Cicero's De Natura Deorum, section XLV:
What is most wonderful is, that the world is so
durable, and so perfectly made for lasting that
it is not to be impaired by time; for all its parts
tend equally to the centre, and are bound together
by a sort of chain, which surrounds the elements;
1Erom Plato's Epinomis. Quoted by William Derham in
Physico-Theology, Bk. II, ch. iii, p. 44, footnote.
O
Burnet, vol. I, p. 40J.
^Kupffer, p. JO.
^hysico-Theology, Bk. I, ch. v, p. 33-
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this chain is nature, which being diffused throughthe universe, and performing all things with
judgment and. reason, attracts the extremities to
the centre.1
Derham concludes that all is kept in the proper place and
order by gravity (p. 34-). Psalm civ. 8-9 is given as
biblical authority. Thus, Derham's practice is a very
good illustration of the point X have been trying to make
that biblical allusions have, in this period, little to
do with their original background but have been modified
in purport by the accumulated scientific knowledge and
philosophical speculation of the centuries. The nucleus
around which it has all gathered is the act of creation.
As the last examples have shown, God's fiat pro¬
vides an explanation of the mysteries which the scientists
and philosophers have been unable to penetrate. This is
a weakness in their argument to which we will return
later. Bentley (Lecture 2, p. 28) gives another example
when, to confound atheists, Stoics and Cartesians, he
demonstrates that "Sense and Perception can never be the
product of any kind of Matter and Motion" but must be
from "some Incorporeal Substance within us." Like Locke
P
and Glanvill he cannot go any further but simply con¬
cludes: "I resolve all that into the sole Pleasure and
1
The Treatises of M.T. Cicero on the iMature of the Gods...,
trans. C.D. Yonge ("London, 18331, section XLV, p. 87.
2"How any thought should produce a motion in body, is as
remote from the nature of our ideas, as how any body
should produce any thought in the mind" (Locke). "How
the purer Spirit is united to this Clod, is a knot too
hard for fallen Humanity to unty" (Glanvill). Quoted by
Basil Willev. The seventeenth century Background (London,
1962), p. 269. Brockes also deals with this question in
his Drey Reiche (IX, 115)°
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giat of °ur Omnipotent Creator..." (pp. 28-29).
So much for the mysterious, invisible aspect of
creation as produced by God's word. Another branch is
the visible creation to which Brockes and the others
devote most of their observation and study, this master¬
piece which reflects a Deity. This position has also been
reached by a long process of accumulating thought from
the words of Genesis, "and God saw that it was good."
The goodness of creation is a prerequisite; Lucretius'
world of imperfections is diametrically opposed to their
philosophy which is why he and those who, like him, de¬
nied God's fiat and believed in chance, were the betes
noires of the movement.
Fairly early in the history of thought, man notices
the orderly arrangement of creation: "...one will find,
if one is willing to reflect upon it, that it has all been
-1
arranged as well as possible." This reflection leads to
the idea of a mind, whether it be called Nous, God or
Nature, which is responsible for the plan behind it all.
As we see, the idea of teleology develops early.
Nous, according to Anaxagoras (c. 900-428 B.C.),
has ordered everything from the beginning according to a
pre-conceived world-plan and imparted motion to pre-ex-
istent chaos. It is not quite clear from the surviving
writings whether Nous can be equated with the Deity, but
Jaeger thinks it probable on account of "the hymn-like
form in which the predicates of Nous are expressed, and
^Diogenes of Apollonia, quoted by Werner Jaeger, The
Theology of the Early Greek Philosophers, The Gifford
Lectures 1936 (Oxford, 19^7)> P° 163°
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even from the content of these statements.It is inter¬
esting to note that Anaxagoras resembles Bentley in the
use he makes of Nous as "a deus ex machina, to account
for the formation of the cosmos or for phenomena that he
could not explain on mechanical grounds."2
Diogenes of Apollonia has similar ideas although
he associates God with air and is more pantheistic than
a
Anaxagoras:^
And it seems to me that that which has the power of
knowing...is the thing that men call air, and that
it steers all things and controls all things. For I
feel that this is God, and that it extends every¬
where and disposes all things and is contained in
all things. And there is nothing that does not have
a share in it.^
Fulton's summary of the teleology of Socrates in
the Phaedo and Memorabilia resembles the thought of Brockes,
Fluche and several others:
The whole world of nature is said to show traces of
design, as appears in particular from the wonderful
adaptations of means to end in the structure of the
human body, in man's psychical constitution, and in
^Ibido, p. 161.
2William Fulton, Nature and God: an Introduction to Theistic
Studies with special Reference to the Relations of Science
and ReligionTEdinburgh, 1927), p. 220. Aristotle made this
accusation. "Jaeger (p. 165) also makes this point: "The
mechanism of the creative vortical motion is the ingenious
device by which Anaxagoras, like other of his contempora¬
ries, tried to explain the formation of the world. The fact
that he made the divine Mind guide the vortex in a specific
direction gave his physics its new teleological aspect."
This caused Aristotle to observe that Anaxagoras "employed
Nous only in his cosmogony and in certain instances where
he was at a loss for a mechanical explanation and had to
fall back on it, if only as a deus ex machina."
^Fulton, op.cit., p. 220.
^Jaeger, op.cit., pp. 165-166.
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the phenomena of external nature; and furthermore,all is designed towards the end of the advantageand well-being of men, Plants exist for the lower
animals, and the lower animals for the sake of man.
Tne Stoics also have many ideas which we find in
our eighteenth—century writers—order and harmony in the
world, the adaptations of means to end. Clearithes says
that what leads men to God is "the uniformity of motion,
the revolutions of the heavens, the grouping of the sun,
and moon, and all the stars, their serviceableness, beauty
and order, the mere appearance of which things would be
sufficient indication that they were not the result of
2
chance 0"
Many of these ideas were collected by the eclectic
Marcus Tullius Cicero (106-43 B.C.) and passed on to
writers like Ray, Bentley and Derham, These were the same
subjects which Brockes treated, especially in his scienti¬
fic poemso They were influenced likewise by the physician
x
Galen who was also in the Stoic stream of influence. In
his work On the Uses of the Parts of the Body of Man he
constantly points to the perfection of the human body as
clear evidence of Deity.
The same arguments are found in the patristic period
in the service of Christianity. Minucius Felix reproduces
many of them and tells us that the very beauty of the
human form proclaims the creative genius of God. Man's
^Fulton, opoCit., pp» 221-222.
^Quoted by H.A. Wolfson in Philo; Foundations of Religious
Philosophy in Judaism, Christianity, and Islam (^Cambridge,
Mass., 194-77> vol. II, p. 76.
^Numerous references to Galen and Cicero indicate that these
writers were important sources for Derham, Ray, and Bentley.
^Tertul1ian: Apologetical works, and Minucius Felix: Qctavius,
transo Rudolf Arbesmann, Sister Emily Joseph Daly, Edwin A.
Quain (New fork, 1950)? P° 55*1 •
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erect posture is a much-quoted proof of God's wisdom.1
St Augustine tells us that "the human body is a
revelation of the goodness of God" and that "the marvellous
mobility of the tongue and hands [is] so perfectly suited
for speaking and writing..."2 According to A Learned
summary upon the famous poeme of William of Salust, Perne-
lius and Theoderet in their writings, and Basil and Ambrose
in "their treatises of the Creation shew how Christians
ought to be disposed, in considering the marvels of the
Creator, in the structure and fabricke of man's body."^
Such admiration for divine workmanship in the
structure of the body is one of the most common ingre¬
dients of practically all the works I have referred to so
far: "The parts of a human body separately considered,
are, as we have lately seen, so curiously framed, as to
ll
deserve to pass for excellent pieces of workmanship."
a
Derham refers to this idea in his Physico-Theo1ogy (Bk. V,
ch. ii, p. 282). In a footnote, he quotes Cicero's remarks
on the subject from De Natura Deorum: "He [the Divinity]
has made us of a stature tall and upright, in order that
we might behold the heavens, and so arrive at the knowledge
of the Gods; for men are not simply to dwell here as in¬
habitants of the earth, but to be, as it were, spectators
of the heavens and the stars, which is a privilege not
granted to any other kind of animated beings" (ed. cit.,
section LVI, p. 97). Ray, Wisdom of God, pp. 185-6, also
quotes Cicero and mentions that the same idea is expressed
by Ovid in his Metamorphoses. Ray himself writes: "Then,
in general, I say, the Wisdom and Goodness of God appears
in the erect Posture of the Body of Man, which is a Privi¬
lege and Advantage given to Man above other Animals..."
Note also Milton, Paradise Lost VII, 506-510 on man: "...a
Creature who not prone7And Brute as other Creatures, but
endu'd/With Sanctitie of Reason, might erect/His Stature,
and upright with Pront serene/Govern the rest..." Supple¬
mentary examples are to be found in Jean Pepin, Theologie
Cosmique et Theologie Chretienne (Paris, 1964), p. 75•
2City of God, Bk. XXII, 484.
^Trans. [Thomas Lodge] (London, 1621), p. 285*
^Robert Boyle, "The Christian Virtuoso," in Works (London,
1744), vol. V, p. 705»
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As in the example given from St Augustine it is often
associated with the idea of how well the various organs
are adapted to their functionsThese books declare,
time and again, with the excitement the discovery of a
new continent must arouse, how suitable the eye is for
seeingo Bentley writes:
Or if the Eye were so acute, as to rival the finest
Microscopes, and to discern the smallest Hair upon
the leg of a Gnat, it would be a curse and not a
blessing to us; it would make all things appear
rugged and deformed; the most finely polished Crystal
would be uneven and rough: The sight of our own
selves would affright us...
Brockes also feels that all is perfectly adapted
to its function and explains how intolerable it would be
if this were not so and our senses were more acute.
Soilten unsre Sinne taugen,
Tiefer, als sie thun, zu gehn,
Konnten wir durch unser' Augen
Als durch ein Vergross=Glas sehn;
Wiird' uns fur uns selber grauen,
Soliten wir die Haut beschauen,
Die ja dann, als wie ein Bar,
Rauch und recht abscheulich war1.
(Die fiinf Sinne, st. 147, Metzler, p. 655)
These last examples show how a traditional view is
enriched by scientific developments. The discovery of the
^Ibid., p. 711.
^Bentley, lecture 2, Dart I, p. 12. John Locke, An Essay
concerning Human Understanding, ed. A.S. Pringle-Pattison
rOxford, 192477 Bk. II, ch. xxiii deals with this subject:
"But were our senses altered, and made much quicker and
acuter, the appearance and outward scheme of things would
have quite another face to us; and I am apt to think, would
be inconsistent with our being, or at least_well-being,
in this part of the universe which we inhabit." Pope also:
"Say what the use, were finer optics given,/To inspect a
mite, not comprehend the heaven?/Or touch, if trembling
alive all o'er,/To smart and agonise at every pore?/Or
quick effluvia darting through the brain,/Die of a rose
in aromatic pain?/If Nature thunder'd in his opening ears,/
And stunn'd him with the music of the spheres,/How would
he wish that Heaven had left him still/The whisp'ring zephyr,
and the purling rill?" (Pope, Essay on Man Epistle I,
lines 195-204 in Alexander Pope's Collected_Poems, ed.
Bonamy Dobree, Everyman revised edition, 19561.
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microscope modifies thought„ In the same way, iMewton's
discoveries and Harvey's ideas on the circulation of the
blood are incorporated into these themes.
The following excerpt from Cicero's he Hatura feorum
is full of thoughts which will later become commonplaces:
But if all the parts of the universe are so constituted
that nothing could be better for use or beauty, let
us consider whether this is the effect of chance, or
whether, in such a state, they could possibly cohere,
but by the direction of wisdom and divine providence,
nature therefore cannot be void of reason, if art can
bring nothing to perfection without it, and if the
works of nature exceed those of art. How is it con¬
sistent with common sense, that when you view an
image or a picture, you imagine it is wrought by
art; when you behold afar off a ship under sail,
you judge it is steered by reason and art; when you
see a dial or water-clock, you believe the hours
are shown by art, and not by chance; and yet that
you should imagine that the universe, which contains
all arts and the artificers, can be void of reason
and understanding? But if that sphere, which was
lately made by our friend Posidonius, the regular
revolutions of which show the course of the sun,
moon, and five wandering stars, as it is every day
and night performed, were carried into Scythia or
Britain, who, in those barbarous countries, would
doubt that that sphere had been made so perfect by
the exertion of reason?
Yet these people doubt whether the universe,
from whence all things arise and are made, is not
the effect of chance, or some necessity, rather than
the work of reason and a divine mind. '
Some of the main ideas of Brockes and the other
writers are present in this extract—the utility and beauty
of the world is not the work of chance but of an intelli¬
gent artist who is the prime Mover. Cicero also touched
^Ed.cito, sections xxxiv-xxxv, pp. 73-76. Derham in his
Physico-Theology quotes this passage in Latin in a foot¬
note Tp. 2). Many of these ideas have become commonplaces
in the literature which we are considering. Brockes in
the poem "Verweis wegen unserer Unerkenntlichkeit gegen
den Schopfer" (IX, 400) says that we enquire about the
artist when we see a picture, yet few bother to ask about
nature "von Gottes finger selbst gezieret!" Yet any attempt
to copy nature is just "eine schlechte bchmiererey."
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on an exbremely important* theme for the early eighteenth
century, bhe superiority of nature to human art. The
following passage from Ray's wisdom of God in Creation
expresses the same ideasi
There is no greater, at least no more palpable and
convincing Argument of the Existence of a'Deity, than
the admirable Art and Wisdom that discovers itself
in the Make and Constitution, the Order and Dispo¬
sition, the Ends and Uses of all the parts and Members
of this stately Fabrick of Heaven and Earth: For if
in the Works of Art (as for Example) a curious
Edifice or Machine, Counsel, Design, and Direction,
to an End appearing in the whole Frame, and in all
the several Pieces of it, do necessarily infer the
Being and Operation of some intelligent Architect,
or Engineer; why shall not also, in the Works of
Nature, that Grandeur and Magnificence, that Ex¬
cellent Contrivance for Beauty, Order, Use, etc.
which is observable in them, wherein they do as
much transcend the Effects of human Art, as infinite
Power and Wisdom exceeds finite, infer the Existence
and Efficiency of an Omnipotent and All-wise Creator":
2
Ernst Robert Curtius has saved us the task of
searching for the background of the idea of God as maker
and architect of the cosmos (Deus artifex) by taking us
back to Plato's demiurge of the Timaeus. He traces the
development of this concept referring to Cicero, African
Platonism, Chalcidius, Apuleius, Irenaeus, Gnosticism,
Origen until its use by Christianity when similar ideas
from the Bible joined with it (God the Creator of heaven
and earth and of man in his own image; the Creator as
potter and tailor). Some of the points he makes are worth
reporting;
Zum Verstandnis der ganzen Entwicklung bleibt noch
Folgendes zu beachten. Neben dem Deus artifex kennt
schon die Antike das Parallelthema Datura artifex.
A
Ray, Wisdom of God, pp. 35-36.
"TErnst Robert Curtius, Europaische Literatur und lateini-
sches Mittelalter (Bern, 19487, pp. 529-331- Jean Pepin,
op.cit"., pp. 34-35 supplements this.
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Das
— beider ist das gleiche: Hervorbringungder Welt und des Menschen, Baukunst, Tonbildnerei,
Goldschmiedekunst, gelegentlich auch Malerei, Theater—
leitung, Weberei, sind die Eorrnen dieses artificium.
rp."53crr
We must also go back to the god of the ancient world "der
bald als Weber, bald als Sticker, bald als Topfer und
bald als Schmied erscheint„.."
Curtius comes to the interesting conclusion that
"der Weltenbildner des Timaeus eine Sublimierung des
mythischen Handwerkergottes ist. Beide Elemente verschmel—
zen dann mit dem Topfer-, Weber-, Schmiedegott des Alten
Testaments in dem mittelalterlichen topos von Deus artifex"
(pp. 550-531).
The work of this divine architect, or of Nature
as some might call it, is superior to the works of man as
the passages from Ray and Cicero tell us. This idea is
"1
found in most of the works which we have been studying.
Basil Willey, The Eighteenth Century Background (London,
1965), Po 40 writes: "Earlier orthodoxy, from Aristotle
to Sidney, had represented Nature as 'inferior' to Art:
...But the eighteenth century begins to reverse this
teaching." This is one of several generalizations about
the swing of the pendulum between the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries with which I cannot agree. Cicero
is not alone in believing "that the works of nature are
superior to those of art." The idea is also current at
the beginning of the seventeenth century, although it
has not yet become the commonplace it is in the eighteenth.
Arndt published his Vier Bucher vom wahren Christenthum
in 1606 in which he states that no artist can_paint as
well as Nature (Hamburg, 1724), Bk. IV, ch. iii. Pluche,
vol. I, dial, i, pp. 14-15 discussing God's wisdom in the
design of insects writes: "Dans^ce que l'homme fait, vous
ne verrez qu'inegalites, que crevasses, que^rudesse
Au contraire les plus petits ouvrages du Createur sont
parfaits." In the poem "Die, in gottlichen Wercken, in
GOTT vergnugte Seele" Brockes writes: ltEin jeder Baum,
ein' jede Blume kan allem Witz der Menschen zeigen,/Wie
sehr die Wercke der Natur die Kunst der Menschen iiber-
steigen" (Ird. Verg. VII, 281, Tubingen; Hamburg ed. p. 201).
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The microscope reveals "bo Swammerdam "with, what order,
measure, rule and wisdom God's creatures are all formed,
and how they deprecate all the work of human art and in¬
dustry, the latter not being able to bear too near an
1
inspection." Imperfect human art, he tells us, is as
nothing when comxjared with the work of nature as repre¬
sented only by the single pulmonary tube of an insect.
All things, for Derham, bear witness to the "infinite
Workman" for "they exceed all humane Skill so far, as
that the most exquisite Copies and Imitations of the best
p
Artists, are no other than rude bungling Pieces to them."
The passage from Shaftesbury's Characteristics which
Brockes translated speaks of Nature "whose every single
work affords an ampler scene, and is a nobler spectacle
3
than all which ever art presented."-^
These motifs, which we have traced back to anti¬
quity, seem to suggest by their similarity that nothing
much has changed since, yet the differences, imperceptible
though they may seem to be, are found in changes of empha¬
sis and in the inclusion of new attitudes to the world.
The machine in Cicero's argument has now become clockwork.
In our own times it would be the computer. Burnet's argu¬
ment is a modernization of Cicero; we recognize in engines
and clockwork "the Effects of Wit, Understanding and
Reason," yet we are not so ready to see an intelligent
principle- in the works of nature, which, in any case, are
^Jan Swammerdam, The Book of Nature or, the History oi In¬
sects , trans. Thomas Elloyd (London, 1758)> P° 132.
Q






If creation is clockwork then Plato's demiurge is
a clockmaker. The motif is very common in the eighteenth
century0 Brockes says that "Das gantze V/esen der Matur...
gleicht einer grosser Wunder-Uhr." This "Wunder=Uhr des
schonen Welt=Gebaudes" reveals "nutzbare Ordnung" and
"GOttes Finger
There are certain problems involved in the con¬
ception of the divine Watchmaker,, It is anthropocentric
and tends to reduce the power and glory of the Creator
by bringing him down to the level of a human artisan. The
second problem is God's relationship to creation, whether
he is an absentee Creator who wound up the clock once
only and henceforth had no further duties to perform, or
whether he is, somehow or other, still present in crea¬
tion. As we have noted, Brockes and his group continuously
emphasize God's power, and it would be a contradiction
if their God were either the artisan God or the God who
has no control in his own universe. Several of these
writers were aware of this contradiction and tried their
best to keep God in power.
This seems to me a crucial issue which has hitherto
escaped attention. Perhaps this is because it is never
really directly expressed, out lurks behind the question
of deism, itself vague and ambiguous.
^Burnet, I, 410.
^This is from a poem based on Pluche's Spectac1e_de_1a
Nature and called "tiberzeugliche Beweisgriinde eines gotb-
lichen Wesens" (Ird. Verg. VI, 422-427 Tubingen and
pp. 471 ff. Hamburg).
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Richard Bentley, who is particularly concerned with
atheism in his Boyle lectures, gives certain clues. The
title of his first lecture, The Folly of Atheism, And
(what is now called) DBISM; Even with respect to the Pre¬
sent Life is perhaps confusing for those who might con¬
sider him as well as Ray, Derham and Brockes to be quite
close to deism,
-i
Deists, according to Leland, are enemies of re¬
ligion and "spreaders of poison." They include Herbert of
Cherbury, Hobbes, Toland, Shaftesbury, Collins, Woolston
and Tindal. Herbert of Cherbury, he tells us, made a
system out of it in which revelation was considered use¬
less, but worship, piety, virtue, repentance, rewards,
and punishments important. Ray, Derham and the others are
not included in the list, although they partially fit the
2
definition. They scarcely mention Christ in their writings,
and the type of revelation they emphasize is the revela¬
tion of God in the external world, which is accessible
to all men and independent of Christian revelation. How¬
ever, they do not dwell on the question of the universa¬
lity of natural religion as those condemned by Leland.
Bentley's ideas on deism have to be deduced from
the text as they are not clearly stated. Deists are for
him just as bad as atheists except that the word "deist"
sounds better.
^John Leland, A View of the Principal Deistical writers
(London, 1808), pp. 2-J.
^Christ is not mentioned much in writings of the genre we
are considering.
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There are some Infidels among us that not onlydisbelieve the Christian Religion; but impugn theassertion of a -Providence. of the Immortality of
the Soul, of an Universal Judgment to come, and of
any Incorporeal Essence: and yet to avoid the
odious name of Atheists. would shelter and skreen
themselves under a new one of Deists, which is
not quite so obnoxious.
(Lecture 1, pp. 5-6)
Bentley charges deists with atheism. Why this should be
so is difficult to understand at first, since deists at
least believe in God. The answer appears to be that the
type of God they believe in does not correspond to Bentley's
idea of God. He says "that the modern disguised Deists
do only call themselves so for the former reason of
Epicurus, to decline the publick odium and resentment of
the Magistrate; and do cover the most arrant Atheism
under the mask and shadow of a Deity, by which they under¬
stand no more than some eternal inanimate Matter, some
universal Nature, and Soul of the World, void of all
sense and cogitation, endued with none at all, much less
with Infinite Wisdom and Goodness" (Lecture 1, pp. 8-9).
Epicurus had "introduced a Deity into his Philo¬
sophy, not because he was persuaded of his Existence,
(for when he had brought him upon the Stage of Nature,
he made him only Muta persona, and interdicted him from
bearing any Part in it,) but purely that he might not
incurr the offence of the Government. Wherefore he was
generally suspected Verbis reliquisse Deum, re susbulisse;
to have framed on purpose such a contemptiole paultry
Hypothesis about him, as indeed left the Name and Title
of God in the World; but nothing of his Nature and lower
(Lecture 1, p. 6).
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From this criticism of Epicurus and the deists it
is apparenu bhab Bentley holds that a God with no power
and no part to play in the world is no God. To believe in
a God of this kind is to believe in no God at all. The
gods of Epicurus and Democritus have to be happy with
an eternal laziness and dozing" (p. 8) for "they [Epi¬
curus and Democritus] bereaved that Jupiter of his Thunder
and Majesty, forbidding him to look or peep abroad, so
much as to enquire what hews in the Infinite Space about
him..." (p. 8). Bentley therefore rejects the deist God
of "inanimate matter" and "incorporeal essence."
Samuel Clark, in his Boyle lectures, expresses
himself more directly about this kind of deist but his
ideas are similar. Deists avoid the name of Epicurean
atheists by saying that the Supreme Being made the world,
but they are very close to atheism because their "God
does not at all concern himself in the p^overnment of the
World, nor has any regard to, or care of, what is done
-1
therein." Such a God is not "All-powerful, Omnipresent,
and Intelligent."
It is also interesting to consider why there was
opposition to Descartes. Partially it was because he re¬
jected final causes and this was felt to be playing into
the hands of the atheists but, more important in our con¬
text, because of his mechanical explanation of the world.
Ray's Wisdom of God in Creation gives a passage from
Descartes in the section "The Cartesian Hypothesis con-
^A Discourse Concerning the Unchangeable Cbligationg of
Natural ReliPiion, and the Truth and Certainty of trie
Christian Revelation TDondon, 170677 P» 19«
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sider'd and censur'd"1 with the comment: "that God had no
more to do than to create the Matter, divide it into harts,
and put it into Motion, according to some few Laws, and
that would of itself produce the World, and all the Crea¬
tures therein." To confute this, Ray refers to Cudworth's
argument which considers Descartes and his followers to
be worse than the atomists. The objection is that the
Cartesian God is made to stand by as "an idle Spectator."
The question now arises, since these writers are
so opposed to any system which deprives God of divine
activity, how they solved the problem themselves. The
idea of clockwork and watchmaker distinguishes God from
creation and seems to suggest a transcendent God like
2
Aristotle's unmoved Mover. The answer is suitably ex¬
pressed in the lines of an obscure poetess, Katherine
Philips, who is quite independent of these writers:
The World's God's watch, where nothing is so smal,
But makes a part of what composes all
Could the least Pin be lost or else displac'd,
The world would be disorder'd and defac'd.
It beats no Pulse in vain, but keeps its time,
And undiscern'd to its own height doth climb;
Strung first, and daily wound up by his hand
Who can its motions guide or understand.2
"^Wisdom of God, Part I, pp. A2 ff.
^Fritz Briiggemann, introduction to Das Weltbild der deut-
schen Aufklarung: Deutsche Literatur in Entwicklungsreihen,
Reihe Aufklarung (Darmstadt, 1966~J> vol. II, p. 8. „Der
Deismus.. .faBte Gott so auf, als ob er mit der Welt , nach-
dem er sie geschaffen, weiter nichts mehr zu tun habe. In
dieser Wglf wirken die mechanischen Gesetze, die Gott selbst
beim Schopfungsakt in sie hineingelegt hatte. Die laufen
nun wie ein mechanisches Uhrwerk ab, und da ist kem Em
greifen mehr moglich, ohne daB Gott den Charakter seiner
eigenen Schopfung zerstoren wiirde."
3Poems. By the Incomparable, Mrs._KJg [Katharine Philips]
(London, 16647, P° 210.
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God is needed to wind up the clock of the universe every
day0 If he did not intervene then it would run down,,
This is Brockes1 God also, a God who sustains (er-
ha.lt), without whose continuous action in the universe all
would fall into chaos
Was ist, was lebt und webet,
Das ist, was webt und lebet
In Gott, dem Born des Lichts.
Ja, ohne sein Erhalten
Wiird alles gleich veralten,
Fiel' alles in sein vorigs hichts.
(Morgenlied auf dem Garten, I, 175)
This idea is found in Saint Augustine's City of God;
Als substantia creatrix ist Gott ubiaue diffusus.
Die Welterhaltung ist eine fortgehende Schopfung.
Zoge Gott seine schaffende Macht von der Welt zu-
riick, so wurde sie sofort in das Nichts wiederum
ubergehen.
It becomes a subject for poetry:
He Dieu, combien de fois ceste belle machine
Par sa propre grandeur eust cause sa ruine?
Gombien de fois ce Tout eust senti le trespas,
S1 il n'eust eu du grand Dieu pour arcs-boutans les bras?
Dieu est l'ame, le nerf, la vie, l'efficace,
Qui anime, qui meut, qui soustient ceste masse,
Dieu est le grand ressort, qui fait de ce grand corps
Iouer diuersement tous les petis ressorts.. <, A
This idea, like the others which we have been exam¬
ining, becomes enriched by different philosophical inter¬
pretations and scientific discoveries. As Burtt puts it:
For More, the world would fly to pieces without the
ethereal spirit; for Newton it would run down and
become motionless if it were not for the continual
recruiting of motion in these various ways by active
principles lodged in the ether.
^Or else creation would become nothing again if it was
created from nothing (ex nihilo). See above, p. 64.
^Friedrich Ueberweg, Grundriss der Geschichte der Philosophie,
12th edo (Basel, 195177^17 II, p. 109- The reference given
by Ueberweg is De civ. Dei XII, 25•
^Du Bartas, La Sepmaine, VII, 159~14-6> PP» 170-171 •
^Edwin Arthur Burtt, The Metaphysical Foundations of
Modern Physical SciencesLondon, 1925J> P*
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Bentley makes use of many of Newton's ideas in "the
Boyle lectures:
Without that [gravity] the whole Universe, if we
suppose an undetermin'd power of Motion infused
into Matter, would have been a confused Chaos,without beauty or order, and never stable and
permanent in any condition. Now it may be provedin its due place, that this Gravity, the greatBasis of all Mechanism, is not it self Mechanical;but the immediate kiat and Finger of God, and theExecution of the Divine Law...*
The correspondence between Bentley and Newton
sheds more light on these ideas and reveals the same
pweakness which we have already noticed in Anaxagoras.-
Newton ascribes gravity to God "for the Cause of Gravity
is what I do not pretend to know...'(p. 20/298).^ He seems
to bring in God where his ability to find an explanation
of phenomena ceases. Having reached the frontiers of rea¬
son, he writes:
I do not think explicable by meer natural Causes,
but am forced to ascribe it to the Counsel and
Contrivance of a voluntary Agent.
(p. 3/282)
Again:
To your second Query, I answer, that the Motions
which the Planets now have could not spring from
any natural Cause alone, but were impressed by
an intelligent Agent.
(p. 3/284)
^Bentley, Lecture 2, part II, pp.. 5-6•
2
Above p. 68.
^Four Letters from Sir Isaac Newton to Doctor Bentley...
(London, 17567," facsimile reprint" in Isaak Newton's Papers
and Letters on Natural Philosophy and related Documents,
ed. I. Bernhard CohenTCambridge, 1958)7 In references to
this work I have given the pages of the facsimile followed
by the page numbers from the complete book.
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Similarly, in the second letter of the 17th January 1692-3:
Secondly, I do not know any Power in Nature which
would cause this transverse Motion without the
divine Arm.
(p. 19/297)
In the same letter:
So then Gravity may put the Planets into Motion,but without the divine Power it could never put
them into such a circulating Motion as they have
about the Sun; and therefore, for this, as well
as for other Reasons, I am compelled to ascribe
the Frame of this System to an intelligent Agent.
(p. 2U/298)
Herbert Prennon has published several articles on
the influence of Newtonianism on Thomson and Needier. The
motif with which we are dealing at the moment is Newtonian
-1
in these writers, he claims.
Thomson:
But, should he [the Creator] hide his face, th1 astonish1d
sun,
And all the extinguishfd stars, would loosening reel
Wide from their spheres, and Chaos come again.2
Needier:
If Thou [the Creator] wert Absent, the Material Mass
Wou'd without Motion lie in boundless Space:
The Sun, arrested in his Spiral Way,
No longer wou'd dispense alternate Pay...
(From A Vernal Hymn in Praise of the Creator)2
y\
Herbert Drennon, "James Thomson's Contact with Newtonianism
and his Interest in Natural Philosophy," PMLA, XLIX (1934],
71-80; "Newtonianism: Its Method, Theology, and Metaphysics,"
Englische Studien, LXVIII (1934), 397-409; "Henry Needier
and Shaftesbury," PMLA, XLVI (1931)? 1093-1106.
2Summer, lines 182-4. Unless otherwise indicated, quotations
from the Seasons will be from the following edition: The
Seasons and the Castle of Indolence, ed. J. Logie Robertson
"(Oxford," 1891). This is based on the 1746 edition.
^The Works of Henry Needier (1728) (Augustan Reprint Society,
Pamphlet No. 90? 196177 P• 66.
Snould'st Tliou withdraw thy All-Supporting Powere
these glittering Stars wou'd be extinguish'd; and
Wight regain the infinite fxpanse.1
The following prose passage from Needier's Works
expresses the idea very clearly:
As Matter, being put into Motion, continues no longer
to move, than the external force impells it, but as
soon that is taken off, returns again to Rest; so a
Creature, having once been put into Being, continues
no longer therein, than the creating Power (if l may
so call it; of God retains it; but, when that is
removed, returns to its original Non-existence.
George Cheyne also:
The Power which produces and preserves their [the
celestial bodies'] Motions, springs from something
without themselves, and if this Power were suspended
or withdrawn, they wou'd immediately stop and their
Motions wou'd be destroy'd, and they wou'd become
a lifeless unactive heap of Platter. And this Power
is nothing else that universal Law of Gravitation,
which actuates the whole frame of all the Systems of
Bodies; which proceeds from a Principle both in¬
dependent gf, and distinct from Matter and all its
faculties.*
This attitude to God carries within it the seeds of
its own destruction like the other deus ex rnachina arguments
of its predecessors/' If God is used as the explanation
for forces which cannot be explained, he is in danger of
being pushed out of his universe as knowledge advances.
The logical consequence is Laplace's answer to Napoleon's
question about God's place in his system—''Sire, je
n-ai pas besoin de cette hypothese.1,2 It also invites
Quoted by Drennon, PLHA, XLVI (1931; > 1101, from Needier's
Works, p. 217-
2The Works of Mr. Henry Needier, 2nd ed. (London, 1728;, p. 121.
/philosophical Principles of Natural Religion (London, 1709)>
p. 4-3-
Zbove, p. 69.
';I am aware that I am quoting this out of context as mos b
people do in this case.
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Leibniz" criticism that Newton's conception of cod was a
poor one since he represents him as being too inefficient
to make a perfect machine:'1
Sir Isaac Newton, and his Followers, have also a
very odd Opinion concerning the Work of bod.
According to their Doctrine, God Almighty wants
wind up his Watch from Time to Time: Otherwise
it would cease to move. He had not, it seems,
sufficient Foresight to make it a perpetual motion.
Nay, the machine of God's making, is so imperfect,
according to these Gentlemen, that he is obliged
clean it now and then by an extraordinary Con¬
course, and even to mend it, as a Clockmaker mends
his Work...
According to Koyre, Newton dip not express his
ideas on God's role in the universe clearly enough:
Thus, Newton does not tell us anything about the
necessity of God's continuous concourse for the
preservation of its [the world's] structure; he
seems even to admit that, once started, the motion
of the heavenly bodies could continue forever;
it is only at the beginning that Goc]1s direct
intervention appears indispensable.^
This confusion surely springs from the attempt to
hold on to a conception of God which is severely threatened
by the changed attitude to the world. It is the same prob¬
lem which we encounter when we attempt to analyse the con¬
ception of God in the group of writers we are concerned
with. Koyre says:
Newton's God is not merely a "philosophical" God,
the impersonal and uninterested First Cause of the
Aristotelians, or the—for Newton—utterly indif¬
ferent and world-absent God of Descartes. He is—or,
in any case, Newton wants him to be—the Biblical
1
The Leibniz-Clarke Correspondence,_ ed. H.G. A1exander
(Manchester, 1985") > Introduction xvi.
^Quoted by Alexandre Koyre, From the Closed World to the
Infinite Universe (Baltimore, 1957/> P° 256. Subsequently
referred to as "Koyre."
^Ibid., p. 224.
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God, the effective Master and Ruler of the world
created by him.
(p. 225)
As Newton himself writes (It is again a question of not
robbing Jupiter of his fire):
The Supreme God is a Being eternal, infinite, abso¬
lutely perfect; but a being, however perfect, with¬
out dominion, cannot be said to be Lord God...
The metaphor "the Book of Nature"1 is even more
widespread than the clockwork image and is also part of
the same web of ideas. God spoke the word and saw that
his creation was good. Man also saw that it was good and
that it implied a First Cause. The laws which governed
it, the harmony and the rich variety which he observed
reflected the wisdom, goodness and power of a creator.
2
Once again, Curtius has saved us the task of trac¬
ing the metaphor back. He gives a host of examples from
£
medieval writers like Bonaventura, Conrad of Megenb#rg,
Raymond of Sabunde, Luis of Granada, Hugh of St Victor,
John of Salisbury and Nicholas of Cusa and concludes the
period of the Middle Ages:
A
The following metaphors are akin to the "Book of Nature."
God's traces, Gottes Spur, God's finger, Gottes Finger,
God's footsteps, God's footprints, footprints of a Deity,
Book of the World, Weltbuch, ABC, heavenly ABC, dieses
Weltbuchs ABC, Nature's volume, spacious volume, book of
wisdom, Buch der Weisheit, book of mankind, Buch der Creatur,
the great book of the universe, Buch der Sternen, die himm-
lische Schrift„ The conception of the world as the mirror or
shadow of God is also related. Arndt, Bk. IV, ch. iii, p„ 567:
"o.. in Gottes Buch sinds lebendige Buchstaben, welche alien
Menschen, groB und klein, Gelehrt- und Ungelehrten, vor
Augen gestellt werden..." Brookes tells us in his poem "Das
Buch der Natur" of the superiority of the Creator's "Natur-
Buch": "... Unser ganzer Kreis der Erde/Ist darinn ein
einzigs Blatt. Andre Kreise, welche man,/Nebst den Sonnen,
in den Sternen, zahlen, und nicht zahlen, kann./Seh' ich,
in erstaunter Ehrfurcht, als so viele Blatter an,/Die die
Majestat der Gottheit, uns, auf eine Weis', erklaren,/Als
es aller Menschen Schriften, Wort' und Biicher, nimmer lehren"
(VIII, 240, Tubingen; Hamburg, p. 272).
20p.cit„, ppo 321-327•
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Fassen wir zusammen, so ergibt sich, daB die Vor-
stellung von der Welt oder der Natur als einem
"Buch" in der Kanzelberedsamkeit aufgekomrnen ist,
dann in die mystisch-philosophische Spekulation des
Mittelalters ubernommen wurde und endLich in den
allgemeinen Sprachgebrauch iiberging.
This information is naturally very welcome but it
can only be a stepping-stone. The expression itself, like
any expression involving the ambiguous word "nature,"
covers a wide field. It corresponds to the motivating
idea of the literature which interests Brockes and his
contemporaries most, the idea that creation reveals God0
What we have already discussed in connection with this
premise naturally applies to the metaphor "the Book of
Nature." As works inspired by it can develop in different
ways and end with little in common, the book of nature
can mean different things to different people. The mystic
reads a mystic message, the scientist a scientific message
and so on. It is really a question of reading into the
book of nature one's own philosophy.
The book of nature is the object of study. For Grew
and Malpighi it is plant life, for Swammerdam and Leeuwen-
hoek insects. Brockes and Pluche cover the entire universe,
the "spectacle de la nature." All of these writers and
those who share their philosophy read in the book of na¬
ture the same message. God is the creator of heaven and
earth and he is characterized by his wisdom, goodness,
love and power. Aristides (384-322 B.C.) in the first
extant Christian Apology^ read the same message:
I, 0 king, by the grace of God came into this world;
and having contemplated the heavens and the earth
^William Fulton, op.cit., p. 33*
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and. tne seas, and. beheld, the sun and. the rest of the
orderly creation, I was amazed at the arrangement
ox the world; and I comprehended that the world and
all that is therein are moved by the impulse of an¬
other, and I understood that he that moveth them is
God, who is hidden in them and concealed from them:
and this is well known, that that which moveth is
more powerful than that which is moved<,1
St Gregory also:
If we look attentively at outward things, we are
recalled by them to inward things. For the wonders
of the visible creation are the footprints of our
Creator. Himself as yet we cannot see, but we are
on the way that leads to vision, when we admire
Him in the things that He has made0 And so we call
the creation His footprints, since by the things pthat are derived from Him we are guided to Himself.
Each blade of grass has writing:
Ein jedes Graschen war mit Linien geziert,
Ein jedes Blatt war vollgeschrieben;
Denn gedes Aderchen, durchs Licht illuminiert,
Stellt* einen Buchstab vor...
(Das Blumlein VergiBmeinnicht, I, 77)
God's creatures show traces of his wisdom and power which
Brockes asks us to admire:
Ach bewundert in der Pracht
Solcher schonen Kreaturen
Die so offenbaren Spuren
Seiner Weisheit, seiner Macht!
(Mannigfaltige Friihlingsfreude, III, 606)
Another development of the Book of Nature theme
to note in passing—it has little beai'ing on Brockes1
background—is the branch of English deism represented
by Toland and Tindal which emphasizes the universality
of natural religion.^ Sir Thomas Browne derives his reli—
^"The Apology of Aristides," trans. J. Rendel Harris, Texts
and Studies, contributions to Biblical and Patristic Literature,
ed. J. Armitage Robinson~(Cambridge, 1891), vol. I, p. 95*
^Fulton, p. 34-.
^The Stoic doctrine of innate ideas and Cicero's brans-
mission of it also play a part. Pulton, op.cit., p. 32.
Also Tertullian - Johannes Quasten, Patrology (Utrecht, 1933)?
vol. II, pp. 264-266.
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gion from two books but it is easy to see how the book of
God could eventually come to be regarded as superfluous:
Thus there are two bookes from whence I collect my
Divinity; besides that written one of God, another
of his servant Nature, that universall and publick
Manuscript, that lies expans'd unto the eyes of all;
those that never saw him in the one, have discovered
him in the other: This was the Scripture and Theology
of the Heathens; the naturall motion of the Sun made
thern more admire him, than its supernaturall station
did the Children of Israel; the ordinary effects of
nature wrought more admiration in them, than in the
other all his miracles; surely the Heathens knew
better how to joyne and reade these mystical1 letters,
than wee Christians, who cast a more carelesse eye
on these common Hieroglyphicks, and disdain to suck
Divinity from the flowers of nature„
Besides revealing God's craftsmanship, the Book of
Nature enables its student to elevate himself above the
herd:
He who looks the higher is the more highly distinguished,
and turning over the great book of nature (which is
the proper object of philosophy) is the way to elevate
one's gaze„ And though whatever we read in that book
is the creation of the Omnipotent Craftsman, and is
accordingly excellently proportioned, nevertheless
that part is most suitable and most worthy which makes p
His work and His craftsmanship most evident to our view.'1"
The book of Nature, as conceived of by Bruno not
only elevates man but reflects the highest good:
Whatever the good be for which a man strives, let him
turn his eyes to the heavens and the worlds; there
is spread before him a picture, a book, a mirror, in
which he may behold, read, contemplate the imprint
(vestigium), the law, and the reflection of the
highest good—and with his sensible ears drink in
the highest harmony, and raise himself as by a ladder,
according to the grades of the forms of things, to
1Sir Thomas Browne, Religio Medici, ed. L0C. Martin (Oxford,
1964), section 16, p. 15*
^Galileo, Dialogue concerning the two chief world systems -
Ptolemaic £ Copernican, trans. Stillman Drake (University of
California Press, 1953)* Dedication to the Grand Duke of
Tuscany.
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the contemplation of another, the highest world.''
Brockes, in his scientific poems, is not directly
concerned with harmony and the highest good, as envisaged
in this Platonic passage of Bruno's. There is, however,
a corollary to the conception of goodness. It is what Pro¬
fessor Lovejoy has named "the principle of plenitude."
Bruno repeats some of its most typical arguments:
Why should or how can we suppose the divine potency
to be idle? Why should we say that the divine good¬
ness, which is capable of communicating itself to
an infinity of things and of pouring itself forth
without limit, is niggardly?
The superabundance of divine goodness overflows in creation,
realizing all possibilities of existence. The result is
infinite variety with no gaps between, each species gradu¬
ating into the next so that a great scale extends from
the lowest form of life to the highest. Bruno in this in¬
stance is thinking of an argument for an infinite number
of worlds:
Why should that centre of deity which is able to
expand itself (if it may be so expressed; into an
infinite sphere, remain barren, as if it were
envious? Why should the infinite capacity be frus¬
trated, the possibility of the existence of infinite
worlds be cheated, the perfection of the_divine
image be impaired - that image which ought rather
to be reflected back in a mirror as immeasurable as
itself?^
"'james L. Maclntyre, Giordano Bruno (London, 1903), P» 181.
Brockes has the idea of a ladder leading to God but from
the things in the world which we perceive with our senses:
"...In Dingen, die dem Sinn sich zeigen,/MuJ3 unser Geist,
der fur sie sinnlich, als wie auf Leitern, zu ihm^ [God]
steigen" (Der bekannte und unbekannte Gotb, VII, /, Tubin¬
gen: Hamburg, p. 8). There is a more detailed discussion




It is this principle of plenitude which inspires
Brockes to name all the varieties of stone, metals, fruit
and vegetableso In his Drey Reiche, when he devoted several
stanzas to different kinds of apples,^ he was not thinking
of God's bounty in supplying man with apples, but of the
wonder of plenitude. Bruno's mirror in the above passage
is allied to the book image, and it is God's perfection
and goodness which is reflected in infinite variety.
In Bruno's case there are leanings towards pantheism
but this cannot be said of Brockes and the other members
of the group. The clockwork image suggests a separation
of Creator and creation, while the book of nature implies
a closer link between the two, even a degree of divine
immanenceo It is not surprising, if one reviews the examples
of the book of nature motif quoted here and also in Curtius'
book, that the writers are associated, with the Diatonic
tradition. The external world is the reflection or shadow
of the invisible world.
The motif or the book of nature is also linked
with the question of epistemology. Origen writes:
Now the works of the Divine Providence and the design
of the whole universe are as it were rays of God's
nature, in comparison with his very being. Our mind
cannot behold God as he is in himself, therefore it
forms its conception of the Creator from the beauty
of his works and the loveliness of his creatures.
God may be approached by means of analogy:
This analogical evidence of God's nature and attri¬
butes is all of which we are capable ab present, and
we must either be contented to know him bhus or sit
^The editor of volume IX cut out this section in order to
spare the reader.
^The Early Church Fathers, ed. and trans. Henry Bettenson
(Oxford, 1956), P» 255*
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down with an entire ignorance and neglect of God,1
God is unknowable for Nicholas of Cusa (14-01-1464).
We can approximate to truth but can never reach it:
Bedenke, daB wir in dieser Welt durch Gleichnisse
und Ratselbilder wandeln, well der Geist der Wahr-
heit nicht von dieser Welt und auch nur insofern
von ihr gefaBt werden kann, als wir durch Gleich¬
nisse und Syrnbole, die wir als solche erkennen,
zum Unerkannten emporgerissen werden.2
The world is a symbol; it is "das geschaffene Bild der
Darstellung, weil sie Spiegel des Schopfers ist, wie der
Apostel sagt: Wir sehen nun im Spiegel. Die Welt ist als
Gleichnis Gottes geschaffen, da Gott ja ein anderes \/or-
bild als sich selbst nicht hatte. Genau gesprochen ist
die korperliche Schopfung Gottes Spur, die geistige
Schopfung Gottes Ebenbild."^
Brookes' God seems sometimes to be knowable and
sometimes unknowable. He has no doubts about the God who
is manifest in creation. There is nothing clearer and
more obvious than his existence and his attributes of
wisdom, love, goodness and power. Only the blind and in¬
different can fail to read this in the book of nature:
Von einer recht= und wahren Gottheit die allerhellst'
und klaresten Spuren
Zeigt unsern uberfiihrten Seelen das Reich lebend'ger
Kreaturen.
(IX, 195)
1Philip C. Ritterbusch, Overtures to Biology: the Specu-
lations of Eighteenth-century Naturalists CX^ls University
Press7~19645, p7~65. The quotation is from William King's
Divine Pnedeafrina'bion and Foreknowledge (1709)> P° 1
^Karl Jaspers, Nikolaus Cusanus (Miinchen, 1964), p. 47.
3Nikolaus Cusanus, Predigten 1430-1441, ed. Ernst Hoffmann
(Heidelberg, 1952), p. 85.
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There is some ambiguity in the following example:
LaB unsre Seelen dich Dein unbegreiflichs Wesen,
Im Buch der Creatur, erstaunt, mit Ehrfurcht lesen!
The poem does not reveal whether God will still be incom¬
prehensible after we have read the book. The lines are
from the poem "Die himmlische Schrift" (Metzler, pp. 115-123)
in which we are told:
Indessen mussen wir,
Zu unsers Schopfers Ruhm, so lange wir noch hier,
Das Wunder-ABC der Sternen
In Ehrfurcht buchstabiren lernen.
The script might seem confusing at first like Arabic,
Russian and Chinese. The poem concludes with the message
which Brockes has read in the "Buch der Sternen":
So deucht mich, daB ich hie und da
Und iiberall geschrieben sah
Den grossen Namen JEHOVAH.
Brockes, in this poem, makes a great deal of fuss about
the cryptic language which has to be learnt before one
can read the message "Jehovah." He usually writes poem
after poem explaining that the letters in the Book of
Nature are plain and easily read by those who are willing
to open their eyes. The message is everywhere:
Das wundervoile Buch der lehrenden Natur
Zeigt uns ein liebend= weis= allmachtiges Wunderwesen,
Und giebt es unserm Geist auf jedem Blatt zu lesen.
Von seinem Daseyn zeigt sich iiberall die Spur, ,.
(IX, 423)
The reason for this wavering may be found in
Brockes1 conception of God as both a known and unknown
God who reveals himself and conceals himself. In the poem
"Der bekannte und unbekannte GOtt" Brockes writes:
Ich will ein neues Eoblied singen
Von dem, Der, in dem Schmuck der Welt und aller Creaturen
Pracht,
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Von Seinem eigentlichen Seyn, von Seiner Weisheit,
Lieb und Macht
Einunverborgnes, ein sichtbar und unsichtbar Bild,
Worinn sein unbegreiflichs Wesen, zu unserm Besten,
sich verhlillt,
Und doch bekannt macht, uns sich weist
(VII, 7, Tubingen; Hamburg p. 8)
Brockes' understanding is limited,, The book of
nature, when it is confined to his everyday world, his
garden and his immediate surroundings, presents no diffi¬
culty. The book of the stars takes him a little out of
his depth. When he ventures into the realms of philosophy,
as he does in another group of poems, he encounters the
mists of mystery.
Pluche is very close to Brockes in his outlook. The
natural world is a "livre expose a tous les yeux, & ce-
pendant assez peu lu" (vol. I, preface). If we start at
the foot of the scale of knowledge we can learn something,
"mais vouloir penetrer le fond meme de la Nature, vouloir
rappeller les effets a leurs causes speciales, & comprendre
1'artifice ou le jeu des ressorts, & les plus petits ele-
mens dont ces ressorts sont composes, c'est une entreprise
hardie." The question of the limitations of knowledge is
discussed in the "Lettre de Monsieur le Prieur de Jonval,
a Monsieur le Chevalier du Breuil, touchant l'etendue &
les bornes de la raison" (vol. I, p. 499)° Pluche tells
us that there are many differences of opinion about the
accessibility of knowledge. The depths of the mechanism
of nature and the being of the Almighty are mysteries; it
is better to be virtuous on earth than bo probe too much
and reach for the skies. Brockes tells us also that it is
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vain to oe dogmatic about "Der Gottheit unerforschlich
Wesen" since ''Um zu wissen, wer er ist, miissen wir, er
selber, seyn" (Das vergebliche Grubeln, IX, 4J5).
Some of this mistrust of aspiring too high might
be a residue of the earlier period. We think of Marlowe's
Faust who was damned for seeking knowledge beyond man's
bounds. Raphael's words in Milton's Paradise Lost also
advocate restraint in the aspiration after knowledge:
To ask or search I blame thee not, for Heav'n
Is as the Book of God before thee set,
Wherein to read his wondrous Works, and learne
His Seasons, Hours, or Days, or Months, or yeares:
This to attain, whether Heav'n move or Earth,
Imports not, if thou reck'n right; the rest
From Man or Angel the great Architect
Did wisely to conceal, and not divulge
His secrets to be scanned by them who ought
Rather admire...
(P.L. VIII, 66 ff.)
Different views about knowledge are found in the
group of scientists and divines who have interested us in
this study. Nehemiah Grew believes that the observation
and study of nature "naturally lead us to God." Yet
Leeuwenhoek, who also worked with a microscope, is always
conscious of man's inability to reach truth:
In a word, the farther we endeavour to dive into
the hidden works of Nature, the more we ought to
be convinced, that we never can arrive at her
farthest recesses, though many persons, when
making use of a good microscope, weakly suppose,
that nothing is out of the reach of their obser¬
vation.
Elsewhere he tells us that the things we discover by means
of the microscope are "but as the shadow of those which
^Nehemiah Grew, The Anatomy of Plants, 2nd ed. (London, 1682),
Part II, 72.
2The Select Works of Antony van Leeuwenhoek, trans. Samuel
Hoole~("Lond'on, 1800-18077 > vol. I, p. 298 and vol. II, p. 192.
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hi bherto remain concealed from us" (p, 314-). Our know¬
ledge of God is also limited:
...the more we reflect on the consummate wisdom and
skill of the Creator of the Universe, the less are
we able to form adequate ideas of his Perfections<>
Jan Swammerdam's attitude is similar:
The deeper we here look into nature, the more we are
obliged to confess our blindness, and our ignorance.
Indeed, there is nothing more true, than that all
these things, which I advance and publish, are no
more than the naked shadows of the inexplicable
mysteries of the Great Creator: the internal nature,
and true disposition, of these meanders are cbove
the reach of our limited understandings.-^
Robert Boyle is more optimistic:
The Book of Nature, is a fine and large piece of
tapestry rolled up, which we are not able to see
all at once, but must be content to wait for the
discovery of its beauty, and symmetry, little by
little, as it gradually comes to be more and more
unfolded, or displayed.
The image here is different but the idea behind it is
similar to that of the "chain of knowledge" which students
of James Thomson have noted in the Seasons. McKillop quotes
from the invocation to Philosophy in Summer where "reason
is described as 'up-tracing, from the vast Inane,/The
Chain of Causes, and Effects to Him,/Who, absolutely, in
HIMSELF, alone,/Possesses Being.'" Professor McKillop
interprets this as "the chain of cause and effect, evi¬
dently identified or confused, as often, both with the
Baconian pyramid and the Platonic chain of being."
A
Op.cit., part II, p. 8.
p
Op.cit., p. 738*
5Alan Dugald McKillop, The Background of Thqmsgn/s_Seasong
(Minneapolis, 194-2), p» 21. Referred to as "McKillop in
future chapters.
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The passage already quoted^ from Bruno is an example
of "this Platonic chain. McKillop and Lovejoy^ both give
an example from Milton's Paradise Lost which deals with
knowledge and
the scale of Nature set
Prom centre to circumference, whereon
In contemplation of created things
By steps we may ascend to God.
But, concerning Thomson, McKillop concludes:
Thus Thomson's conception of advancing knowledge
comes from modern science; his notion of new levels
of knowledge in other states of being is based on
the idea of the chain and correlates a universe of
infinite gradations with a process of discovery.
(p. 25)
Herbert Drennon tells us that Thomson's conception
of advancing knowledge is Newtonian: "Newton held that in
tracing the chain of causes and effects, man's mind is
ultimately led to a belief in God (First Cause).Whether
he is justified in confining the idea to Newton is doubt¬
ful. The idea of a scale of knowledge may not be formulated
in this way, but it seems to be implied in the complex of
ideas which we have been following. It is easy for it to
develop from the earlier ideas of causality and teleology.
Plato's Phaedo postulates a form of "Jacob's ladder of
.Ascience."
Brockes was familiar with this idea since he trans¬
lated Genest's Principes de Philosophie which contains
this passage:
^Above pp. 90-91*
^Lovejoy, p. 89. McKillop, p. 19•
5ESt, EXVIII, 403-
4W. Fulton, op.cit., p. 222.
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Pais, que je puisse aller
Des connaissances naturelles,
A ces veritez eternelles,
Qu'il T'a plu de nous reveler.
Ab one same time "this is a prayer for knowledge which.
also recurs as a poetic motif,, Brockes in the Drey Reiche
and in the final stanza of the poem "Das Peuer" also prays
for knowledge:
Herr! erleuchte mein Gemiithe,
Zlind1 in mir Dein Peuer an,
DaB ich Deine Macht und Gute
Sehn, verstehn und preisen kann!
(Metzler, p. 530)
There is a prayer for knowledge in Virgil's Georgics
which James Thomson adapts in the Seasons:
For myself, may the lovely Muses first above all else,
they whose mysteries I bear, smitten with o1erwhelming
Passion, take me to themselves, and show me the paths
of heaven, and its stars, the various eclipses of the
sun and labours of the moon, from whence the earth¬
quake springs, by what force it is that deep seas
learn to swell and burst their barriers, and again of
themselves sink back into their place...
Thomson:
Oh, Nature! all-sufficient! over all!
Enrich me with the knowledge of thy works!
Snatch me to heaven,—thy rolling wonders there,
World beyond world, in infinite extent,
Profusely scatter'd o'er the blue immense,
Shew me; their motions, periods, and their laws,
Give me to scan. Through the disclosing deep
Light my blind way...2
L'abbe Charles-Claude Genest, Principes de philosophie,
ou Preuves Naturelles de 1'existence de Dieu et de
1'immortalite de l'Ame {"Paris, 1716). The above passage
is from Ird. Verg. Ill, 44. Brockes' German translation
is on the other side of the page.
2Bk. II, 475 IT. I have only quoted what is required to
illustrate my point„
^Autumn, lines 1352 If.
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"Snatch me to heaven" in the Thomson passage
suggests another widespread motif. If man is unable to
reach the knowledge which he desires in this world, there
is a belief that all will be revealed to him in the next,
even on his way to the next. This is a very common liter¬
ary theme. The observer travels through the cosmos in a
idream or in his imagination. Sometimes he is guided by
a spirit or an angel, or else he travels as a departed
spirit. Either he ecstatically observes the marvels of
the cosmos or mysteries are revealed to him which had al¬
ways puzzled him in his earthly life.
Brockes imagines the cosmic flight of a departed
spirit:
Wenn ein Geist die ird'schen Glieder
Einst verliesse, schnell entwich',
Und, auf feurigem Gefieder,
Durch des Himmels Abgrund strich',
Dort die herrlichen i'iguren
Der gestirnten Creaturen,
Und auf einmahl, in der Hah',
Millionen Sonnen sah'...
The final stanza completes this hypothetical idea by
telling us how ecstatic he would be.
The same idea is found in Derham's Astro-Theology:
"With what Pleasure then shall departed happy souls survey
the most distant Regions of the Universe, and view all
those glorious Globes thereof, and their noble Appendages
with a nearer view."^ John Norris of Bemerton (1657-1711)?
^Marjorie Nicolson has discussed the origin and develop¬
ment of the cosmic voyage in Voyages to Tie J.joon (New York,
1948). Readers of Dante are already familiar with the
motif. The question of enlarged knowledge is given the
name "empirical immortality" by McKillop (p. 22).
2"Die Sonne" stanza 71, Metzler, p. 204.
53rd ed. 1719, P° 246.
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the Platonist, in "The Elevation" is even more ecstatic0
he reacnes heaven, his former home, which is "one immense
and overflowing Light" and exclaims "Stop here my Soul;
thou canst not bear more Bliss/Nor can thy now rais'd
palate ever relish less,,"'1
The joy of this cosmic experience is generally
accompanied by "enlarged Contemplation of the Divine Wis¬
dom in the Government of the World, and a Discovery of the
secret and amazing steps of Providence, from the Beginning
to the End of Time.'^ Robert Boyle considers it "likely,
that as all our faculties will, in the future blessed
state, be enlarged and heightened; so will our knowledge
also be, of all things that will continue worth it, and
can contribute to our happiness in that new state.The
contemplation of eternal truth will constitute the enter-
4
tainment of the blessed according to Weedier, who derived
his ideas from Addison. Such ideas are not new, but merely
a rationalistic modification of the old idea of the Beati¬
fic .Vision.
^
John Morris, A Collection of Miscellanies: consisting
of ho ems. Essays, Discours and Letters, occasionally
written (Oxford, 1687), p. 53, stanza vi.
^Ray, Wisdom of God, p. 199-
^Up.cit., p. 732.
^"Henry Weedier, "On the continual Improvement of the
Understandings of Beatified Spirits. (Occasion'd by
reading the Spectator, ho 111 J", The Works of Mr. henry





The important part played by science in the dev¬
elopment of the poetry of the period which we have been
considering has been overlooked. Histories of literature
do not mention it. This is largely due to the idea which
has long persisted that science is the antithesis of poetry.
Recent research in English literature is providing a more
complete picture. German literature still requires this
type of investigation. This study has, I hope, already
indicated that the role played by Brockes in these dev¬
elopments entitles him to a larger place in the history
of German literature and in the history of ideas than has
hitherto been accorded him.
We have already referred to the widespread interest
in science. Much of the literature of the period absorbed
a considerable amount of scientific material which, in the
course of time, became dissociated from its context. Con¬
sequently, later generations, especially our own, miss
some of the implications and do not notice the scientific
associations. Literature can be misunderstood and mis¬
interpreted as a result. In case this sounds abstract,
the study by Kester Svendsen on Milton and Science is a
good example of the way in which the understanding of a
work is enriched when the original scientific associations
are restored. The concluding sentence ox his book explains
the method:
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Retracing the subsurface movement of science and.
exploring the many modes of its entrance into the
whole poem, as we have done here, re-establish the
connections and illuminate the literary function
of those precepts of beneficence Milton fetched from
the tremendous cabinet of nature and unified into
the wide deep vision which is Paradise host.1
Brookes' scientific poems were new to German lit¬
erature. This would not be significant in itself, but
some of the themes and expressions which developed from
them are found in subsequent German poetry. Whether such
influences are to be directly attributed to Brockes or
whether they were simply "in the air," as is often the
case in matters of influence, is not within the scope of
the present study. It is the reconstruction of the back¬
ground of these poems and of the tradition to which they
belong which is important. The theological and scientific
elements have already been analysed; we must now turn to
the poetic and literary tradition.
Why Brockes chose to versify science instead of
confining himself to prose as did many of the other writers
with the same aims is worth asking. He does not tell us
directly. Others before him also versified science and it
is possible in some cases to discover their motives. An
inferior English poet called John Reynolds gives a list
of aims in the preface to his versified Death's Vision
(1709). Among these is the desire to popularize scientific
discoveries, Newtonian in particular, in order to help
the readers to remember such facts. Next, he criticizes
^Milton and Science (Cambridge, Mass., 1976), p« 248.
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contemporary poetry and stresses the need for elevating
it (p. 1)0 The work of scientists like Newton, Whiston
and Keil points to "divine wisdom and perfection" there¬
fore, he asks, "will not that science by infallible steps
lead us up to religion and to the great author of it?" (p.
We should note here that John Dennis had already spoken
of the importance of religion and science for sublimity
in poetry:
The next Ideas that are most proper to produce
the Enthusiasm of Admiration, are the great
Phaenomena of the Material World; because they
too lead the Soul to its Maker, and shew, as the
Apostle says, his eternal Power and Godhead...
Reynolds wishes to combine science and religion in
poetic form since poetry preserves the ideas better. He
is indebted for this thought to Samuel Parker who had re¬
marked that the Epicurean philosophy would not have lasted
so long if it had not been preserved by the poetry of
Lucretius (p. 7). Reynolds feels that his own philosophy
is superior to that of Lucretius and more worthy of pre¬
servation o Blacl-cmore in the preface to his Creation also
said that Epicureanism would not have lived so long "had
it not been kept alive and propagated by the famous poem
2
of Lucretius."
It is noteworthy that these writers are always
concerned about precedents and authorities bo pro beet
^"The grounds of Criticism in Poetry," in The Critical
Works of John Dennis, ed. Edward Niles Hooker (Baltimore,
i93§77~i:~348TThF-biblical reference is to Rom. i. 20
which has been frequently quoted.
Richard Blackmore, Creation in The Works of the_Epgligh
Poets, from Chaucer to Cowper, ed. Samuel Johnson (London,
18103 , vol« X, p"0 331 {preface).
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them from criticism,, Nowadays a writer hankers after origi¬
nality. Reynolds names others, besides Lucretius, who con¬
sider the contemplation of nature to be an elevating and
pleasing occupation. We note the same combination of ideas
which we have already discussed in connection with Brookes
and the other writers. The celebration of creation must
have been the primitive object of poetry (p. 5) for "What
else must be the Subject of Angelical Celebrations and
Songs, upon laying the Foundations of the World, but the
Vastness, the Harmonious Laws and Beauty of the Creation?"
Cowley, he says, "Represents the Sacred Students in the
Schools of the Prophets Employ1! both in Investigating
the Mysteries of Nature, and Celebrating them in their
Daily Songs of Devotion" (p. 5)® There is also "the Great
Heroic Poet of Mantua, who provides the like Treat of
Natural Philosophy for his Aeneas at the Court of Carthage"
(p. 6).
A study of the neglected question of science and
poetry, besides facilitating a more accurate literary
interpretation, should throw light on poetic language.
Eric Blackall in his book The Emergence of German as a
Literary Language 1700-1775 (Cambridge, 1959) emphasizes
the importance of the early eighteenth century for the
growth of the German language. Brockes is only mentioned
in connection with his contribution to tne change of
climate; a poem on spring of 1675 is compared to one on
the same subject by Brockes of 1737® Blackall does nob
mention Brookes' linguistic contributions. Brockes, as
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has already been shown, was importing new ideas from
1 ranee, Britain and Holland and would have to create new
expressions ior many of them. This is particularly true
of his translating activity. Thomson's Seasons, for example,
is a work of great linguistic richness beyond Brookes'
own ability and the translation would certainly oblige
him to be inventive and to forge many new German equiva¬
lents o
The English example would be a good starting-point
for such an investigation, as there are a number of minor
works in which the linguistic development can be observed.
Besides, some work has already been done on the question
of poetic diction and its association with science. Chap¬
ters III, IV and V of John Arthos, Description in Eighteenth
Century Poetry (Ann Arbor, 194-9) particularly relevant.
Their titles are "The formation of a scientific language
for natural description," "Stability and change in the
language of natural philosophy," and "The interchange of
scientific language and poetic diction." They show how
developing science tended to use Greek and Latin vocabu¬
lary rather than the vernacular which was not felt to be
precise enough. Although the classical vocabulary came
down from classical times unchanged, the actual meaning
kept up with current scientific ideas. A wealth of illus—
-I
trations supports his points. This vocabulary was shared
^For instance, Arthos takes the word "ambient, a stock
expression of neoclassic poetry, and refers bo many
examples of its use in a scientific context (£Pj^cit.,
P. 30).
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by poetry and eventually became identified with "poetic
diction." Arthos' book shows that any study of eighteenth-
century poetry must include the question of the scientific
backgroundo
Death's vision can usefully supplement Arthos ' work
as we can see how Reynolds attempts to combine science
and poetry. He supplies footnotes giving the source of his
ideas and images. Some of these ideas, such as "uncompounded
self" and "this indivisible extended point," could never
become the language of lyrical poetry, whereas others are
not quite so obviously scientific:
Ah me! what Diff'rent Balls take yonder Flight,
Vast Fiery Balls, Clad o're with thickned Night!
How regular; how swift, how far they run,
From us, thro* all the Orbs, Around the setting Sun.
(p. 26)
let the footnote reads: "See an Orbit of the Comets in
the Solar System set at the beginning of Mr. Whiston's
Theory. And his Lemma, 46th." (p. 32, Note 26). When he
calls the comets "erratic dungeons," "sulpureous rooms of
hell" inhabited by "wretched wights," "prisoners of despair"
(p. 32), he is thinking of Dr. Cheyne (Philosophical Prin¬
ciples, chapter III; see Reynolds' Footnote 27) who
suggests that comets "may be the habitation of delinquents
in a state of punishment."
In his preface, Reynolds discusses the problem of
adapting "rugged" scientific terms, a problem which Lu¬
cretius also had to face when adapting Greek science to
Latin verse"rf/fis inactive, heavy and dull; refuses,
1Titi Lucreti Cari, On the Nature..qjL^inggq praxis,
H.A.J. Munro (Chicago^1952), Bk. I, 136 ff. "Nor aoes my
mind fail to perceive how hard it is to make clear in ^
Latin verses the dark discoveries of the Greeks, especially
as many points must be dealt with in new terms on account
of the poverty of the language and the novelty of the questions,
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ordinarily, that metaphorical cloathing, those turns of
fancy and wit, that almost essentiate a poem, and accomo¬
date it to sprightly minds" (Preface p. 4). Blackrnore, on
the other hand, renounces poetic decorations and hopes
tnat no judicious reader will expect, in the philosophi¬
cal and argumentative parts of this poem, the ornaments
of poetical eloquence."''
It might seem something of a contradiction in what
I am attempting to demonstrate about the fusion of science
and poetry if I say that Blackmore's place in this develop¬
ment is more significant than Reynolds'. His work is more
coldly scientific and philosophical, and there are fewer
poetic images. Another apparent contradiction is the
picture given in Basil Willey's The Seventeenth Century
Background (London, 1962) of the hostility of the Royal
Society to poetry. An article by Richard P. Jones on
"Science and English Prose Style in the Third Quarter of
2
the Seventeenth Century" also implies that science is
contrary to the spirit of poetry.
Willey gives examples from Glanvill, Sprat and Henry
Reynolds. His discussion of Sprat's History of the Royal
Society enables us to see what he is emphasizing:
It is noticeable that in the forefront of this
account he places the intention of the Society
to purge the present age of the errors of anti¬
quity— 'And to accomplish this, they have en¬
deavour 'd, to separate the knowledge of Hature
from the colours of Rhetorick, the devices of
Pancyh or the delightful deceit of Fables.'—
in a word, they have determined to declare war
upon poetry.
(p. 210, Willey's italics)
1
OpoCit., po 352.
2f|M, XLV (Dec. 1950), 977-1009.
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This passage and the others quoted by Willey do
not denounce poetry in itself but the seventeenth century
idea of poetry with its unrealities, "Tropes and Figures,"
"fairies and superstitions." John Reynolds' "metaphorical
cloathing" and turns of "fancy and wit" belong to that
conception of poetry which is under attack. We can also
add classical mythology which many felt was essential to
<1
poetry.
Reynolds is a transition figure, looking to the
future in his desire to change the subject matter of
poetry and elevate it by means of science, but looking
to the past because of his belief that poetry must be
clothed in metaphor and "turns of fancy and wit." There
are several pages describing what happens to the body at
death "when life's weak Lamp is extinct." They are a muddle
of pseudo-scientific and pseudo-poetic terms which can
neither be called poetry nor science. The "Primigenial
Fire/That Bade the Pulse Keep Time and Beat," the "bellows"
"working day and night/To fan, and to foment the wasting
light," "the purple, vital flood,/That drives the Wheels
and Keeps the Bellows going" all cease to function. Thoughts
and messages to the brain become soldiers, guards and
spies. Death is the time
When all the ministers of sense
The posts of quick intelligence,
Shall march no more from Home
Shall neither tell the affairs abroad,
^Blackmore, op.cit., introduction p. 332: "If a divine
should begin his sermon v/ith a solemn prayer go Bacchus,
or Apollo, to Mars, or Venus, what would the people think
of their preacher?"
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Nor their Domestic News bring in,
Being slain upon the road,
Dispatch no more advices to the mind within.
James Thomson, whose Seasons contains a considerable
amount oi scientific material, has not always succeeded
in blending it with poetry either. McKillop draws attention
to "some rather indigestible bits of botany:
'By Thee "the various vegetative Tribes,
Wrapt in a filmy Net, and clad with Leaves,
Draw the live Aether, and imbibe the Dew.
By Thee dispos'd into cogenial Soils
Stands each attractive Slant, and sucks, and swells
The juicy Tide, a twining Mass of Tubes.
At Thy Command, the vernal Sun awakes
The '"torpid Sap, detruded to the Root
By Wintry Winds, that now, in fluent Dance
And lively Fermentation, mounting, spreads .
All this innumerous-colour'd Scene of things.'"
Apart from the more technical botany of the Drey
Reiche der Natur which is quite unpoetic, botanical vo¬
cabulary and references are found in several of Brookes'
poems combined with enthusiasm and wonder. Although such
poems are not what one would call fine poetry, they can
be considered a step in the right direction. Brockes is
describing a personal experience, his admiration of a
flower or vegetable and, secondly, he is describing what
he has actually observed instead of what Virgil or some
other poet has written about. This is true of a seemingly
banal subject "Der Kiirbis." Walking in his garden one
day, Brockes sees a pumpkin in a vulnerable position on
the path. As he tries to move it, it breaks off in his
hands. "Ey daB dich! fieng icb an,/Ist das nicht Schad ?
Ey hatt' ich es gelassen!" He soon consoles himself with
the thought "Es soil, geliebte Rancke, mich/Die kleine
^McKillop, p. 55. The quotation is from Spring (1728),
p. 28, lines 513-23•
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Frucht und Bluhmen, die dich zieren,/Zu dein= und meinem
Schopfer iuhren." He then describes the whole plant in
considerable detail. It is science which has taught
Brockes to observe and love each detail of plant life,
and religion which inspires him to talk to a pumpkin as
to one of God's creatures. This is no longer a scientific
report but a poem. The same is true of his poem "Aurikeln
im Herbst." He talks to one of the flowers:
Es kommt dein wiederhohlter Flor
Mir gleichsam vor,
. Als wenn, vor andern Bluhmen alien,
Ein starcker Trieb in deinen Rohren,
Den Schopfer der IMatur zu ehren,
Geliebte Bluhme, miisse wallen.
Although this language does not appear to be botanical,
Brockes is certainly thinking of the circulation of the
2
sap when he uses the words "Trieb" and "Rohren„" It is
also characterized by the scientific associations of the
following stanza from "Die Erde":
Wer begreift der Erden Krafte,
Wer kann doch die Art verstehn,
Wie dergleichen Wunder=Safte,
Durch SO' kleine Rohrchen gehn,
Durch so dunne Stengel steigen,
Solche schone Farben zeugen,
Drob das Hertz recht wird entzuckt,
Wenn man ihren Schmuck erblickt?
(Stanza 55)
The element of wonder and amazement is associated
with the scientific material.
The poet who is interested in science learns to
observe. His sensuous experience of the world is enlarged
and consequently his vocabulary and imagery are enriched.
1Metzler, "Der Kurbis" p. 329; "Aurikeln im Herbst" p. 367 <>
2See the section on Brockes and Grew in Chapter II.
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Newton s studies on light and the spectrum me.de a great
impact on the poetic imagination as Marjorie hope i\iicolson
has shown in her Newton Demands the Muse (Princeton, 1946),
P° 2S<> A passage from 'Thomson's Seasons illustrates an
awareness of colour which the poet owes to Newton:
The unfruitful rock itself, impregned by thee,
In dark retirement forms the lucid stone.
The lively diamond drinks thy purest rays,
Collected light compact! that, polished'bright,
And all its native lustre let abroad,
Dares, as it sparkles on the fair one's breast,
With vain ambition emulate her eyes.
At thee the ruby lights its deepening glow,
And with a waving radiance inward flames.
Prom thee the sapphire, solid ether, takes
Its hue cerulean; and, of evening tinct,
The purple-streaming amethyst is thine.
With thy own smile the yellow topaz burns;
Nor deeper verdure dyes the robe of Spring
When first she gives it to the southern gale
Than the green emerald shows„ But, all combined,
Thick through the whitening opal play thy beams;
Or, flying several from its surface, form
A trembling variance of revolving hues
As the site varies in the gazer's hand.
(Summer, lines 14-0-159)
Professor Nicolson's observations on the influence
of Newton may be applied to Brockes, whose poetry is ex¬
tremely rich in colour and in the interplay of light and
shade. lie mentions Newton several times in his work. One
poem, the "Aloe Margaritifera," describes dewdrops in the
sunshine and mentions "Alle Farben, die die Sonne, nach
der Lehre Newtons heget..." (VIII, 2p8).
^Brookes discusses the prism in "Das Feuer" stanza 25:
"Wis das Licht im Wiederprallen/Farben zeuge, wird erkannt,/
Wenn ein Drey=Eck von Krystallen,/(Welches Prisma wird ge—
nannt)/Von der Sonnen Strahl erhelleb,/Uns vor Augen larben
stellet,/Deren bunter Wunder=Schein/Nimmer kann im Glase
seyn." Brockes is certainly thinking of bhis when he calls
the sun "Farben—Vater" who "bildet/Farben, Morgenrobh• und
Thau/Malt, bepurpert und vergiildet/Das gemischte Silber-
Grau..." (Metzler, p. 182).
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We have already noted the influence of microscopic
studies on Brockes' poetry; astronomy and the telescope
also played an important part. Doubtlessly the way in
wnich science pointed to the human body as God's master¬
piece helped to make it an object of admiration instead
of disgusto In addition, the empiricism of Bacon and
Locke would contribute to Brockes1 gospel of the senses
as the key to knowledge of the external world. Lor him
it is man's duty to God to enjoy, through his senses,
the beautiful world which God has created.
One of the earliest forms of writing which com¬
bines science and theology is the commentary on Genesis,
A
the hexaerneron. Philo's De opificio mundi and Origen's
De Principiis discussed cosmological questions in the
manner of Plato1s Timaeus and united the knowledge of the
ancient world and the biblical story of creation. After
a lull, the hexaemeron flourished again in the fourth
century with that of Basil the Great as the chief model.
Writers in the fifth century used the material in their
epics. There was a further period of oblivion until its
revival by the humanists. The technique of printing en¬
abled several hexaemera to be published.
St Basil's Hexa^merorf consists of nine sermons which
take the story of creation in Genesis verse by verse and
^Kurt Reichenberger, the editor of the edition of La
Sepmaine which I am using gives a very useful summary of
the development of this genre in Themen und Quellen der
Sepmaine, Beihefte zur Zeitschrift fur romanische Philo-
logle, 108. Heft (Tubingen, 1963), pp. 9-11 •
Select Library of ilicene and Post—llicene lathers of
the Christian Church, ec& Henry Wace and Philip Schaff,
second series IOxford, 1895), vol. VIII, pp. 51-107*
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comment on them. St Basil introduces the scientific know¬
ledge of his day, attacks earlier authorities and adds
moral lessons. Much of this reminds us of the apologetic
works of Ray and Derham. The world was created out of
nothing (ex nihilo) by God's word and is sustained by God.
Its design (p. 71 column 2) and order (p. 57 c0 2) exclude
the possibility that it was the product of chance. Its
workmanship reveals the "finger of the supreme artisan"
(p. 56) and his wisdom and power. Admiration of creation
leads to God: "I want creation to penetrate you with so
much admiration that everywhere, wherever you may be, the
least plant may bring to you the clear remembrance of the
Creator" (p„ 76 c. 2).
The scientific interpolations reveal a rather cau¬
tious attitude to knowledge. St Basil accepts what is
straightforward and in harmony with revelation but he
attacks views which seem to deprive God of his power, such
as Aristotle's contention that the world is co-eternal
with God. In more complicated matters such as the motion
of the heavens, about which there are so many conflicting
opinions, Basil advises: "Do not let us undertake to fol¬
low them for fear of Falling into like frivolities" (p. 58
c, 2). He is quick to recognize the limitations of know¬
ledge and gives the warning: "...let us prefer the sim¬
plicity of faith to the demonstrations of reason" (p. 57 c.
Because, although we ignore the nature of created
things, the objects which on all sides attract
pur notice are so marvellous, that the most pene¬
trating mind cannot attain to the knowledge of
the least of the phenomena of the world, either
to give a suitable explanation of it or bo render
due praise to the Creator...
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Discussing views on the composition of the firmament,
St Basil writes:
I, nevertheless, dare not affirm that the firmament
was formed of one of these substances, or of amixture of them, for I am taught by Scripture not
to allow my imagination to wander too far afield.
He condemns those "masters of omniscience" (p. 69 cc 2)
who waste time in words, who measure stars and have dis¬
covered all but one thing, "that God is the Creator of the
universe0" Genesis clearly tells us what we need to know. St
Basil is opposed to ideas which soar beyond it, such as
one which considers the waters which are under heaven to
be wicked spirits: "Let us reject these theories as dreams
and old women's tales. Let us understand that by water
-I
water is meant."
The creation story provides the framework for the
science which St Basil introduces. Compared to our eight¬
eenth-century writers, who had the benefit of the Royal
Society investigations, it can scarcely be called science.
Bven at this level the subjects are the same—climatic
2
conditions, circulation of the waters, plants and animals.
The world was made for man:
He, who provided pasture for horses and cattle,
thought before all of your riches and pleasures.
The editors' introduction to the Jriexaerneron (p. 51) says
that earlier treatments of the subject were too allegorical.
Lugene Pialon, htude historique et litteraire sur Saint
Basile (Paris, 1865), p. 296: "Nous ne pouvons savoir ce
que fut 1'Hexameron de saint Hippolyte et nous ne savons
guere qu'une chose de celui d'Origene: c'est qu'il denaturait
completement le recit mosaique et n'y voyait que des
aliegories."
^The following idea is typical of the later writers: A
single plant, a blade of grass is sufficient bo occupy all
your intelligence in the contempla bion ol the skill which
produced it" (p. 77 c- 2).
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If1 he fed your cattle, it was to provide for all
the needs of your life. And what object was therein the bringing forth of grain, if not for your
subsistence?
(p. 76 c. 2)
St Basil is also impressed by the variety of plant and
animal life. He starts to list the categories of sea
creatures but gives up, as it is a task like counting
"the waves of the ocean" or measuring "its waters in the
hollow of the hand" (p. 90 c. 1). "What infinite variety
in the different kinds!" St Basil exclaims:
All have their own names, different food, different
form, shape, and quality of flesh. All present
infinite variety, and are divided into innumberable
classes. Is there a tunny fisher who can enumerate
to us the different varieties of that fish?
(p. 91 c. 1)
Again:
There are also innumerable kinds of birds. If we
review them all, as we have partly done the fish,
we shall find that under one name, the creatures
which fly differ infinitely in size, form and
colour; that in their life, their actions and
their manners, they present a variety equally
beyond the power of description.
(p. 96 c. 2)
This type of enthusiasm reminds one of Brockes, who goes
beyond Basil and attempts to enumerate the plants and
animals. Unlike Brockes, St Basil points to the moral
lesson. The plant warns us of the brevity and vanity of
life (p. 76 c. 2). Most animals are without reason but
endowed with admirable instinct and should be emulated
by man. A few, however, are not to be imitated. The cunnin
crab'' is "the image of him who craftily approaches his
brother, takes advantage of his neighbour's misforbunes,
and finds delight in other men's troubles." The trickery
^This is in the Gesner-Pliny tradition.
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of the squid which changes colour to catch its prey is
like flatterers and those who hide under the mask of
friendship (p. 91 c. 2).
St Basil1s Hexa&meron stops at the creation of man
so that the most common theme of the human body as God's
masterpiece is missing, St Ambrose, whose Hexa^meron is
an imitation of that of Basil, develops this theme. The
connection between this type of writing'' and the works
which we have been studying is obvious. The story of crea¬
tion and the theology involved in it, as well as the ex¬
pansion of the original framework by means of scientific
knowledge, correspond. It is only the Hexaemeron-Genesis
framework which is absent in the more modern writings.
Brookes deals with the same subjects, as we have already
noted, but in single poems without the biblical framework.
Other works of a literary nature owe much to this tradi¬
tion and we will consider them briefly as they combine
in a literary context the main motifs which we are interested
in.
The next link to consider in the literary chain
from Genesis to Brockes and his contemporaries is the
French poet Du Bartas (154-4-1590) whose literary influence
- 2
in Europe must have been considerable. L. Delaruelle
claims that the Hexaemera of St Basil and St Ambrose are
the main sources of Du Bartas' first Semaine. Pierre Viret's
^The following books should be quite informative but I
have been unable to consult them: Frank E. Robbins, The
Hexaemeral Literature (Chicago, 1912); M, Thibaut^de ^
Maisieres, Les poernes inspires du debut de la Genese a
1' epoque _de__la Renaissance (Louvain, 1951) .
^"Recherches sur les sources de Du Bartas dans la 'Premiere
SemaineRevue d'Histoire Litteraire, XL (1955), 521-554.
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Ins true tion Chres tienne ^ also deals with these subjects.2
Delarueile is also aware that Du Bartas owed much to
5scientific works and the encyclopedic tradition; he
mentions Conrad Gesner and Pliny.
The creation epic is discussed by R.A. Sayce in
The French Biblical Epic in the Seventeenth Century (Ox-
ford, 1955) which gives the reader a general picture of
this genre. Du Bartas seems to be the most influential.
He produced two "Semaines," the first dating from 1978
and the second from 1584-16U3 and it is the first which
deals with the six days of creation. Josuah Sylvester
translated the work into English verse in 1605 with the
title The first Weeke or Birth of the World of the Noble,
learned and divine W. Salustius, Lord of Bartas. It covers
a vaster field of science than that covered by St Basil
and St Ambrose. Once again, the subjects are the same:
First day—light; second day—water, mist, snow, hail,
winds, thunder, lightning, rainbow, flood and storm;
third day—water, the sea and the question of ebb and
flow and why it is salty; fountains and springs; catalogues
of plants and emphasis on the great variety of plants and
of their colours and form; catalogues of minerals; min¬
erals as underground treasures; the loadstone; fourth day—
^(Geneva, 1564).
2A section of Brockes' Drey Reiche is very like a passage
from Viret on the uses of iron for peace and war.
~%>ee also Albert-Marie Schmidt, La Poesie scientifique en
France au seizieme siecle (Paris, Li 95° J )•
^~I am quoting from this edition but will give^ the ^original
text from the 1561 Geneva edition of La Sepmaine in foot¬
notes .
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the discussion oi the heavenly bodies (Ptolemaic system);
fifth day—catalogues of fish and fowl; comments on the
great variety of creatures and the lessons which man can
learn from them; sixth day—man as God's masterpiece; dis¬
cussion of the parts of the body. God has finished his
work on the seventh day and is compared to a painter or
an architect who sits back and admires his work. Man is
also enjoined to admire it and to meditate on the seventh
day.
Besides the close association of science and theo¬
logy, there are many other subjects in the Sepmaine which
we have noted in Brockes and the other writers. God created
A
the world ex nihilo by his word (p. 236) and found that
2
it was good. God is the first Mover (p„ 235) > characterized
by his wisdom and power (p. 236). He is a provident God
who has made the world for man, his masterpiece and vicex^oy
(pp. 206-207).^ Such a God is not the absentee deist God,
not "an idle God,/That lusks in Heau'n and neuer lookes
abroad,"^ "A Pagan Idol, void of power and pietie,/A sleep-
ing Dormouse (rather) a dead Deitie" (p. 235). God sustains




^The sixth day deals with the creation of man, tne last
link in creation (VI, 428), God's image (905 If.) and
representative (466, 476, 520, 925 ff«)> an<3- "vn second
Dieu" (460).
^Du Bartas accuses Epicurus of inventing a lazy God: lu
dorrnois Epicure, encor plus que ton Dieu,/Quand tu




For, 0 how often had this goodly Ball
By his owne Greatnes caus'd his proper fall?
How often had this World deceast, except
Gods mighty armes had it vpheld and. kept?
nod is the soule, the life, the strength, and sinnew,That quickens, moues, and makes this Frame continue.
(p. 2p6;
Divine workmanship in creation reflects God and
there is pleasure in contemplating it:
It glads me much to view this Frame; wherein, 0
As in a Glasse God's glorious face is seene. . f':
(p. 6)
iiany of the motifs which we noted in the previous chapter'5
are associated with the idea of the world as a book:
The World's a Schoole, where (in a generall Storie)
God always reades dumbe Lectures of his Glorie:
A paire of Staires, whereon by cerfaine steps, n
Our mounting Soule aboue Heau'ns arches leapes,
(pp. 6-7)
The World is a "wealthy Shop of wonders," "a Bridge," "a
Cloud," a "Stage, where God's Omnipotence,/His Iustice,
Knowledge, Loue, and Prouidence,/Doo act their parts;"
"The World's a Booke in Folio, printed all/With God's
great Workes in Letters Capitall:/Each Creature, is a
Page, and each effect,/A faire Caracter, void of all de-
feet" (p. 7) • It is a book
Above., p. 82. "Dieu est l'arne, le nerf, la vie, l'efficace,/
Qui anime, qui meut, qui soustient ceste masse" (VII, 143-144).
2"I1 me plait bien de voir ceste ronde machine,/Comme estant
un miroir de la face diuine" (I, 119-120).
5
Above, ch. III.
^"Vrayment cest vniuers est vne docte eschole/Ou Dieu son
propre honneur enseigne sans parole:/Vne vis a repos, qui
par certains degrez/Fait rnonter nos esprits_ sur les planchers
sacrez/Du ciel porte-brandons... " (I, 135-139)•
Our e moid? est vn p-rand livre, ou du souuerain maistre/L admirable
artifice on lit en grosse lettre./Chasque oeuure est vne
page, & chasque sien effect/ Est vn beau characuere en bous
ses traits parfaict" (I, 13^-^5/b/)*
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Where learned Nature rudest ones instructs,That by his wisedome God the World conducts.
"i:,0 "this Booke, we neede not vnderstandmach Strangers gibbrish; neither take in hand
Caracters, nor Hebrue Points to seeke,
Hzi-kg s Hieroglyphikes. nor the Notes of Greeke.
P • )The person who weares "the spectacles of Faith,/Sees
through the Spheares aboue their highest heigth:/He com¬
prehends th'Arch-moouer of all Motions..." (p. 8).
One aspect of the theme that God is visible in
creation is worth mentioning as it is very typical of
Brockes and not of the English writers with whom we have
associated him. The senses are a means of reaching God:
God, of himselfe incapable to sence,
In's Works reueales him four intelligence:
There in our fingers feele, our nostrils smell,
Our Palats taste his vertues that excell:
He shewes him to our eyes, talkes to our eares,?
In th'ord'red motions of the spangled Spheares.
(p. 6)
Prayers and invocations are also found interpolated
in the text. The work opens with a request for help in the
poetic project: "With learned Arte enrich this Worke of
mine" (p. 1).
Graunt (gracious God) that I record in verse
The rarest Beauties of this Vniuerse;
The world is a book "...ou la^docte Nature/Enseigne aux
plus grossiers, qu'vne Diuinite/Police de ses loix ceste
ronde Cite 0/Pour "lire la dedans il ne nous faut entendre/
Cent sortes de iargons, il ne nous faut aprendre/Les
characteres Turcs, de Memphe les pourtrets,/Ni les points
des Hebrieux, ni les notes des Grecs" (I, 160-166). It is
interesting to compare this to Brockes* "Himmlische Schrift"
where we are told that we have to learn the cryptic
characters of a new language in order to read the book ox
the heavens (above p. 91-) •
^"Dieu qui ne peut tomber es lourds sens des humains,/Se
rend comme visible es oeuures de ses mains:/Eait toucher
a nos doigts, flairer a nos narines,/Gouster a nos palais
ses vertus plus diuines:/Parle a nous a toute-heure, ayant
pour truchemens/Des pauillons astrez les reglez mouuemens"
(I, 129-134).
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And^graunt olierein, thy power 1 may discerne,That teaching others, I my selfe may learne.^
(p. 2)
Du Bartas' aim is "To write to th1honour of my Maker
dread, and he calls on the "Cleare Source of Learning,
soule of th!Vniuerse" to make his pen "distill/Celestiall
Nectar" (pp. 32-33).
Admired Artist, Architect deuine,
Perfect and peer-les in all Works of thine,
So my rude hand on this rough Table guide
To paint the Prince of all thy works beside,
That graue Spectators, in his face may spie
Apparent marks of thy Deuinitie.2
(p. 208)
Du Bartas still retains allegory and classical
mythology. The palm, as in the emblem tradition, repre¬
sents chastity (p. 249)« The sun is called Phoebus; there
are Trytons; and Neptune and Apollo are mentioned (p. 171).
There is spurious natural history of the type found in
Pliny (p. 177 Indian griffin, Phoenix). This differentiates
Du Bartas from Brockes. Apart from that, the subjects and
the motifs belong to the same literary tradition.
After Du Bartas there was a lull in the writing of
creation epics until the end of the century. Saint-Martin
published his 1'Univers tire du neant in 1690. The work
only treats the first two days of creation, that is to say,
light, darkness, rain, snow, hail, and so on. Although
^"0 Pere, donne moy que d'vne voix faconde/Ie chante a nos
neueux la naissance du monde./O grand Dieu, donne moy que
i'estale en mes vers/Les plus rares beautez de ce grand
vniuers./Donne moy qu1 en son front ta puissance ie lise:/
Et qu' enseignant autruy moy-mesme ie m'instruise" (I, 7-12).
^"Architecte diuin, Ouurier plus qu'admirable,/Qui, parfaifc,
ne voids rien a toy semblable,/Sur ce rude tableau guide ma
lourde main,/0u ie tire si bien d'vn pinceau non-humain/ ^ ^
Le Roy des animaux, qu'en sa face on remarque/De ta Diuinite
quelque euidente marque" (VI, 477-^82).
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scientific discoveries have been made since Du Santas,
Saint-Martin's cosmogony is essentially that of the medieval
theologianso Sayce (p. 141) gives a list of the authorities
quoted by Sain^—mar tin and tells us that it is disappoint¬
ing from the scientific point of view.
Charles Perrault (1628-1703) wrote a Creation du
Monde (Paris, 1692) which deals with biblical history up
to Solomon and is of little interest for our study since
it does not reflect scientific progress. In spite of this,
Sayce finds that both works (Saint-Martin and Perrault)
show that the biblical epic "had evolved in accordance with
the great intellectual developments of the time."
Torquato Tasso's he sette giornate del mondo creato
(Viterbo, 1607) has most of the elements which we have
been describing, the mixture of science, theology and phi¬
losophy. He also draws on the same authorities, the Bible
2
and the Church Fathers, tie has much in common with
St Basil, while the fascination which he finds in the
4
frightening, hostile aspects of nature points ahead to
a literary theme which will be quite important in this
study.
^Charles Peter Brand, Torquato Tasso, a study of the Poet_
and his Contribution to "English Literature (Cambridge", 1963) ,
pp. 189-200 discusses the work.
2
Ibido, p o 190«
^Both mention the utility of wood for ships and firewood,
the obedience of fish to God's will (Du Bartas also), the
constancy of the turtle-dove, the cannibalism of fish which
is a symbol of man' thirst for power. Their attitude to
knowledge is also similar. Human learning and reason are
limited but divine grace must illumine them.
4Ibid., p. 198. This has been suggested as the beginning
of "la poetica del brutto."
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Thomas Traherne, Meditations on the six days of the
y]
creation (1717) is, as the title indicates, a hexaemeron.
The usual subjects are dealt with in the order of crea¬
tion—light, the firmament, rain, clouds, heavenly bodies,
metals, sea, fish, fowl, plants, animals and man. Many of
the motifs already discussed are present: the world is for
man's use; rain falls in drops which shows God's goodness
and wisdom; the structure of the human body is admirable;
man looks upwards,, The work is punctuated by biblical
references especially from the Psalms, and by prayers and
invocations„ The work is in prose but at the end of each
day there is a poem. Certain elements are absent. Wo
attempt is made to discuss the question of the ebb and
flow of the sea or of the presence of salt; the loadstone
is not discussed; there are no catalogues of plants and
animals and there is very little science. In fact, Traherne
is in some ways rather backward and still thinks in terms
of micx-ocosm and macrocosm: "Anatomists and Philosophers
have observed, that he [man] is a Tree reversed whose
Head is his Root, his Legs and Arms, Fingers and Toes,
the branches" (p. 80). The idea that the visible creation
reveals the invisible is scarcely expressed and there is
no mention of the motif of the "book of nature." There
is a very definite appreciation of the beauty of bhe
world (p. 33) but there is also much otherworldliness—
the awareness of sin and human imperfection and prayers
for grace, holiness and devotion to Godo Traherne s God
^Augustan Reprint Society, 1966, Ho. 119*
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is different, he is a pure spirit (p. 82), an ocean of
everlasting goodness (p. 88).
The fourth book of Johann Arndt1 s Vier Biicher vom
wahren Christenthum (1606)'' is in the hexaemeral tradi¬
tion. It deals with the same scientific subjects within
the framework of the Genesis account of creation, but
with little scientific detail and knowledge. It starts
with light, which Arndt says he does not understand. He
concentrates instead on its symbolism—the purity of
light, the light of God's love, Christ as the light of
the world, the spiritual inner light of the soul. The
world was created for man, the epitome of creation; God
provides for him as he does for the beasts of the field
(ch„ vi)„ It is interesting to note that Arndt does not
consider mountains to be ugly, but calls them the "Zierde
der Erde" (ch. iii). (Marjorie i-iicolson's Mountain Gloom
suggests that, prior to the end of the seventeenth cen¬
tury, mountains were not considered beautiful.) Mountains
are also "GOttes Schatz=Kammern, darin allerley Metal
durch die JNatur bereitet wird." The usual questions are
treated—rain, clouds, the heavenly bodies, the sea with
its "Menge der Fische" (ch. v), its saltiness and tides.
This section of Arndt's work is called the "Buch
der Natur" and in this sense belongs to the ideas associated
with this motif—the contemplation of God1s wisdom in his
creatures (introduction to ch. i) since "Alle Greaturen
sind nur GOttes Spur und FuBstapfen, der Mensch aber isb
am using the 1724 edition.
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GOttes Bildo...'! God is invisible and incomprehensible but
we may learn something of his nature through the contempla¬
tion of the heavenly bodies. Their immensity and "ihr be-
standiger und gewisser Lauf" are "ein groB Wunder und
ZeugniB der unaussprechlichen Gewalt GOttes" (ch. iv).
Arndt gives his impression of the vastness of space:
Hie muB menschliche Vernunft aufhoren zu denken.
Es ist die Hohe und Grosse des Himmels unausdenk-
lich, und aller Vernunft unbegreiflich.
Because of this emphasis on the revelation of God
in nature and because of the hexaemeral form, the fourth
book of Arndt's Vom wahren Ghristenthum belongs to the
hexaemeral tradition, but there are striking differences.
The tendency to catalogue plants and animals and comment
on their variety is absent. There is no discussion of the
most common subject, the excellent workmanship displayed
in the human anatomy. St Basil, Du Bartas and Tasso had
some symbolism in their work, as has been mentioned, but
this was by no means predominant. It is certainly not a
characteristic of Brockes' scientific poems and the work
of Ray, Derham and the others where the attention is really
focussed on the external world which they observe in de¬
tail. In Arndt there is so much symbolism that one feels
that the external world only exists to reflect spiritual
ideas:
Was bedeutet die grosse Cirkel=Runde des Himmels
mehr, denn die Ewigkeit GOttes?
(ch. ii)
Arndt associates the sun with his religion:
Die Bonne ist eine Zierde des Himmels; Also Christus der
HErr ist eine Zierde seiner Kirche, und des neuen Himmels
und Erden in der zukunftigen Herrlichkeit...
(ch. i, p. 558)
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The moon is the "Spiegel des Zorn GOttes, una Zeichen des
jiingsten Tages," There is much talk of the devil, sin,
God's wrath, and eternal torment throughout Arndt's work;
this gives it a different emphasis from Brookes' Irdisches
Vergntigen» There are signs of corruption everywhere;
Die Finsternisse verkiindigen und bringen allerley
Jammer auf Erden, Hunger, Krieg und Pestilenz,
welches alles die Menset en verursachen; Denn all
Creaturen und die ganze liatur anderi sich, und hat
ihr Leiden und Angst; welches Leiden der grossen
Welt hernach auch (als in Microcosm©) ira Menschen
volbracht wird.
(Bko IV, ch. iv, p. 597)
Brookes does not consider man to be so wicked nor the world
as a "schlammvolles Gefangnis." The idea of" mortifying the
flesh would meet with his disapproval. He would however
agree with Arndt that God's goodness can be tasted in his
work (ch. iii).
Lucretius, as we have noted, was an example for
1
those poets who attempted to blend science and poetry#
He deals with similar scientific material but his aim is
totally different. If we understand the laws behind things
(the nature of things, physical science) we will be liber¬
ated from those fears which paralyse us—fear of the gods
a.nd fear of death. The other writers whose work we have
studied were concerned with demonstrating how creation
depends on God but Lucretius attempts to show its indie—
oendence. To coin a word, his poem Je it&rv'M ha cure is an
"anti-hexaemeroru" The world was not created by the gods
1The way in which he combined science and poetry was also
admired in Brookes' circle, tfeicbatami, Preface to volume II
Ira« Verg,
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at all and it did not come into being out of nothing (ex
nihilo). "Nil igitur fieri de nilo posse fatendumst" ("We
must admit therefore that nothing can come from nothing..."
Bk. I, 205). Instead, the universe was formed of matter
(atoms) and space (void) by the motion of the atoms. No
deity is needed to explain this motion—it is caused by
the weight of the atoms which move downwards quicker than
the speed of light. When they swerve and collide they form
atomic systems, that is, things (Bk. II, 62-532). Ray, Der-
ham and the others were concerned with the power and wis¬
dom of God. Lucretius believes that the gods exist in a
state of bliss outside a world which does not concern
them in any way. They did not create it and are not inter¬
ested in its affairs. Lucretius' world does not demonstrate
wisdom, in fact, its very defects are proof of the absence
of providence and divine control. He argues that "the
nature of the world has by no means been made for us by
divine power: so great are the defects with which it stands
encumbered" (II, 180-181). It is sheer folly to say "that
for the sake of men they [the gods] have willed to set in
order the glorious nature of the world and therefore it
is meet to praise the work of the gods...."
The defects of creation to which Lucretius draws
attention influence his opponents by stimulating their
counter-arguments.
In the first place of all the space which the vast
reach of heaven covers, a portion greedy mountains
and forests of wild beasts have occupied, rocks
and wasteful pools take up and the sea which holds
wide apart the coasts of different lands. Next of
1v, 156-231-.
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nearly two thirds burning heat and the constant
fall of frost rob mortals.
(V, 200 ff.)
Any land which is left can only be cultivated with great
toil. After this, the farmer faces the total destruction
of his crop through inclement weather. "Again why does
nature give food and increase to the frightful race of
wild beasts dangerous to mankind both by sea and land?"
The writings of Ray, Derharn and Brockes attempt to answer
these and similar questions and their answers develop
into literary motifs. Brockes finds something positive to
say about deserts:
Auch die unfruchtbarsten Platze,
Ja die dickste Wiisteney,
Zeigen, durch verborg'ne Schatze,
Dafi sie unerschopflich sey,
Ihre Guter uns zu geben.
Warme, Fruchtbarkeit und Leben
Zieht sie aus der Sonnen Gluht,
Etwa wie ein Schwamm die Fluth.
(Die Erde, stanza 51)
-i
Professor McKillop in the chapter "Distant Climes" dis¬
cusses Thomson's descriptions of the torrid and frigid
zones. It is interesting to note how much more complex
the Lucretian themes have become in The Seasons:
The barbarous opulence of the tropics, the extreme
display of the powers of nature, may deepen into
downright horror or be refined into idyllic beauty.
Besides the influence of writers like Ray and Derham who
emphasize the positive aspects of creation, books on travel
also contribute to the re-assessment:
Ancient geography had taught that the tropics were
uninhabitable, but various reasons—a better know¬
ledge of geography, a quest for the earthly paradise,
eagerness to point out the beneficent works ol God
in the creation, and propaganda for conquest and
1McKillop, p. 129 ff.
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colonization—led later writers to show how Provi¬dence saw to it that the regions under the line weremade not only inhabitable but delightful. Such ademonstration was considered one of the chief triurrrohof modern geography.
(p. 148)
Yet another factor is a growing interest in the wilder
aspects of nature which we shall have to discuss later in
more detail<, The treatment of storm and plague—subjects
from Lucretius and Virgil—is part of this development.
T • • 1ijucrerius' influence was considerable. While many
deplored his "atheisri1, their imagination was caught fay
much of his poetry which was often at its best when he
was inconsistent. A.P. Sinker mentions dr.is in a section
entitled "L1anti-Lucrece chez Lucrece" in his Introduction
to Lucretius (Cambridge, 1962), p. xviii f£.;
Anyone who reads the de R.H. is bound to be impressed
by the passionate intensity and sincerity of Lucretius
tone. He writes with a passion strangely at variance
with the passionless state of raind that he advocates
as man's true ideal. He v/rites with a depth of con¬
viction that is not easily reached without a profound
inner conflict.
As an Epicurean who believes in the superiority of evi¬
dence from the senses, Lucretius held that the sun and
moon were as large as they appear. At one point, however,
an element of doubt creeps in:
Eor when we turn our gaze on the heavenly cjiiarters
of the great upper world, and ether fast above
glittering stars, and direct our thoughts to the
courses of the sun and moon, then into our breasts
^Amy Louise Reed, The Background of rray's^Slegy: A ^
in the Taste for Melancholy roetry 17G'C—11731 IMew xork, 1yo>;
PP• 37-38: "Allusions to his [Lucretius:1 Meas, irnitafelons
of his descriptive metaphors and similes, became imbedded
in the philosophical prose and the reflective poetry of 'feme
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and are distiiictly
traceable for a long time in the work of individual poets."11
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burdened with other ills that fear as well begins
to exalt its re-awakened head, the fear that we
may haply find the power of the gods to be un¬
limited, able to wheel the bright stars in their
varied motion,, '
Although the main argument of De Rerum Natura is
directed against the fear of death, it is the following
anti-Lucretian lapse which has proved to be most eloquent:
Now no more shall thy house admit thee with glad
welcome, nor a most virtuous wife and sweet chil¬
dren run to be the first to snatch kisses and touch
thy heart with a silent joy.
(Ill, 895 ff.)
These words have echoed ever since in the poetry of many
2
lands.
Virgil's Georgics (c. 36-30 B.C.) do not really fit
into the category of works which we have been discussing
except that they may be said to combine science and poetry,
science being agriculture—instructions to farmers on the
cultivation of crops, breeding of stock, beekeeping and
the care of orchards and vines. Like Lucretius, Virgil was
very influential and contributed many subjects to the po-
5
etry of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The
Georgics have a number of elements which are typical of
the literature which we have been discussing. Bach book
starts with an invocation to some deity. There is a prayer
at the end of Book I and a hymn to spring in Book II.
Thomson was very enthusiastic about "Me uero primum dulces.."
(Bk. II, 475 ff.) which he called the "Rapture of the
Ages" in his preface to Winter and translated. He also
adapted it as an invocation to Nature—"Oh, Nature! all-
^Quoted by Sinker, op.cit., pp. xxi-xxii.
^Gray's "Elegy" is the most famous example.
^Elizabeth Nitchie, Virgil and the Lnglish_hoets (New xork, 1959)<
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sufficient! over all!"1 This is part of the famous "0
forbunatus nimium" passage, that idealization of country
liie which is akin to the themes of primitivism and of the
Golden Age so widespread in literature.2 It joins the
stream of ideas from the Old Testament Eden to Hesiod,
Ovid and Horace„
The interest in storms has already been mentioned.
Virgil's storm is part of his didactic intention—farmers
need to forecast the weather on which they are so depend¬
ent, Eighteenth-century writers are interested in the
storm for other reasons, generally for the manifestation
of power. Both Brookes and Thomson have storm scenes which
McKillop, p, 15} discusses this. See also, above pp. 99-100.
Autumn, 1352-1373«
2
Erimitivisrn is not one of Brookes' most dominant themes
but it comes into several of his poems. It is briefly dis¬
cussed in the following works: Erich Albrecht, krirnitivism
and Related Ideas in eighteenth century German Lyric Poetry
1680-174-0 (("Baltimore, '1950X~and Hans M. Wolff, Die Weltan¬
schauung der deutschen Aufklarung (Bern, 194-9)} p. 144-. In
Brockes we find two kinds of primitivism—the glorification
of a former age such as the age of Adam before the Eall,
and the idea that country life is superior to town life,
„Betrachtung des Schopfers in seinen Werken" (VII, 4-17)»
Retirement gives Brockes the feeling that he is really
alive: „An diesem abgelegnen Crt, entfernt vom Stadtischen
Getummel/'Erweg und fiihl ich, daB ich lebe....." (VII, 181,
Tubingen; Hamburg, p. 197), He escapes from the cares and
troubles of the world: „In dieser abgelegnen stillen und
angenehmen Einsamkeit,/Wo ich, in ruhigem, verniinftig= und
edlem Miissigang, empf inde ,/Wie ich, von Unruh, Zank und
Sorgen, VerdruB und wildem Larm befreyt,/Recht als im
I-Iafen angelendet, mich endlich in mir selber finde" (VIII, 89,
Tubingen; Hamburg, p« 105)« Another example: Metzler, p. 161.
krimitivism is an important subject in Thomson's Seasons
and is discussed by A.D. McKillop in the chapter on "The
Golden Age," pp„ 89-128.
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resemble Virgil's description (Georgics, I, 312-36).1
They do not reproduce Virgil exactly but give the general
picoure ox a storm building up with its roaring winds
which tear up crops and trees. The dark clouds break and
fill the streams and ditches which, like the billows of
the sea, sweep over the land, carrying away crops. Brockes
and Thomson make their descriptions much more terrifying,
in Thomson's storm "herds, flocks, and harvests, cottages
and swains,/Roll mingled down, all that the winds had
spared/In one wild moment ruined, the big hopes/And well-
p
earned treasure of the painful year." Brockes describes
the rising water which foams and rages like waves of the
sea:
Von jeder Welle sclieint ein feuchter Tod,
Der unvermeidlich ist, uns graBlich unzublecken,
Und seinen schwartzen Arm schon nach uns auszustrecken.^
Brockes' poem expands the description of the storm for
seven pages and concentrates on its terror and violence:
Ein steter Wolcken=Bruch stiirtzt' eine dicke f'luth,
Mit brausendem Gerausch, von oben durch die Gluht,
DaB beydes rauscht und zischt, bestromt' das trockne Eeld,
Verschluckte das Getraid' ; ein all»erschiitternd Krachen
Brach allenthalben aus; es zitterte die Welt...
Ll
Virgil mentions Jove's thunderbolts but Brockes describes
^V/ill Ricliter in his commentary on this section of the
Georgics (I, 316-334) says that Virgil owes much to Lucretius
"dennoch versteht es der Dichter aus dieser subtilen musi-
vischen Arbeit ein wirkungsvolles kiinstlerisches Ganzes zu
machen. Seine innere Eigengestalt gewinnt es gewiB in erster
Linie durch eine neue, dem lukrezischen Geist fremde stoische
Idee der gottgewollten Weltordnung, die auch im Unwetter
waltet, aber doch gleichzeitig auch durch den geschlossenen
gegenstandlichen Aufbau, dem die Entlehnungen nur als Bau-




^Line 328, also 370.
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thunder and lightning in considerable detail:
Der Donner rollf und kracht'. Blitz, Strome, Strahlen,
Schlossen
Vermischten ihre Wuth; die rothen Flammen llossen,
Und wallten iiberall, ais wie ein feurig Meer,
In der geborst'nen Luff entsetzlich hin und her...
The world trembles, "der gantze Luft=Kreis zittert." It
is as if his imagination were fired by the idea of the
world in turmoil and he wished to exploit it to the full
and even make it larger than life:
Die Berge wanckten recht; es ri£ die schwartze Luft
Die diistern Pforten auf; sie schien ein weiter Rachen,
Yoll Flammen, Dampf und Gluht, ja eine Hollen=-Gruft,
In deren lichtem Pful und ungeheuren Tiefe
Ein schiitternd Strahlen=Heer, deB Licht erschrecklich hel]
Bald rund, bald Schlangen=weis', und unbeschreiblich
schnell,
Mit zackigter Bewegung, liefe.
After the storm in Virgil's account, the sky clears
and there is a concert of birds., Thomson does not develop
this but Brockes fills out the picture of the beauty of
the countryside after the storm:
Die Wiesen funckelten; es glantzte Feld und Wald;
Ja selbst die Sonne wies', in tausend feuchten Spiegeln,
Auf dem genetzten Laub', die flammende Gestalto
He describes the fresh scent of the air, then the peas¬
ants who emerge quite happily from their cottages„ He
has, of course, forgotten that these could scarcely have
survived the intensity of the storm which he has described,
but he is interested in a happy ending., (Thomson's storm
was tragic and Virgil's peaceful.)
Das Land®Volck komrnt gemach aus den bemooBten Hiitten.
Zu Anfang bleibet es an Zaun= und Hecken stehn,
Schaut all enthaiben hin, und wenn sie endlich sehn,
DaB Weitzen, Obst und Dach noch nicht so viel gelibten,
Als sie, in Angst, geglaubt, und daB sie Wind und Flufh
Nicht viel beschadiget, ist alles Wohlgemuth,
Und lebt von neuem auf, wie man im Lentzen thut.
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The storm descriptions ox Brockes and Thomson con¬
tain the essentials of Virgil's storm with many variations
and additions. Otto Zippel,^ on these grounds, gives Vir¬
gil as Thomson's source. One could therefore suggest that
Virgil is also Brockes' source as long as it is remembered
that poems about storms were very popular at the period
and that other sources were available. Also, storms being
similar throughout the world, it is inevitable that two
different reports will have some points in common.
Virgil's advice to farmers includes the question
of breeding stock, and within this framework he describes
the breeding habits of animals. This again is placed by
Brockes and Thomson in their own context. They describe
very vividly the "furious flame" and "hot impulse" of the
bull and stallion. For Thomson, the new context is what
he calls "the infusive power of spring" whose source is
in God:
What is this mighty breath, ye curious, say,
That in a powerful language, felt not heard,
Instructs the fowls of heaven, and through their breast
These arts of love diffuses? What but Godv
Inspiring God! who, boundless spirit all,
And unremitting energy, pervades,
Adjusts, sustains, and agitates the whole.
(Spring, 848-854-)
Brockes treats this subject in the context of his
scientific poems Betrachtungen liber die drey Reiche der
Natur (Vol. IX), where he is dealing with the scientific
aspects of reproduction. But here Brockes leaves the more
objective context to underline his own personal interests
1"Thomson's 'Seasons'"jPalaestra, nXVI (1908).
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M d.± e Spuren der Gottheit, in diesem Werk der Lieb'" for,
Ohn diese Theilung der Geschlechter war' alle
StiBigkeit der Triebe,Das allerzartlichste Vergniigen, der Liiste Quelle,
kurz, die Liebe,Die Mutter1 holder Regungen, voll Sanft= und Anmuth,
aus der Welt
Und fast die meiste i'reude fort....
(p. 227)
Virgil's influence on the language of poetry was
very great. Professor Tillotson writes about eighteenth-
century poetry:
By virtue of the words and phrases borrowed or
adapted from Virgil, the nature-poems of the
eighteenth century have a quality which is
usually denied them, the quality of "atmosphere".
The diction is coloured with the V'irgilian
connotation.
V/e must also remember the context of Virgil's poem.
Tillotson gives quite a good example. The word "care,"
a favorite of Augustan poetic diction, is from "cura,"
the job of the shepherd or farmer. Myra Reynolds dis¬
cusses poetic diction at greater length and concludes:
The stock poetic diction may serve also to
illustrate the indebtedness of the English
classical poets to their ratin masters in the
matter of phraseology.
Richard Blackmore (1654—1729) was a physician who
dabbled in poetry. His early attempts earned for him
criticism and ridicule but his long poem Creation, a
philosophical poem, in seven books (1712) established
him as a successful poet. Addison in the Spectator 339
praised it and Dr. Johnson in his brief life of Blackmore
^Geoffrey Tillotson, Augustan roetic Diction (London, 1964-),
p. 36.
2Myra Reynolds. The Treatment of Nature in English Poetry
(Chicago, 1909)5 P» 4-6.
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says that it was praised by Dennis as "a philosophical
poem which has equalled that of Lucretius in the beauty
of its versification, and infinitely surpassed it in the
solidity and strength of its reasoning." His arguments
are developed especially in books III and IV which are
directed against atheists, since he was concerned about
"the growth of prophaneness, and the prevailing power of
loose and irreligious principles in this nation" (p. 328).
The poet Henry Needier, in a poem to Blackmore on his
Creation, triumphantly maintained that Blackmore had van-
quished Lucretius by his eloquence.
With Blackmore we return to poetry which is inspired
by the Genesis story and the work of the scientists. The
poem, although it consists of seven books, is not within
the framework of the hexaemeral. "I have chosen to de¬
monstrate the existence of a God from the marks of wis¬
dom, design, contrivance, and the choice of ends and means,
which appear in the universe" (p. 331)° Blackmore's summary
of his poem is quite useful:
The design of this work is to demonstrate the existence
of a Divine Eternal Mind. The arguments used for this
end are taken from the various marks of wisdom and
artful contrivance, which are evident to observation
in the several parts of the material world, and the
faculties of the human soul. The first book contains
the proof of a Deity, from the instances of design
and choice, which occur in the structure and qualities
of the earth and sea. The second pursues the proof of
the same proposition, THERE ±S A GOD, from the celestial
motions, and more fully from the appearances in the
solar system, and the air. In the third, the objections
which are brought by atheistical philosophers against
the hypothesis established in the two preceding books
^The Works of Henry needier (The Augustan Reprint Society,
publication iMo. 90, 19617, P° 52.
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are answered, in the fourth, is laid down the hypothesis
of the Atomists or Epicureans, and other irreligious
philosophers, and confuted. In the fifth, the doctrine
of the fatalists, or Aristotelians, who make the world
to be eternal, is considered and subverted. In the
sixth, the argument of the two first books is resumed,
and the existence of God demonstrated from the prudence
and art discovered in the several parts of the body
of man. In the seventh, the same demonstration is
carried on from the contemplation of the instincts
in brute animals, and the faculties and operations
of the soul of man. The book concludes with a reca¬
pitulation of what has been treated of, and a hymn
to the Creator of the World.
(p. 336)
It is obvious from this summary that Creation be¬
longs to the background which has been analysed in this
and in the earlier chapters. The themes are all there and
are repeated from book to book, so that they become crys¬
tallized in poetic form. Creation is not the product of
chance but was called into existence from nothing (ex
nihilo) by God's fiat. It is a book in which one can read
about the wisdom and power of God.
As in the works of Ray and Derham, the main idea
is that the beauty and order of the visible creation re¬
veal the Creator. Since Blackmore is a physician, he is
able to deal with anatomy in considerable detail so that
we find a versification of Harvey's ideas on the circula¬
tion of the blood. The nervous system and the digestive
system are also described in detail. The efficiency with
which the body works and the suitability of all the organs
for the purposes which they are required to serve are in¬
dicated throughout as proofs of the wisdom of God. Climatic
features are also discussed as evidence of God's existence
and of his providential care in supplying man's needs:
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This thin, this soft contexture of the air,
Shows the wise Author's providential care...»
(p. 350, column 1)
Blackmore, like the others, makes considerable use
of hypothetical arguments in order to explain that every¬
thing is exactly as it should be0 If it were made in any
other way or situated in any other place, then it would,
be imperfect and. threaten the balance of the whole. Of
the air he argues:
Had not the Maker wrought the springy frame
Such as it is, to fan the vital flame,
The blood, defrauded of its nitrous food,
Had cool'd and languish'd in th'arterial road....
"(p. 350, c. 1)
Winds and gales also show God's goodness as they cool the
air0 Together with the melting snows from the mountains
they save the land in the torrid zone:
So constant winds, as well as rivers, flow
From your high hills, enrich'd with stores of snow;
For this great end, these hills rise more sublime
Than those erected in a temperate clime.
Had not the Author this provision made,
By which your air is cool'd, your Sun allay'd,
Destroy'd by too intense a flame, the land
Had lain a parch'd inhospitable sand.
(p. 350, c. 2)
The sun's situation is also exactly right; Blackmore gives
many examples of what would be our fate if this were not
so, and concludes:
Thus, had the Sun's bright orb been more remote,
The cold had kill'd; and, if more near, the drought.
(p. jbs, Co 1)
Blackmore's arguments for God's wisdom are the usual
oneso Only "a conscious Agent, could provide/The spacious
hollow where the waves reside00.0" The salt in the sea and
the tides show great wisdom, for the water is kept free
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from putrefaction by these means. The mountains are very
useful for their streams, vegetation, and mineral wealth.
(Blackmore is refuting Lucretius' argument that they are
useless.) The changing seasons testify to God's bounty and
wisdom. Like the others, Blackmore asks about the instincts
of animals within the framework of his anti-Lucretian
arguments:
Say, what contexture did by chance arrive,
Which to brute creatures did that instinct give,
Whence they at sight discern and dread their foe,
Their food distinguish, and their physic know?
(p. 376, c. 2)
Not only the visible world but the mysterious in¬
visible world is a proof of God. The question of motion
has not been solved by Lucretius but is
A power to nature given by Nature's Lord,
When first he spoke the high creating word,
When for his world materials he prepar'd,
And on each part this energy conferr'd.
(p. 359, c. 2)
Cohesion, magnetic force and the motions of the planets
are also attributed to God.
A Mind Supreme you therefore must approve,
Whose high command caus'd matter first to move;
Who still preserves its course, and, with respect
To his wise ends, all motions does direct.
(p. 344, c. 2)
This is the God who is active in his creation,.not the
idle God or the aloof Aristotelian God:
Who sits supinely on his azure throne,
In contemplation of himself alone;
Is wholly mindless of the world, and void
Of providential care, and unemploy'd.
(p. 366, c. 1)
^According to Lucretius the world came into being through
the swerve of falling atoms (above p» 128), but he did not
explain why they swerved. This weakness in his sysoem was
attacked by many including Blackmore (p. 357, columns 1-2).
Blackmore like the others solves this problem by attributing
motion to God.
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The human mind is limited:
The old and new astronomers, in vain,
Attempt the heavenly motions to explain.
• •®*®oooe»o
The mind employ'd in search of secret things,
To find out motion's cause and hidden springs,
Through all th'ethereal regions mounts on high,
Views all the spheres, and ranges all the sky;
Searches the orbs, and penetrates the air,
With unsuccessful toil, and fruitless care;
Till, stopp'd by awful heights, and gulphs immense
Of Wisdom, and of vast Omnipotence,
She trembling stands, and does in wonder gaze,
Lost in the wide inextricable maze.
( p. 34-8, c. 1)
This is reminiscent of some of the motifs which have al¬
ready been discussed, the problem of knowledge and the
1
cosmic journey.
Blackmore's attitude to philosophy is negative.
We find it together with the theme of primitivism and the
Golden Age. Man was happy before he concerned himself
with philosophy:
Through metaphysic wilds he never flew,
Nor the dark haunts of school chimeras knew,
But had alone his happiness in view.
He milk'd the lowing herd, he press'd the cheese,
Voided the flock, and spun the woolly fleece.
(p. 351, c. 2)
Then came architecture, literature and music, then philo¬
sophy:
Greece did at length a learned race produce,
Who needful science mock'd, and arts of use,
Consum'd their fruitless hours in eager chase
Of airy notions, through the boundless space
Of speculation, and the darksome void,
Where wrangling wits, in endless strife employ'd,
Mankind with idle subtilties embroil.
And fashion systems with romantic_toil;
These, with the pride of dogmatizing schools,
Impos'd on Nature arbitrary rules;
Lore'd her their vain inventions to obey,




Above the clouds while they presum'd to soar,
Her trackless heights ambitious to explore,
And heaps of undigested volumes writ,
Illusive notions of fantastic wit;
So long they Nature search'd, and mark'd her laws,
They lost the knowledge of th'Almighty Cause.
(p. 352, c. 1)
This seems to contradict the idea behind the poem Creation
which depends for most of its arguments 011 philosophy and
knowledge, but Blackmore distinguishes between philosophy
(vain Philosophy) and knowledge which arises from the
light of Nature:
The notions, which arise from Nature's light,
As well adorn the mind, as guide her right,
Enlarge her compass, and improve her sight.
These ne'er the breast with vain ambition fire,
But banish pride, and modest thoughts inspire.
By her inform'd, we blest religion learn,
Its glorious object by her aid discern;
The rolling worlds around us we survey,
Th'alternate sovereigns of the night and day;
View the wide Earth adorn'd with hills and woods,
Rich in her herds, and fertile by her floods;
Walk through the deep apartments of the main,
Ascend the air to visit clouds and rain;
And, while we ravish'd gaze on Nature's face,
Remark her order, and her motions trace,
The long coherent chain of things, we find,
Leads to a Cause Supreme, a wise Creating Mind.
(p. 332, c. 1)
Blackmore obviously intends to make clear that "Nature's
light" provides knowledge of a different order from that
of "vain philosophy," yet he seems to include in his con¬
ception of natural religion the more logical idea of
cause and effect. He seems to object to the vagueness
and sophistry of the Greeks, yet his proposal to study
religion by ascending into the air and gazing on Nature's
face is also vague. Such a contradiction is typical of
the background^ to which this poem, like the poems of
^The background, in which science, logic and philosophy
are being transformed, into poetry.
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Brookes, belong. Brookes' poetry is full of contradictions
about the accessibility of knowledge. Another instance of
the general dilemma is found in Thomson's hymnic passage
on "Philosophy" in the Seasons (Summer, 1730 ff„). Thom¬
son does the opposite and lauds Philosophy as the "Effusive
source of evidence and truth." Philosophy enables the mind
to rise:
Above the tangling mass of low desires
That bind the fluttering crowd, and, angel-winged,
The heights of science and of virtue gains
Where all is calm and clear, with naturae round,
Or in the starry regions or the abyss,
To reason's and to fancy's eye displayed,-
The first up-tracing from the dreary void
The chain of causes and effects to Him,
The world-producing Essence, who alone
Possesses being...
Without philosophy man would be a savage without skill
and without law. Thomson continues in the most enthusiastic
language to outline the benefits of philosophy, its ability
to explore "the radiant tracts on high," "to conceive/Of
the Sole Being right, who spoke the word,/And Nature moved
complete." But as the poet soars optimistically with the
thought of infinite knowledge, he encounters its limits:
But here the cloud
(So wills Eternal Providence) sits deep.
Enough for us to know that this dark state,
In wayward passions lost and vain pursuits,
This infancy of being, cannot prove
The final issue of the works of God,
By boundless love and perfect wisdom formed,
And ever rising with the rising mind.
Since Blackmore's Creation appeared in 1712 it could
have been a source for Brockes' poetry. All the themes are
there. Since Blackmore was praised in the Spectator which
circulated freely and was much appreciated in Germany, it
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is probable that Brockes knew about the work, if he did
not have access to a copy. As far as I know he does not
mention Blackmore. But it should be apparent from what
has been written so far that Brockes could have written
his poems without consulting Blackmore, as all the ideas
were commonplaces. Blackmore in his preface writes:
I may with reason presume, that I shall not incur
any censure for not employing new arguments to
prove the being of a God; none but what have been
produced before by many writers, even from the
eldest days of philosophy.
(p. 331)
His originality, he feels, consists in clothing the ideas
in poetic form and adapting them to "the general apprehen¬
sion and capacity of mankind."
-1
Thomson's Seasons belongs to the literary tradi¬
tion outlined in this chapter but it also surpasses it
since it has been considerably enriched by material from
other sources. The same themes and ideas which evolved
from the Genesis story are found within the framework of
the changing seasons. The discussion of the elements, the
heavenly bodies, plants and animals incorporates later
scientific material and is more up-to-date than the other
works since Thomson was writing later. Much of the science
has been successfully transformed into poetry while some
has remained undigested. McKillop's book on the background
1James Thomson (1700-1748), published his long poem between
1726 and 1730. Revised editions followed. Brockes• Ird.
Verg. (1721-1748) contained adaptations of parts of the




to the Seasons shows how much science it contains. Since
Brockes was already writing in the same vein from the
first volume of his Irdisches Vergniigen, we have no reason
to study it in detail as a possible source. Both writers
were obviously drawing on similar sources in circulation
before 1721, the sources with which the previous chapters
have been dealing.
'i
McKillop gives the background to the following scientific
subjects: The new revelations of the microscope (p. 48);
botany (p. 55); Newton (p, 59) and Newton's account of the
solar spectrum (p. 61); a technical discussion of freezing
(p. 60); earthquakes, and volcanic eruptions (p. 68);
thunder and lightning (p. 71); the circulation of vapours




Brookes sometimes speaks of nature as if it were
an independent being. This is true of his scientific
poems and of the rest of his poetry. Nature is an active
power which forms and creates. Brookes tells us
DaB die bewegende, die bildende Natur
Solch auserlesene vollkommene Figur,
Gantz sonder Hand, formir't; wie sie die Zaser lencket,
So Kunst=reich, sonder Kunst, und, ohne Regel, recht.
(IV, 169)
Nature is often personified. Brockes admires "Die wunder-
bare Kunst der bildenden Natur" (Metzler, p. 332) and
"die spielende Natur" who forms flowers "mit geschafft1 gen
Fingern" (Metzler, p. 379)• This usage is mostly to be
found in the context of plant growth:
Itzt muht sich die Natur, mit arbeitsamer Hand,
Den dunckel=braunen Sammt, der Erde schon Gewand,
Mit Bluhm= und Laub=werck reich zu sticken,
Mit tausend Farben auszuschmucken
Recht sichtbar sieht man sie
Die rege Nadel emsig fuhren...
(I, 77)
In a poem "MiBbrauch des Worts Natur" (VI, 316-313),
Brockes seems to be against the above usage. Two things
are idolatrous, he tells us (1) to consider God as an old
man and (2) to associate the Goddess Nature with God. He
objects to the "Sprichiwort" (it is actually a well-known
quotation from Aristotle's De Coelo I, 4) „Es wirken Gott
und die Natur nie was vergebens," on the grounds that it
makes two separate beings out of God and jeopardizes our
worship. let, in his own poem "Die Erde," Brockes expresses
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the same idea "DaB der Schopfer aller Sachen/Durch die
wirckende Natur/Nichts vergeblich wollen machen,/Zeiget
jede Creatur..." (Stanza 21). He has, of course, made a
slight attempt to subordinate Nature to the Creator here.
In another poem about the advent of spring, which some
attribute to the spirit of Nature (Naturgeist), Brockes
admits that he is not sure whether it is "ein eigenes We—
sen" (IX, 315).
This usage is very common in the writings of the
time. The distinction between God and Nature is not
clearly made. Sometimes Nature is subordinate to God;
Whiston mentions "God's vicegerent nature and her mechanical
operations," Grew "Nature, the handmaid of divine wisdom
with her fine needle and thread." She is sometimes con¬
sidered as a "great parent" (Thomson), "a provident parent"
(Leeuwenhoek). She is a being who must be courted and not
O
commanded (Grew). Sometimes she is even a religious power
to whom one prays: "0 Nature all-sufficient! over all!/
Galileo, Dialogue concerning; the two chief world systems -
Ptolemaic and Copernican, trans„ Stillman Drake "(Berkeley,
Cal., 19537 talks throughout of the "works of Nature."
The growth of plants is "the work of the most wise Nature"
(p. 102). J„ Lewis Mclntyre, Giordano Bruno (London, 1903),
p. 197 gives an interesting passage from De Immenso: "Nature
is not so miserably endowed as to be excelled by human art,
which is directed by a kind of internal sense, while several
kinds of animals, guided by their inward mind, show an
innate foresight of a wonderful kind For there is
a nature which is more than present to, which is immanent in
things...."
2Ernst Cassirer, The Platonic Renaissance in England, trans.
James P. Pettegrove (Edinburgh, 195577 PP- ^5, 193 gives
other examples, including Goethe, Faust, Part II, 672-5.
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Enrich me with the knowledge of thy works" (Thomson's
Autumn, lines 1352 ff.). Brookes translates this as: "0
Du, Dir selbst geniigende, Du allerfiillende Natur!/Bereichre
mich mit der Erkenntnis von Deinen Werken!"1
This usage reminds us of the goddess Natura. Ernst
Robert Curtius discusses works in which Natura plays a
2
role. In Claudian she is a powerful goddess, a cosmic
power rather like Physis from the tenth of the anonymous
Orphic hymns of the 3rd or 4th century. The goddess has
over eighty predicates:
Sie ist die uralte Allmutter; Vater, Mutter, Amme,
Nahrerin; allweise, allschenkend, allherschend;
Ordnerin der Gotter; Bildnerin; Erstgeborene; ewiges
Leben und unsterbliche Vorsehung. (p. 114)
Another interesting point made by Curtius is that she
"ist nicht Personifikation eines Begriffes. Sie ist eine
der letzten religiosen Erfahrungen der spatheidnischen
Welt" (p. 115)- Natura in the work of Bernard Silvestris
is similar to Claudian1s Natura. She shares in the being
of the Godhead, "aber sie ist auch der Materie verbunden."
She has creative power for "sie hat die Materie geformt,
den Gestirnen ihre Bahn gewiesen, die Erde mit dem Samen
des Lebens begabt" (p. 118). She also participates in the
creation of man. Allain of Lille's Natura has also created
man. God was her teacher but while his work is perfect,
hers is imperfect.
1Ird. Verg., X, 425. Thomson's English text appears opposite
Brockes' translation.
^Europaische Literatur und lateinisches Mittelalter (Bern,
1948), pp. 114-135- ""
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The picture presented by Gurtius is, of course,
more complex, as there are additional elements such as
the fertility cult, which becomes associated with Natura
at one point. I have simply mentioned what is particularly
relevant to Brookes' use of the word "Nature"—the per¬
sonification of nature and her relation to God and the
world, as well as the powers attributed to her. The
archetypal nature of the question is particularly inter¬
esting but a separate study would be required to develop
such ideas.
Perhaps one might suggest the application of the
idea of "natura naturans" to this use of the word "nature"
but I find it has little to contribute on account of its
lack of precision. It was used by several writers in the
thirteenth century. Professor Lovejoy in his well-known
study "Nature as Aesthetic Norm" calls it "a half-personified
2
power." Collingwood has the following to say:
The naturalistic philosophy of the Renaissance
regarded nature as something divine and self-
creative; the active and passive sides of this
one self-creative being they distinguished by
distinguishing natura naturata or the complex
of natural changes and processes, from natura
naturans, or the immanent force which animates
and directs them.3
1H. Siebek, "Uber die Entstehung der Termini natura
naturans und natura naturata," Archiv fiir Geschichte der
Phil o so "phi e, III (1890), 370.
^Arthur 0. Lovegoy, Essays in the History of Ideas, 3rd ed.
(New York, 1960), p. 72.
^R.G. Collingwood, The Idea of Nature (Oxford, 1964),
p. 94. (This book was first published in 1945.)
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In The Interlude of the four Elements (1510-20)1
the "first cause of every thynge" (god) is "nature naturynge"
(natura naturans) and the speaker is "his mynyster callyd
nature naturate" who is responsible "for the preseruacyon/
Of every thynge in his kynde to endure
O
Spinoza, who took the term from Thomism, offers
the following definition:
By natura naturans... is to be understood that which
is in itself and is conceived through itself, or
those attributes of substance which express eternal
and infinite essence—that is to say, God in so far
as he is considered as a free cause; but by natura
naturata... I understand everything which follows
from the necessity of the nature of God or of any
one of God's attributes, that is to say, all the
modes of God's attributes in so far as they are
considered as things which are in God and which
without God can neither exist nor be conceived.
As Roth sums it up:
Natura naturans is thus God apprehended as cause;
natura naturata is God apprehended as effect„2
It is obvious that the varying usages of "natura
naturans" tend to obscure rather than clarify. In the case
of Spinoza the philosophical-causal emphasis takes the
issue beyond the semantic field in which we are interested.
This may be further pursued in a work which has closer
links with our subject—John Ray's Wisdom of God.
Ray has been discussing Boyle's ideas on motion and
agrees with him that "God Almighty did nob only establish
1The Tudor facsimile Texts, ed. John S. Parmer (London, 1908)„
The pages are not numbered but the references are on bhe
8th page.
2M, Victor Delbos, Le Sninozisme (Paris, 1964), p. 55.
^Leon Roth, Spinoza (London, 1929),PP. 77-78.
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Laws and Rules of local Motion among the Parts of the
universal Matter, but did, and does also himself, execute
them, or move the Parts of Matter, according to them..."
(p. 52). He disagrees only about the moving agent which,
for Boyle, is God and, for Ray, a Plastic Nature. He refers
to Cudworth, the Cambridge Platonist, for his supporting
arguments and quotes a long passage from him. We will turn
to the original—Ralph Cudworth, The True Intellectual
System of the Universe... (London, 1678).
Cudworth has been discussing the creation, in par¬
ticular the wonderful design of the bodies of animals and
the problem of motion. He asks how all came to be, and
offers two possible explanations. It was either created
by chance or by God's own hands. The first idea is dis¬
missed as "Irrational, Impious, Atheistical" and he objects
to the second. It is not "Decorous" that God should "set
his own Hand, as it were, to every Work, and immediately
do all the Meanest and Triflingest things himself Drudging¬
ly, without making use of any Inferior and Subordinate
Instruments" (p. 149). The following passage is in italics
in the text:
But it seems far more August, and becoming of the
Divine Majesty, that a certain Power and Vertue,
derived from him, and passing through the Universe,
should move the Sun and Moon, and be the Immediate
Cause of those lower things done here upon Earth.
(p. 150)
Another objection to the view that God does all the work
himself are the
Errors and Bungles which are commibted, when the
Matter is Inept and Contumacious; which argue bhe
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Agent not to be Irresistible, and that Nature is
such a thing, as is not altogether uncapable"(as
well as Humane Art) of being sometimes frustrated
and disappointed, by the Indisposition of Matter.
Therefore, he concluded that
there is a Plastick Nature under him [God] , which
as an Inferior and Subordinate Instrument, doth
Drudgingly Execute that Part of his Providence,
which consists in the Regular and Orderly Motion
of Matter..„.
(p. 150)
If we remember the theological background outlined
in an earlier chapter, we will be aware of certain incon¬
sistencies. Ray was against Descartes since his theories
turned God into an "Idle Spectator," yet here, by supporting
the idea of a Plastic Nature, Ray is in danger of doing
just this. Besides, one of the arguments for supporting
this view is the Aristotelian idea of nature's "Errors
and Bungles"—a str-ange thing to accept when he himself
has spent most of his life on botanical research in order
to reveal the perfection of creation. Brockes is also in¬
consistent when he writes about Nature and the spirit of
nature in this way. Ray, as we have seen, has imported
the foreign idea from the Cambridge Platonists, and it
seems likely that this is also the explanation of Brockes'
inconsistency.
We can learn still more about Ray's idea of Plastic
Nature. It is associated with his theory of motion "an
intelligent Being seems to me requisite to execute the
Laws of Motion..." (p. • Matter being "senseless and
stupid" is not capable of obeying the laws of motion:
Therefore there must, besides Matter and Lav;, be
some Efficient, and that either a Quality, or Power,
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inherent in the Matter itself, which is hard to
conceive, or some external intelligent Agent,
either God himself immediately, or some Plastick
Nature.
(p. 51)
Such a solution is reminiscent of our previous discussion
of the question of motion and the solutions which were
presented. Plastic Nature is surely another deus ex machina
solution.
Plastic Nature is also responsible for the growth
of plants:
For that must preside over the whole Oeconomy of
the Plant, and be one single Agent, which takes
Care of the Bulk and Figure of the Whole and the
Situation, Figure, Texture of all the Parts, Root,
Stalk, Branches, Leaves, Flowers, Fruit, and all
their Vessels and Juices. I therefore incline to
•Dr* Cudworth' s Opinion, That God uses for these
Effects the subordinate Ministry of some inferior
Plastick Nature...
(PP. 53-51-)
The relevance of all this to poetry will be obvious
if we consider examples of poems by Brockes and by other
poets of the same inspiration who use God and Nature inter¬
changeably. Such poems generally seem to be concerned with
some mysterious power or force which is felt to be working
behind things. Brockes asks in his poem "MiBbrauch des
Worts Natur":2
Wer lehrt die Thiere, sich zu nahren? Wer lehrt die
Vogel Wester machen?
Wer lehrt die kleinen Kinder saugen? Wer wirckt so
viel verborgne Sachen,
Auf Erden, in der Lufft, im Meer? Wer? Die Natur,
spricht jedermann...
James Thomson describes the workings of instinct in the
animal world "by the great Father of the Spring inspired,"
-]
Above, pp. 68, 8A.
2VI, 282-286, Tubingen edition; Hamburg edition VI, 310.
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and asks:
What is this mighty breath, ye curious, say,
That in a powerful language, felt not heard,
Instructs the fowls of heaven, and through their breast
These arts of love diffuses? What but God?
Inspiring God! who, boundless spirit all,
And unremitting energy, pervades,
Adjusts, sustains, and agitates the whole.
Ewald von Kleist writes:
Wer lehrt die Burger der Zweige voll Kunst sich Nester
zu wolben,
Und sie fur Vorwiz und Raub, voll sussen Rummers, zu
sichern?
Welch ein verborgener Hauch fiillt ihre Herzen mit
Liebe?
Durch dich ist alles, was gut ist, unendlich wunderbar
P Wesen,
Beherrscher und Vater der Welt!
Another miracle which calls for Nature or God or
some spiritual power as an explanation is the return of
life to the dead earth in spring. (The reader will be re¬
minded of archetypal associations.) Brockes asks what
brings life back into the bare boughs. It is said to be
the "Naturgeist" but he wonders what that is:
.. oEr muB eine rege Kraft, die ordentlich verfahret, seyn;
(Denn alles, was sie wirkt und formt, stimmt mit einander
uberein
Und zielt auf einen weisen Zweck) wodurch die Gottheit
mittelbar
In dem, was er erschaffen, wirkt. Ist dieses dir nun
noch nicht klar;
So werden wir, nebst der Vernunft, erkennen und bekennen
miissen:
Da£ wir, ein mehrers vom Naturgeist, nicht fassen konnen
und nicht wissen,
So denn ja wohl nicht zu bewundern, da sie von sich selbst
in der That
Nichts anders, als ein schwebend Meynen und dunkele
Begriffe hat.
In diesem Dunklen brennt jedoch ein herrlich unaus-
loschlich hicht,
^Spring, 848.
^Fruhling (Zurich, 175^)? P* ^2.
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Das, (da in alien Kreaturen, in den hervorgebrachten
Werken,
Bin' Ordnung uberal 1 zu sehn, und eine Weisheit zu
bernerken,
Nichts von sich selbst entstehen kann, auch nichts von
ungefahr geschicht,)
Den wahren Gott so deutlich zeigt, daB unsrer Sonnen
Glanz und Schein
Den korperlichen Blick und Augen nicht hell=, nicht
sichtbai^er kann seyn,
Als unserm Geist sein gottlich Wesen. Ob aber, da itzt
alles griinet,
Die Gottheit sich nach mittler Krafte, und in wie fern,
dazu bedienet?
Ob die Natur ein eigenes fur sich bestehend Wesen sey?
Was dieB ihr Wesen eigentlich, wie fern sich ihre
Kraft' erstrecken?
Von diesen laBt sich nach dem Stande des Menschengeistes
nichts entdecken.
LaBt aber dennoch die ErkenntniB der Wissensschwach' uns
nicht erschrecken.1
Wir wissen hier, so viel wir sollen, und zwar nach unserm
Stande gnug,
Und klagen darum, daB wir hier nicht mehr erkennen,
nicht mit Fug.
Wir scheinen hier bloB zum Bewundern von Gott in diese
Welt gesetzt,
Und, im Geschopf, uns sein zu freuen, wie daB man sich
denn nicht ergezt!
Wobey man doch aus der Vernunft, auch aus der Bibel,
Griinde nimmt,
Es hab' uns Gott nach diesem Leben zu hoh'rer Wissen-
schaft bestimmt.2
In Thomson's Spring the forces at work which bring
new life are "Nature's swift and secret-working hand,"
blooming, benevolent Nature (line 10), liberal, bountiful
Nature (lines 180, 229); it is Nature which paints the
spring with "matchless skill" (line 470) and "spreads/
Unbounded beauty to the roving eye" (line 505)* The power
responsible for the growth of plant life in spring is
enthusiastically saluted:
The rest of this poem adds nothing to the present subject
but I should like to quote the whole thing since it contains
some of the most typical elements of Brockes' writing.
^"Ueberlegungen zur Fruhlingszeit, " IX, 315 517 •
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Hail, Source of Being! Universal Boul
Of heaven and earth, Essential Presence, hail!
To Thee I bend the knee; to Thee my thoughts
Continual climb; who, with a master-hand,
Hast the great whole into perfection touched.
By Thee the various vegetative tribes,
Wrapt in a filmy net, and clad with leaves,
Draw the live ether, and imbibe the dew.
By Thee disposed into congenial soils
Stands each attrative plant, and sucks and swells
The juicy tide—a twining mass of tubes.
At Thy command the vernal sun awakes
The torpid sap, detruded to the root
By wintry winds, that now in fluent dance
And lively fermentation, mounting, spreads
All this innumerous-coloured scene of things.
(Spring, 555-570)
This passage combines two aspects of the mysterious
processes which suggest a hidden force behind the scenes—
"the infusive force of spring" and the power which causes
growth. The first aspect is part of the idea behind the
Seasons, the force reflecting God in the laws governing
the changing seasons. This is enthusiastically celebrated
in the conclusion of the work, the "Hymn to the Seasons."
These [the seasons] as they change, Almighty Bather! these
Are but the varied God. The rolling year
Is full of Thee. Forth in the pleasing Spring
Thy beauty walks, Thy tenderness and love.
• ••••••••••
Mysterious round! what skill, what force divine,
Beep felt, in these appear! ......
Man marks Thee not,—marks not the mighty hand
That ever-busy wheels the silent spheres,
Works in the secret deep, shoots steaming thence
The fair profusion that o'erspreads_the Spring,
Flings from the sun direct the flaming day,
Feeds every creature, hurls the tempest fox'th,
And, as on earth this grateful change revolves,
With transport touches all the springs of life.
Quite often, the word "Nature" is associated with
the secret power which enables plants to flourish. It also
includes scientific ideas such as the circulation of the
sap and the provision fox* plant reproduction which are
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felt to be miraculous. Brookes' poetry offers many examples.
The wonder of plant seeds sends him into ecstasy. In his
poem „Die gottlichen Wunder, in Vermehrung des Getraides..."
(Metzler, pp. 158-175) he calls out in enthusiasm:
0 ew'ger Ursprung aller Dingei
Der alles, und auch mich, gemacht!
since he sees „absonderlich in des Getraides Samen,/Die
Wirckung deiner Allmacht.." He continues:
0 du GeheimniB=volles Wesen,
Du scheinst, vom Schopfer selbst erlesen,
Zum Wunder=Werck, fur jedermann!
Wohin sich auch mein Sinnen lencket,
Wie tief sich meine Seele sencket,
Je mehr sie hin und wieder dencket,
Was doch der Samen eigentlich:
Je mehr, je mehr verlier' ich mich.
The poem continues in this vein for several pages and ends
with a hymn:
Du ewiger Gnaden allmachtiger Wille!
Unendlicher UeberfluB ewiger Fiille!
Quell, Licht und Leben der Natur!
(p. 175)
These lines bring a new note into Brookes* poetry
which was not present in the poems which we have discussed
so far0 It does not fit into the theological background
of God the Creator whose creation reflects his "Weisheit,
Lieb' und Macht." Both attitudes find expression in the
poem however as is true of other poems in which God seems
to be more of a pervading spirit than the divine artisan.
The passages from the Seasons which have just been
quoted also suggest an all-pervading spiritual power while
the rest of Thomson's work reveals the same mixture of
religious attitudes as we find in Brockes* Irdisches Ver-
Above, chapter III.
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gnilgen. I am not suggesting that Brookes was influenced
by Thomson, since his most typical themes were already
present in the earliest volumes of the Irdisches Vergniigen
(from 1721) while Winter, the first part of the Seasons
to be published, appeared in 1726. Both were obviously
drawing on the same tradition. The background which we
have studied and the works to which Professor McKillop
has drawn attention in The Background of Thomson's Seasons
show how easy it was for Brockes to produce his work in¬
dependently. No doubt the later encounter with Thomson's
Seasons reinforced what was already there. Apart from
translating Thomson's work in 17^5 > he had already incor¬
porated parts of it into individual poems in volume VII.
Since some of Brockes' poems, like the Seasons,
express an awareness of a mysterious force at work in the
processes of the external world and invoke a diffused
"universal soul of heaven and earth," "allgemeine Seele
des Himmels und der Erden," we might expect to find some
information about common sources in studies on Thomson.
Unfortunately, Thomson's religion is even more heterogeneous
than that of Brockes, and it is an aspect which is rela¬
tively unimportant for Brockes that has received most
attention in work on Thomson. This is the emphasis on
harmony and benevolence and on moral and ethical issues
1 2
which links him to Shaftesbury. C.A. Moore concentrates
1William E. Alderman, "Shaftesbury and the Doctrine of
Moral Sense in the Eighteenth Century," PMLA, XLVI (1951),
1087-1094.
2C.A. Moore, "Shaftesbury and the Ethical Poets in England,
1700-1760," PMLA, XXXI (1916), 264-525-
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on bhese points mainly, but mentions briefly that Shaftes¬
bury and Thomson have a similar kind of nature worship,
noticeable in the hymns and apostrophes. McKillop1 also
makes a suggestion which could be profitably developed
concerning Thomson's use of "the Longinian theory of the
sublime applied to religious poetry by Watts, Blackmore,
and Hill." Fairchild underlines the intricate structure
of Thomson's religious and intellectual position just be¬
fore the publication of Winter:
We may imagine that when Thomson went to London
toward the end of February, 1725, his mind was
a jumble of rather broad and rationalistic
Presbyterianism—its sterner elements perhaps
subconsciously rather than consciously repudiated;
Newtonian science and Newtonian physico-theology;
the closely related but more Neoplatonic, aesthetic,
and benevolistic philosophy of Shaftesbury; the ~
common-sense ethical religion of Locke and Addison.
Brockes introduces into the hymnic passages of his
poetry expressions for God which are quite different from
his usual "Schopfergott." For instance: "Brunnquell aller
Herrlichkeit," "Urquell aller Dinge," "Unendliches, all-
gegenwartiges Seyn," "undurchdringliches Licht, unendliches
Ursprungsmeer erschaffener Herrlichkeiten," "unendlich
ewigs All."
x
Some critics have found a mystical element in Brockes.^
Langen mentions the influence of Pietists like Arndt and
Scriver: „Scriver hat im friihen 18. Jahrhundert auf B.H„
Brockes1 „Irdisches Vergnugen in Gott" gewirkfc, und somit
^McKillop, p. 7.
2Hoxie Neale Fairchild, Religious Trends in English Poetry,
vol. I: 1200-1740 Protestantism and the Cult of Sentiment
(New York, 19397", P« 5^*
^Kupffer, p. 514.
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ist fur einen wichtigen Punkt der beschreibenden Land-
schaftsdichtung dieses Zeitraums pietistischer EinfluB
bezeugt." Scriver's "Gottholds zufallige Andachten" con¬
sists of emblems and is too otherworldly to interest
Brookes seriously or to make a contribution to the de¬
velopment of poetry at this period. Similarly, Arndt is
interested in this world as a stepping-stone to the next;
Brockes, on the other hand, concentrates fully on this
world and its God-given beauty.
Halle was a stronghold of Pietism when Brockes
went there to study in 1700. Brandl (pp. 14-15) does not
believe that Brockes was particularly enchanted by it:
„Statt irn Bethaus treffen wir ihn in Gesellschaft zahlrei-
cher Landsleute bei Wein und Spiel..." In one of his poems
he attacks the Pietists:
...dafi man, sonder Grund, uns manche Wollust in der Welt,
Die uns erlaubt, ga gar geboten, mehr als unchristlich
vorenthalt,
Wie sonderlich die Pietisten hierinn am allermeisten
fehlen,
Die, durch die Mischungen des Corpers und bittere
Melancholey
Verfuhret, allenthalben lehren, daB alle Lust verboten
sey,
Wodurch sie nicht nur sich und andre mit stetiger Be-
triibniB qualen;
Nein, noch dazu, so viel an ihnen, dem Schopfer Gut und
Liebe stehlen,
Die doch sein wahres Wesen ist. . . » . o
(Der Atheist, VI, 558, Tubingen)
1August Langen, Der Wortschatz des deutschen Pietismus
(Tubingen, 1954), p. 456. Langen again writes in_ ..Deutsche
Sprachgeschichte vom Barock bis zur Gegenwart," in^Deutsche
Philologie im Aufriss, ed. Wolfgang Stammler (Berlin, 1957 )>
vol. I, p. '1051: „Brockes hat die Pietisten Arndt und
Scriver gelesen, und auch auf anderen_Wegen mag ihm vielleicht
mystisches Gedankengut zugeflossen sein, das in einem kleinen
aber wichtigen Teil seiner Gedichte einen Niederschlag ge-
f'unden hat„"
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Since Brockes was open to French influence, one
could ask if Fenelon's quietism contributed anything to
Brookes' new religious vocabulary. Fenelon belonged to the
stream of ideas which were important for Brookes' scienti¬
fic poems and his Traite de 1'Existence et des Attributs
de Dieu (1712) could almost be called a prose version of
the poems. In the second part of the "Demonstration de
A
1'existence de Dieu" there are prayers of a kind likely
to interest Brockes because of their hymnic apostrophes:
"0 verite. 0 lumiere, tous ne voient que par vous..
"0 seul etre digne de ce nom qui est semblable a vous?"
The tone is, however, different from that of Brockes1
hymnic passages. This is probably due to Fenelon's con¬
cern in these writings for a personal and emotional re¬
lationship to God. His main desire is unity with God but,
all too often, he is aware of the gulf and his inability
to bridge it. The difference may also be attributed to
Fenelon's introspection—he seeks to define himself in
relation to God's infinity, eternity and unity. He sees
himself as an "ombre de 1'unite," "un amas et un tissu
de pensees successives et imparfaites," "un milieu in¬
comprehensible entre le neant et l'etre" (pt. II, ch. v).
Compared with God he is nothing: "Je me trouve devant
vous comrne si je n'etois pas; je m'abime dans votre in-
fini: loin de mesurer votre permanence par' rapport a ma
fluidite continuelle, je.commence a me perdre de vue...."
^Oeuvres spirituelles de Francois de la Mothe Fenelon
(Paris, 18227j vol. I.
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what we have to find is the source of the idea of
an all-pervading spirit or soul of nature. Gudworth's
Plastic Nature seemed to be quite close, but was perhaps
not sufficiently all-pervading. Another Cambridge Platonist,
Henry More, also believes in "a Spirit of Nature which is
the Vicarious Power of God.';'1 This spirit is also associated
with the question of motion for it is
manifest, that there is a Principle in the World
that does tug so stoutly and resolutely against the
Mechanick Laws of Matter, and that forcibly resists
or nulls one common Lav/ of Nature
and presupposes "the same Immaterial Principle (call it
the Spirit of Nature, or what you will) which is the
Vicarious Power of God" (p. 46).
More's ideas, however, develop further and end as
a kind of divinization of space. We can see him working out
his ideas that
...this distant space cannot but be something, and
yet not corporeal, because neither impenetrable nor
tangible,it must of necessity be a substance In¬
corporeal, necessarily and eternally existent of
it self: which the clearer Idea of a Being absolutely
perfect will more fully and punctually inform us
to be the Self-subsisting God.
(Quoted Koyre, p. 137)
More uses the same argument as Descartes, but thinks that
he has reached a different conclusion:
I, on the contrary, since I have so clearly proved
that Space or internal place (locus) is really
distinct from matter, conclude therefrom that it
is a certain incorporeal subject orspirit, such
as the Pythagoreans once asserted it to be. And
so, through that same gate through which the
Cartesians want to expel God from the world, I,
on the contrary (and I am confident 1 shall succeed 0
most happily) contend and strive to introduce Him back.'"
^Antidote against Atheism in A Collection of Several Philo¬
sophical Writings of Dr. Henry More, 4th ed. (London, 1712),
p • 4-4- •
'"Quoted Koyre, p. 147 from More's Enchiridium metaphysicum,
c. VIII, 7, p. 69.
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We see that More's divinization of space, like the argu¬
ments which we discussed in the theological background,
is an attempt to keep God active within the universe from
which the new science threatens to expel him.
More next considers about twenty titles of God and,
with detailed explanations, shows how they are applicable
to space. Space is divine but More does not go so far as
to say that space is God:
That spiritual object, which we call space, is only
a passing shadow, which represents for us, in the
weak light of our intellect, the true and universal
nature of the continuous divine presence, till we
are able to perceive it directly with open eyes and
at a nearer distance.'
Some of these predicates which More applies to both God
and space are found in Brockes' poems—Incomprehensible,
Omnipresent, subsisting by itself, uncircumscribed. This,
of course, proves nothing, since such terms are current
in metaphysics. Perhaps the closest Brockes comes to More's
divinization of space is the following:
Raum des unumschrankten Raums! Quell des Bebens und
des Lichtsi
Aller Geister, aller Korper Urstand! Wesen aller
Wesen!
Herr und Seele der Natur!
(IX, 334)
This poem seems to be an isolated example and is written
in a style foreign to Brockes and more like that of Shaftes¬
bury.
2
More was a minor poet also. His poems are mostly
1E.A. Burtt, The Metaphysical Foundations of Modern Physical
Science (London, 1932), P. 141 quotes this from More's
Opera Omnia (London, 1675-9)} vol. I, p. 171 II*
2The Complete Poems ol Dr. Henry More, ed. Alexander B.
Grosart tEdinburgh, 187§7.
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philosophical and concerned with the same problems which
he discusses in his prose works. Any connection between
his poetry and Brockes' work therefore seems negligible
1
a"t first. If we patiently read through these long poems,
however, especially "The argument of Democritus Platonissans,
or the Infinitie of Worlds," we discover some interesting
points. The poem, like many of the works which concern
us, is in the form of a cosmic journey. The poet leaves
the "clammie clod," steps from star to star and penetrates
the mysteries of space, matter, motion and creation. "What¬
ever is, is Life and Energie/From God, who is th'Originall
of all..." (p. 92, stanza 10).
The conception of God in this poem is particularly
important. It is not Fenelon's God. God is omnipotent,
"is every where/Unbounded, measureless, all Infinite..."
(St. 4-7). Such attributes remind one of those of the
Hebrew God, but in this context they have new associations
which More discovered as his thought developed; he was
the first to express them poetically. As we have already
noted, More's space is full of divinity, the spirit of
God or nature is everywhere. But this space is the space
of infinite worlds which More feels as a new experience
of God2 so that he is "drunk with Divinitie."
^Brookes wrote several poems on philosoxahical subjects but they
are not only unimportant, but have no bearing on our subject.
2The metaphysical background of this revolution is given in
detail in E.A. Burtt, op.citand Koyre. The literary back¬
ground is in Marjorie Nicolson's The Breaking of the Circle:
Studies in the effect of the "new science" upon 1?th Century
Poetry IColuSbii University Press, 1962). Of More she writes:
"If he could not write as a poet, he felt as a poet, and felt
something no poet before him had attempted to express" (p. 169).
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This Infinite God, as Marjorie Nicolson points out,
1
is a God of Plenitude. She quotes the following illustra¬
tion from the poem we are discussing:
Wherefore this precious sweet Ethereal! dew
For ought we know, God each where did distill,
And thorough all that hollow Voidnesse threw,
And the wide gaping drought therewith did fill,
His endlesse overflowing goodnesse spill
In every place; which streight he did contrive
Int'infinite severall worlds, as his best skill
Did him direct and creatures could receive:
For matter infinite needs infinite worlds must give...
And that even infinite such worlds there be,
That inexhausted Good that God is liight,
A full sufficient reason is to rrie,
Who simple Goodnesse make the highest Deity.
(Stanzas 50-51)
What is also important for our study of Brockes'
background is the way in which More reacts to infinity.
As he is confronted with still new worlds "In th' endlesse
hollow Heaven," (Stanza 59) they "amaze our dazzled sight."
He is overwhelmed:
I'm brent
With eager rage, my heart for joy doth spring
And all my spirits move with pleasant trembeling.
(St. 5)
The experience is ecstatic:
So now my soul drunk with DIVIWITIE,
And born away above her usuall bounds
With confidence concludes infinitie
Of Time, of Worlds, of firie flaming Rounds
Which sight in sober mood my spirits quite confounds.
(St. 72)
In the poems which Brockes has written about space
and the heavenly bodies, his God is also an Infinite God,
Vp.cit. , pp. 162-165. Brockes' God is also the God of
Plenitude. See above, p. 91 a11^ also p. 17• „Unendlicher
UeberfluB ewiger Fiillei"
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inconceivable without the reference to the vast expanded
universe. Junker, who has made a special study of this
subject in German poetry, Das Weltraumbild in_der deutschen
Lyrik von Opitz bis Klopstock. assures us that Brockes
was the first to introduce this attitude to space into
German poetry.
When Brockes thinks of the vastness of space which
is utterly inconceivable, he cannot do so without adjusting
his picture of God. How infinitely greater must God be com¬
pared to the sun:
Edle Quelle giild'ner Klarheit,
Deine Gross'e, Kraft und Pracht,
Zeigen uns die grosse Wahrheit,





(Die Sonne, stanza 64)
Brockes describes the solar system and beyond, still
more worlds, "An des Himrnels tiefer Eerne/Soviel Sonnen
als wie Sterne," of which we only see a small number.
Several stanzas are worth quoting since Brockes here
achieves an enthusiasm, one could call it a sublimity,
which is astonishing.
Waren wir so hoch erhoben,
Als die hochsten Sterne stehn,
Wiirden wir aufs neue, droben,
Eben solche Himmel sehn,
Eben solche tiefe Eerne,
Eben so viel' andre Sterne:
Ja dasselbe trafe man,
War' man auch bey denen, an.
Ohne Grentzen, Grund und Schrancken
1st der Raum, durch GOttes Hand,
Ueber aller Welt Gedancken,
Unbegreiflich ausgespannt.





fullen Sterne, sonder Zahl.
Nicht nur droben sind die Griifte
Dieses Raurnes grentzen=los;
Seitwarts streckt sick auch der Liifte
Unergriindlich hohler SchooB.
Selbst die Gegen=Fiisser sehen
Eben so viel Sterne stehen;
Also, wo. man hin sich lenckt,
1st der Himmel unumschranckt.
(stanzas 68-70)
Brookes' reaction to the immensity of the sun and
to the thoughts of divinity with which it inspires him is
overwhelming:
Aber dieses zu ergrtinden,
Fiihl' ich den Verstand verschwinden;
In Betrachtung dieses Lichts,
Wird die Seele selbst zu nichts.
GOTT, ruft die entzuckte Seele,
GOTT, Brunn aller rierrlichkeit,
Meines Wesens Andachts=0ele
Brennet vor Zufriedenheit.
Ich verspiir', wie meine Sinnen,
Vor Vergnugen, fast zerrinnen;
Meines Geistes rege Kraft
Schmiltzt, vor Lust und Leidenschaft.
(stanzas 65-66)
Brockes visualizes the emotions which a departed
spirit would experience in the midst of millions of suns
and stars:
Wie ward' ihm, bey solcher Weite,
Wie wired' ihm, bey solchem Schein,
Solcher Lichter Gross' und Breite,
Gluht und Glantz, zu Muthe seyn?
Wiird' er nicht in Lieb' entbrennenr
V-Juxd' er sonst was dencken kannen,
Als: 0 GOTT, es riihme Dich
Alles, alles ewiglich!
(stanza 72)
This motif of the cosmic journey is quite common
in the works of the Cambridge Rlatonists and of tnose who
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i
sure influenced, by them. The poems of John Norris ars very
Platonic in inspiration. In "The Elevation" his soul takes
flight to "fields of light" where all is "one immense and
overflowing light" and the bliss almost too much to bear.
Ecstasy here is not the result of the new attitude to space
and the cosmos but is due to his return to his "native
home" and the "beautys of the face divine."2 The motif is
a common one/ in "Seraphic Love" Norris visualizes how
the "imprison*d soul" will escape after death and gaze
upon God's "Beatifik Face to all Eternity."^
The kind of poetry which Norris writes seems too
abstract to be important for Brockes. Love, solitude, courage,
piety, happiness, friendship, melancholy, beauty and the
"methodical ascent of the soul to God, by steps of medi¬
tation" are too far from Brockes* beloved earth. Norris '
-i
Marjorie Nicolson, The Breaking of the Circle, p. 192
mentions Cowley's "The Extasy" in which the poet on his
cosmic journey reports: "Where I behold, distinctly as I
pass,/The hints of Galileo's glass./I touch at last the
spangled sphere;/Here all th'extended sky/Is but one
galaxy,/'Tis all so bright and gay,/and the joint eyes of
night make up a perfect day." Cowley has not so much in
common with Brockes as one would expect. He is interested
in science and aware of "crowds of golden worlds on high."
Like Brockes too, he does not neglect the small things in
the world, "the grain of sand," but his emphasis on the
world of order (Robert B. Hinman, Abraham Cowley's World of
Order Cambridge, Mass., 1960) differentiates him from Brockes.
O
John Norris, A Collection of Miscellanies: Consisting of
Poems, Essays, Discourses and Letters, Occasionally Written
(London, 1687), p» 93*
Henry Vaughan, "The Retreat"; later, Wordsworth's "Imrnortalit;
Ode."
^Op.cit., pp. 22 ff. Brockes in "Die schnelle Veranderung"
(Metzler, p. 359) deals with the same subject—the bliss
of the soul when it is released from "Des dichten Leibes
schweres Joch,/Des Corpers finstrer Kercker...." The
last idea is not typical of Brockes.
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deals with some of the themes of the tradition which we
have been following but all are steeped in Platonism. The
"Divine Hymn on the Creation" tells how God, prompted by
love, created a harmonious universe of which man was the
epitome. God himself is boundless and incomprehensible;
he is assisted in the act of creation by "a Plastick
Spirit" and the result is perfection: "in Nature's book,
were no Errata's found." The whole poem is, as Lovejoy
points out, a pleasant, devout embroidery on the theme of
Plato's Timaeus.
Brockes has written a few poems which incorporate
Platonic passages similar to the work of John Norris. They
are often combined with his more usual subjects. The poem
"Der Wolcken= und Luft=Himmel" (Metzler, p. 148-197)
describes the changing pictures of the clouds in the sky
and ends with a prayer for an increased capacity for de¬
votion and praise. This is not Brockes' usual "Schopfer-
gott":
0 undurchdringlich.es, allgegenwartig' s Licht!
Der Du der Ewigkeit Unendlichkeit erfiillest,
Der Du Dich in Dir selbst, zu Hnserm Heyl, verhullest,
Aus welchem, als ein Strohm, der Dinge Wesen bricht,
Du ewig=-selige Vollkommenheit und Liebe,
Verrnehre doch in mir der Andacht reine Triebe!
Ach gib doch, dafi, wenn ich des Hirnrnels blaue Hohe,
In einem heitern Glantz, in reiner Klarheit, sehe,
Es stets, zu Deinem Ruhm, mit frohem Ernst, geschehe!
In the same poem he describes an ecstatic vision
of the souls of the blessed feasting on God's eternal per¬
fection.
Wenn ich demnach von der sapphirnen Hohe,
Wann sie entwolckt, die tiefe Klarheit sehe:
So fuhl' ich mich, vor Ereuden, kaum.




Verklarte Geisterchen und sel'ge Seelen wohnen,
Die all', in einem Meer von Licht und Wonne, schwimmen,
Die all', in reiner Gluht von heil'ger Andacht, glimmen,
Die all', an GOttes Huld, an seiner Wercke Pracht,
An seiner Weisheit, Lieb' und Macht,
An seiner Majestat und Herrlichkeit
Unendlicher Vollkommenheit,
Zu ihres grossen Schopfers Ehren,
In sel'ger Lust., sich ewig nahren. . .
Another example of this combination of Platonism
with Brookes' own ideas concerning God's wisdom, love and
power in creation is seen in the conclusion of the poem
"Die, durch eine schone Landschaft in der Luft, vermehrte
Schonheit einer irdischen Landschaft" (Metzler, pp. 14-3-147) :
Grosses All! Unendlichs Wesen!
Der Natur Buch giebt mir hier,
Voller Wunder, Glantz und Zier,
Deine Herrlichkeit zu lesen.
Unsre Seelen wissen nicht,
Sich was schoners vorzubilden;
Aber ach, was muB Dein Licht
In den himmlischen Gefilden,
Ohne Schrancken, sonder Grentzen,
Wo es unverhiillet, glantzen!
Welch ein seel'ger Anmuth=Strahl,
Welche Vollenkommenheiten,
SuBigkeiten, Herrlichkeiten,
Sonder Ende, MaaB und Zahl,
Werden alle Himmel schmucken,
Und, mit ewigem Erquicken,
Seel'ge Geister dort entziicken!
Welch ein Abgrund voller Lust,
Welche Tiefen voller Wonne
Sind, o aller Sonnen SONNE
Denen, die Dich sehn, bewust!
Welch ein Feer von heil'ger Gluht
MuB aus Deinem Throne quillen!
Welche sel'ge Liebes=Fluth
MuB der Himmel Himmel fiillenj
Ach, wie muB so iiberschwenglich_
Dort des Schopfers eig'ner Schein,
Da schon das, was nur verganglich,
So gar herrlich ist, doch seyn!
Lasst uns doch, in diesem Leben,
Seine Weisheit., Lieb' und Macht,
In der Creaturen Pracht,
Zu bewundern, uns bestreben!
Sind wir, bey den ird'schen Schatzen,
Ueber wenig treu gewesen:
Wird Er uns zu mehr erlesen,
Und dort iiber vieles setzen.
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Another poet of this kind with whom Brookes has
much in common is Thomas Traherne (1637-1674). We find in
his work most of Brookes' themes together with the new
attitude to space. The following passage is worth quoting
because it expresses most of the ideas which would nor¬
mally be scattered throughout his poems:
It [the world] not only represented His infinity
which we thought impossible to be represented by
a body, but his beauty also, His wisdom, goodness,
power, life and glory. His righteousness, love and
blessedness: all which as out of a plentiful
treasury, may be talc en and collected out of this
v/or Id.
The words "treasury" and "treasure" are typical of Traherne.
One of his most common themes is that God's creation is
superior to the wealth and beauty of precious stones.
A
The same thought is found in a few of Brockes' poems:
Nie haben Persische Tapeten so geschienen;
Es glantzt kein giild'nes Tuch, wenn Perlen und Rubinen
Auch gleich darauf gestickt, so herrlicli und so schon.
(Metzler, p. 90)
The Traherne passage continues:
Eirst, His infinity; for the dimensions of the world
are unsearchable. An infinite wall is a poor thing
to express His infinity. A narrow endless length is
nothing: might be, and if it were, were unprofitable.
But the world is round, and endlessly unsearchable
every way. What astronomer, what mathematician, what
philosopher did ever comprehend the measures of the
world? The very Earth alone being round and globous,
is illimited. It hath neither walls nor precipices,
nor bounds, nor borders. A man may lose himself in
the midst of nations and kingdoms. And yet it is but
a centre compared to the universe. The distance of
the sun, the'"altitude of the stars, the wideness of
the heavens on every side passeth the reach of sight,
and search of the understanding. And whether it be
infinite or no, we cannot tell. The Eternity of God
^Brockes in "Betrachtung einer sonderbar schonen Winterland-
schaft" (IV, 415) writes of the beauty of the landscape:
"Der Glantz, den Konig' oder Kaiser/An Kostbarkeiten zeigen
konnen,/Sind nichts bei diesem Glantz zu rechnen, nicht
zu nennen."
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is so apparent in it, that the wisest of philosophers
thought the world eternal. We come into it, leave
it, as if it had neither beginning nor ending. Con¬
cerning its beauty I need say nothing. No man can
turn unto it but must be ravished with its appearance
Only thus much, since these things are so beautiful,how much more beautiful is the author of them? ...
His wisdom is expressed in manifesting His infinity
in such a commodious manner. He hath made a penetrable
body in which we may stand, to wit the air, and see
the Heavens and the regions of the Earth, at wonder¬
ful distances. His goodness is manifest in making
that beauty so delightful, and its varieties so profit
able. The air to breathe in, the sea for moisture,
the earth for fertility, the heavens for influences,
the Sun for productions, the stars and trees wherewith
it is adorned for innumerable uses. Again His goodness
is seen, in the end to which He guideth all this
profitableness, in making it serviceable to supply
our wants, and delight our senses: to enflame us
with His love, and make us amiable before Him, and
delighters in His blessedness. God having not only
shewed us His simple infinity in an endless wall,
but in such an illustrious manner, by an infinite
variety, that He hath drowned our understanding in
a multitude of wonders: transported us with delights
and enriched us with innumerable diversities of joys
and pleasures. The very greatness of our felicity
convinceth us that there is a God.''
In this passage the points to note are (1) the
close relationship between God's infinity and the infinity
of the universe; (2) the mixture of beauty and utility
which is also linked to the next point; (3) God's goodness
in the variety of creation (theme of plenitude); (4) the
2
beauty of the world is associated with joy and pleasure.
1Thomas Traherne, Centuries of Meditations, ed. Bertram
Dobell (London, 19277, p. 91 ff.
2A11 of these points are found in Brockes' poetry. Traherne,
like Brockes, tells us "that the world serves you in this
fathomless manner, exhibiting the Deity, and ministering to
your blessedness, ought daily to transport you with a bless^
vision, into ravishments and ecstasies" (p. 95)• THe world is
to be enjoyed (pp. 195, 138, 145); "...the WORLD is unknown,
till the Value and Glory of it is seen; till the Beauty and
Serviceableness of its parts is considered. When you enter
into it, it is an illimited field of Variety and Beauty;
where you may lose yourself in the multitude of Wonders
and Delights" (No. 18).
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This last point, as we know, is the idea which in¬
spires the Irdisches Vergnugen; the vocabulary reminds us
of Brockes: ravish, delight, transport, pleasure, joy,
"enflame us with His love," "in Lieb entbrennen" (Die
Sonne). Like Brockes, Traherne looks upon the enjoyment
of the beauty of the world as living "the life of God"
(p. 161). "Every spire of grass is the work of His hand"
(p. 197) and "we are lost in abysses, we now are absorpit
in wonders, and swallowed up of demonstrations Beasts,
fowls, and fishes teaching and evidencing the glor-y of
their Creator" (p. 9A) ; these could be Brockes' own words.
Brockes could ask with Traherne, "Are not praises the
very end for which the world was created?" (p. 221) Brockes
writes:
Kornrnt, schmecket und sehet,
Wie freundlich der Herr!
Traherne:
My Palat is a Toucli-stone fit
To taste how Good Thou art;
My other Members second it,
Thy Praises to impart...
Traherne makes good use of the cosmic journey motif
since he is fascinated by space,
All the Glory, Light, and Space,
The Joy and blest Variety
That doth adorn the Godhead's Dwelling-place....
He will "see the King/Of Glory face to face" (The Vision,
pp. 16-18). Space is full of soul and life:
No empty Soace; it is all full of Sight,
All Soul and Life, an Ey most bright,
All Light and Lov„„.
(Felicity, p. 22)
^Traherne!s Poems of Felicity, ed. H.I. Bell (Oxford, 1910),
p__„„_
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Many of his poems (Sight, pp. 108-110) express his thirst
for the infinite:
We first by Nature all things boundless see;
Feel all illimited; and know
No Terms or Periods: But go on
Throughout the Endless Throne
Of God, to view His wide Eternity. „<>
(The City, pp. 121-124)
One world is not enough, Traherne seeks infinity:
Each one of all those Worlds must be
Enricht with infinit Variety
And Worth- or 'twill not do.
(insatiableness, pp0 124-126)
It is true that Traherne's style is different from
that of Brookes (perhaps because Traherne is more of a
mystic), but many feelings which inspire them are surely
very similar. Both have the enthusiastic sense of infinity
on the one hand, and of the immediate beauty of the world
on the other hand.
For Traherne the beauty of the earth is a treasure
surpassing all worldly wealth:
For so when first I in the Summer-fields
Saw golden Corn
The Earth adorn,
(This day that Sight its Pleasure yields)
No Rubies could more take mine Ey;
So lovly did the distant Green
That fring'd the field
Appear, and yield
Such pleasant Prospects to be seen
From neighb'ring Hills; no precious Stone,
Or Crown, or Royal Throne,
Which do bedeck the Richest Indian Lord,
Could such Delight afford.
(The World, pp. 28-28)
This can be compared to Brockes:
Vor unsrer Felder Schmuck errothen
Selbst Babylonische Tapeten,
Die eine kluge Nadel stickt.
Ein grliner Sammt mit Gold verbramet,
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Mit Perlen und Rubin besamet,
Wird, durch den Glantz, der uns're Wiesen schnuckt,
Wie Glas durch. Diamant, beschamet.
(Metzler, p. 14)
It has not been possible to determine whether Brock
had read Norris and Traherne. What I have shown is that
some of Brookes' hymnic passages and themes come from a
different background from the one with which we have pre¬
viously identified him. The more Platonic and mystical
tone is represented by Norris and the more enthusiastic
concern with this world and with space is seen in the work
of Traherne. Even if Brockes had no access to the works
of these poets, he could have absorbed what they have to
offer by means of secondary sources.
I am also suggesting that Brockes derived his feel¬
ing for infinity and the infinite God from the Cambridge
Platonistso He obtained the more scientific facts about
the universe from the scientists and those who used the
work of the scientists. Derham's Astro-Theology was a mine
of information. Brookes' poems, especially the scientific
ones, are full of facts of this kind. The poem "Die himm-
lische Schrift" which is composed of many different
elements, including the new attitudes discussed in this
chapter, provides the following information:
Ob gleich Huygenius, Cassin,
Horoccius und Wendelin,
La Hire, nebst Plamstedius,
Auch Newton und Ricciolus
Von unsrer Sonnen Grosse schreiben,
Sie sey entsetzlich, und die Zahl,
Wodurch dieB helle Licht=Gefasse
An Grosse dieser Erden Grosse
Noch ubertraf', auf viel viel hundert tausend treiben;
So wolien wir jedoch das allerkleinste setzen,
Und sie auf hundert tausend mahl
Nur grosser, als die Erde, schatzen.
(Metzler, p. 117)
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The difference between this view of the sun and
that expressed in the stanzas from "Die Sonne" which were
quoted earlier is considerable„ The first view conveys
knowledge about the sun and the second an experience of
the sun as a religious encounter almost. Such an experience
seems to result from the union of Platonism and the rea¬
lization of the infinite universe. In fact, those who con¬
tributed most to the conception of the infinite universe
owed a lot to the tradition stemming from Plato and
A
Pythagoras.
Shaftesbury deserves a place in the present dis¬
cussion because of his relationship to the Cambridge
Platonists and Brockes' use of his apostrophe to Nature
from The Moralists. The Moralists, a Philosophical
Rhapsody...(1709)2 is a discussion between Theocles
(Shaftesbury), Philocles and a few minor characters re¬
ported to a friend called Palemon. Philocles is converted
in the course of these discussions to Theocles1 views
about the existence of God. This has been achieved more
by Theocles' imaginative apostrophes to natural phenomena
than by intellectual arguments. His inspiration for these
almost poetic passages depended on a natural setting,
the view of a plain from a hill at sunrise. This, he
hopes, will "inspire us with a truer song of Nature,
teach us some celestial hymn, and make us feel divinity
present in these solemn places of retreat»"
^This emerges from Koyre's book.
^Characteristics, vol. II, pp» 97-99»
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This section of the Moralists (pp. 97-124) fits
into the background which we have been tracing. Shaftes¬
bury's God is, of course, closer to the God of the Cambridge
Platonists than to the God of the scientists and the physico-
theologistso Both groups were interested in the revelation
of God in creation but Shaftesbury dispenses with didactic
demonstration and relies on enthusiasm:
All Nature's wonders serve to excite and perfect
this idea of their author. 'Tis here he suffers
us to see, and even converse with him in a manner
suitable to our frailty. How glorious is it to
contemplate him in this noblest of his works
apparent to us, the system of the bigger world!
(p. 112)
The first meditation is an apostrophe to the
setting—"Ye fields and woods...." It is considered to
be the ideal place for meditation on the cause of things
and for the contemplation of nature. Nature is next
apostrophized—"0 glorious nature! supremely fair and
sovereignly good! all-loving and all-lovely, all-divine!"
Her works are superior to those of man. It all sounds like
a hymn to Nature, the supreme Deity until she is addressed,
a few lines later, as "wise substitute of Providence! im-
pov/ered creatress!" She is therefore the goddess of Nature,
whom we discussed earlier, an intermediate being between
God and the world. The hymn to Nature glides almost im¬
perceptibly into a hymn to God with the lines: "Or thou
impowering deity, supreme creator! Thee I invoke and thee
alone adore." Theocles celebrates Nature but recognizes
that God is the source: "...I sing of Nature's order in
created beings, and celebrate the beauties which resolve
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in thee, the source and principle of all beauty and oer-
fection."
Brockes versified the whole passage although he
disapproved of the tendency to make two separate beings
of God and Nature. Shaftesbury was rejected as a deist
O
or even as an atheist by more orthodox contemporaries.
It is interesting to note that Brockes modifies Shaftes¬
bury's "all-divine" as applied to Nature to "selbst gott-
lich, da, in ihr, der Gottheit Wesen Selbst zu sehn."
The being invoked by Theocles is the all-pervading
deity of the Cambridge Platonists, the God of infinite
space:
Thy being is boundless, unsearchable, impenetrable.
In thy immensity all thought is lost, fancy gives
over its flight, and wearied imagination spends
itself in vain, finding no coast nor limit of this
ocean, nor, in the widest tract through which it
soars, one point yet nearer the circumference than
the first centre whence it parted.
This is not the mystical God within who, in moments of
ecstasy, can be identified with the self, but a God to
whom one must soar "into the wide expanse." The depths
and "abyss of Deity" cannot be sounded. Man being "intel¬
ligent and rational" can attempt "to tread the labyrinth
of wide Nature and endeavour to trace" God in his works.
In this quest Theocles asks for guidance.
All these elements are already familiar except
for the modified conception of God. The apostrophe and
prayer for guidance were found in Virgil, Lucretius, the
^Above ,p 146.
2R.L. Brett, The Third Earl of Shaftesbury; a Study in
eighteenth-century literary Theory "(London, 1951") •
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hexaemera and the biblical epic. They are elements in the
poetry of Blackmore, Thomson and Brockes.
fheocles now takes Philocles on a tour of' the uni¬
verse. The sun is hailed as "Prodigious orb! bright source
of vital heat, and spring of day!.... Mighty being! brightest
image and representative of the Almighty!" Most of the works
which we have mentioned so far also showed a preoccupation
with the sun and its similarity to God, but we shall have
to consider this question later in another context. Shaftes¬
bury's treatment of the sun has the elements of other works
on the subject. The scientific and the religious are blend¬
ed into a kind of hymn to the sun. Shaftesbury wonders how
it can maintain its supply of heat in spite of the continual
loss of heat. The question of motion also enters:
But, 0 thou who art the author and modifier of
these various motions! 0 sovereign and sole mover,
by whose high art the rolling spheres are governed,
and these stupendous bodies of our world hold their
unrelenting courses!
He asks: "how hast thou animated these moving worlds? what
spirit or soul infused?" This reflects the close connection
which we have already noted between the problem of motion
and of God.
The next meditation deals with those aspects of the
natural world which were covered in Brockes' scientific
poems—minerals, winds, sea, rain, springs, rivers and
light. The main points are there, but the usual details
are lacking; the questions of the loadstone and of the salt
in the sea are not touched upon.
Theocles is about to go on to the subject of the
creation of the world and of its end—a favourite literary
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subject—but is restrained by Philocles who would rather
stay on the humble earth„ Instead, he ranges over the
frigid and torrid zones, plants and deserts. Shaftesbury,
like the others, finds something positive to say about
hideous deserts.
Such subjects are the same as those treated by
writers like Ray, Derham and Pluche. Shaftesbury is also
interested in them as a means of reaching God. His God
is of course different, and the use he makes of the mate¬
rial is different if we look at it more closely. The basic
elements are the same—minerals, heavenly bodies, elements
etc,, but without the details,, They are no longer used as
proofs or demonstrations but as poetic prose in the language
of enthusiasm. Theocles has not been able to convince
Philocles by rational arguments and appeals to his imagina¬
tion. It is quite natural that subjects from natural history
should be chosen for this when we remember that John Rey¬
nolds and Dennis held such studies to be a stepping-stone
to religion and hence a most suitable subject for poetry.
Theocles' speeches are considered to be "numbered
prose" which Philocles compares to pastoral poetry:
Por in the manner I was now wrought up, 'twas as
agreeable to me to hear him, in this kind of
passion, invoke his stars and elements, as to
hear one of those amorous shepherds complaining
to his flock, and making the woods and rocks
resound the name of her- whom he adored....
Moreover it is important for us to realize that, for the
restrained Augustan period,^ Theocles was considered to
1For the background of this see George Williamson, "The
Restoration Revolt Against Enthusiasm," Studies in Philology,
xxx (1933), pp.. 371-603.
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be very daring, even on the verge of madness. This is why
he has to ask his listener to pull him by the sleeve if
he becomes too extravagant (p. 115). Shaftesbury is cau¬
tiously suggesting a new kind of poetry.
It is not difficult to show that Brockes, in some
of his poems, is doing the same thing in verse as Shaftes¬
bury is doing in prose. His scientific poems are discursive
and more like the writings of Ray, Derham and others who
were concerned with the demonstration of God from his
works. But those poems which have been discussed in this
chapter can be compared to Shaftesbury's poetic prose. It
is not possible to pursue the comparison throughout entire
poems since very few of them have any stylistic unity.
Brockes and Shaftesbury make use of the same sty¬
listic devices. Shaftesbury asks: "But whither shall we
trace the sources of the light?" and "How narrow then must
it [the world-] appear compared with the capacious system
of its own sun?" "What seats shall we assign to that
fierce element of fire, too active to be confined within
the compass of the sun, and not excluded even the bowels
of the heavy earth?" Such questions are often followed by
brief answers, but the questions are rhetorical questions
and the answers are not mere facts but statements used in
order to produce enthusiasm.
Brockes' poem "Gottes Grosse in den Wassern" also
uses questions and exclamations to arouse enthusiasm:
Wie wunderbarlich weit, wie unbegreiflich groB,
Wie unergriindlich tief ist doch des Meeres SchooB!
Wie dunckel ist sein Schlund! Wie flussig und wie dichte
Die rege Wasser=Welt! Wie schwer ist das Gewichte
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Des Wasser=Corpers doch! Was ist dem weiten Reich
Der ungemeBnen Tief' 311 Weit' und Grosse gleich?
(Metzler, p. 675)
Shaftesbury (Theocles) is also enthusiastic about water:
How beautiful is the water among the inferior earthly
works! Heavy, liquid, and transparent, without the
springing vigour and expansive force of air, but not
without activity,, Stubborn and unyielding when com¬
pressed, but placidly avoiding force, and bending
every way with ready fluency! Insinuating, it dis¬
solves the lumpish earth, frees the entangled bodies,
procures their intercourse, and summons to the field
the keen terrestrial particles, whose happy strifes,
soon ending in strict union, produce the various
forms which we beholdo How vast are the abysses of
the sea, where this soft element is stored; and
whence the sun and winds extracting, raise it into
clouds! These, soon converted into rain, water the
thirsty ground, and supply afresh the springs and
rivers, the comfort of the neighbouring plains, and
sweet refreshment of all animals„
(pp. 116-117)
Brookes and Shaftesbury make use of apostrophe.
Shaftesbury: "Ye fields and woods, Ye verdant plains..
Brockes:
Ihr Sonnen, die ihr ohne Zahl,
Im unergriindlichen unendlich=weiten Thai
Des hohlen Firmamentes stehet:
Ihr Weiten, die ihr euch urn diese Sonnen drehet,
Die voller Warm' und Licht, voll Strahlen, Glantz und
Gluth;
Es soil von euch rnein fast entziickter Muth
Ein Andacht=voiles Lied, ein Ehrerbietig's Singen
Dem grossen All zum Opfer bringen.
(Metzler, p. 115)
This is part of their hymnic style. Some aspect of nature
is first apostrophized: "Prodigious orb! bright source of
vital heat "—"Lebensquelle, Brunn der Strahlen,/Sonne
gottlichs Schattenbild...." Then we are led to the praise
of God—"But, 0 thou who art the author and modifier of
these various motions..."—"Gott, Brunn alier Herriichkeit „
Shaftesbury, like More and Traherne, has the feeling
for the vastness of space which leads to the feeling of
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divinity:
Besides the neighbouring planets (continued he, in
his rapturous strain) what multitudes of fixed stars
did we see sparkle not an hour ago in the clear night,
which yet had hardly yielded to the day? How many
others are discovered by the help of art? Yet how
many remain still beyond the reach of our discovery!
Crowded as they seem, their distance from each other
is as unmeasurable by art as is the distance between
them and us. Whence we are naturally taught the
immensity of that being who, through these immense
spaces, has disposed such an infinity of bodies, be¬
longing each (as we may well presume) to systems as
complete as our own world, since even the smallest
spark of this bright galaxy may vie with this our
sun, which shining now full out, gives us new life,
exalts our spirits, and makes us feel divinity more
present.
(pp. 112-113)
The passages which have already been quoted from
Brockes' "Die Sonne" may be compared to this extract fox*
the sense of infinite space. It is worth noting too that
such thoughts remind man of God's immensity and, at the
same time, make him aware of the presence of God. We re¬
member that Theocles had deliberately chosen a natural
setting so that he could find inspiration for his hymns
and "feel divinity present." Shaftesbury's God in this
section of The Moralists is "original soul, diffusive,
vital in all, inspiriting the whole" yet, at the same time,
"boundless, unsearchable, impenetrable" so that man cannot
"sound the abyss of Deity." Brockes' God is also "allge-
genwartig" and "unerforschlich."
It is, I hope, clear that the attitude to God and
Nature discussed in this chapter belongs to a different
background from that of Ray and Derham and that it is more
closely related to the ideas of the Cambridge Platonists
than to any other stream of thought. Brockes' scientific
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poems, except "Die Sonne," reflect the theology of the
scientific background, while his poems on the cosmos re¬
present the boundless infinite God. It would be useful to
make a general rule of this observation and infer that
Brookes' God is dependent on the particular background or
the particular sources which the poet is using, but this
is not the case. There are several poems in which the
different views of God exist side by side. One poem from
a group of "Neu=Jahrs=Gedichte" with the sub-title "Morgen=
Gebet im Winter" (I, 489) is written in a very prosaic
style about the trivialities of Brockes' bourgeois daily
life and has a hymnic ending which is completely incon¬
gruous: "0 undurchdringliches allgegenwartigs Licht!/Un-
endlichs Ursprungs=Meer erschaffner Herrlichkeiten!" This
suggests that Brockes uses his material arbitrarily,,
Brockes seems to take subjects and motifs from various
sources and construct poems from them. In his Irdisches
Vergnugen we find these repeated from poem to poem in
different combinations and in varying degrees of inte¬
gration. Sometimes they sound like patchwork, sometimes
they are successful as unified poems.
The following extract from "Die himmlische Schrift"
reflects a God who harmonizes with the context:
Da ich anitzt die allertiefste Hohe,
Den unbegrentzten Rau.m des hohlen Himmels, sehe,
Die Weite sonder Ziel, die GOtt allein erfullet,
Wo Sein unendlich ewig Kleid,
Gewebt aus Licht und Dunckelheit,
Sein Wesen zeiget und verhiillet.. „
(Metzler, p. 115)
Another extract, this time from "Der gestirnte Himmel,"
a similar cosmic context, blends the motif of God's "un-
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endlich ewig Kleid" with another picture of God as the
Lord of Hosts.
Mich deucht, ob sail' mein Geist den unsichtbaren GOtt,
Der selbst der Ewigkeit Unendlichkeiten fullet,
Der Seraphinen HErrn, den Herrscher Zebaoth,
Als war' Er in ein Kleid von Glantz und Licht gehiillet,
In ein unendlich Kleid, drauf, statt der Edelsteinen,
Viel tausend tausend Sonnen scheinen,
Statt Perl und Gold, viel Millionen Erden„
(Metzler, p. 114)
Such a combination of different conceptions of God in this
passage and indeed throughout Brockes1 whole work has tend¬
ed to confuse those who have so far studied his poetry;
some speak vaguely of Lutheranism, others of pantheism
and other "isms". But Brockes' poetry does not fit into
any definite category. I have identified two main strands
but before this information can be interpreted, more
evidence about Brookes' method of writing has to be collected.
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CHAPTER VI
BROOKES AND THE SUBLIME
The new feeling for infinite space in association
with God's attribute of infinity which we noted in the
last chapter leads to the question of the sublime which
is important for the study of Brockes. The aesthetics of
/]the sublime as discussed by several scholars ranges over
such a wide field that Shaftesbury and Milton, whom one
would consider to be completely different, according to
certain criteria, are both considered sublime. Only those
aspects which shed new light on Brockes' poetic activity
need detain us.
Samuel Monk finds the roots of eighteenth-century
attitudes to the sublime in the pseudo-Longinian treatise
Peri Hupsous which was primarily concerned with questions
of rhetoric. Monk, on his own admission, emphasizes a few
aesthetic points "out of proportion to the space they
occupy." In this he is justified, since they were to be
taken up and re-interpreted by eighteenth-century writers.
Eor instance, he is interested in passages from Longinus
which suggest a relationship between the sublime and emo¬
tion. The sublime "not only persuades, but even throws an
audience into transport..." (p. 12). One of the qualities
of the sublime, "the Pathetic," is the "power of raising
1Samuel Monk, The Sublime: a Study of Critical Theories
in Eighteenth-Century England "(New York, 19557• Marjorie
Hope Nicolson, Mountain Gloom and Mountain Glory (New fork,
1963). The Critical Works of John Dennis, ed. Edward Niles
Hooker "(Baltimore, 19397• R.L. Brett, The Third Earl of
Shaftesbury: A Study in Eighteenth-Century Literary Theory
"(London, 19577 •
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the passions to a violent and even enthusiastic degree.
(p. 1j)o I should add to this other points which are of
interest to our special study. Longinus notes the sublimity
of the Mosaic account of the creation (p. 15). In addition,
Monk summarizes some ideas from the treatise On the sublime
(pp. 14-5-14-7). Longinus believes that man is endowed with
a love of grandeur:
Hence it is, that the whole universe is not sufficient
for the extensive reach and piercing speculation of
the human understanding. It passes the bounds of the
material world, and launches forth at pleasure into
endless space.
Nature impels us to admire not a small river "that ministers
to our necessities" but the Nile, the Ister, and the Rhine;
likewise the sun and stars "surprise" us, and "Aetna in
eruption commands our wonder." What we have to retain here
is (1) the connection between the sublime and emotion and
(2) the connection between the vast and emotion.
The sublime became very popular in England and
France with Boileau's translation of On the Sublime in 1674-.
John Dennis was one of its most ardent exponents in Eng¬
land and his enthusiasm earned for him the nickname "Sir
Tremendous Longinus." Several extracts from his essays,
"The Advancement and Reformation of Modern Poetry" (1701)
and "The Grounds of Criticism in Poetry" (1704-), will
help us to see how many of the elements which have akready
1
been discussed, impinge upon the question of the sublime.
Dennis continually emphasizes that religious emotion
produces the highest form of poetry. He writes in the Epistle
^1 am using Hooker's edition, vol. I, p. 19b.
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Dedicatory to one "Advancement and Reformation of Modern
Poetry" about the "Assertion which is the Foundation of
the following Treatise; which is, That Religion gives a
very great Advantage for the exciting of Passion in Poetry."
Other subjects which produce emotion in poetry are the
phenomena of the material world—sun, moon, stars, the
immensity of the universe and the motions of heaven and
earth; water, earth, air, fire, winds, seas, rivers and
mountains; all the wonders of the universe which "shew
the Attributes of the Creator, or relate to his Worship"
(p. 350)- Natural philosophy is also important, for "the
more we know of Things that are never to be comprehended
by us, the more that Knowledge must make them appear
wonderful" (p„ 330)-
These subjects are very familiar in the background
which we have been studying. It is now easy to see how
all the scientific and theological threads tie up with the
poetic and aesthetic„ There are, of course, degrees of
sublimity or enthusiasm and different "enthusiastic passions."
Dennis distinguishes between vulgar and enthusiastic passion.
The vulgar is the ordinary way of looking at things which
sees the sun as "a round flat shining Body." To the mind
"in Meditation" it is "a vast and glorious Body, and the
top of all the visible Creation, and the brightest material
Image of the Divinity." Thunder produces the ordinary idea
of "a black Cloud, and a great Noise" but the mind in
meditation
sets before us the most forcible, most resistless,
and consequently th® most dreadful Phaenomenon in
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Nature: So that this Idea must move a great deal
of Terror in us, and 'tis this sort of Terror that
I call Enthusiasm. And 'tis this sort of Terror, or
Admiration, or Horror, and so of the rest, which
express'd_in Poetry make that Spirit, that Passion,
and that Eire, which so wonderfully please.
Ipp.338-339)
Similarly, we have seen in Brookes' treatment of the sun
A
varying degrees of emotion from the "vulgar" to the sublime.
The poems from the scientific background tended to be more
objective and factual while those which fitted into the
background of the Cambridge Platonists were more "enthusiastic
We shall see later that Brookes also exploits the kind of
sublimity which Dennis associates with thunder, the sublimity
of terror.
Another passage from Dennis adds a new element to
the discussion of emotion in poetry:
I call that ordinary Passion whose cause is clearly
comprehended by him who feels it, whether it be
Admiration, Terror or Joy; and I call the very same
Passions Enthusiasms, when their cause is not clearly
comprehended by him who feels them.
Brockes' poetry is full of the mystery of the incomprehensible
The most typical expression of this kind of sublimity are
Shaftesbury's words "in thy immensity all thought is lost...."
R.L.Brett says that Shaftesbury added to the idea
of the sublime by connecting it with infinity and making
it a more aesthetic conception. But before him More and
Traherne were also carried away in their imagination by the
idea of infinity and the infinite deity with which it was
associated. Several examples have been given to show that
Brockes was inspired by the same ideas and feelings. I should
like to quote some more poems which reveal that Brockes
can be called a poet of the sublime as far as his attitude
to infinite space is concerned.
^Above,p.176.
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The passage is from the poem "Der Wolcken= wad,
Luft=Himmel" (Met.zler, pp. 148-157). It is the impression
of immense endless spaces which is important here:
Es schwinget sich mein Geist in die sapphime Hohe,
Ich eil' ins Firmament, ich fliege, wie ein Str&hl,
Durchs Boden=lose Meer, durchs muimschranckte Thai
Des nie hegriff'nen Raums, in dessen hohlen Grlinden
Kein Ziel, kein SchluB, kein Grund zu finden.
Hier denck' ich an die Tief', hier denek' ich an die
V/eite,
Die ungeheure Lang' und ungeheure Breite
Des Kreises, den allein der Somen licht. erfiillt.
Das unaufhorlich strahlt und unauf'norlich ouxllt
Aus einem Mittel=Punct von Killionen MeiXen.
This is not an ordinary account of space but the expression
of a tremendous feeling for and experience of immensity,
written with enthusiasm. This experience is linked to an
impression of an infinite God. 'The next, lines are:
Hilf GOTT! was stellt sich. mir,
Indem ich dieses denck1, fiir sine Gross© far!
Kein mensch1 icher Verstand ksnm. hier eim Ziel ereilen.
0 unermeBlicher, o ungeheurer Banm,,
Wer wird doch deine Gross1 und Siefe fassen konnem,
Indem die gantze Welt, Luft, Meer und Socle, kaum,
Bey deinem Mittel=Punct, ein IfitteX=]Eitact zu nennen.
The next: example is from the poena "Gottes Grosse®
A
(pp. 55%-558) which contains too many illustrations of
1
It is interesting to note that the feeling for the subline
in association with God and the infinite universe which is
characteristic of Klopstock's odes is experienced, in some
circles quite early in the century in Germany. Cfaristof Junker,
Das Weltraumbild in der. deutschen lyrik von Cpitz. bis Elopstock
(.Berlin, 1932) discusses this and claims that Brock.es is tribe
first German poet to write about it. Broekes" "Gottes Grdsse
was printed in Der Patriot- 5^ (21 Bee. 172%) and. .had apparently
been circulating in manuscript font anonymously. It is also
published anonymously in Der Patriot although the .author claims
to know who wrote it. It. is published in Ird. Herg» vol. Ill
in 17.28. The article in Der Patriot prints another poem on this
subject by an unnamed Viennese poet; the title is ""Betrachtung
des unendlichen Schopffers bey Anschauung des. gestamtesn
Bimmels." Another article, probably by Brookes, Per- Patriot
42 (Oct. 1724) discusses the infinite universe.J&e following
passage is typical of many of Brockes* poems: *Bs war mar
unmoglich, bey diesem weitlanfftigen prachtigen -i3cliam=KLatze
der Matur, nicht zugleich auff dessen unendlichen BasfcsMeister
zu gedencken, der aJQe diese Binge durch Seine Gegemmmrt ffuTHet.
und erhalt, und meine Gedancken verlohren sich g^r hsld in dean
gfund=losen Meere der Gottlxchen Gneme llielikeit.r
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Gocl's relationship to space to be reproduced. Stanza ?
is particularly interesting as it provides a transition to
the next point I wish to make concerning Brockes' use of
the sublime:
Wenn ich aber endlich dencke,
Was der Siid= und Norder=Pol
Wohl fur einen Raum verschrencke,
Und was dieser Abgrund wohl
Fur ein Sternen=Heer bedecke;
So erstaun' ich, zittr', erschrecke.
Mein so gar verschlung'ner Sinn
Weis nicht, ob und was ich bin.
It is the emotional reaction to vast spaces which
is important here. A mixture of astonishment and fear is
accompanied by something like a loss of identity. The poem
"Das Firmament" consists of twenty lines which describe the
experience of space. The poet exclaims, "Es schwindelte mein
Aug' , es stockte meine Seele" when he looks at the immense
firmament.
Die ungeheure Gruft voll unsichtbaren Lichts,
Voll lichter Dunckelheit, ohn' Anfang, ohne Schrencken,
Verschlang so gar die Welt, begrub selbst die Gedancken;
Mein gantzes Wesen ward ein Staub, ein Punct, ein Nichts,
Und ich verlohr mich selbst. Dieft schlug mich plotzlich
nieder;
Verzweiflung drohete der gantz verwirrten Brust:
Allein, o heilsams Nichts! gluckseliger Verlust!
Allgegenwart'ger Gott, in Dir fand ich mich wieder.
(Metzler, p. 4-77)
Such passages in Brockes' poetry are not to be under¬
stood as a mystical experience of self-annihilation prior
to identification with God but as the experience of the
sublime as it comes to be crystallized by writers of the
period. If we examine most of the examples from Brockes, we
will note that this experience is linked with the effort of
the reason or the imagination to comprehend the boundless.
The last two examples suggest that, confronted with immensity,
knowledge and thought are rendered useless. In "Die himmlische
Schrift" Brockes has been trying to calculate the size of the
earth compared to the size of the sun and calls out:
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0 GOtt! wo bin ich doch? wer bin ich? Ich verschwinde,
Indem ich nicht einrnahl die Welt,
Nebst allem, was sie in sich halt,
Nur in Vergleich mit einer Sonne, finde.
(Metzler, p. 117)
The same theme is found in Shaftesbury:
Thy being is boundless, unsearchable, impenetrable.
In thy immensity all thought is lost, fancy gives
over its flight, and wearied imagination spends itself
in vain, finding no coast nor limit of this ocean...
The mind cannot in any way "sound the abyss of Deity."
Theocles (Shaftesbury) is "struck with the sense of this so
narrow being and of the fulness of that immense one."
According to Brett, it is this aspect of the sublime which
constitutes Shaftesbury's particular contribution to the
question:
But in his description of the sublime in Nature, as
something too big for the capacity of the imagination,
Shaftesbury was laying the foundations for an inquiry
which lasted throughout the century.
(p. 190)
The famous Spectator essays, "The Pleasures of the
Imagination" which appeared a few years after Shaftesbury's
Moralists take up this point:
Our Admiration, which is a very pleasing motion of
the Mind, immediately rises at the Consideration of
any Object that takes up a great deal of room in the
.Fancy, and, by consequence, will improve into the
highest pitch of Astonishment and Devotion when we
contemplate his Nature, that is neither circumscribed
by Time nor Place, nor to be comprehended by the largest
Capacity of a Created Being.
(Spectator 413)
A later Spectator (No. 420) confirms many of the points
which we have already noted in connection with the sublime.
It is a long passage but quite important. Addison has just
been praising Livy's lively presentation of history, and
continues:
^Characteristics, vol. II, p. 9^.
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But among this Sett of 'writers, there are none who more
gratifie and enlarge the Imagination, than the Authors
of the new Philosophy, whether we consider their Theories
of the Earth or Heavens, the Discoveries they have made
by Glasses, or any other of their Contemplations on
Nature. We are not a little pleased to find every green
Leaf swarm with Millions of Animals, that at their
largest Growth are not visible to the naked Eye. There is
something very engaging to the Fancy, as well as to our
Reason, in the Treatises of Metals, Minerals, Plants,
and Meteors. But when we survey the whole Earth at once,
and the several Planets that lye within its Neighbourhood,
we are filled with a pleasing Astonishment, to see so
many Worlds hanging one above another, and sliding round
their Axles in such an amazing Pomp and Solemnity. If,
after this, we contemplate those wide Fields of Ether,
that reach in height as far as from Saturn to the fixed
Stars, and run abroad almost to an infinitude, our
Imagination finds its Capacity filled with so immense a
Prospect, and puts it self upon the Stretch to comprehend
it. But if we yet rise higher, and consider the fixt
Stars as so many vast Oceans of Plame, that are each of
them attended with a different Sett of Planets, and still
discover new Eirmaments and new Lights, that ai^e sunk
farther in those unfathomable Depths of Ether, so as not
to be seen by the strongest of our Telescopes, we are
lost in such a Labarinth of Suns and Worlds, and
confounded with the Immensity and Magnificence of Nature.
Nothing is more pleasant to the Fancy, than to
enlarge it self, by Degrees, in its Contemplation of the
various Proportions which its several Objects bear to
each other, when it compares the Body of Man to the Bulk
of the whole Earth, the Earth to the Circle it describes
round the Sun, that Circle to the Sphere of the fixt
Stars, the Sphere of the fixt Stars to the Circuit of
the whole Creation, the whole Creation it self to the
Infinite Space that is every where diffused about
it...
The passage continues by considering the other end of the
scale, the infinitely minute, then adds:
The Understanding, indeed, opens an infinite Space
on every side of us, but the imagination, after a few
faint Efforts, is immediately at a stand, and finds her
self swallowed up in the Immensity of the Void that
surrounds it...
Let us relate this passage to the work which we have
covered so far before we advance to new conclusions. The
ground is of course familiar. Addison, like the obher writers,
responds emotionally to the subjects which we in the twentieth
century find dull—treatises on metals, minerals, plants
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ana meteors. The discoveries of the scientists "gratify,®
the contemplation of the earth and the planets produces
"a pleasing astonishment," and space overwhelms and confounds
the imagination by its immensity and magnificence. Although
Addison does not mention the word "sublime® here, this fit®
into that category.
Writers on the theory of the sublime suggest that
vastness is essential. I should like to suggest that there
is a place in the conception of the sublime for the
infinitely small. If one accepts the®description of the
sublime in nature, as something too big for the capacity
of the imagination" then surely the world of the infinitely
small challenges the imagination in the same way- Addison
in fact tells us that the imagination is istopt in it®
operations, when it endeavours to take in any thing; that
is very great, or very little." Ee is thinking in. particular,
as the scientists before his, of the minute structure ©f the
bodies of the smallest animals.
Broekes has the same emotional reaction, t© the
infinitely small and the infinitely great a® hi® pxoeaii®
on these subjects show. The poem "'Be® kresse mnxi ilexm©"
2 -
brings both together, nicidss, ' after ©©msihenmng; the
overwhelming nature of the world of space„ CTramrrnri®® with
^Brett, above,p. 192.
Brookes often describes the ©speariLefflws© ©f the natural
world from a third—person, point of view msing; a&snaaners.
with pastoral names. 'They are not true© pastoral characters:
but merely observers in a landscape.
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his microscope the tiny body ox a grub:
Hier stutzt' er abermahl, stund auf, gieng hin und
wieder,
Hub endlich wieder an:
Wer ist, der dieB begreifen kann?
Wer, der des Schopfers Macht und Wunder=Werck ermisst?
He finds that God's greatness is revealed not only in the
infinitely great but also in the infinitely small:
Die ilimmel und ein Staub sind beyde Wunder=Wercke,
Und beyde zeigen sie des Schopfers Lieb' und Starcke.
(Metzler,p.246)
Writers of the period were interested in vast prospects
and panoramas which they found sublime. In this sense too,
Milton was considered sublime. Marjorie Nicolson attributes
"his great scenes of cosmic perspective" to the influence
of the telescope. She wi^ites:
God from his heavenly throne, Satan from the lowest
stair of the celestial ladder "look down with wonder
to behold" the vastest panorama ever described by
any English poet.1
Addison's essay (Spectator A12) contributes some
information on this subject. One of the sources of the
pleasures of the imagination is the sight of what is great:
By Greatness, I do not only mean the Bulk of any single
Object, but the Largeness of a whole Yiew, considered
as one entire Piece. Such are the Prospects of an open
Champian Country, a vast uncultivated Desert, of huge
Heaps of Mountains, high Rocks and Precipices, or a
wide Expanse of Waters, where we are not struck with
the Novelty or Beauty of the Sight, but with that rude
kind of Magnificence which appears in many of these
stupendous Works of Nature. Our Imagination loves to
be filled with an Object, or to grasp at any thing that
is too big for its Capacity. We are flung into a pleasing
Astonishment at such unbounded Views, and feel a delight¬
ful Stilness and Amazement in the Soul at the
Apprehension of them. . • • • •
Such wide and undetermined Prospects are as pleasing to
the Fancy, as the Speculations of Eternity or Infinitude




Brockes has written quite a number of poems which
fit into this category. His landscapes often start with a
description of the flowers at his feet and extend over
fields and woods to the horizon. There are several poems
about the sky, clouds and the sea. In fact he often thinks
of the one expanse in terms of the other so that it can be
said that his sense of largeness is even greater than his
present subject, for instance, a field of waving corn is
described as the rolling waves of the sea; the clouds
remind him of the sea or of mountains and scenes on earth.
Even when he is dealing with a restricted subject such as
!lDe.r Garten" (Metzler, p. 88) the flowers remind him of the
milky way and others are like white stars against the blue
background of the sky.
In the light of this background it is easier to
understand why Theories in The Moralists should choose
the frigid and torrid zones as a subject for one of his
enthusiastic speeches. We also remember that this was
a familiar subject in the works of those writers who
attempted to prove the wisdom of God from creation.
Lucretius had used the existence of useless deserts, the
torrid and frigid zones as arguments that the world was
imperfect and had not been created by a god. Much ingenuity
was therefore employed to refute this and prove the contrary.
Shaftesbury also adds an interesting new note.
The relevant passages are too long to quote in full.
The vast desolation of the frigid zone is described and
its dangers and hardships for man, who, by his superior
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reason, is able to overcome them and "adore the great
composer of these wondrous frames." The beginning consists,
as usual, of a series of exclamations which appeal to the
imagination rather than to reason:
How oblique and faintly looks the sun on yonder
climates, far removed from him! How tedious are the
winters there! How deep the horrors of the night, and
how uncomfortable even the light of day!
(p. 119)
Even the negative aspects of this vast inhospitable area,
which the other writers conveniently overlooked, are
emotively exploited. There is an element of horror in the
"raging cold,""the wild beasts," and the "wasted field."
This trend is more apparent in the next section on deserts:
All ghastly and hideous as they appear, they want not
their peculiar beauties. The wildness pleases. We seem
to live alone with Nature. We view her in her inmost
recesses, and contemplate her with more delight in the
original wilds than in the artificial labyrinths and
feigned wildernesses of the palace. The objects of the
place, the scaly serpents, the savage beasts, and
poisonous insects, how terrible soever, or how contrar
to human nature, are beauteous in themselves, and fit
to raise our thoughts in admiration of that divine
wisdom, so far superior to our short views.
(p. 122)
The new aesthetics of the "ghastly and hideous"
is different from Addison's milder kind of sublime in the
last Spectator passage. Its importance for the future
development of poetry is obvious. Since this is also a
feature of many of Brookes' poems, some time will have to
be devoted to the background of such a revolutionary cnange
m taste.
^The change is not a sudden one. I do not believe in
swinging pendulums.
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Shaftesbury's scaly serpents and savage beasts re¬
mind us of Broclces:
Holen, wo die Wolf' und Eulen,
Schlangen, Baren, Sturm und Wind
Brausen, zischen, schreyen, heulen;
Thaler, die stets dunckel sind,
Halb=verdorrte selt'ne Fichten,
Ohne Laub und leer an Friichten,
Und ein Boden, dessen SchooB
Nichts tragt, als ein faules MoB.
(Die Berge, stanza 9)
It is something of a contradiction that those who
are concerned with the reflection of God in his perfect
creation should admit that such imperfections exist.
Shaftesbury adds the following explanation to his passage
on deserts:
Unable to declare the use or service of all
things in this universe, we are yet assured
of the perfection of all, and of the justice
of that economy to which all things are sub¬
servient, and in respect of which things
seemingly deformed are amiable, disorder
becomes regular, corruption wholesome, and
poisons (such as these we have seen) prove
healing and beneficial.
(p. 122)
Two contrasted elements are combined in the
aesthetic principle propounded by Shaftesbury in his
words: "All ghastly and hideous as they appear, they want
not their peculiar beauties. The wildness pleases." The
deserts are judged according to an aesthetic standard
while the resulting emotion is irrational. It is these
aspects of the question which will now be investigated.
Taste in the seventeenth century, generally speaking,
favoured symmetry, proportion and the closed form. From
this point of view the universe seemed imperfect to Thomas
Burnet. But then he was faced with the problem of God's
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role as Creator since God, by his nature, could not create
anything which was imperfect. His work, The Sacred Theory
of the Earth, explains this apparent enigma. The original
creation was smooth, regular and uniform, like an egg.
After the fall of man came the deluge when the shell of
the world crashed in and caused the internal waters to
burst out and destroy the world. When the water receded
and the earth dried out, we were left with mountains, and
subterraneous caverns, all "ruins of a broken world."
This theory explains the present ugliness of the
world.
That hollow and broken Posture of Things under
Ground, all those Caves and Holes, and blind
Recesses, that are otherwise so unaccountable,
say but that they are a Ruin, and you have in one
Word explain'd them all.
(I, 171)
As for the "Channel of the Sea" it is so deformed and
irregular, without order or design that one cannot "admire
its Beauty or Elegancy." It is a
vast and prodigious Cavity that runs quite round
the Globe, and reacheth, for ought we know, from
Pole to Pole, and in many Places is unsearchably
deep: When I present this great Gulf to my
Imagination, emptied of all its Waters, naked and
gaping at the Sun, stretching its Jaws from one
End of the Earth to another, it appears to me the
most ghastly thing in Nature.
(I, 173)
One can hardly imagine an outlook more alien to
Brookes' view of the creation and yet, in several poems,
we are introduced to Burnet's world. In the poem "Betrach-
tung der Meeres=Tiefe"^ Brockes imagines that he is
viewing the depths of the sea and describes his reaction
1VII, 80-86; Tubingen, pp. 77-84-
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of "Scliauer" and. "Grausen." Its lack of order causes him
to exclaim:
Mein GOttI welch ein verworrnes Wesen, ohn'
Ordnung! rief ich alsobald.
Wie ist, von diesem Reich der Tieffe, doch die
Gestalt so ungestalt!
Gespaltner Hohlen dunckle Rachen, gebrochner
Berge blinde Klufte,
Verworrne bodenlose Schliinde, mit ew'ger
Nacht erfullte Griifte,
Unordentliche Felsenklumpen! Von Kiesel= bald,
bald Marrnorstein,
Ein wild zu Hauff gestiirtzter Schutt aus Stiicken,
die bald groB, bald klein,
Ein dichter bald, bald luckrer Hauffen, ein'
ungeheure Klippen=Last,
Die von der Sonnen nie bestrahlet, ein tief= und
schliipfriger Morast,
Ein harter KieB, ein fetter Schlamm, voll
widerlicher Klebrichkeiten,
Bedecken und formiren theils die ausgenagten
schroffen Seiten
Der gahen aufgeriBnen Holen, in welchen ofters
eine Schaar
Beschuppter wilder Wasserwunder und Ungeheur zu
sehen war,
Die, mit entsetzlichem Getos, wenn sie auf ihre
Weise spielten,
Durch ihre Last, Gewalt und Starcke, des Bodens
zahen Grund durchwiihlten.
Brookes then imagines that his reader will explain such
disorder in terms of Burnet's theory:
Hier, deucht mich, hor ich dich, mein Leser! mir
einen starcken Einwurf machen:
„Da ein so wild verworrnes Wesen, ohn alle Ordnung,
iiberall,
„Fast in dem grosten Theil der Welt, und den
daselbst vorhandnen Sachen,
„DaB man darob erschrickt, regiert; so scheints,
daB mehr durch einen Pall,
„Als durch ein weises Ueberlegen, der groste Theil
der 'Welt entstanden,
„Da nichts, als FinsterniB und Schrecken, im grosten
Theil der Welt, vorhanden.
In the poem "Das Wasser" he imagines the sea without water
as Burnet has done, and asks: "Wiirde man ohn' Angst und
Grauen/Solchen Abgrund wohl beschauen?"
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Welch' ein" ungeheure Breite,
Welch" entsetzlich schroffe Hoh'n,
Welch' unendlich ode Weite
Wiird' ein starres Auge sehn,
Wenn es grauend iiberliefe
Der verborgnen blinden Tiefe
UnermeBlich^holen Schlund,
Dessen Abgrund ohne Grund!
Dessen Himmel=hohe Seiten
Selber der Gedancken Kraft
Und die Sinnen iiberschreiten,
Deren FuB im Grunde haft't,
Deren tief=geborst'ner Bauche
Ungeheure Wasser=Schlauche,
Deren Stirnen aufwarts stehn,
Und bis ans Gestirne gehn.
Wurde man nicht ruffen miissen:
Wer hat doch der Abgrunds=Gruft
Weiten Rachen aufgerissen?
Wer formirte solche Kluft?
Welche starcke Finger haben .
Solchen tiefen Pful gegraben?
This is Burnet's vision of a "wide bottomless pit,"
"vast hollowness," a "fathomless" cavity with gaping
"Jaws." The shores and sides are broken and confused,
rugged and irregular, of uncertain dimensions and "raised
into banks and ramparts." There are caves under water,
and "hollow Passages into the Bowels of the Earth"
(I, 178). Burnet, like Brookes, asks
from what Causes, by what Force or Engines could
the Earth be torn in this prodigious manner?
Did they dig the Sea with Spades, and carry out
the Molds in Hand-baskets? Where are the Entrails
laid? and how did they cleave the Rocks asunder?
(I, 179)
When Burnet looks at the mountains he finds that
"There is nothing in Nature more shapeless and ill-figur'd
than an old Rock or a Mountain" (I, 195)•
They have neither Form nor Beauty, nor Shape, nor
Order, no more than the Clouds in the Air. Then
how barren, how desolate, how naked are they? How
they stand neglected by Nature? Neither the Rains
"^"Das Wasser," Metzler, p. 586, stanzas 5? 6 and 7»
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can soften them, nor the Dews from Heaven make
them fruitful.
(i, iw
How far this is again from Brookes' world! In his
poem "Der Morgen" (Metzler, pp. 75-79) he describes "Die
Hohen dieser Welt, der Berg' erhab'ne Gipfel,/Durchdrun-
gen bald darauf Auroren Rosen=Reich...." He has written
several poems about the beauty of clouds:
So zieren schon geformt= und schon gefarbte Diifte
Den Boden=losen Grund der gantz durchstrahlten Lufte
Durch Gottes Huld, zu unsrer Lust allein,
Mit Farben, Bildungen, mit Klarheit, Giantz -und Schein.
Burnet calls the mountains barren but several of Brockes'
poems tell us how useful they are because of the vines
and grain which grow there. Yet, in the poem "Die Berge"
(Metzler, pp. 124-131) "the peaks are "Oed' und grausam."
He views "Den verworr'nen Zustand":
Recht wie ausgebrannte Steine,
Schutt und Kohlen, Asch' und Graus,
Siehet, nach dem Augen=Scheine,
Vieles bey den Bergen aus.
Brockes even uses Burnet's vocabulary when he calls the
mountains heaps of stones, rocks and rubble.
All doubt which we might have had about Burnet's
influence on Brockes' attitude to mountains in this
seemingly negative picture is dispelled when we read:
Wann Burnet [italics mine] der Berge Hohen,
Als von der geborst'nen Welt
Rest und Zeichen, angesehen,__
Und durch Pluth verursacht halt:
Sollt1 ihr Schutt fast glaubend machen,
DaB vielleicht die Welt, mit Krachen,
Durch die Gluht, schon einst verheert,
Und, durch Brand sey umgekehrt.
(Stanza 13)
Other stanzas of the poem "Die Berge" have obviously
been inspired by Burnet:
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Wenn man jemand, dessen Augen
Niemahls ein Gebiirg' gesehn,
Sollt' im Schlaf zu bringen taugen
Auf der Alpen rauhe Hoh'n,
Und ihn dort erwachen lassen;
Wurd' er nicht vor F'urcht erblassen?
Glaubend, daB er nun nicht mehr
Lebend und auf Erden war.
(Stanza 6)
Burnet writes:
But suppose a Man was carried asleep out of a plain
Country amongst the Alps, and left there upon the
Top of one of the highest Mountains, when he wak'd
and look'd about him, he wou'd think himself in an .






■ Das entsetzliche Gebau
Der ohn' Hand1 erbauten Thiirne,
Deren Eis=beharn'schte Stirne
Mit Wind, Luft und Wolcken ficht,
Und derselben Wiiten bricht.
(Stanza 7)
Burnet:
To see on every Hand of him a Multitude of vast
Bodies thrown together in Confusion, as those
Mountains are; Rocks standing naked round about him;
and the hollow Valleys gaping under him; and at
his Feet, it may be, an Heap of frozen Snow in
the midst of Summer. He would hear the Thunder
come from below, and see black Clouds hanging
beneath him; upon such a Prospect it would not
be easy to him to persuade himself that he was
still upon the same Earth...
(I, 191-192)
One wonders why Brockes made use of material which
did not correspond to his own outlook. One answer could
be that he took themes for his poetry from all sources
which were available to him. Although there is sufficient
evidence to support this view, I should like to make
1
Bentley also uses this idea.
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another suggestion. If we look more closely at the poem
"Die Berge" (Metzler, pp. 124-131) several points are
evident. In the same poem there is the conflict of opinions
to which I have referred. The first half of the poem deals
with Burnet's world with its barren mountains, and the
second half with Brookes' world where the mountains are
God's rich treasuries supplying man with food, clothing
and minerals. Stanza 14 marks the transition:
Ob nun gleich der Berge Spitzen
Oed' und grausam anzusehn;
Sind sie doch, indem sie niitzen,
Und in ihrer Grosse, schon.
These lines, of course, still maintain the contrast—the
mountains are ugly but there is compensation in their
utility and size. It is only the theme of utility which
is developed in the remainder of the poem. On the other
hand, the poem opens with the words:
Lasst uns GOtt ein Opfer bringen,
Und, Sein' Allmacht zu erhohn,
Auch der Berge Bau besingen,
Die so ungeheuer schon,
DaB sie uns zugleich ergetzen,
Und auch in Erstaunen setzen.
Ihre Gross' erregt uns Lust,
Ihre Gahe schreckt die Brust.
In the next stanza we are in Burnet's world of "Holen,
Bruch' und Ritzen... Spalten, Griifte, Klippen, Kliifte."
The same mixture of disparate elements is found in another
poem "Betrachtung des Blanckenburgischen Marmors, in einem
Hirten=Gedichte" (Metzler, pp. 225-239). But here more
information is given about the poet's reaction to the
mountains:
Es hauchet Wiedrigkeit und Grauen,
An diesem Ort, fast jeder y0rwurf aus.
Es sehn zugleich die scheuch= und starren Blicke
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Hier ungeheure Felsen=Stucke,
raid fest und gantz, und bald zerbrochen und zerspalten:
Bald Abgriind', Holen, MooB und Graus.
But; the horror and aversion are replaced a few lines later
by another reaction:
An manchem Orte sind der Berge rauhe Hoh'n
Recht ungeheuer schon.
Die Grosse kann uns Lust und Schrecken
Zugleich erwecken.
The starting-point of this discussion, Shaftesbury's
"The wildness pleases" can explain why Brockes used Burnet's
view of the world. Brockes may not entirely agree about
the ugliness, but he is interested in the "Lust und
Schrecken." Shaftesbury and Brockes, when dealing with
vast deserts, used exclamations in order to elicit an
emotional reaction which was not the usual one caused by
beauty and harmony but a mixed reaction to what was hideous
and ghastly. In addition, they were interested in the up¬
lifting of the spirit by a confrontation with vastness
which transcended their powers of imagination.
This will become clearer if we consider further
examples. After Theocles has rhapsodized about vast
deserts in The Moralists, he turns to the subject of
mountains:
But behold! through a vast tract of sky before us,
the mighty Atlas rears his lofty head covered with
snow above the clouds. Beneath the mountain's foot
the rocky country rises into hills, a proper basis
of the ponderous mass above, where huge embodied
rocks lie piled on one another, and seem to prop
the high arch of heaven... See! with what trembling
steps poor mankind tread the narrow brink of the deep
precipices, from whence with giddy horror they look
down, mistrusting even the ground which bears them,
whilst they hear the hollow sound of torrents
underneath, and see the ruin of the impending rock,
with falling trees which hang with their roots




Man now begins to think of the changes in the earth's
surface, of the world as a "noble ruin" and of its
final decay (obviously a reference to Burnet's Theory
of the Earth). The travellers reach "the ever green and
lofty pines, the firs, and noble cedars, whose towering
heads seem endless in the sky, the rest of the trees
appearing only as shrubs beside them."
The Grand Tour, according to Marjorie Nicolson
played a great part in the changing aesthetics of the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries since it brought
the new experience of the Alpine crossing with all its
inexplicable emotions. One element in the attitude to
mountains, as the above extract shows, is the horror
caused by the physical danger. John Dennis recorded his
experience:
In the mean time we walk'd upon the very brink,
in a literal sense, of Destruction; one Stumble,
and both Life and Carcass had been at once
destroy'd. The sense of all this produc'd
different motions in me, viz., a delightful
Horrour, a terrible Joy, and at the same time,
that I was infinitely pleas'd, I trembled.^
Prior to this Dennis had seen different kinds of scenery—
a "horrid prospect," a roaring torrent, a dreadful pre¬
cipice, overhanging rock and fruitful valleys. These,
together with the dangers of the journey produced "a
terrible Joy."
The reason why Brockes treats Burnet's scenes
"voller Purcht und Grauen" is probably because of the
mixed emotions of "Lust und Schrecken" and "ein schreck-
liches Vergniigen" which he derives from them. It is also
on account of the kind of reaction which Burnet, in
^Quoted in Mountain Gloom, p. 277 from Dennis Works, ed.
Hooker, vol" II, p. 560.
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spite of his aesthetic judgment, admitted to in the
following passage:
The greatest Objects of Nature are, methinks,
the most pleasing to behold; and next to the
great Concave of the Heavens, and those bound¬
less Regions where the Stars inhabit, there is
nothing that I look upon with more Pleasure than
the wide Sea and the Mountains of the Earth. There
is something august and stately in the Air of
these things, that inspires the Mind with great
Thoughts and Passions; we do naturally, upon such
Occasions, think of God and his Greatness: And
whatsoever hath but the Shadow and Appearance of
INFINITE, as all Things have that are too big for
our Comprehension, they fill and over-bear the
Mind with their Excess, and cast it into a
pleasing kind of Stupor and Admiration.
(I, 188-189)
Burnet is saying that what is great and boundless
in the universe, the sky, sea and mountains, reminds us
of God and infinity and this overwhelms our understanding
and results in a pleasant emotion. His words "a pleasing
kind of Stupor and Admiration" make his reaction to these
things sound rather mild but the other passages which we
have quoted reveal an element of horror. These ideas are
similar to those of Shaftesbury and Addison. Brett, as
i
we remember, considered Shaftesbury to be the first m
2
the field with these ideas of the sublime, but Burnet
wrote his New Theory of the Earth before Shaftesbury's
Characteristics.
^Above, p. 192.
^Shaftesbury avoided the word "sublime" except in dis¬
cussions of style because of its misuse amongst his con¬
temporaries. The word which he used instead, "enthusiasm,"
was even more dangerous, on account of its long association
with religious fanaticism. In his letter concerning
Enthusiasm he justifies the word and uses it_himself in
our context to express "whatever is sublime in human^
passions." In fact, at the end of the rhapsodic section
of the Moralists Theocles is said to have taken leave of
the "sublime" which suggests that "sublime" and "enthusiasm"
are synonyms. See also Mountain Gloom, p. 298.
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The question of what is new under the sun is hard
to answer. Marjorie Nicolson considers the attitude to
"mountain glory" new, but mountains, although they have
not always been considered beautiful, have always been,
in a sense, associated with the sublime.^ Conrad Gesner,
and he was certainly not an isolated case,2 had a similar
attitude to mountains in the sixteenth century:
For how great the pleasure, how great, think you,
are the joys of the spirit, touched as is fit it
should be in wondering at the mighty mass of
mountains while gazing upon their immensity and,
as it were, in lifting one's head among the
clouds. In some way or other the mind is over¬
turned by their dizzying height and is caught-,
up in contemplation of the Supreme Architect.p
Mixed feelings of horror and sublimity are also
aroused by shady forests. In the Moralists Theocles is
describing a journey in the mountains and the reactions
of travellers to a vast wood:
And here a different horror seizes our sheltered
travellers when they see the day diminished by
the deep shades of the vast wood, which, closing
thick above, spreads darkness and eternal night
below. The faint and gloomy light looks horrid as
the shade itself; and the profound stillness of
these places imposes silence upon men, struck
with the hoarse echoings of every sound within
the spacious caverns of the wood. Here space
Maud Bodkin, Archetypal patterns in Poetry (London, 1963),
pp. 99 In the earliest civilizations, mountains and high
places have always been associated with the Gods. The Hebrew
tradition most of all seems to have made the greatest con¬
tribution to the sublime: "Yet it seems to be rather the
Hebrew than the Greek tradition that has made powerful in
our literature that aspect of the mountain, storm-shadowed,
which has been named 'the numinous'" (p. 102).
Johann Arndt (1555-1621) also considered mountains to be
the "Zierde der Erde" (above, p. 125).
^Conrad Gesner, On the Admiration of Mountains, the prefatory
letter addressed to Jacob Avienus, Physician, in Gesner's
pamphlet "On milk and Substance prepared from Milk," first
published at Zurich in 154-5. A description of Riven Mountain,
commonly called Mount Pilatus... (San Francisco, 1957), P- 5-
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astonishes; silence itself seems pregnant, whilst
an unknown force works on the mind, and dubious
oojects move the wakeful sense. Mysterious voices
are either heard or fancied, and various forms of
Q.eity seem to present themselves and appear more
manifest in these sacred silvan scenes, such as
of old gave rise to temples, and favoured the
religion of the ancient world. Even we ourselves,
who in plain characters may read divinity from so
many bright parts of earth, choose rather these
obscurer places to spell out that mysterious being,
which to our weak eyes appears at best under a
veil of cloud...
Brockes is much more of a poet of light than a poet
of. darkness. In such poems as treat the subject of darkness
he generally introduces flashes of lightning or moonbeams
to relieve it. The interplay of light and darkness in¬
trigues him. In his poem "Der Wald" (Metzler, pp. 216-224)
Brockes expresses some of these ideas, but it is not
possible to say whether Shaftesbury's influence was direct
or indirect. The expression and style are different but
it is conceivable, especially since the motifs are not
really typical of Brockes, that the English text suggested
the ideas which Brockes developed in his own way. The
mixture of contradictory feelings is quite marked. They
pervade the wood itself in a way which is typical of
Shaftesbury's nature scenes. The wood is the "Wohn=Platz
dunckler Lieblichkeiten,/Schaudrigter Zufriedenheiten."
Darkness fills the silent air and the entire forest and
its intangible being indicate some mysterious force which
acts on the body and the mind:
Der Schatten sichtbar's Nichts, in griinlicher Gestalt,
Erfullt die stille Luft, bedeckt den gantzen Wald,
Und ihr unfiihlbar's Wesen weis't,
In griiner Dammerung, in ruhigem Vergniigen,
Ein Etwas zwischen Leib und Geist,
Das Leib und Geist zugleich besiegen,
Ergetzen und erquicken kann...
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Brookes, like Shaftesbury, is talking about the "unknown
force" pervading the wood which "works on the mind." The
passage is remarkable.
The atmosphere of another section of Brockes1 poem
is also similar:
Des Ortes Alterthum zeugt Ehrfurcht, und die Schwartze
Der griinen Dammerung fiillt, durch's Gesicht, das Hertze
Mit sanfter Sittsamkeit. Die nie gestor'te Stille
Der unbewegten Luft erregt in unsrer Brust
Bald eine susse Eurcht, bald eine bange Lust,
Bald eine sanfte Ruh', bald manche fremde Grille,
Die Prucht der Einsamkeit.
Although the word "Altherthum" refers to the age of the
forest, it is allied to "the ancient world" through the
religious associations of "sacred silvan scenes." These
lines are a variation on "the profound stillness imposes
silence upon man...." Brockes' "susse Frucht," "bange
Lust" and "sanfte Ruh'" echoes Shaftesbury's horror,
astonishment and peace. Such feelings remind us of Brookes'
reaction to infinite space:
Ja, wenn wir endlich gar bey dieser Gross' und Lange
Noch vollends erst die ungezahlte Menge,
Ja die Unendlichkeit
So ungeheurer Lichts= und Sonnen=Gorper schauen
Mit Augen unsrer Seel'; entsteht ein heiligs Grauen.
Im Haupt wird das Gehirn, das Hertz in unsrer Brust,
Von einer frohen Angst, von einer bangen Lust
Geklemmt, gedruckt, gepresst,
Indem der GOttheit Bild,
Wodurch der gantze Bau der grossen Welt erfiillt,
Sich nicht ohn' Ehrfurcht schauen lasst.
(Metzler, p. 118)
Another sublime subject favoured by Brockes is the
seaJ Burnet and the other writers included the sea in the
^Maurice Colleville, La Renaissance du Lyrisme dans la poesie
allemande du XVIIIe sibcle (Paris, fl^bj;, pp. ^'10 ff. dis¬
cusses Brockes' attitude to the sea and to the mountains, but
misses the important question of the sublime. He mentions
other poets of the sea in German literature, notably Ileinrich
Heine and Wilhelm Miiller but does not see how outstanding
Brockes' earlier contribution to this subject was. Brockes
describes the sea in all its states. Not only does he excel
in description, but also as a poet of the sublime.
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things in nature which move by their greatness. Addison
wrote: "...of all Objects that I have ever seen, there is
none which affects my Imagination so much as the Sea or
Ocean" (Spectator 489). Brookes' poem "Das Wasser"
(Metzler, pp. 386-412), which consists of 78 stanzas,
deals with all aspects of the sea from the objectively
scientific, physico-theological, to the sublime of vast
expanses, the wilder sublime of Burnet and the sublime of
dangerous nature in relentless storms.
The boundless sea challenges our imagination:
Wo der Augen Krafte schwinden,
Fangt die Kraft des Lenckens an:




Mussen selbst verwirrt gestehn:
DaB auch sie kein Ende sehn.
(Stanza 11)
But the greatness of the ocean is heightened if it is
seen in a storm as Addison's famous lines remind us:
...when it is worked up in a Tempest, so that the
Horizon on every Side is nothing but foaming
Billows and floating Mountains, it is impossible
to describe the agreeable Horrour that arises from
such a Prospect. A troubled Ocean, to a Man who
sails upon it, is, I think, the biggest Object that
he can see in Motion, and consequently gives his
imagination one of the highest Kinds of Pleasure
that can arise from Greatness. I must confess, it
is impossible for me to survey this 'World of fluid
Matter, without thinking on the Hand that first
poured it out, and made a proper Channel for its
Reception. Such an Object naturally raises in my
Thoughts the Idea of an Almighty Being, and con-
vinces me of his Existence as much as a metaphysical
Demonstration. The Imagination prompts the Under¬
standing, and by the Greatness of the sensible
Object, produces in it the Idea of a Being who is
neither circumscribed by Time nor Space.
"^Spectator 489.
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Brookes, on a ship during a storm, describes what
he sees in the poem "Betrachtung wallender Wasser=Wogen":
„Ls wiithet, wiihlt und wallt die Fluth." "Dann steigen graue
Berg' allmahlig in die Hoh,/Mit weissem Schaum bedeckt,
als wie mit Schnee" (Metzler, p. 4-27).
The storm described in "Das Wasser" is much fiercer
and more destructive. In fact, it presents such a picture
of God exacting retribution by destruction as cannot be
harmonized with Brookes' view of God: "Bey so grossem
Elend lerne,/Wie uns Gott bestrafen kann....'"
Sublimity is the aim of this kind of poetry and
can be further clarified with reference to the advice
which the poet James Thomson gave to David Mallet when
the latter was writing The Excursion:
My idea of your Poem is a description of the grand
works Nature raised and animated by moral and sublime
reflections; therefore before you quit this earth
you ought to leave no great scene unvisited.
Eruptions, earthquakes, the sea wrought into a
horrible tempest, the abyss amidst whose amazing
prospects, how pleasing must be that of a deep
valley covered with all the tender profusion of
Spring. Here if you could insert a sketch of the
Deluge, what more affecting and noble? Sublimity
must be the characteristic of your piece."1
John Dennis, writing a few decades earlier, had included
most of these subjects in his list of the things which
2
raise the enthusiastic passions. They feature xn all
the writings which have concerned us so far.
In the present context, Brookes exploits the
emotions more. The fury of the storm is terrifying:
^Miscellanies of the Philobiblon Society, IV (1857-58), no*




Wenn sich die erziirnten Well en,
Yon der Luft gedrenget, schwellen;Kehrt ihr ungestuhmer Grimm
Thaler, Berg' und Felsen um.
The raging floods sweep over the cornfields, tearing up
forests, towns and villages. Brookes crowds as much
horror into liis picture as possible. People and animals
are carried off, graves are torn open and the rotten
bones and corpses are exposed.
In der Stadt sind Thor' und Walle
Umgerissen, abgespuhl't,
Thurne, Kirchen, Hauser, Stalle
Weg, die Graber aufgewiihlt,
Es versincken Leichen=Steine,
Halb vermoderte Gebeine
Treiben, als im Todten=Meer,
Recht entsetzlich hin und her.
Einer, der, was zu erreichen,
Die halb=todten Finger schloB,
Griff nach einer faulen Leichen,
Die den Augenblick zerfloB:
Must' er also trostlos sincken,
Und im Wust und Sclilamm ertrincken;
Einer streckt die Hand empor:
Dort ragt noch ein Kopf hervor.
Brockes has also introduced a type of sentimentalism
into this storm scene which is not typical of his work.
Hier sieht man, samt seiner Wiegen,
Einen zarten Saugling liegen,
Und mit wimrnerndem Gesclirey
Schiesst er, wie ein Pfeil, vorbey.
Hier wird ein Paar Ehe=Leute,
Das sich noch umfafit und druckt,
Der erziirnten Fluht zur Beute,
Und vom Strudel eingeschluckt...
The latter incident sounds rather like the story of the
two young lovers killed by lightning about whom Pope
wrote a poem.^ Thomson span it out into a maudlin tale
2
in the Celadon and Amelia episode in the Seasons and
1James Sutherland, A Preface to Eighteenth Century Poetry
(Oxford, 194-8), PP» 74—5• McKillop, p. 74 ff.
^Summer, 1169 if.
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his version, of it; is said "bo have had some influence on
1
German literature. Similar episodes, concessions to the
sentimental taste of the day, were included in the
Seasons.2 They were translated into German5 but have, of
course, nothing to do with the sublime.
Brookes' poem "Das Feuer" (Metzler, pp. 484-530)
consists of 138 stanzas. Most of it is scientific but
there is a section which one might call imaginative. The
subject is: "Schrecklich ist die Macht der Flammen," and
Brockes describes it in all its fury:
Mit Gezisch, Gebrull und Krachen
Oeffnen sich bald hier, bald dort,
Tiefe dunckel=rothe Rachen,
Voll Verheerung, Tod und Mord,
Und wann drey=gespitzte Zungen
Sich gefrassig umgeschwungen;
Speyen sie im heissem Hauch
Asche, Funcken, Dampf und Rauch.
The subject fires his imagination, the flames grow intenser
and the very rocks cannot stand up to the attack:
Mit Erschiittern, Krachen, Knallen
Ilor't man sie in Graus zerfalien.
The ground trembles, the sea boils:
Alles berstet und zerspringet,
Alles briillet, beb't und kracht.
The darkness which covers the earth is relieved by "Rother
Flammen Blitz und Licht."
^Morton Collins Stewart, "Traces of Thomson's 'Seasons'
in Klopstock's Earlier Works," JEGP, VI (1907)? 595-411.
Otto Ritter, "Thomson und Gessner," ASNS,CXL (1903), 170.
2The Cambridge History of English Literature, vol. X,
Ch. V, p. 101.
5Morton Collins Stewart, "Barthold Heinrich Brockes*
Rendering of Thomson's Seasons...," JEGP, X (1911)? 20-41.
C.H. Ibershoff, "A German Translation of Passages in
Thomson's Seasons," MLN, XXVI (1911)? 107-109- "Bodmer
and Thomson's 'Seasons,'" MLN? XLI (1926), 29-32.
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We seem "to be in an apocalyptic world of fire and brim¬
stone :
Wenn mit Prasseln, Knallen, Zischen,
Schwefel, brennend Pech und Hartz,
Pliessend Bley und Sand sich mischen,
Wann dieB Meer bald blau, bald schwartz,
Pelsen, welche gliihen, weltzet,
Selbst den Boden frisst und schmeltzet,
Sich in rothe Wellen baumt,
Rauch und Funcken von sich schaumt.
Brockes is thinking of the time "Wenn die Welt, zur Straf'
gereift,/In ein Flammen=Meer ersauft."
The death of the world is a common subject and
finds a place in poetry about the last judgment which is
'I
concerned with bringing man to repentance. The background
has been discussed in a book by Victor Harris, All Coherence
Gone (Chicago, 1949). Those who are concerned about the
end of the world generally believe in man's sin and
corruption, which is closely connected with the idea of
an imperfect and corrupt world. Godfrey Goodman's The
Fall of Man (London, 1616), supports this view. Those who
?
oppose it, like George Hakewell, attempt to show the
excellence of creation. Hakewell maintained that the world
would not be destroyed since it was created for man and
I
that its decay would imply a flaw in the Creator.
Once again, we see that Brockes takes a theme
which belongs to a rival faith. It is, I suggest, the
sublimity of the theme which attracts him and it is to
1This type of poetry is discussed in chapter II of Amy Reed,
The Background of Gray's Elegy (New York, 1924). Johann
Arndt's prose work Vom wahren Christenthum also belongs
to this context.
2An Apologie or Declaration of the Power and Providence of
God in the Government of the World (Oxford, 1655)•Marjorie
Nicolson, Mountain Gloom, pp. 105 ff», discusses this
controversy.
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Burnet that lie owes liis inspiration. Burnet in his Theory
of the Earth discusses the final conflagration when the
whole face of the earth will be "reduc'd to Plainness and
Equality; nay, which is more, melted and dissolv'd into
a Sea of liquid Fire" (II, 114). Other prophets of the
end of the world, he tells us, believe that only the
flammable things will be destroyed and that the scorched
walls of buildings will be left standing. But since the
Bible suggests processes like melting and dissolving,
Burnet concludes that "it must be reduc'd into a fluid
Mass, in the Nature of a Chaos, as it was at first..."
(II, 117).
The earth will be destroyed in several stages.
The springs and rivers will be dried up and the under¬
ground channels, which are believed to connect the seas,
will be evacuated. The quantity of water in the oceans
will thus be diminished and the remainder of the water
will be evaporated by means of fiery eruptions in several
parts of the sea channel:
But there will still remain, in the midst of
the Channel, a great Mass of troubled Liquors,
like Dregs in the Bottom of the Vessel; which
will not be drunk up, 'till the Earth be all
on Eire, and Torrents of melted and sulphureous
Matter flow from the Land, and mingle with this
dead Sea.
(II, 110)
The mountains will next be attacked. Since they
are hollow, they can be endangered by earthquakes or have
their roots eaten away by fire or water:
For we suppose there will be innumerable sub¬
terraneous Fires smothering under Ground, before
the general Fire breaks out; and these by corroding
the Bowels of the Earth, will make it more hollow,
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and more ruinous; and when the Earth is so far
dissolved, that the Cavities within the Mountains
are fill'd with Lakes of Fire, then the Mountains
will sink, and fall into those boiling Cauldrons,
which in Time will dissolve them, though they were
as hard as Adamant.
(II, 111)
The next thing to "tear the Earth with great
Violence" will be water, for "when Water falls into
liquid Metals, it flies about with an incredible Im¬
petuosity, and breaks or bears down every Thing that
would stop its Motion and Expansion." This causes an
explosion and "is one of the greatest Forces we .know in
Nature." Burnet thinks that the force with which vol¬
canoes throw rocks and heavy bodies high into the air
is due to "the sudden Rarefaction of Sea Waters, that
fall into Pans or Receptacles of molten Ore and ardent
Liquors, within the Cavities of the Mountain; and there¬
upon follow the Noises, Roarings, and Eruptions of those
Places"(II, 112). Erupting volcanoes, then, will "con¬
tribute very much to the sinking of Mountains, the splitting
of Rocks, and the bringing of all strong Holds of Nature
under the Power of the general Fire" (II, 112). In the
end, the mountains will no longer exist and the "exterior
Region of the Earth" will be "dissolv'd, like 'Wax before
the Sun: The Channel of the Sea fill'd with a Mass of
fluid Fire, and the same Fire overflowing all the Globe,
and covering the whole Earth, as the Deluge, or the first
Abyss" (II, 129).
When Brockes visualizes the end of the world and
sees the mountains fall and rocks and metals melt he is
thinking of Burnet's account. "Gluht und Fluth im Kampf"
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is Burnet's theory, ihe final picture of a flat regular
globe is also Burnet's—"Kein Spuhren sind zu sehn/Von
den ungeheuren Hohn."
Brookes is not copying Burnet word for word but
all the elements of Burnet are there in a different order.
The following stanza is composed of the account of the
end of all living creatures, the fields and works of
nature, towns and cities (Burnet, II, 125) and the idea
that all will be "reduc'd to Plainness and Equality" (11,114).
Alles fallt und fliesst zusammen,
Alle Bilder der Natur
Sind im Klumpen rother Plammen
BloB ein' eintzige Pigur.
Nichts hat Umkreis und Gestalten
Unterschied und MaaB behalten:
Ein entsetzlichs feurigs Ein
1st nunmehro allgemein.
The same is true of the other stanzas:
Wann in unterird'schen Kliiften,
Die mit Schwefel angefiillt,
Auch in dunckel=rothen Luften
Ein bestand'ger Donner briillt,
Alles spaltet, stiirtzt, zersplittert,
Bricht, zertiiimmert, und erschiittert,
Wann der Himmel Strahlen schneit,
Und die Erde Flammen speyt.
Wenn das Meer nur Schwefel=Bache,
Statt des Wassers, in sich zieht,
Wann die ungeheure Flache,
Wie ein rothes Eisen, gliiht,
Wann sich Flammen=Wellen thiirmen,
Den verbrannten Strand bestiirmen,
Der, wie felsicht gleich sein FuB,
Doch wie Wachs zerschmeltzen muB.
Da denn, wann der Damm zerfliesset,
Der bisher die Gluht umschrenckt,
Sich das Feuer=Meer ergiesset,
Alle Welt bedeckt, ertranckt,
Ueberschwemmet, stiirtzt, durchdringet,
Frisst, verzehret und verschlinget,
Alles schmeltzt, vereint, zerstohr't,
Alles in sich selbst verkehrt.
- 2-19 -
There are baroque elements in such turbulence as
-1
there are in Burnet's original; the perpetual motion re¬
minds one of baroque art forms, Grimmelshausen's Simpli-
zissimus, baroque paintings, architecture, sculpture
where all is in turmoil and the eye and the imagination
are swept along without the limitations imposed by the
classic form. Now in the eighteenth century it joins the
various streams of thought which we have been following,
the taste for the boundless, the infinite, the cosmic
and the mysterious divine powers working in nature, all
of which lead directly to the great German writers and
further to German romanticism. It is truly remarkable
that Brockes has picked out all these germinal ideas and
exploited them in his poetry.
1
Elisabeth Haller, Die barocken Stilmerkmale m der englx-
schen, lateinischen und deutschen Fassung von Dr. Thomas
Burnet's Theory of the Earth (Bern, 194-0;.
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CHAPTER VII
BROOKES AND HIS SOURCES
So far, our discussion ox Brookes1 sources has
been confined to those which had a formative influence on
his poetry and enabled him to turn his back on traditional
poetry. This is naturally more interesting ana more
important for the study of German literature and of
Brockes1 place in it but it is rather misleading in so far
as it concentrates on the positive aspect of Brookes'
work.
Brockes often used sources less successfully and
with little discrimination. Many of these are not
referred to by writers on Brockes, so one must assume that
this is another gap to be filled. On the other hand, some¬
times Brockes is said to have been influenced by works
which could not possibly have influenced him. This chapter
will deal with some of these issues.
Brockes translated Principes de philosophie, ou
preuves naturelles de 1'existence de Dieu et de
I'inimortalite de 11 ame (Paris, 1?16) by Charles-Claude
Genest in volume III of the Irdisches Vergnligen under
the title Grundsatze der Welt=Weisneit des H. Abtes Genest.
The original is versified Cartesianism for the most part
and is mainly concerned with philosophical questions such
as how body and soul are joined, whether the world arose
''ill, 3-54-7; Tubingen, pp. 2-523-
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by chance or by design, and the problem of matter and
motion, ihese subjects also entered into the other works
which we have discussed, but here the emphasis is mainly
philosophical, and abundant use is made of Descartes'
arguments from his Discourse on Method. There are several
other familiar subjects; cause and effect form a chain
which can be followed to God, the first cause (p. 66);
Genest prays for knowledge:
Fais que je puisse aller
Des connoissances naturelles,
A ces Veritez eternelles,
Qu'il T*a plu de nous reveler.
(p. 44)
But Genest is also aware that knowledge is limited and
soaie of the more abstruse questions baffle him:
L'esprit se perd, nos efforts sont lassez,
Notre raison surprise et confondue ...
(p. 94)
The following passage has also some of the usual subjects,
but the conception of an in-dwelling God is different:
Je TE sens en moi-meme, o Puissance infiniel
Par tout presente, agissante en tous lieux.
TOI, qui de la Terre & des Cieux
Animes les Beautez, & regies l'Harmonie.
TOI, par qui les flambeaux de la Nuit & du Jour,
Dans le Cercle des Temps, ont commence leur tour.
Esprit, qui dans le notre exprimes Ton Image,
Auteur de la Nature, instruits-nous de ses Loix;
Devoile-nous ce grand Ouvrage,
Qu'a fait naitre Ta seule voix.
~Tp. 44)
These ideas are not the unique property of Genest
as our background study has shown, xhey are more eloquently
expressed elsewhere in works which are closer to Brookes'
Tubingen edition, p. 42 "commence."
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own style and interests. Genest's intentions were felt to
be similar to those of Brookes:
Die Uebersetzung fiillt die ersten 576 Seiten des
Ird.V.III und der Herausgeber J.G. Hamann bemerkt
dazu (50.Sept.1728), da£ Genest „fast gleich-
massige Absichten in Verfertigung derselben gehabt,
als der Herr Uebersetzer mit Seinen bisherigen
zween Theilen des Irdischen Vergnugens in Gott".
(Brandl, p. 81, footnote A)
If the poem "Das menschliche Wissen" is valid
evidence—Ermatmger thinks that it is—its "Cartesianism"
is typical of Brookes* attitude to philosophy. It takes
the form of a conversation between A and B. A asks a
series of questions on the subjects which Brookes has
treated in his scientific poems. What is light, fire,
water, etc.? B. replies to each question, "Das weis ich
nicht." A becomes rather impatient and asks, "Was weist
du dann?" B. replies, "Ich weis: Ich bin. Warum? ich
dencke./Ich weis, dafi GOtt die Erde lencke /ER will
sich hier von uns nicht fassen,/Und nur allein
bewundern lassen" (Metzler, pp. 695-697)•
This may not prove that Brookes was totally
ignorant about philosophy but it is one of many examples
of his negative attitude to knowledge. It is not only
beyond our comprehension but a vain and presumptuous
pursuit. Too many different opinions merely confuse
Brookes and reveal the poverty of the human mind:
Das gantze menschliche Geschlecht
Kam mir bejammerns=werth, und recht
Erbarmungs=wurdig fur.
^Emil Ermatinger, Deutsche Dichter 1700-1900 (Bonn, 194-8),
p. 59.
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Wir scheinen nichtes recht zu fassen,
Wir scheinen all1 dem Irrthum iiberlassen,
Der uns bestandig afft,
Da, von den Meynungen, die gantz verschiedlich
scheinen,
Von welchen von der weisen Schaar,
Die Halfte, daB sie wahr und klar;
Die and're, daB sie falsch und dunckel waren;
meynen,
Oft all', und dennoch keine wahr.
(Metzler, p. 603)
This knowledge of "Die UngewiBheit aller Sachen...",
"DaB unser Wissen nichts, als Stiickwerck sey" has the
advantage of making us humble before God.
Further examples of Broekes 1 inability to under¬
stand philosophy are found in his efforts to versify frag¬
ments of Voltaire and Shaftesbury. Brandl writes:
Brockes gehorte zu den wenigen deutschen Aufklarern,
welche mit dem „unwissenden Philosopher" innerlich
harmonierten...
(Brandl, p. 106)
Brockes, as Brandl1s footnote points out, has translated
a few fragments from Voltaire. One of these is "Gedanken
uber den freyen Willen: aus Mr. Voltaire iibersetzt"
(IX, 4-61 ff) . It is an attempt to versify Voltaire's
Deuxieme Discours de la Liberie from the Discours sur
I'homme. After page 462 Brockes leaves Voltaire
completely, although he is meant to be translating him,
1
Similar ideas about knowledge are expressed in the
following poems: Vain striving for knowledge is
dangerous. All want to be clever but we should recognize
our nothingness and honour God (IX, 429). God has given
us definite proofs of his existence and we must not go
beyond that. Man was not made to know and to understand
(IX, 444). „Wir wissen hier so viel wir sollen und zwar
nach unserm Stand genug." God has destined us for higher
knowledge after this life (IX, 3^7). Our knowledge is
vain (IX, 344).
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and discusses a medley of ideas on the question of free
will. One reason for this, I suggest, is that, contrary
to what Brandl believes, Brockes does not share Voltaire's
ideas. For instance, after the point where Brockes changes
the subject, Voltaire continues:
Pourquoi, si I'hornme est libre, a-t-il tant de
faiblesse?
Que lui sert le flambeau de sa vaine sagesse?
II le suit, il s'egare; & toujours combattu,
II ernbrasse le crime en aimant la vertu.
Pourquoi ce roi du monde, & si libre, & si sage,
Subit-il si souvent un si dur esclavage?
The ideas presented here of man's weakness, error and
servitude are indeed completely different from Brockes'
optimistic view of man's goodness.
The next part of the poem is concerned with free
will. The ideas are commonplaces. Brockes wonders whether
we can avoid what we hate and attain what we recognize to
be good. The will is composed of "Verstand," "Gedachtnis,"
and "Phantasie" which are inseparable, but we have free
will—things are what we make them. When Brockes discusses
"die Phantasie" he refers to Shaftesbury:
Doch kann hie von was recht besonders der groBe
Schafftsbury uns lehren,
Wenn er, zum Beyspiel, folgends schreibt.
Nun fragt sichs, ob der Mensch im Stande, Vorstellungen
sich selbst zu machen,
Ob ihm nicht Gegenwurf1 und Umstand' und Bilder
von verschiednen Sachen
Zu dieser Geistkraft nothig seyn? und ob nach
deren Eigenschaft
Sich unsre Phantasey nicht richte? so daB sie mehr
und minder Kraft,
Nachdem die Gegenwurfe gut, wie Oder schlecht sind,
selbst erlange,
^Voltaire, Oeuvres Completes (Paris, 1785), vol. XII, p. 18.
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Sich Bilder deutlich zu formiren, und auch nach-
her, wenn der verstand
Sie nacii der Richtigkeit erwogen, die Seele, was
er gut erkannt,
Nach ihrem eigentlichen Wesen sodann zu haben
nicht verlange,
Und, was er schadlich halt, verwerfe?
Brookes supplies this footnote:
Die Unterredung mit sich selbst scheinet, nach
dem Rath des Grafen von Schafftsbury, eine
betrachtliche und nothwendige Sache zu seyn.
Niemand wird das Amt eines Raths, eines Lehrers,
eines Freundes besser bey uns verwalten konnen,
als wir seibst.
To what extent Brookes' comments on Shaftesbury's
ideas show a profound knowledge of philosophy or of
Shaftesbury's works must now be considered. This poem is
often quoted as evidence. Fritz von Manikowski, after
discussing several ideas which he thinks Brockes shares
with Shaftesbury, writes:
Diese Anklange an Shaftesbury1sche Gedanken-
kreise werden wir nicht mehr besonders
auffallig finden, nachdem wir gesehen haben, da£
solche auch in den Gedanken von .Gott und Welt
vorhanden waren, und wir andererseits durch ein
Selbstzeugnis unseres Dichters (Bd. 9 d.er ersten
Auflage des Irdischen V., S. 476 ff.) dariiber irn
klaren sind, da£ Brockes selbst die Schriften
Schaftesburys, die in den Jahren 1708-1713
erschienen und zum Teil schon in den Jahren
1738-1745 ins Deutsche ubertragen worden sind,
eifrig gelesen hat.
'i
Brandl, p. 48, footnote 2 and p. 103, footnote 4.
Lawrence Iiarsden Price, Die Aufnahme englischer
Literatur in Deutschland' 1500-1960 (Bern, 1961J, p. 103-
This is a translation of English literature in Germany
(Berkeley, 1953.). The German edition was the latest
available to me.
2
Fritz von Manikowski, Die Welt- und pebensanschauung
in dem „Irdischen Vergniigen in Gott" von Barthold
Heinrich Brockes (.diss. Greifswald, 1914; , p. 33•
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In Shaftesbury's writing the most appropriate
passage for comparison is from volume I:
for let Will he ever so free, Rumour and Fancy,
we see, govern it. And these, as free as we
suppose them, are often changed we know not how,
without asking our consent, or giving us any
account. If opinion be that which governs and
makes the change, 'tis itself as liable to be
governed and varied in its turn. And by what I
can observe of the world, fancy and opinion stand
pretty much upon the same bottom. So that if there
be no certain inspector or auditor established
within us to take account of these opinions and
fancies in due form, and minutely to animadvert
upon their several growths and habits, we are as
little like to continue a day in the same will as
a tree, during a summer, in the same shape, without
the gardener's assistance, and the vigorous ^
application of the shears and pruning-knife.
The important thing about Shaftesbury's idea of
the will is the control which must be exercised over
recalcitrant "fancy" and "humour" and other mental
processes subject to change, what Brockes calls the
"Unterredung mit sich selbst," sometimes called "soliloquy"
by Shaftesbury, is the method of supervising our thought
processes and ensuring stability and sanity to a self in
2
danger of losing both. Philosophy helps to keep us the
self-same persons and so regulate our governing fancies,
passions, and humours (I, 184).
It is not clear what Brockes is trying to say in
the first part of the passage quoted, but it seems to me
that he has changed the emphasis and misunderstood
Characteristics, vol. I, p. 122.
? ...
This controlling factor is given various names:
Philosophy I, 106; I, 184; I, 122; I, 192-5; self-
examiner I, 112; correctrice I, 208; in I, 122 it is
compared to an Inquisition.
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Shaftesbury. His interpretation of "Phantasey" does not
correspond to Shaftesbury's ideas either. Throughout the
Characteristics Shaftesbury regards the imagination as
unstable and dangerous, a force which threatens to over¬
throw man unless he governs it. "Every man indeed who is
not absolutely beside himself, must of necessity hold his
fancies under some kind of discipline and management ...
Either 1 work on my fancies, or they on me" (I, 208).
Soliloquy helps to control the imagination (I, 106).
Brookes' interpretation of the choice of good and
rejection of evil is again an over-simplification. For
Shaftesbury, the question of choosing good is highly
complicated, as v/e are misled by unreliable factors like
fancy (II, 149-50)> interest and pleasure (I, 199-200).
Once again it is the controlling faculty which must take
over and determine what is the highest good.
The idea that Brockes was an enthusiastic reader
of Shaftesbury is misleading, as it might suggest to some
that Brockes had read Shaftesbury from cover to cover.
This cannot be assumed from the evidence which Manikowski
presents. Brockes' attempt to restate Shaftesbury's views
in this poem does not indicate a thorough knowledge.
Irrespective of how Brockes obtained his information
about Shaftesbury, he was not capable of presenting his
ideas clearly and accurately.
In philosophical works of this kind Brockes
flounders like a "waffling" student in an exam and is
out of his depth. He is more at home with his own simple
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brand ox philosophy, the enjoyment ox God's world, and
one wonders why he wrote this type of poetry. It could
simply be because he versified without discrimination
whatever came his way or that he was vain enough to
suppose himself capable of philosophizing.
In Brookes' Irdisches Vergniigen in Gott there
are translations of disparate material which has little
to do with Erockes' own ideas and interests. They are of
no interest as far as our present subject is concerned,
except that they reveal how unselective Brockes could be
in what he versified and published. The most important of
these are some translations of several fables written in
1'719 by Antoine Houdar de la Iiotte (1672-1731). They are
printed in volume II of the Irdisches Vergniigen. In trans¬
lating them, Brockes was reflecting a contemporary interest
in this form of didacticism. Gay's fables were also
popular in England.
Various important people would certainly contribute to
his vanity by asking for his opinion about certain
difficult questions. The Burstin von Schaumburg asked
him to write a poem on „Wie fern die Kraft der Seelen
geh'? und ob wir Sterblichen die Gaben,/Verniinftig was
vorher zu sehn, zu traumen und zu ahnden haben?/Und was
dann eigentlich das Ahnden? (IX, 498 ff.) Brockes tries
his best, but confesses that he does not know; the only
thing he knows is that the Princess is "ein Muster durch-
laucht'ger PrinzeBinnen." Brandl considers Brockes to be
vain: „Aber unserm Brockes wurden die blendenden Ehren
gefahrlich. Er begann sich als groBer Mann zu fiihlen.
Ein AusfluB dieser Selbstgefalligkeit ist die Auto¬
biographic (begonnen 1724). Es ist auffallend, wie ihm
darin nur das, was er selbst versuchte, litt und aus-
fuhrte, erzahlenswert scheint, wie er nur sich selbst
aller Orten sieht und bei Jeder Gefahr, die an ihm vor-
ubergeht, an eine directe Hilfeleistung der gottlichen
Vorsehung denkt" (p. 62).
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There are many scraps of poems translated from
the classics and from contemporary European writers, and
some which are simply called "translations" without a
p
reference to the author. Most poems from this miscel¬
laneous group are quite different from Brookes' usual
poems and suggest that he was not always discriminating
in his choice of material.
Brookes published his translation of Pope's Essay
on Man in 174-0. Although certain ideas^ are echoed in the
Irdisches Vergniigen, Pope seems to me to be relatively
unimportant for Brockes' development. The idea that Pope
influenced Brockes persists.^ Alois Brandl in a section
on Brockes, "Wendung zur Naturdichtung nach dem Muster
der Englander," writes:
Die hervorragendsten Muster fur diese beschreibende
und erzahlende Naturdichtung muBte er naturlich bei
den Englandern, bei Cowley, Milton und Pope, fur
die moralisierende auch in dem Spectator und
Guardian suchen.
(pp. 34-35)
^Ov.id and Livy in vol. VI; Voltaire (VI^ 740); Olivier
Patru, Madame Deshouller.es, Marthurin Regnier in vol.
II; and many others.
2
"Die Ewigkeit" (Metzler, p. 698); and others.
3
^The idea of. the "microscopic eye" found m the writings
of Locke, Bentley, Brockes and Thomson. Above, p. 72.
4
Eriederike Diamant, Die Naturdichtung von Pope, Brockes
und Haller, Ein Vergleich (diss. Vienna, 1937). Emil
Ermatinger, Die deutsche Lyrik (Leipzig, Berlin, 1921),
vol. I, p. 4. Otto Janssen, Naturempfindung und.Natur-
gefiihl bei Barthold Iieinrich Brockes in dem "Irdischen
Vergniigen in Gott" (diss. Bonn, 1907), p. 8. Andreas
Muller, Landschaftserlebnis und Landschaftsbild: Studien
zur deutschen Dichtung des 18. Jahrhunderts und der
Romantik (fStuttgart 1, 1955), P» 27.
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These statements are presented as are many of Brandl1s
statements, without further evidence. In the case of
Pope, Brandl supplies a footnote which enables the
reader to examine the question for himself:
Bei Pope kommen naturlich die „Schafergedichte"
(1709) und der „Wald von Windsor" (1713) in
Betracht.
1
In Windsor-Porest the presence of Iluses, nymphs
and Greek deities differentiates the poetic atmosphere
from that of Brookes' poems. In this different context
are several descriptive touches—lawns and glades,
russet plains and bluish hills, wild heath and purple
dyes, fruitful fields and tufted trees. The lines (44-45)
"A dreary Desart and a gloomy Waste,/To Savage Beasts and
Savage Laws a Prey..." may remind Brookes' readers of the
wilder passages which we have identified with the sublime,
except that Pope's lines are devoid of the sublime atmos¬
phere; the context is political and historical as the
editors' excellent footnotes confirm. The theme of
retirement is found in association with the cosmic
journey motif:
Happy the Man whom this bright Court approves,
His Sov'reign favours, and his Country loves;
Happy next him who to these Shades retires,
Or looks on Heav'n with more than mortal Eyes,
Bids his free Soul expatiate in the Skies,
Amid her Kindred Stars familiar roam,
Survey the pLegion, and confess her Home!
Ye sacred Nine I that all my Soul possess,
Whose Raptures fire me, and whose Visions bless,
Bear me, oh bear me to sequester'd Scenes,
The Bow'ry Mazes and surrounding Greens.
(Lines 235-262)
1Alexander Pope, Pastoral Poetry and an Essay.on
Criticism, eds. E. Audra and Aubrey wixliams (London,
1961), pp. 148-194.
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These motifs were not new in 1704 when Pope wrote this
part of Windsor Porest.
The humanitarian attitude to hunting expressed by
Pope is not shared by Brookes, who feels that animals i^ere
made for man's benefit and that this includes the pleasures
of hunting.
Of Pope's Pastorals the editors write:
Pope's Pastorals follow the general patterns of
classical pastorals: Spring is an amoebaean
eclogue in which two shepherds contend in song, and
Autumn is based on a similar alternate scheme,
though in it the competitive element is missing;
Summer is a love-complaint, and Winter an elegy in
memory of a dead shepherdess.
(p. 42)
If these pastorals influenced Brockes, as is claimed, then
the most likely poems to reveal this influence would be
pastorals by Brockes. There are three in the Hagedorn-
Wilckens anthology (Metzler edition)—"Der Herbst"
(p. 307-321), "her Sommer" (p. 132-140), and "Der Winter"
(p. 441-454). They have, however, little in common with
the classical pastorals as above characterized. There are
no lovesick swains languishing in a pastoral setting, but
a shadowy figure in a scene which is more important than
he is. His only claim to the role of a pastoral figure
is his name, and he might just as well be called by the
name of B.H. Brockes or some other enthusiastic nature
observer. The form of these poems is a kind of pastoral
cantata, the same as those of John Hughes (1677-^720),
1
with recitative and aria. These, according to Hughes,
^The Works of the English Poets, ed. Samuel Johnson
(London, 1810), vol. X, pp. 30 ff.
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were "after the manner of the Italians." But apart from
the form, there is no resemblance, for those of Hughes
really are pastorals. Brockes has merely adapted the form
for his new content, natural description.
As far as natural description is concerned, there
is little in Pope's Pastorals to influence Brockes.
Nature is subordinated to the pastoral conventions. It is
called upon to echo the feelings of the suffering shepherd:
Go gentle Gales, and bear my Sighs alongl
The Birds shall cease to tune their Ev'ning Song,
The Winds to breathe, the waving Woods to move,
And Streams to murmur, e'er I cease to love.
(Autumn, lines 39-4-2)
"Resound ye Hills, resound my mournful Lay!" In the
pastoral Winter when Daphne dies, all nature dies:
*Tis done, and Nature's various Charms decay;
See gloomy Clouds obscure the chearful Day!
Now hung with Pearls the dropping Trees appear,
Their faded Honours scatter'd on her Bier.
(Lines 29-32)
Occasional lines of description are always associated
with the main characters. "Behold the Groves that shine
with silver Frost,/Their Beauty wither'd, and their
Verdure lost" (Winter, 9-10) is not a description of
winter but an expression of grief for the death of Daphne.
Brockes' poem on winter is entirely descriptive, apart
from the occasional interpolation of religious thoughts.
Brockes' description of summer in "Der Somrner"
is mainly concerned with waving fields of golden corn and
the provision of bread for man. Thyrsis watches the
peasants mov/ing and threshing the corn. We note that he
is not participating in this activity nor is he watching
sheep or sighing for shepherdesses. Instead he observes
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reflects and sings of his gratitude to God for corn and
bread. Pope's Summer is quite different. His shepherd
complains of "Love's fiercer flames" which torment him
day and night. There are no descriptions of cornfields
only silver springs, verdant forests and flowery meads
as the setting in which he bemoans his fate (lines 1-4).
Sylvan scenes are frequented by gods "and chast Diana
haunts the Forest Shade." As in Brockes' poem there are
reapers but they exist in this poem merely to denote
evening, a time when the shepherd implores
Come lovely Nymph, and bless the silent Hours,
When Swains from Sheering seek their nightly Bow'rs;
When weary Reapers quit the sultry Field,
And crown*d with Corn, their Thanks to Ceres yield.
(Lines 63-66)
Brookes' "Der Herbst" draws a picture of the
beauty of falling leaves, the gold and silver sky, the
fruit and vines, and the blessings of eating and drinking.
Pope's lover is still sighing and requesting nature to
.join in his mournful strain. There are a few of the usual
descriptive stock phrases—fleecy clouds streaked with
purple light, low vales with oxen, and curling smoke from
villages, but again, more as a setting than for its own
sake. There are three points in Pope's poem which slightly
resemble what Brockes has written, and the fact that they
ax'e really the only ones in all the poems which we have
discussed in connection with the pastorals shows how little
supporting evidence Brandl's contention has. Pope talks
of golden fruits, Brockes of apples as "eBbares Gold,"
Pope mentions "blushing berries" (p. 85), Brockes "der
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Hagebutten brennend Roth," Pope writes of "floods of wine,"
Brookes describes the vines and praises the wine. (It is
very unlikely that either England or Hamburg grew vines,
hardly such fruitful ones.)
It is strange that a writer who is so close in
spirit to Brookes as is Abbe N08I Antoine Pluche has never
been associated with him in the most important discussions
of Brookes' work, frequent references to his Spectacle de
q
la Nature m foregoing chapters have already demon¬
strated his importance for the background of Brookes'
poems. Pluche is not a great writer but his work was very
2
popular and influential. A.D. McKillop gives the Spectacle
de la Nature as a source for some of the sections of
Ihomson's Seasons. Brockes, in several of his poems,
acknowledges his debt to the same work. This does not mean
that Pluche was a decisive influence on Brookes' poetic
career; Brockes merely versified several passages which
appealed to him, for he was writing the same kind of
thing in his scientific poems of volume I and volume II
which were printed before the publication of the Spectacle
q
Above, p. 41.. ihe work is written m prose.
2
NcKillop, p. 82 discusses its popularity and importance.
Reference is made to Daniel Hornet, Les sciences de la
nature en Prance, au xviii siecle (Paris, 1911) , pp• 8-
9, 248, 263 which says that it was one of the most
popular works of the century.
^The following poems are based on Pluche: VI, 78; VI,
471; VI, 406; VII, 177; VII, 202; VIII, 360. Each of
these is accompanied by the acknowledgment "Nach
Anleitung des Spectacl. de la Nat."
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de la Mature. Both Pluche and Brookes were obviously
using similar sources, the sources which we have already
discussed. Pluche acknowledged them as Iialpighi, Grew,
Derham, Redi, Leeuwenhoek, Nieuwentijdt, Willughby, the
scientific reports of the Royal Society and the Academie
des Sciences. The subjects which I have been tracing in
theii1 combination of science and theology are all in the
2
work of Pluche.
I am devoting more space to the question of
Brookes and Pluche than might seem justified. The subject
3
has received no attention at all^ and the texts are




The subjects are: light, climate, fire, air, minerals,
plants, sun, moon and stars, the sea (why it contains
salt and why there is ebb and flow), the circulation of
water, rivers and springs, animals, the body as God's
masterpiece. Pious thoughts are scattered throughout
the scientific material—divine workmanship, the Book
of Nature, reveals God's wisdom and power. God has made
the world for man and supplies all his needs; we must be
grateful and worship him.
3
jMaurice Colleville, Na Rgnaissance du lyrisme dans la
poesie allemande du XVIII siecle (.Paris, [^936 J ) ,
pp. 163-4 seems to be the only writer to relate Pluche
and Brockes. But his discussion seems to go off the
track through his desire to explain Brockes' work as
"1'expression d'une tendance profonde de l'ame allemande
et comme une nouvelle manifestation d'une secrete
mystique." He therefore brushes aside the influence of
writers such as Addison, Thomson, Xoung and Shaftesbury:
"Mais qu'ils soient anglais ou franqais, ces ouvrages
etrangers ne constituent qu'un apport exterieur, sans
lien etroit et direct avec une tradition allemande. Or
une tradition purement etrangere lie saurait porter le
poids d'une oeuvre en neuf volumes qui compte quelque
7.000 pages et 140.000 vers environ."
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summary of the contents of the poems. If they seem to be
disjointed and trivial, it is because the originals are
often like that. Brockes sometimes leaves out the causal
links in Pluche's arguments, so that the resulting poem
does not always succeed in presenting the ideas clearly
enough.
The poems based on Pluche belong entirely to the
A
scientific-theological context. There is nothing sublime
about the sea in the poem "Fernere Betrachtung des der
p
Erde so nutzlichen Weltmeers." This consists of nine
pages in a style which resembles pilose concerning, as the
title suggests, the utility of the sea. Our blessings are
from the sea, as nothing could subsist without water. Its
wonderful order displays God's wisdom, love and power.
The heat of the sun draws up a supply of vapour which falls
as rain instead of in large quantities and supplies
streams and rivers. Salt in the sea shows God's wisdom.
We do not understand ebb and flow but know that it
prevents putrefaction. The wind keeps the sea in motion
for the same purpose. We do not know the reasons for these
things but it is "stolzer Hochmut" to try to understand.
The sun raises the water from the sea and this makes for
fruitfulness. Because of the salt content, however, not
all of the water evaporates. Therefore, thanks to salt,
water is kept under control, otherwise the world would be
submerged. Experiments in measuring rainfall and water
A
Above, pp. 41-44.
2VI, 373-383? Tubingen; Hamburg, pp. 417ff.; Pluche III,
dial. xxii. The complete text is given in the Appendix,
pp. 415- 420.
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are next discussed especially those of Mario-fete of the
French Academy. The poem ends .ith the idea that those
who fail to see divinity in all this wisdom are devoid
of reason.
The poem "Wurdige und rechte Anwendung der Natur-
lehre" begins with an idea which is quite common in
Brookes' poems—God wants to be admired not understood.
The world is full of wonders (Wunder) which are for our
moral benefit and not to tax our cleverness. They inspire
in us gratitude and cause us to elevate and honour- the
great source of all goodness. God does not require us to
understand the inner structure of creation and has
concealed such knowledge from us:
Er will uns, im Begriff, so sehr nicht uberfuhren,
Auf we1che Weis' er alie Pracht,
Von seiner- Greatur, gemacht;
Er will uns hier nur bloB, durch seine Wohlthat,
riihren.
Bo zeigen uns demnach die Wunder der Natur,
Die Menge Gottlicher Geschencke nur.
The function of science is to make us aware of God's
bounty; it is useless unless it is linked to the heart.
The heart is to man as man is to Nature; all the order
(Ordnung) in Nature is useless without man to benefit
from it. The poem concludes with the lines:
Wofern sein Hertz nicht Antheil daran niramt,
Wie alles, fur des Menschen Hertz; so ist das Hertz
fiir Gott, bestimmt.
The poem "U'berzeugliche BeweiB-Grunde eines gott-
P
lichen Weseiis" consists of most of the usual arguments
'Vl, 366-7? Tubingen; Hamburg, pp. 406 f. Pluche, III,
"L*usage du spectacle de la nature," Lettre du Prieur u
Chevalier.
2VI, 422-427, Tubingen; Hamburg, pp. 471 ff.; Pluche, III,




for the existence of God. A Red Indian finds a watch;
he turns it round, tries to fathom how it works, thinks
that it is alive or that it encloses some deity. We are
just like him when we see the "Wunderuhr des schonen
V/eltgebaudes." Philosophers try in vain to understand the
great Creator's purpose. But the simple honest man can
see in Nature the "Wunderuhr," a reflection of "Gottes
Finger." Nature is like a mirror (wie ein Spiegel), like
a public sermon which announces "In seinen Wercken,
unsers Schopfers unsichtbare Vollkommenheit." Philosophy
is quite unnecessary, for all men can attain this
knowledge through observing Nature; it is the "GOttes=
Lehre aller Voloker." It is a pleasant school in which we
are taught through using our eyes to observe God's
unity, wisdom, power, providence, majesty and magnificence
in the beauty and charm of Nature.
2
The poem "Niitzliche Blumen=Betrachtung" opens
with the question of why flowers give pleasure. The
secret process which renews plants annually brings us
delight. Flowers, with their superb shape and colouring,
are made for us alone; animals are unmoved by them and
walk over them. They bring us joy:
Es ist unwidersprechlich wahr,
DaB ihre bunt gefarbte Schaar,
In uns ein Anmuths=Feur erreget,
Und recht zu siisser Lust beweget.
1
Above, p. 73-
2VI, 70-78, Tubingen; Hamburg, .pp. 7SPP.; Pluche, II,
dial. i.
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There are flowers everywhere, in meadows, mountains and
deserts and in the home. On festive occasions they are
associated with joy, but are really incompatible with
sorrow and mourning. There is always some kind of flower
blooming, as if they had arranged among themselves when
to flower, so that there should be no gaps throughout the
year. Each is unique, completely different from the others;
their colours are inexhaustible and shade off into one
another in almost imperceptible gradations. Flowers as
works of art ax^e superior to man's works. Bx%ockes inter¬
polates throughout the whole poem the ideas that flowers
are there for our pleasure and that they clearly reveal
"Gottes Spur." The "Herr der Erde," man, is "Koniglich
bedient" since his path is strewn with flowers and he can
breathe their rich fragrance on his evening walks. They
also serve as medicines. The contemplation of the things
which God has created raises us to the Creator, since
creation reveals his being (Wesen):
Ja, da er, rait so holder Liebe, so fliichtige
Geschopfe schmuckt,
Die heute sind und Morgen nicht, die wie zertreten
mit den Fiissen;
Was kan man nicht von seiner Huld, von seiner ewgen
Liebe schliessen,
Das uns, durch ihn, geschehen wird, da er uns
selber zugeschickt,
Zu Gegenwurfen seiner Gtite! Was kan und wird, nach
dieser Erden,
Wemi er Verlangen und Begierden, die er dem Geist
selbst eingepragt,
Erftillen und vergniigen will, uns nicht fur Reichthum
zugelegt,
Und., wenn GOtt Geister schnriicken will, fur Herrlich—
keit geschencket werden!
The original text was:
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Et^s'il veut bien habiller si rnagnifiquernent des
creatures si peu durables qui seront sechees demain
& foulees aux pies, comme I'herbe aes champs, que
fera-t-il pour nous qui sommes l'objet de sa
complaisance? Quelles richesses ne nous prodiguera-
t~il gas, quand il remplira les desirs qu'ii a
lui-merne mis en nous, & lorsqu'il embellira les
esprits?
The poem "Noch ein Anhang zur Wiese" tx-eats the
subject of meadows purely from the utilitarian point of
view. Meadows feed the animals which are necessary fox>
our food and clothing. The ox is useful for- ploughing and
for food. The horse serves us in innumerable ways. The
cow and the sheep supply food and clothes. It is a miracle
how grass is turned into meat and milk and how it gives
strength to horses. We cannot make milk from grass, yet
the cow can. Grass just grows without any efforts on our
part. If there were to be a serious drought, then all would
be confusion; all of the human race would be miserable.
This is another case of an inferior poem. A dii'ect
prose translation would have been better. It is something
of a mystery that Brookes has apparently not learnt from
the experience of using foreign material in the preceding
six volumes to px^oduce something better than such
mediocre efforts.
o
"Die Morgen=Rothe" is a xx>em based on Pluche 1 s
"Aurora." The heathen (the ancients) have always honoured
^VII, 165-167; Hamburg, pp. 17?ff•; Pluche, III, dial,
xvii. See Appendix, p. 422 for text.
2VII, 185-195, Tubingen; Hamburg, pp. 202ff.; Pluche,
IV, dial. v.
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the dawn in their poetry with fanciful descriptions, but
nature does not need such embellishment.
Nun sind zwar solche Stellen reitzend, sind suB und
angenehm zu lesen;
Jedoch gebrauchet die Natur dergleichen schlechten
Schmincke nicht.
Pluche writes:
Ges imaginations poStiques ont quelque chose
d'agreable: rnais les traits fabuleux qu'on y joint
a la verite ne sont qu'un i'ard qui la deguise & qui
en altere la beaute.
It is better to consider the pure natural aurora. It is
like a new creation, revealing to us a new picture of moun¬
tains, flowery valleys, green forests and grassy meadows.
"Aus dem dunklen Nichts" man is liaised from sleep, a kind
of death, and has the use of his faculties and his arms
and legs once more. This is another* gift from G-od. The
morning calls us to work, and work is the source of
happiness. The cock wakes us up and the chorus of birds
helps to drive away sleep. Cattle, horses, all things,
stir; farmers and artisans px*epare for work. But some
animals, like the fox, deer and stag, retire into the dark
forest. There is singing and pipe-playing; a traveller
passes. One wonders why these animals leave in this way,
since they are not being hunted. They go of their own free
will as if "Die unsichtbare Hand des Schopfers weiB sie
zu entfernen..." so as to leave man, "der Herr der Erden,"
to view his property and go about his business undisturbed.
This shows "des Schopfers Ordnungen.. .J' Pluche writes:
Une main puissante les chasse malgre eux au fond des
bois, & le roi de la terre ne voit plus rien q\.ii
puisse troubler son travail ou gener sa liberie.
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A long passage on dew is shortened in Brookes' version.
Vapour is carried into the upper air by the sun, is cir¬
culated by the wind, and drops as water which nourishes
plants. The sunrise is described in all its lively colours
and is compared to gold and pearls. We are moved by what
we see and long for the source of light. Ever-widening
beams spread across the sky until the sun itself appears:
Das ganze Wesen der Natur verandert sich, wird gantz
verklart,
In ihr wird ihres Schopfers Wesen am allerwurdigsten
verehrt.
"Neue Betrachtungen iiber die Natur des Lichts und
A
der Warme" is a mass of scientific material used to demon¬
strate how the wise Creator has devised light and warmth
for our benefit and pleasure. Brookes' method of adapting
the material from Pluche is the same as in the other
poems, except that he has taken ideas from different
parts. Nothing can be gained by summarizing this long
boring poem. The style is just as bad and the ideas just
as nebulous as in those already discussed.
Although Brookes' treatment of the Spectacle de la
Nature cannot be considered a milestone in his develop¬
ment, it suggests more questions which will have to be
aealt with later. How can the same writer produce such
poor results on the one hand and such admirable results
on the other in his use of sources? The lines based on
Burnet are of a different order from those based on
Pluche. How can a writer in his sixth volume of poems
1
III 325-356, Tubingen; Hamburg, pp. 360-391- PlucheIII, dial, vii and IV, dial. xi. 5 i-Luclie>
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write Work which is vastly inferior to the poems of the
first two volumes? An attempt will be made in a later
chapter to answer such questions.
The question of the influence of Arndt and Scriver
-I
has been touched upon several times in the course of this
study, and I have suggested that it is not very signifi¬
cant. Our background study should now show that Brandl's
ideas on this subject are far from adequate:
Aus ihren prosaischen Erbauungsbtichern lernte er
[Brockes] die Erde und alles, was auf ihr wachst,
als ein „lebendiges Buch anschauen, in welches der
Finger Gottes seine Liebe geschrieben."
The three writers certainly shared the conception of the
"book of nature," but there is no proof that Brockes
derived the idea uniquely from them, especially since it
was one of the commonest of commonplaces. With the idea
of the world as the book of nature as a starting-point
all three go their separate ways.
Brandl writes of Scriver's influence on Brockes:
... auch schienen ihm die schlichten Geschichtchen
in „Gotthold's zufalligen Andachten" eine so
zusagende Form, da£ er sie in manchen fruher ent-
standenen Gedichten des „Irdischen Vergnugens"
getreu nachahmte.
I have not devoted too much time to an examination of this
thesis, since Scriver's emblematic style and otherworldli-
ness are backward-looking, and any influence which they
may have had has little to contribute to Brockes'
literary development. However, several points are worth





Scrxver and Brookes are fundamentally different
in their style and outlook, but Brookes occasionally
reflects the world and tradition of Scriver. There are
very few poems which closely resemble Scriver's emblems,
and it seems an exaggeration when Brandl claims that many
of the early poems reproduced them faithfully. Both Arndt
and Scriver are more concerned with the other world than
with this one, which is merely a mirror. They do not
observe the world and its contents for its own sake, but
merely for its didactic possibilities. Much of this didac¬
ticism is directly opposed to Brookes' belief in the
importance of enjoying life on this earth. Scriver's
"Seiden=Wurm" (LXXXII, p. 363) reminds us of man's mor¬
tality; "Die Schlange" (LXXXIX) warns us of the power of
evil and the danger of eternal damnation; "Die Spinne"
(LXJX, pp. 332-333)5 which catches flies in its web,
provokes this reflection: „Ach wie mancher Welt= und Geld=
suchtiger Mensch ist diesem Ungezieffer gleich...."
Gotthold's remarks show a px-eoceupation with the after-
world and the dangers of the present world. He sees a
ship sailing against the stream: „Hie hab ich, sprach er,
eine Vorstellung meiner Reise nach dem Himmel: Die V/elt
ist der gewaltige Strohm, die... viel mit sich fort ins
Meer des Verderbens reisset..." (VIII, pp. 12-13)' There
is nothing cosmic and infinite about the sun, moon and
stars which Scriver writes about; they merely inspire in
^'Gottholds zufalliger Andachten... • (Leipzig, 1704).
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him the desire to shine morally. The sun reminds him of
Jesus, his sun and joy (Der gestirnte Himmel, LXXVII).
Winter stands for the bitterness of this world and summer
for the beauty of the next.
Brandl is surely mistaken in considering Arndt and
Scriver as stages in Brookes' development as a poet of
natural description. These writers turn their backs on the
world; there is so little natural description in Scriver's
emblems that one feels he scarcely notices the beauty of
the world. There is a superficial resemblance; Gotthold
and Brockes' observer (sometimes himself, sometimes
Licidas or another pseudo-pastoral character) look at an
object and express their thoughts concerning it.
„Gotthold horete eine Wachtel etliche mahl anschlagen, und
gerieth dariiber in folgende Gedancken. . ." (Die Wachtel,
LXXV). Brockes: „Hieruber fiel ihm folgend's ein..."
(Metzler, p. 2A5). A comparison of Scriver and Brockes
on the subject of frogs reveals the fundamental difference
between both writers. Scriver writes:
Als bey eintretendem warmer Fruhlings=Gewitter die
Frosche gegen den Abend sich weidlich horen liessen,
bed.achte sich GOtthold: was er hiebey vor Erinnerung
haben rnochte, und fand Anfangs, daB sie ein artiges
Bild der nassen Brlider geben konten...
(Die Frosche, XXXII, pp. 800-801)
Frogs teach Brockes a lesson also. The text of their sermon
which they croak most eloquently is "Merck1 es." Brockes
talks to a frog and agrees with its message:
Gewifilich, du hast recht: man macht so wenig Wercks
Von aller Px'acht und Schonheit, so die Welt,
Zumahl im Fruhling*, in sich halt,
Von alien gottlichen Geschopf= und Wunder=Wercken;
DaB wir nicht aufs Geschopf, nicht auf den Schopfer,
mercken;
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DaB man kaum einst daran gedencket,
Sicli ihrer nicht erfreut, nocii weniger auf Den,
Der aller Dinge HERR, den Allgewaltigen,
Der alles Herrliche geschaffen und uns schencket,
Nebst einem frohen Danck, die frohe Seele lencket,
(Der Frosell, Metzler, pp. 106-107)
These words contain the essence of Brookes' views and are
the mainspring of his poetry. But a difference which is
really more significant for the present discussion is the
attention which Brookes pays to the subject itself, which
he ideally observes and describes accurately. In this case,
Brookes listens very carefully to the croaking frogs and
notices that all croak in a different way "Der eine
quackt, vie! hundert quarren." Brockes observes his sub¬
jects thoroughly before he expresses his moral lesson;
Licidas sometimes even uses a micx'oscope to observe more
details about the object. In many poems one feels that it
is the description which is most important and that the
thoughts and moral reflections are only interpolated as
an afterthought or out of a sense of mission. "Der Fisch=
Teich" (Metzler, p. 211) consists of (1) a very lively
description of the agile antics and the beautiful colours
of fish in a pond (four pages), (2) a typical reflection
(13 lines)—"Ach, daB man nicht den Schopfer preiset,/
V/enn man so holde Schonheit sielit," (3) the poet's
emotional reaction of "Lust" and "Ergetzen," and, (4) the
conclusion (6 lines) in the form of a prayer:
Ach GOTT! laB mich auf Dich allein,
So oft ich Fische seh', mein' Andacht lencken,
Und dencken: wie so groB ist doch des Schopfers
Macht...
There are other poems of pure description with the
religious reflection occurring at the end only. Imogen
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Kupffer discusses this point and sees here the beginnings
of secularization (p. 34). She also notes that didactic
poems and those containing moralizing comparisons
decrease progressively throughout the Irdisches Yergniigen
in Gott.
There are remnants of the old tradition of Scriver
and the baroque poets in Brookes' poetry. The didactic
element is predominant in "Die Kaiser=Krone":
Ach dachten doch die Grossen dieser Erde,
Bey dieser Bluhm', an ihre Fliichtigkeit,
Und daB auch Gras, nach kurtzer Zeit5
Gekron'te Haupter decken werde!
(Metzler, p. 60)
"Ephemeris" expresses the old thought: lfWie fliichtig ist
doch eure Zeit!" There is nevertheless a change in the
old melancholy tradition to suit Brockes' own ideas:
Da aber dieses Thier, indem es munter flieget,
Dem Ansehn nach, vergniigt ist und sich freut;
So hat es, ungeacht't der kurtsen Lebens=Zeit,
Sich langer auf der V/eIt, als mancher Mensch, vergnuget.
"Die Muscat=Hyacinthe" is a short poem about a dull
flower with a pleasant scent; the lesson it gives is in
the old tradition:
Ira weltlichen giebst du mir diese Lehre:
Man lasse sich den ausserlichen Schein
Doch keinen Fall=Strick seyn!
Denn ein geflicktes Kleid und schmutz'ger Mantel decket
Gar oft ein Hertz, in welchem Weisheit stecket.
(Metzler, p. 80)
In some of the poems written in cantata form this
type of symbolism occurs, but it serves Brookes' attitude
to life and lacks Scriver's otherworldliness.
Aria (6 lines)
Vertreib auch du, vergniigtes Hertze,
Der Blindheit Nacht, des Undancks Schwartze!
Des Mondes Silber=weisser Schein
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Macht einen Eindruck bey den Thieren;
Und dich allein
Soil seiner Strahlen Glantz nicht rlihren?
(Betrachtung des Mondscheins, p. 668)
Another example from "Das Wasser im Priihlinge":
Ihr Sterblichen, erweg't, bey jedem Wasser=GuB,
Das euer Leben auch ein PluB,
Der stetig vor= nie riickwarts fliesset,
Und daB der Menschen schnelle Zeit
Ins tiefe Meer der Ewigkeit
Unwiederbringlich sich ergiesset.
Darum gebrauchet euer Leben,
Wie es Demjenigen gefallt, Der's euch gegeben!
Gebraucht die Greatur zum Nutzen und zur Lust!
(Metzler, pp. 17-26)
Similarly, Brookes transforms a typical carpe diem
motif into his own particular kind of outlook on life.
The ephemerel flower teaches the reluctant maiden that
her beauty too will fade and that she must make the most
of her youth. Waller's "lovely Rose" is sent to die in
front of the lady that the lesson might be more vivid:
Then die! that she
The common fate of all things rare
May read in thee:
How small a part of time they share
That are so wondrous sweet and fair!
Brookes tells his flower "Die Hyacinthe":
Verbluh denn itzo nur, geliebtes Pruhlings=Kind,
Mit Zierde, Lehr' und Lust erfullte Hyacinth,
Und lege wiederum die zarte Schonheit nieder,
Das Bild der irdischen Verganglichkeit und Pracht;
Verwelcke nur allmahlig wieder;
Du hast allhier, was du gesollt, vollbracht.
Dein Zweck und deine Pflicht war, GOttes Macht zu
zeigen,
Du hast, da du so schon gebliihet und gegriin't,
Auf Leitern der Natur zu GOtt zu steigen,
Als eine Sprosse, mir gedient.
In these poems the interest is concentrated on
description and life in this world. Brockes uses material
and thoughts from the old tradition, but what he does with
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it is in most cases a new departure. If the word
"influence" is used in connection with Scriver, then this
has to .be kept in mind. I should prefer not to use the
word at all.
James Thomson (l700-1748) is associated with
Broekes in most books on literary history especially since
Brookes' translation of The Seasons introduced Thomson
to the continent. Both are also called nature poets by
some writers. However, the exact relationship between
these poets, and their place in the history of literature
are still far from clear. The idea that Thomson influenced
-1
Brookes is still in circulation, and the question of his
general influence is obscured by inaccuracies passed down
from unscholarly studies dating from the end of last cen-
tury. More recent studies of these questions^ are also
far from adequate, since they are written from a modern
point of view rather than from an understanding cf the con¬
ditions and literary climate of the period.
Brandl considered that Brookes' poetry had improved
under1 the influence of Thomson but his evidence for this
hypothesis was based on a poem which Bx^ockes took from
<1
Notes by Ernst Theodor Voss in Johann Jakob Engel,
Ober Handings, Gesprach und Brzahlung. Faksimiledruck
nach der Ausgabe von 1774 (Metzlorg Stuttgart, 1964),
p. 98.
P
Max Koch, liber die Beziehungen der englischen Literatur
zux* deutschen im 18. Jahrhundert (1883) • Alfred Biese,
Die Entwl cklung des I'latur ■; efuhls -im Mittelalter und in
der Keuzeit TEeipzig, 189277 P* 286.
^L.M. Price, op.cit., pp. 415-416 gives a list of these
in his bibliography.
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Shaftesbury and is therefore invalidated. On the whole,
Brandl thinks that Brookes' encounter with Thomson's
poetry came too late in his career:
Aber Brockes war zu spat bei Thomson in die Schule
gekommen. Neben den Gedichten, welche in diesen
Vorziigen prangen, stehen viele mit der alten Steif-
lieit, Spielerei und Alltaglichkeit behaftete. Noch
weniger ist an eine originelle Weiterbildung der
Manier Thomsons zu denken.
(pp. 99-100)
2
Some writers on Brockes deny the influence.
Gjerset^ thinks that Brockes was too old to change his
habitual manner of writing, but that he employed a new
technique in volume VII, which consisted of arranging his
poems according to the seasons. This ..idea has come down
q.
to present writers. Van Tieghem writes:
Nous avons vu Brockes chanter separement les quatre
saisons des son premier volume. Son septieme volume
(174-6) constitue un veritable poeme des Saisons,
incoherent sans doute, encore morcele, mais ou~
s' aperpoit un plan d' ensemble.
Brockes has merely divided each volume into four sections
with the names of the seasons as title pages and attempted
as far as possible to place his poems in the appropriate
Above, pp. 8-10.
P
Price, op. cit., says that the influence is overestimated.
Harold Jantz. "Brookes' Poetic Apprenticeship," HLN,
LXXVII (1962;, A4-0 displaying impatience with writers who
disseminate myths about Brockes, writes: "Just how a work
published in 1721 could be influenced by a work published
in 1726, critics and historians do not tell us."
^Knut Gjerset, Der Binflufi von Thomsons Jahreszeiten auf
die deutsche Literatur des achtzehnten Jahrhunderts
"(Heidelberg, 1896), p. 16.
Price, op. cit., p. 102.
^Paul van Tieghem, Le sentiment de la Nature dans le Pre-
romantisme Europeen~(Paris, I960), p. 56.
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section. Fundamentally there is no difference, and the
prominence given to such a minor detail seems to me to be
unjustified.
L.M. Price compares Thomson and Brockes and finds
that Brockes pays greater attention to the description of
small things and to sights, sounds and scents. He was not
so good as Thomson at description because he lacked
Thomson's imagination and because the German laiguage was
less rich.
AuBerdem fehlte ihm Thomsons landschaftsweiter
Blick und dessen Bewunderung fur unregelmaBiges
Gelande und unberiihrte Gefilde. Thomson suchte die
von Feme gruBenden Gipfel, Brockes die schattigen
Bachufer und ebenen Wiesen.
(p. 102)
Later, Price tells us that Brockes described wider per¬
spectives in the concluding sections of his work:
Doch zeigt Brockes eine unverkennbare Neigung, in
den SchluBteilen seines Werkes die mikroskopischen
Beschreibungen von Slattern, Blumen und kleinen
Gegenstanden aufzugeben und sein Auge wie Thomson in
die Feme schweifen zu lassen.
(p. 103)
This brief analysis cannot go uncorrected. It is
true that Thomson is the greater poet. Brockes was guilty
of writing very bad poetry and very weak description but
there are more passages of excellent description than he
has been given credit for. Several poems on storms, sea¬
scapes and skyscapes reveal considerable linguistic versa¬
tility. As the foregoing chapters have revealed, Brockes
was interested in irregular and even wild landscapes from
the earliest volumes of his Irdisches Vergnugen. The world
of the infinitely small revealed by the microscope
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interested, him not for its smallness, but as part of the
-i
infinitely great. When he writes about the sky or the
sea, he expresses an attitude to space which is unparal¬
leled. in the German literature of the time. Writers on
Broekes see him as a poet who sits in his garden composing
poems about restrained peaceful natural scenes, obviously
because they have not read Brookes thoroughly. Brookes
has written poems which fit into this category but this
is not where his importance lies, as I see it.
Price also mentions certain linguistic similarities
between Thomson and Brookes, but this, he admits, may be
due to a common classical heritage. One would expect the
task of translating the Seasons to mark Brockes in some
way, but signs of this contact are not so easy to establish.
Brockes seems to have written the same kind of poetry
before his encounter with Thomson as after, because of
common sources and a common background. "Morgengedanken"
and "Fruhlingsgedicht" in volume VII of the Irdisches
Yergniigen are based on passages from the Seasons and will
be discussed later in connection with hymnic poetry.
It would be interesting to know why Brockes trans¬
lated Thomson's Seasons, as this would contribute to our
knowledge of the period.. It is obvious from this study
2
that both writers belong to the same background and that;
''Above, p. 194.
2Kupffer, p. 119 finds Brockes and Thomson completely dif¬
ferent. I think that they are remarkably similar. Their
themes and outlook are identical, except that Brockes is
more banal at times. Thomson's style is much more elevated
and there is more emphasis on benevolence in his work.
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Brookes saw a reflection of his own interests, certainly
"better expressed, in Thomson's work. Passages from
1
B. J. Zinck's preface to the translation are worth
reproducing, since they give valuable information.
The preface begins with a restatement of Brookes'
outlook according to Zinck. He emphasizes the position
of the enemies more than Brockes would have done.
These are the orthodox, who call Brockes and his
followers "Katuralisten" and "Freidenker." Brookes'
religion is one of "Gliickseligkeit," the senses being
"Werkzeuge zum Vergnugen" which brighten our days
(Tage versiiBen) and show us "wie freundlich Gott ist."
Brockes is a leading figure in the conversion of such
people to the beauty of the world:
Man wird hier dern Yerfasser des irdischen
Vergnugens in Gott, welcher durch seine erbauliche
Schriften viele um Natur und Wahrheit unbekiimmerte
Barbaren unsers Yaterlandes zur Aufmerksamkeit
gebracht hat, die erste Stelle einraumen miissen.
Thomson and Brockes have the same aims in writing:
Dieselben Ursachen, Welche diesen wiirdigen
Mann bewogen haben in seinen Schriften die
Schonheit der Natur, ihrem allmachtigen Schopfer
zu Ehren, vorzustellen, haben ihn auch veranlasset
gegenwartige Uebersetzung zu unternehmen. Die mit
seinem Endzweck ubereinstimmende Absicht, und die
gliickliche Ausfuhrung des Englischen Dichters,
haben ihn dergestalt geriihret, daB er es fiir eine
Schuldigkeit erachtet, PleiB und Miihe anzuwenden,
seinen Landsleuten die erhabne, tiefsinnige und
majestatische Art, womit der Brittische Dichter
seinen groBen Vorwurf abhandelt, vor Augen zu legen.
-i
B. J. Zinck. The name is written as Zrnk m the preface
of the 26th September 174-4- to the Jahreszeiten (Hamburg,
17^5).
2
It is not clear in the text whether "einraumen'' has
an umlaut.
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Norton Collins Stewart has devoted two articles
to the study of Brookes' translation of Thomson's
Seasons. He discusses linguistic considerations, the
opinions of critics and subsequent translations. Brockes
translated fairly freely and, apart from a number of mis¬
translations, generally reproduced the sense. He
expanded the original by circumlocution and the addition
of a few of his own thoughts; the result lacks the
strength and simplicity of the original. Despite a
multitude of shortcomings, Brookes' work has, however,
made a contribution to the development of poetry by
clothing the heavier original in a gay simple garb.
Joseph Addison has been referred to throughout
this study and occupies an important place in the back¬
ground of Brookes' poetry. Marjorie Nicolson and Alan
McKillop have realized his importance for English
literature, but his relationship to Brockes has not been
studied. Alois Brandl mentions that Brockes has been
called the "German Addison," but does not develop the
idea. Brockes' association with the Hamburg moral weekly
"Der Patriot" would qualify him for that title in the
minds of his contemporaries, who would not be aware of
his greater importance in the history of literature and
of thought. Brandl (p. 35) has also suggested that the
moralizing tendencies of the Spectator and the Guardian
might have influenced Brockes.
In connection with his study of European nature
^Morton Collins Stewart, "Barthold Heinrich Brookes'
Thomson's Seasons," JBGP, X (1911), 20-41.
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van Tieghem only mentions Addison three times. He
considers him as a classical writer, the opposite of
Shakespeare, among the admirers of the formal gardens
of Versailles. Addison's contribution to the aesthetics
of the sublime discussed in chapter VI of this study
conflicts with such a view. No. 414 of the Spectator also
contradicts this alleged preference for regular gardens
and landscape. Addison writes:
The Beauties of the most stately Garden or Palace
lie in a narrow Compass, the Imagination immediately
runs them over and requires something else to
gratify her; but, in the wide Fields of Nature, the
Sight wanders up and down without Confinement, and
is fed with an infinite variety of Images, without
any certain Stint or Number. For this Eeason we
always find the Poet in Love with a Country-Life,
where Nature appears in the greatest Perfection,
and furnishes out all those Scenes that are most apt
to delight the Imagination.
Van Tieghem also underestimates the role which
Addison plays in the development of nature poetry:
Addison dans le Spectator evoque plusieurs fois les
charmes da la c? mpagne, mais le caractere de son
periodique rie lui permet guere d'insister; ce qui
est rernarquable, c'est qu'il lui ait fait une
petite place.
(p. 157)
Van Tieghem has overlooked Addison's important
role, because he is looking for a certain attitude to
nature which he has constructed from later nature poetry,
without reference to the background which I have been
tracing. Viewed in the context, Addison is in the fore¬
front with his germinal ideas. He writes in No. 395 of
'^le Spectator:
Natural Philosophy quickens this Taste of the
Creation, and renders it not only pleasing to the
Imagination, but to the Understanding. It does not
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rest in the Murmur of Brooks, and the Melody of
Birds, in the Shade of Groves and Woods, or in
the Embroidery of Fields and Meadows, but considers
the several Ends of Providence which are served by
them, and the Wonders of Divine "Wisdom which appear
in them. It heightens the Pleasures of the Eye, and
raises such a rational Admiration in the Soul as is
little inferior to Devotion.
The combination of science, theology and nature in this
quotation places it in the context which we have been
tracing.
All the elements are there:
The Creation is a perpetual Feast to the Mind of a
Good Man, every thing he sees chears and delights
him...
Such happiness is also allied to gratitude:
The Chearfulness of Heart which springs up in us
from the Survey of Nature's Works, is an admirable
Preparation for gratitude. The Mind has gone a great
way towards.Praise and Thanksgiving that is filled
with a secret Gladness: A grateful Reflection on the
supreme Cause who produces it, sanctifies it in the
Soul, and gives it its proper Value. Such an
habitual Disposition of Mind consecrates every Field
and 'Wood, turns an ordinary Walk into a morning or
evening Sacrifice, and will improve those transient
Gleams of Joy, which naturally brighten up and
refresh the Soul on such Occasions, into an inviolable
and perpetual State of Bliss and Happiness.
Man's happiness, God and Nature are part of the
same web of ideas and cannot be separated. God made the
world for our pleasure:
If we consider the World in its Subserviency to
Man, one would think it was made for our Use; but if
we consider it in its Natural Beauty and Harmony,
one would be apt to conclude it was made for our
Pleasure. (Spectator 387)
Later in the same essay:
We may further observe how Providence has taken
Care to keep up this Chearfulness in the Mind of
Man, by having formed it after such a Manner, as
to make it capable of conceiving Delight from
several Objects which seem to have very little Use
in them, as from the Wildness of Rocks and Desarts,
and the like grotesque Parts of Nature.
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In this life God has given man so many faculties for
enjoyment:
We :may therefore look into our selves with Rapture
and Amazement, and cannot sufficiently express our
Gratitude to him, who has encompassed us with such
a Profusion of Blessings, and opened in us so many
Capacities of .enjoying them.
(Spectator 600)
Happiness is the purpose behind creation:
...the End for which he designed his reasonable
Offspring is the Contemplation of his Works, the
Enjoyment of himself, and in both to be happy.
(Spectator 6.55
by Henry Grove)
The future life will consist of a higher form of
happiness through the revelation of the "hidden Springs
of Nature's Operations" and the contemplation of God.
These Platonic ideas are reminiscent of the back¬
ground of the Cambridge Platonists. When Addison considers
the heavenly bodies and the vastness of space, he thinks
of the infinite God (Spectator 5^5)• Like the Psalmist—
Addison quotes the relevant passage—man wonders, "What
is man?" The resulting "melancholy Thought, of our being
overlooked by our Maker in the Multiplicity of his Works"
is dispelled when we think of God's omnipresence:
His Being passes through, actuates and supports the
whole Frame of Nature. His Creation, and every Part
of it, is full of him. There is nothing he has made,
- that is either so distant, so little, or so
inconsiderable, which he does not essentially
inhabit. His Substance is within the Substance of
every Being, whether material, or immaterial, and as
intimately present to it, as that Being is to it
self. It would by [sic] an Imperfection in him, were
he able to remove out of one Place into another, or
to withdraw himself from any thing he h as created,
or from .any Part of that Space which is diffused
and spread abroad to Infinity. In short, to speak
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of hia in the Language of the old Philosopher, '
he is a Being whose Centre is every where, and his
Circumference no where.
Broekes versified a large section of Addison's
Spectator 587 which concerns cheerfulness, a subject
that interests him particularly (II, 592-599). Brockes
placed the English text op osite his translation. The
first part of the essay, which he has not translated,
demonstrates that cheerfulness is good for the health
of tne body and for the soul. Brockes starts the
translation with the idea that the world was created for
our pleasure. The ideas coincide with his own.
Those several living Creatures which are made for
our Service or Sustenance, at the same Time either
fill the Woods with their Musick, furnish us with
Game, or raise pleasing Ideas in us by the
Delightfulness of their Appearance.
This becomes
Die Wilder, Pelder, Thai und Hugel
Hit mannigfaltger Lieblichkeit,
Sie dienet uns zur Lust, sum Ja.,:en,
Und durch die Schonheit, so sie schrnuckt,
Erreget sie uns mancherley Behagen.
The original cannot be said to have been enhanced in its
German garb, especially when Brockes translates the word
"Game" by hunting; this brings a disturbing note of
-i
This must be Nicholas of Cusa. Henry More uses the
expression in his poem "The Argument of Democritus
Platonissans, or the Infinitie of Worlds," stanza 8
"A circle whose circumference no where/is circumscrib'd,
whose Centre's eache where set...." Brockes' "GOttes
Grosse" (Metzler, p. 5J4) begins with the words: "Zirckel,
den kein Mensch mit Worten,/Und kein Geist durch Dencken,
misst,/Lessen Mittel aller Orten,/Lessen Umkreis nirgends
ist!" One would expect the word "Mitte" as Brockes means
"centre." The Hamburg edition has "Mittel." "Mittel" also
appears in a version of the poem which was published
anonymously in Dor Patriot No. 51 > 21st December 1724
before the publication of the poem in Vol. Ill of Ird. Verg.
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cruelty into the harmonious origin:...!. Brookes, who loved
hunting, was not as sensitive to the pain of animals as
many English writers of the period and would be unaware
of the discordant note.
The next "Argument for Providence that the whole
Earth is covered with Green, rather than with any other
Colour" comes from the scientific background. Addison
gives the scientific explanation which Brookes succeeds
in making somewhat obscure; it concerns the animal
spirits
Die Korperlichen Geisterlein,
Die, um zu sehen, stets aus unsern Augen eilen.
Was aber dunkel ist, bewegt die Geister nicht.
Da uns im Gegentheil die Strahlen,
Die unsera Sinn das griine malen,
In unsrer Augen spdegelnde Crystallen
So wohl genischt, so sanft gemindert fallen,
DaB sie
Den Geistern, die wir Thierisch nennen
Ein angenehmes Spielwerk gonnen;
Indem durch dieses Gleich=Gewicht,
In welches sie sich stets durch sanften StoB bewegen,
Sie unserm emsigen Gesicht1
Ein angenehm Gefuhl erregen.
The main idea in this essay, that the world is
both useful and entertaining, is illustrated by nature's
activity in the vegetable world. She is occupied in
making the earth gay and beautiful but, at the back of
this, is her preoccupation with the useful preservation
of the species in the seeds. Brookes condenses and
obscures the next point although it is one which is
i
This is quite a common argument for God's providence.
Brookes uses it in his adaptation of Pluche—"Neue
Betrachtungen uber die Natur des Lichts und der V/arme."
McKillop, p. 58 gives the source of Thomson's lines on the
same subject—Thomas Robinson, A Vindication of the
Philosophic.-.! arid Theological Exposition of" the Kosaiclc
System of the Creation Tl709), p• 5^•
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particularly near his heart. It concerns the pleasure
which the senses afford man. Brockes probably did not
suite understand the argument, since it was couched in
the language of Locke and postulates his views on
secondary qualities. Man has been given the power,
DaB jede Sinnlichkeit und Leidenschaft
Durch Farben, Tone, Kalt' , und Wiirm' in uns erreget;
DaB es nur bloB darum geschehen sey,
Darait der Mensch durch siisse Sinnlichkei ten
Derselben sich erfreu.
The universe is compared to a theatre in which the
scene is always changing for our entertainment—the
succession ox day and night, the seasons and the changing
face of nature. Quite unaccountably, Brockes concludes his
poem at a point which is not really a fitting conclusion.
In fact, it is really in the middle of a thought. Addison
explains in two paragraphs a) that he does not intend to
mention the pleasure of friendship, books and conversation
as he is only concerned with delights which are open to
all ranks and conditions; and b) (in the second
paragraph) that he prefers to dwell on cheerfulness since
the English are, in any case, prone to melancholy. In
other words, the entire thought of both paragraphs is
that Addison prefers to concentrate on the subjects
which stimulate cheerfulness and avoid those which produce
melancholy. It seems that Brockes once again has not
understood the subtleties of the English language and
has arbitrarily concluded his poem.
Brockes also versified the Guardian 169 which
1 _
John Locke, An Essay concerning Human Understanding,
Bk. II, ch. viii.
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expresses a similar idea. Fine weather makes us feel
exalted. The world is like a. theatre with sun, moon, stars,
fruit, Vegetables providing endless variety for our enter-
1
tainment. To disregard the course of nature and the
revolutions of the heavenly bodies, all of which display
the wisdom and power of God, is a "Sort of Impiety."
Addison, who was writing about two decades later
than most of the writers of the scientific back round,
has collected together in his Spectator essays many of
their ideas and presented them in a more digested form.
He was popularizing science, philosophy and theology for
his English readers, as Brookes was attempting to do in
Germany. In the Spectator 54-3 he discusses the wonder of
the body and how new discoveries such as the theory of the
circulation of the blood reveal new wonders. The study of
the body reveals amazing harmony .nd order. If we could
examine the whole of creation we should discover there
the same harmony:
We should see the same concatenation and Subserviency,
the same Necessity and Usefulness, the same Beauty
and Harmony in all and every of its Parts, as what
we discover in the Body of every single Animal.
Addison sees "Demonstrations of a Supreme Being, and of
his transcendent Wisdom, Power and Goodness in the
A
Brookes used this idea for his poem "Das herrlicrie Schau=
Spiel der Natur" (VIII, 170-177» Tubingen; Hamburg, pp.
1Q6 ff.). The actors who perform on the stage are the
seasons with their wealth of flowers. Nature preaches to
us through flowers which have a special language "In
we1cher jede, statt der Ohren, mit unsrer Saele, durchs
Gesicht,/Auch durchs Gefuhl und den Geruch, und also durhh
drey Sinnen, spricht." This is in keeping with Addison's
ideas about the "Entertainments of Sense" which give us
joy and "refresh the Soul" (Spectator 393)*
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Formation of the Body of a living Creature." Divine
goodness is also exemplified in the idea of
plentitude:
...Providence has shewn the Richness of its
Goodness and Wisdom, not only in the Production of
many Original Species, but in the Multiplicity of
Descants which it has made on every Original Species
in particular.
From what has been written here and elsewhere
about Addison it is clear that lie fits into the context
of this study completely. Since these writings appeared
before Brookes' first volume of Irdisches Vergniigen,
Addison could be one of Brockes' sources. Apart from the
two poems which were based on Addison with acknowledgement,
I have not found any direct borrowings of the kind which
would afford absolute proof of Brockes' debt to Addison.
They write about the same ideas in the same way, but
since such ideas were commonplaces at that time, Brockes
could just as easily h ,ve found them in some other common
sources as in the S.ectator.
The contents of this chapter have perhaps not
provided interesting reading material but concentration
on Brookes' positive literary qualities would have been
one-sided and misleading. The fact that Brockes has
previously been underrated does not justify a study
which attempts to overrate him. Much of this material




BROOKES AS A NATURE POET
It should now be apparent that it is fallacious
to call Brookes a nature poet in the sense in which he
is generally understood to be one, that is, as a man
who sits in his garden and describes flowers and
vegetables in great detail. This is to misunderstand
the vast field which the conception of nature covers at
this period and also to restrict Brookes' work to what
is perhaps not its most fruitful aspect.
Until now, we have been dealing with questions
which have largely been overlooked in connection with
Brockes. The subject of Brookes as a nature poet or as
a descriptive poet has received more attention. Otto
Janssen's Naturempfindung undNaturgefilhl bei Barthold
Heinrich Brockes (diss. Bonn, 1907) is concerned with
such a subjective and problematic question that one is
not surprisingly left with a vague impression about
Brockes' aesthetic achievement:
Im Verlaufe dieser Ausfuhrung war es mir nicht so
urn die hi duel der Brockesischen Naturbetrachtung zu
tun, noch urn ihr Zusammenwirken zum gegebenen
Gedicht, sondern um den Kernpunkt der asthetischen
Naturanschauung: die Verwandlung der die Natur
lediglich kopierenden Empfindung in das kiinstlerische
Moment des Naturgefiihles. Dieses aber sehen wir bei
Brockes, wohl zagend noch, und durch manche Irrtlimer
verdunkelt, anheben, auf Grund einer neuen die
Tradition durchbrechenden, naiven Lust an der
Erscheinung.
(pp. 93-94-)
This might well have been Janssen's aim but it is
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difficult to see how the first two thirds of his thesis
contribute to it. In fact, it seems that the idea is
only beginning to burgeon in his mind towards the end
of his study, liven then, it is not absolutely clear
what his conclusion is.
The thesis is overtly concerned with listing the
most common themes of the Irdisches Vergnligen in Gott
and providing abundant examples. The most common themes
are well represented—creation reflects the Creator,
nature sings his praises and this is a lesson to man to
worship also, the world's usefulness shows that it was
created for man's material welfare. Janssen emphasizes
Brockes' vivid sense impressions especially his use of
colour and movement. The motifs of infinity and of the
cosmic journey (he does not use this expression) have
been noted. What is lacking is information about the
sources and the background of these motifs. Consequently,
any comments he makes on them are inadequate, for
instance, in connection with the cosmic journey he
writes:
Der Sinn vermag fur Augenblicke seiner physischen
Gebundenheit zu entraten. Von der Phantasie getragen,
verlasst er seine Herrin, die Seele, aller
Erdenschwere ledig, urn sich dort zu ergehen, wohin
kein Leib gelangen kann. Ich glaube in diesem Zuge
die Einwirkung rliltons zu erblicken.
(p. 78)
1 .
The background of this idea, as we have seen, is much
wider than that.
^Above, pp. 164, 167-168.
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As a starting-point for more useful and profound
research the thesis is quite useful. The abundant
quotations from the Irdisches Vergniigen in Gott enable
anyone unacquainted with Brookes to form a picture of
the main points of emphasis. Also, behind some of the
points which Janssen makes lurk unasked questions which
call out for answers, for instance, Janssen finds that
Brockes1 temperament is very dull:
Aber ungeachtet aller Liebe, die Brockes der
schopferischen Natur entgegenbringt, Temperament
werden wir nicht zu eifrig bei ihm suchen diirxen.
Brockes travelled widely:
Eragen wir uns nach dem Eindruck, den er vor
alledem empfangen hat, so geraten wir billig in
Erstaunen. In Ungarn haben die grossen Kilrbisse
sein Gefalien erregt, von Venedig weiss er nichts
anderes zu sagen, als dass ihm das Geld ausgegangen
ist. Er iiberschreitet die Alpen und verrat ein
hochst primitives Empfinden fur die Schonheiten der
Gebirgswelt.
(p. 9-10)
Yet Janssen talks of the vitality of Brockes' imagery,
the exploitation of movement and the reflection of
feeling, and does not see in this a contradiction which
requires an explanation.
What Janssen claims to be his thesis is also more
of a starting-point for further research than a conclusive
contribution to our knowledge about Brockes. To begin
with, it is, as I have said, rather difficult to find.
As far as I understand, it seems to develop only towards
the end of the dissertation out of some rather negative
judgments which Janssen makes on Brockes' poetry. These
are mainly connected with Brockes' treatment of colour
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and movement.
Janssen notes the way in which Brookes uses
gems as metaphors in his attempt to render the colours
of the objects which he is observing.
Die Phantasies mit einforniigen Metaphern gespeist,
gerat ins Stocken: wird auch der Eindruck der
Intensitat in Spannung erhalten, die lebendige
stets variierende Natur geht dabei zugrunde."
(p. 16)
He concedes that Brookes, while belonging to the earlier
tradition (Baroque), goes beyond it:
In diesem Abstrahieren vom Gegenstanae verrat sich
noch die Einwirkung der Tradition.
(p. 25)
The following observations are nevertheless very negative
and seem to censure Brockes for escaping into abstraction
in his treatment of colour instead of abiding by objective
reality:
Eine koloristisch geaachte Illusion ist erreicht,
aber die unglaubliche Steigerung der Effekte und die
damit verbundene Ablosung des Earbenscheines von
aller sinnlichen Konkretion hat den Dichter auf
Eormgebung verzichten lassen. Wie geringwertig die
Wirkung solcher, in krassester Buntheit erregter
Earbenkomplexe ist, muss ohhe weiteres einleuchten...
Trotzdem lasst Brockes—und darin reicht er iiber seine
Zeit hinaus—seine Poesie stets mit dem beobachteten
Vorgange anheben; aber alle Wirklichkeitsdichtung will
nichts bedeuten, wenn das Unwahre in der Art der
Betrachtung liegt.
(p. 21)
The same conclusion is reached when Janssen
considers Brockes1 treatment of movement in his poems.
He observes that Brockes walks around and changes his
1
This question is discussed in detail m Harry W. Pfund,
Studien zu Wort und Stil bei Brockes (New York, 1935)-
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point of view when he is writing a descriptive poem.
Has macht einen der wesentlichen iiomente der
kiinstlerisch noch unvollendeten Naturbetrachtung
aus. Man ist oft genotigt, das einheitliche Bild
aus der Flille der Situationen zu erraten.
(p- 2p)
At this stage it is not clear whether Janssen considers
this to be positive or negative, since some of his
remarks are quite neutral. He writes:
Brockes verschafft seinen Lesern einen unbequemen
Genuss, indem er die Phantasie, die er wachrufen
will, durch ein stetes Umschweifen der Binge
erschopft.
(P- 23)
In the latter part of the thesis a more positive
note enters. This confusion of sense impressions, in
which Brockes loses himself and also loses touch with
the object, leads him to his inner sensations:
Die Wollust der Empfindung verftihrt den Dichter
fort von dem Objekt, auf die Erlebnisse der inneren
Wahrnehmung, in der er Grund und Quelle jeden
Genusses zu erblicken glaubt.
CP- 67)
In such passages Janssen begins to approach the ideas he
claims to be analysing ("Kernpunkt aer asthetischen
Anschauung") although the analysis is far from profound.
In the aesthetic experience the activity of the
creative mind is projected into the world of nature:
Mussten wir oben eingestehen, dass die Gestalt der
Binge in dem Wirbel farbiger Erregungen zerstort
wird, so erkannten wir zugleich, wie energisch sich
der Trieb geltend macht, den empfangenen Eindruck
zu beleben. Schon wahrend wir die Intensitat des
Earbigen betrachteten, machte sich die Regung des
starren Scheines bemerkbar.—Wo sich nun der Blick
von die sex1 illusorischen Erregung auf die reale
der umgebenden .Natur richtet, da erfiillt sich
die Welt augenblicklich mit einer Unzahl
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belebter Geschopfe, in denen wir, kraft unserer
Illusion eine gleichgestimmte Beseeltheit vermuten.
Auch an unserem Dichter wird sich erweisen, wie
zumal in der bewegten Natur der Urgrund jener
Selbstversetzung zu linden ist, die sich in alien
asthetischen Betrachtung enthiillt.—Der asthetisch
Gestimmte ist jederzeit in dern Wahne befangen, in
der Natur selbst den sinnvollen Inhalt anzutreffen,
den er doch selbst unbefangen in sie hineinlegte.
So wird er zum Zuschauer einer Handlung, die er
selbst agiert. Weiterhin sehen wir, wie sich die
eigene Personlichkeit, in dem ganzen Umfange ihrer
sinnund zweckvollen Bestimmungen in die umgebende
Natur ubertragt.
(p. 59)
Another passage deals with the question of
"Stimmung" which Janssen says is new in German
literature:
Lassen sich die Bewegungen und dynamischen
Veranderungen in der Natur als allektgeleitete
Gebarden deuten, so verwandelt die ruhende Natur
diesen Ausdruck der Gebarde in den der Stimmung.
Erschauen wir aus der Veranderung, wie aus einer
deutlich vernehmbaren Sprache, den beseelten Sinn
der Welt, so miissen wir aus der unerregten, durch
keinerlei Gebarde verstandlichen Natur ihr Wesen
erraten. Ich halte dafur, dass dem siebzehnten
Jahrhundert die „Stimmung" in diesem einschrankenden
Sinne noch fast fremd war, und dass dort, wo Brockes
versucht auch dieser Sensation teilhaftig zu werden,
ex sich liber das Niveau seiner Zeit, wenigstens in
Deutschland, betrachtlich erhebt.
(P- 74)
This passage is not particularly enlightening. What
Jarissen understands by "Stimmung" and "Beseeltheit" is
not clear. The creative process is in the last resort a
mystery. To what extent Nature has a soul or character
to express or whether it is merely a mirror or man's
inner psychical processes are futile questions to ask or
even to suggest. Janssen talks quite happily of the
transformation of dynamic effects into atmosphere
(Stimmung) without making it clear what he means by this
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and how the change takes place.
I do not claim to solve such intangible problems,
but think nevertheless that it is possible to throw more
light on the dynamism of Brookes' poetry than Janssen has
been able to do, if we start with what is tangible, that
is, the text and the background and see how far such
knowledge will stretch. This last passage which I have
quoted from Janssen follows a section which gives
quotations from poems on storms, fire, mountains and
water, poems which I have discussed in connection with
Virgil and Burnet. The context therefore is that of the
sublime.
In such poems Brockes was seen to leave his
harmonious world of goodness and utility for one which
was discordant in a sense, since it was characterized by
a certain amount of ugliness and terror. He did this, as
his like-minded contemporaries in England did, because
he was fascinated by the manifestation of energy and
power and the novel mixed feelings which it aroused—
the sublime.
The poem on the storm which I discussed in
connection with the literary background and Virgil is
also an example of the sublime. Brockes reports the
storm in the third person as if it were a true account
of an actual storm but certain lapses from verisimilitude
soon make it clear that it is a product of Brookes'
imagination. The point of departure is a storm which
Brockes has at some time experienced, but as he progresses
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he seems to abstract all the fiercest and most turbulent
elements from all the storms which he has ever seen or
read about, and build them into this poem. These
impressions are intensified by a wealth of onomatopoeia
which shatters the eardrums of the imagination. After
the clash of thunder, the flashes of lightning and the
roar of the cloudburst and rushing water, the mountains
reel, the earth trembles, the black air is torn asunder
like gaping jaws "Voll Flammen, Dampf und Gluht, ja eine
Hollen=G-ruft.. ." (Metzler, p. 274-). It is easy to follow
the flight of Brookes' imagination into an unreality
which does not seem to present any conflict for him,
when in the same poem, he brings us back to the world
after the storm—a world which is equally unreal—to
peasants whose cottages and lives have miraculously
survived a storm resembling the end of the world. 'The
reason for this is the interest in the sublime and all
that it entails, especially as a manifestation of God's
might and power.
In another poem "Gesang zur Zeit des Ungewitters"
(Metzler, pp. 277-280), Brockes uses the same storm
themes to emphasize God's presence in the elements:
Draut gleich der Grund der Welt zu wancken, zu
vergehen,
Lasst die geborst'ne Welt gleich nichts, als Flammen,
sehen
Hauscht gleich der Winde Wuth, netzt gleich ein Eegen
Schwall
has uberstromte Land mit Wassern uberall.
The elements praise God, and God manifests himself in
the elements:
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So zittert, blitzt und rauscht doch alles, GOtt zu
Ehren,
Er lasset seine Stimm' , ira Donner, gleichsam horen,
Er.zeiget seine Kraft und seine Lieb', es bricht,
Selbst durch den lichten Blitz, des Schopfers
Geisheits=Lieht.
In such poems Brookes takes a subject which is
real enough but goes beyond reality by a series of
variations on that subject. His motive is the interest in
the sublime. The same observations apply to his otherwise
unaccountable use of motifs from Burnet's ugly world
which we have discussed at length in chapter VI. The
exaggerated vocabulary of horror in Burnet belongs to
the background of a man with an aesthetic ideal of
harmony and symmetry, who is shocked by the sight of a
world which conflicts with this ideal. The language with
which he expresses his impressions of ugliness becomes
for Brookes the language of the sublime. It expresses the
fascination of the vast and terrifying, new emotional and
irrational experiences. Brookes takes these motifs,
orchestrates them by means of imaginary visual and aural
effects, variations and repetitions.
Burnet's imagination is very vivid but it is
harnessed to an apocalyptic vision of the final con-*-
flagration. Brockes is again fascinated by the violent
imagery of a world in turmoil in the process of being
consumed by the ferocity of fire. His treatment is the
same as for the motifs of the storm and the mountains.
He varies and repeats, adds sound and movement and
feelings of fear and terror.
When we view these poems in their literary setting
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and against the background of the sublime, our under¬
standing of them is increased considerably. Janssen's
vague ideas of "Stimmung" and "Beseeltheit" have little
to contribute, moreover, since he claims to be considering
aesthetic issues, contemporary aesthetics would surely
be more relevant to the eighteenth century than ideas
from a later period, we have already seen how the earlier
ideas of Dennis develop into the aesthetics of the sublime,
and how useful it was to apply this to Brockes' activity.
Addison's ideas in the Spectator essays known as "The
Pleasures of the Imagination" seem to me to have much to
contribute to the present discussion.
These essays have already been referred to in
connection with theories of the sublime which is an
important part of eighteenth-century aesthetics. A
leading idea is that literature is not a photographic
representation of objective reality; it must appeal to
the imagination. Imagination heightens reality:
Words, when well chosen, have so great a force in
them, that a Description often gives us more lively Ideas
than the Sight of Things themselves. The Reader finds
a Scene drawn in Stronger Colours, and painted more
to the Life in his Imagination, by the help of Words,
than by an actual Survey of the Scene which they
1
Johann Jacob Bodmer was also influenced by Addison's
essays on the imagination. He writes in Johann Miltons
Episches Gedicht von dem Yerlohrnen Paradiese (Ziirich,
174-2), Bk. I, pp. 12ff.: ,,'Die "Poesie kummert sich eigentlich
nicht um das Wahre des Yerstand.es; es ist ihr nur urn die
Besiegung der Phantasie zu thun; darum begnuget sie sich
nur an dem Wahrscheinlichen, welches auf das ZeugniB der
Sinnen und der Phantasie gegrundet ist."
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describe. In this case the Poet seems to get the
better ox Nature; he takes, indeed, the Landscip
after her, but gives it more vigorous Touches,
heightens its Beauty, and so enlivens the whole
Piece, that the Images which flow from the
Objects themselves appear weak and faint, in
Comparison of those that come from the Expressions.
(Spectator 416)
Addison's remarks apply to all those descriptive
poems which Janssen had in the earlier part of his thesis
considered to be a departure from reality, those
belonging to the above category of dynamic poems, and
others which describe "Das Wogen der Meereswellen, den
Wirbel der Schneeflocken, der fallenden Bliiten, der
Tautropfen, das ganze Gewirre der vorn Elude getriebenen
Kleinwelt" (p. 56). Brookes is really attempting
description:
Wir erkennen hier, wie der Dichter, ehrlich bestrebt
ist, nachzuahmen, auch auf die Gefahr hin, den
anschaulichen Eindruck zu vernichten.
(p. 57)
This remark follows the description of a snowstorm.
Immediately before that Janssen expresses a similar idea:
Ich hoffe deutlich zu machen, worin sich auch hier
der eigentumliche Charakter der Brockesischen
Dichtung bezeugt. Vergass er iiber der heftigen
Erregung des Parbensinnes den Einweis auf das
Objekt, dem das Koloristische eigen ist, so vergisst
er das gleiche liber der Freude am bewegten
Sinnenschein. Bis ins Subtilste folgt er der
Dynamik der Natur, selbst iiber das Anschauliche hinaus.
(p. 56)
To illustrate these ideas Janssen quotes part of a
1
poem on a snow flurry (Schneegestober):
--1
This is quoted by Janssen, pp. 56-57, hut I am quoting it
from the Tubingen edition, VII, 561-563; the Hamburg reference
is VII, 598. Janssen's quotations throughout his work are
very inaccurate. He makes no attempt to indicate the verse
form. In this particular quotation he has missed out two lines.
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Es zirkelten die Wirbel=Winde
Den Schnee, wie einen weissen Rauch,
Sie rissen, recht als einen Schmauch,
Der Liifte Schaum so heftig, so geschwinde,
Auf eine sonst nicht leicht geschehne Vleise,
In langen Strichen bald, und bald im Kreise,
Von alien Orten her, nach alien Orten hin,
Von oben, unterwerts, von unten liber sich.
Hier floB ein weisser Strohm, dort schoB ein strenger
Strich,
Durch einen andern hin.
Was in dem Augenblick den Gegner preBte, wich
Im Augenblick zuriick, von ihm gedrengt. Es schien
Sich alies in der Luft zu jagen und zu fliehn.
Eh' Jedes Staubchen Schnee den Grund,
Worauf es doch nicht ruhen kunt,
Wie sehr es ihn gesucht, beruhret;
War es viel hundertmal vorher empor gefiihret,
Gesenkt, erhoht, gestiirzt, und in die Hoh' gerissen,
Und hatte tausendfach sich drehen lassen miissen.
Zuweilen stiirzt und fiel ein Iieer von Schnee so aicht,
So dick von oben ab, es schien fast dem Gesicht
Ein Wolken=Bruch von Schnee, es schien die ganze Luft
Ein ungetrennter Dampf, ein weisser Nebel=Duft.
So heftig war das heftige Bewegen:
Fiir grosser Schnelligkeit schien sich fast nichts zu
regen,
Bis hie und da von Sturm getroffne Theile,
In noch vermehrter Eile,
In sichtbarn Linien noch heftiger gedrungen,
Iiit groBrer Wut sich durch die andern schwungen,
Und da sie sich bald hie, bald dorthin neigten,
Die heftige Bewegung aeutlich zeigten.
This description seems to me to show Brockes' observation
and the pleasure which his imagination takes in movement.
He attempts to bring out the initial experience by a
series of variations of images—ein weiBer Strom,
weiBer Rauch, ein strengei' Strich, Schmauch, Schaum,
Staubchen, sichtbare Linien. He tries to capture the
movement by referring to the constantly changing view¬
point—von alien Orten her, nach alien Orten hin, von
oben unterwarts, von unten liber sich, hier, dort, hie
und da.
In the poem "Der Winter" (Metzler, pp. 441-4p4)
there is another snow description. The technique is the
same. Brookes has the sqme picture in his mind of
streaks and lines:
Bald gleicht der kleine Schnee, mit Hagel untermengt
Wann ihn der wilde Nora mit strengem Blasen drengt,
Und Strich=weis' auf uns treibt, gescharften langen
Spiessen.
Die Wolcken scheinen uns mit Pfeilen zu beschiessen.
lie desci'ibes the movement of the snowflakes:
Es scheint die gantze Luft zu leben,
Es scheinen lichte Theil1 herab zu schweben,
Und durch einander her zu gehn.
They fall like feathers, glimmer and shine, but viewed
from below they seem to be black,
Da doch, so bald er auf der Erden,
Nichts weissers kann gefunden werden.
Brockes varies the degree of movement from the gentle to
the wild:
Itzt schwarmt das luckre Heer der Flocken hin und
wieder;
Steigt spielend in die Hoh; fallt schertzend wieder
nieder,
Weil noch die Stille wahrt.
Bald kommt, mit frischer Wuth,
Ein Schnee=Staub unversehns, wie eine weisse Eluth,
Vom Boreas gejagt, von neuem zugeschossen;
Da kampfet Sturm mit Sturm, da streiten Schnee und
Schlossen.
This love of movement is part of the taste of
those who belong to the same background. Thomson's
poetry is also full of movement. Addison, after
explaining that one of the sources of the pleasures of
the imagination is the sight of what is new, writes:
For this Reason there is nothing that more enlivens
a Prospect than Rivers, Jetteaus, or Falls of Water,
where the Scene is perpetually shifting, and
entertaining the Sight every Moment with something
that is new. We are quickly tired with looking upon
Hills and Vallies, where every thing continues fixt
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and settled in the same Place and Posture, but
find our Thoughts a little agitated and relieved
at the Sight of such Objects as are ever in Motion,
and sliding away from beneath the Eye of the Beholde
(Spectator 412
Our understanding of Brookes' colour imagery
increases when we consider it in its contemporary
context. The influence of Newton's theories of light
has already been discussed. They apply also to the
present discussion. In some poems we can almost see
how Brookes applies Newton's ideas, as he abstracts
light from objects. In the poem "Das Peuer" (Metzler,
pp. 484-530) Brookes discusses the prism. Colour is
nothing but refracted light. This conditions his vision
of things and subsequently his descriptions also.
Gleichfalls weist der Regen=Bogen
Und der Liifte heitres Blau,
Der bewolckten Wasser=Wogen
Purpur, Silber, Gelb und Grau,
Samt der Wolcken bunten Bildern,
DaB sie nur mit Licht sich schildern,
DaB die Parben nichts, als Licht,
So sich unterschiedlich bricht.
(Stanza 26)
Seine kleinen runden Theile
Drehn und andern sich so leicht,
DaB es nemlich oft in Eile
Sich auf alle Parben zeucht.
Denn, wenn es durch Corper strahlet,
Die gefarbet und bemalet,
(Als ein Yorhang und ein Glas)
Wirds oft blau, oft roth, oft blaB.
(Stanza 27)
-1
Above, pp. 112ff. Brockes would also have assimilated
some ideas on this subject while translating Genest's
Principes de philosophie. The section "Des Couleurs,"
Ird. Yerg. Ill, 382-598 is particularly relevant.
Genest discusses the prism on page 386.
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The next stanzas of this poem give examples of the
relativity of light. Then follow numerous stanzas in
which one can study once again how various objects are
affected by the refraction of light.
Was da leb't, und was nicht lebet,
Alles, Thiere, Holtz und Stein,
1st so wunderbar gewebet,
Da£, so bald des Lichtes Schein
Ihrer .Flachen Aeussers riihret,
Man nicht ohn! Vergniigen spuhret,
'die's in mancherley Gestalt,
Die man Barb' heisst, rlickwarts prallt.
(Stanza $0)
Denn, nachdem die Corper dichte,
Rauh und glatt sina, hart und weich,
Scheinen sie auch dem Gesichte
Schwartz entweder, oder bleich.
1st ein Corper rauh und feste;
Treiben seine Theil1 und Aeste
Des empfund'nen Lichtes Blick
Ungetrennt und weifi zuriick.
(Stanza 31)
Other stanzas of equal interest follow. An interesting
study could be made of the application of such stanzas
to Brookes' colour imagery in the more descriptive
poems. One example is sufficient. The poem "Schonheit
der zur Abend=Zeit hinter einem G-ebiische hervorstrahlenden
Sonne" (Metzler, pp. 291-293) is a descriptive poem as
the title suggests. The opening lines confirm this:
Ey sehet! sent aoch dort um GOttes willen
Die guld'ne Gluht, den Rosen=farb'nen Glantz,
Die dort des Waldes Nacht, und grume Schatten gantz,
Hit einer himmlischen, nicht ird'schen Schonheit,
fullen!
Most of the poem is a symphony of colour variations in
the manner in which Broekes orchestrates his sense
impressions.
Es scheinen sich zu gatten
Das Glantzen von Smaragd, von Gold und von Rubin.
Man glaubt ein griines Feur, wodurch die Lufte gluh'n,
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Bald, einen guld'nen Wald zu sehen.
Aus Hohlen, welche griin und klein,
Dringt, schimmert, funckelt, strahlt und bricht,
Von einem Glantz, der groJB und allgemein,
Bald hier, bald dort, ein klein=getheilter Schein,
Bin kleines blitzend Licht,
Fast einer kleinen Bonne gleich,
Aus deren klein=doch heller Riinde,
Als einem iiittel=Punct, vie! tausend Btrahlen
schiessen,
Den uns die Dunckelheit des Baumes deutlich zeiget,
hie ihre bunte Heng' von innen auswarts steiget,
Und, wie ein lieer von Licht, sich rings im Kreis'
ergiessen.
Ein iiber Wunder=schoner Krantz,
Von liillionen bunten Spitzen,
Die all', in stetiger Bewegung, feurig blitzen,
Umgiebt, aui einer jeden Stelle,
Des kleinen Lichtes helle Quelle,
Die das Gesicht, durch's Dunckel=Grun gestarckt,
Auf ihrem duncklen Grund bemerckt.
All the beauty which Brookes has been describing has
been made possible by "Licht" (Sonnenlicht) and Brockes'
awareness of this is due to his interest in the scientific
theories of the day.
Mich deucht, ich konn1 hier, in des Himmels Gluht,
Das Licht, so alles schafft und ewig Wunder thut,
Durch welches alles schon, was schon,
Den Schopfer im Geschopfe, sehn.
The poem "Der Gold=Kafer" describes in a similar manner
the rich colouring of a beetle. Again Brockes reflects:
Was sind die Earben doch? Nichts, als ein biosses
kichts.
Denn, wenn der Schein des all=erfreu'nden Lichts
Sich von uns trennet, schwinden,
Vergehn und sterben sie; man kann nicht einst die
Spur
Von ihrer Pracht, von ihrem Wesen, finden.
(Metzler, pp. 295-296)
Such theories of light explain why so many of
Brockes' poems deal with the subject of the sun as the
source of beauty and colour, or personify him as a
painter:
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Drauf erzeugt dein Glantz una bildet
i'arben, Morgenroth1 und Thau;
Malt, bepurpert und vergiildet
Das gemischte Silber-Grau:
Und der Himmel scheint ein Schleyer,
Der aus Rosen, Gold und Peuer
(Von der Luft Sapphir bezirckt)
Wunderbarlich schon gewirckt.
(Die Sonne, stanza 7)
The common motif of the antithesis of light and shadow
and of the sun expelling the darkness is also associated
with these ideas:
Wenn dein noch entferntes Glantzen
Durch den finstern Abgrund dringt,
Und der Strahlen auss're Grentzen
(Draus die Dammerung entspringt)
Sich mit Luft und Dunckel gatten:
Dann versilberst du die Schatten;
Dann erheitert deine Pracht
Das Stockfinstre Schwartz der Nacht.
Brookes' delight in colours is not determined by
scientific considerations alone. Addison's aesthetic
ideas have a part to play. Addison is talking about
beauties which please us:
Among these several kinds of Beauty the Eye takes
most Delight in Colours. We no where meet with a
more glorious or pleasing Show in Nature, than what
appears in the Heavens at the rising and setting of
the Sun, which is wholly made up of those different
Stains of Light that shew themselves in Clouds of a
different Situation. Eor this Reason we find the
Poets, who are always addressing themselves to the
Imag'ination, borrowing more of their Epithets from
Colours than from any other Topic.
(Spectator 4-12)
The more we consider Brookes' treatment of sense
impressions the more we are reminded of the Essay
concerning Human Understanding in which John Locke
presents his theories of perception. The following
passage actually reminds us of lines from some of
Brookes' poems:
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Let us consider the red and white colours in
porphyry: hinder light but from striking on it,
and its colours vanish; it no longer produces any
such ideas in us. Upon the return ox light, it
produces these appearances on us again. Can any one
think any real alterations are made in the porphyry
by the presence or absence of light, and that those
ideas of whiteness and redness are really in porphyry
in the light, when it is plain it has no colour in
the dark? It has indeed such a configuration of
particles, both night and day, as are apt, by the
rays of light rebounding from some parts of that hard
stone, to produce in us the idea of redness, and from
others the idea of whiteness: but whiteness or red¬
ness are not in it at any time, but such a texture
that hath the power to produce such a sensation in us
Locke's ideas about primary and secondary qualities
are also relevant. Locke distinguishes between "the
qualities in bodies and the ideas produced by them in the
mind." Solidity, extension, figure, number, and motion or
rest Locke calls primary or real qualities and these are
actually in the bodies. Secondary and imputed qualities
are
Such qualities, which in truth are nothing in the
objects themselves, but powers to produce various
sensations in us by their primary qualities, i.e.,
by the bulk, figure, texture, and motion of their
insensible parts, as colours, sounds, tastes, etc. ..
(Bk. II, Ch. VIII)
Addison gives an example of how Locke's ideas
serve his aesthetic purposes. He tells us how God has
made the "whole Creation more gay and delightful":
He has given almost every thing about us the Power
of raising an agreeable Idea in the Imagination: so
that it is impossible for us to behold his Works with
Coldness or Indifference, and to survey so many
Beauties without a secret Satisfaction and
1
John Locke, An Essay concerning Human Understanding,
ed. A. S. Pringle-Pat tison (Oxford, 1934/), Bk. II,
ch. viii.
oQ1
Complacency. Things would make "but a poor
Appearance to the Eye, if we saw them only in their
proper figures and. Motions: And. what Reason can we
assign for their exciting in us many of those
Ideas which are different from any thing that
exists in the Objects themselves, (for such are
Light and Colours) were it not to add. Supernumerary
Ornaments to the Universe, and make it more
agreeable to the Imagination? We are every where
entertained with pleasing Shows and Apparitions,
we discover imaginary Glories in the Heavens, and.
in the Earth, and see some of this Visionary
Beauty poured out upon the whole Creation; but what
a rough unsightly Sketch of Nature should we be
entertained with, did all her Colouring disappear,
and the several Distinctions of Light and Shade
vanish? In short, our Souls are at present
delightfully lost and bewildered in a pleasing
Delusion, and we walk about like the Enchanted
Hero in a Romance, who sees beautiful Castles,
Woods and. Meadows; and. at the same time hears the
warbling of Birds, and the purling of Streams...
I have here supposed that my Reader is acquainted
with that great Iiod.ern Discovery, which is at present
universally acknowledged by all the Enquirers into
Natural Philosophy: Namely, that Light and Colours,
as apprehended, by the Imagination, are only Ideas
in the Mind, and not Qualities that have any
Existence in Matter. As this is a Truth which has
been proved incontestably by many Modern Philosophers,
and is indeed one of the finest Speculations in that
Science, if the English Reader would see the Notion
explained at large, he may find it in the Eighth
Chapter of the second Book of Mr. Lock's Essay on
Human Understanding.
(Spectator 413)
Addison has here adapted Locke's philosophical
ideas to his own doctrine of pleasure through the
imagination which, in turn, harmonizes completely with
Brookes' attitude. The result is a view of literature
as a product of the creative imagination rather than as
an attempt to copy objective reality with accuracy.
These issues seem to me to be more relevant to a study
of Brookes' poetry than an attempt to find in it some
kind of pseudo-romanticism. The poet in fact is not
restricted to reality at all, but can use it for his
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own creative purposes and mould it as he pleases:
In a Word, he has the modelling of Nature in his
own Hands, and may give her what Charms he pleases,
provided he does not reform her too much, and run
into Absurdities, by endeavouring to excel.
He has poetic licence:
His Hose-trees, Wood-bines and Jessamines may
flower together, and his Beds be covered at the
same time with Lilies, Violets, and Amaranths.
This is because Addison thinks that the imagination has
the power to heighten and perfect reality:
But because the Mind of Man requires something more
perfect in Matter, than what it finds there, and can
never meet with any Sight in Nature which sufficiently
answers its highest Ideas of Pleasantness; or, in
other Words, because the Imagination can fancy to
it self Things more Great, Strange, or Beautiful,
than the Lye ever saw, and is still sensible of
some Defect in what it has seen; on this account
it is the part of a Poet to humour the Imagination
in its own Notions, by mending and perfecting Nature
where he describes a Reality, and by adding greater
Beauties than are put together in Nature where he
describes a Piction.
(Spectator 4-18)
Paul van Tieghem, who has studied eighteenth-century
nature poetry in Europe, finds that Brookes is the fore¬
runner. Brookes' name heads the list of those who have
brought the subject of external nature into western
literature. The first chapter of the Sentiment de la
Nature called "Les poemes descriptifs. Les debuts.
Brookes" devotes five pages to Brockes. In the next
chapter there are six pages on Thomson and several others
on the reception of The Seasons in Europe. Thomson had
previously been by critics regarded as a more important
1 r
Le sentiment de la Nature dans le Preromantisme
Europeen (Paris, 1960), p. 265•
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poet than Brookes in the development of nature poetry.
Van Tieghem's book covers the whole of western
literature in the eighteenth century and is divided into
three parts—"la litterature descriptive," "les aspects
de la nature," and "les sentiments et les idees."
Individual chapters are devoted to literary themes—the
seasons, sky and stars, the countryside, forest,
mountains and the sea. The fact that there are references
to Brockes' poetry in most of these sections shows that
Van Tieghem has realized how wide Brockes' range is.
It is, as we shall see, much wider than he indicates.
Le sentiment de la Mature would be more useful if
it were more scholarly. Its enormous scope excuses much
of the superficiality. Van Tieghem very seldom gives
references for the passages which he quotes. This is
particularly grave in the case of prolific writers like
Brockes, where it is difficult to find the relevant poem.
One feels, unfortunately, that it is necessary to check
the references, since van Tieghem frequently makes
sweeping statements. He also tends to accept the state¬
ments of others somewhat uncritically. There is no
evidence to support the following view:
A partir de 1728, ce ton precheur envahit meme
ses effusions lyrique [sic]. De la vient qu'il
n'a pas continue a jouer dans le developpement
europeen du mouvement que nous etudions le role
de premier ordre qui lui paraissait devolu.
(p. 15)
Max Koch, "uber die Beziehungen der englischen lateratur
zur deutschen im 18. Jahrhundert (1883;- „Nicht als Zufall
mochte ich es ansehen, daB gerade Thomsons Seasons, das
Gedicht, mit dessen EinfluB in Deutschland die Ruckkehr
zur Natur beginnt..." Such unscholarly statements did much
to spread this view. Van Tieghem's book shows that Brockes
was first in the field of nature poetry.
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One wonders also how applicable to Brookes the
following statement really is: "Brookes innove en
unissant 11 observation du naturaliste a 1'inspiration
lutherienne deja animee de 1"esprit des 'lumieres'"
(p. 15).
However, van Tieghem does not accept un¬
conditionally StrauB's view that Brookes' poetry was
versified physico-theology:
De ce long ouvrage, David Priedrich StrauB disait:
"C'est 1'argument physico-theologique de
1'existence de Dieu mis en vers;" avec, de plus un
finalisme d'une extreme et naive simplicite.
Mais cette conception, en cherchant dans toute la
nature les preuves de la bonte de la Providence,
avait 11 inappreciable avantage de rendre 1'auteur
attentif aux formes, aux couleurs du monde
inanime comme des etres vivants, afin de surprendre
dans les plus infimes details de leur structure ou
de leurs fonctions des preuves toujours nouvelles
de 11ingeniosite et de la bonte du supreme Artisan.
(p. 15)
After noting that Brookes' interest in physico-theology
renders him more aware of the forms and colours of the
external world, van Tieghem does not go any further, and
misses the important role which science and theology
plays in Brookes' work.
The concluding sentence of the section on Brockes
reflects what van Tieghem considers important:
Aujourd'hui, apres deux siecles ecoules et apres
avoir entendu tant de meilleurs poetes dire a 1'envi
leurs sensations et leur emotions devant la beaute
du monde, auand on a passe des heures et des jours
a lire cette masse demesuree et confuse de vers
souvent mediocres dans les huit gros volumes des
editions originates, on se sent encore touche de
la ferveur na'ive du bon Hambourgeois, de la fraicheur
intarissable et de la sincerite de ses impressions,
de sa tendresse pour tout ce qui vit sous le ciel; on
admire ces deux qualites qui n'ont jamais ete egalees
la justesse minutieuse de son observation et
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1' inepuisable richesse de sa langue descriptive.
(p. 18)
When we consider how negative earlier critics have been
about Brockes, such high praise of his accurate power of
observation and rich descriptive language shows a con¬
siderable change in attitude.
Van Tieghem sees Brockes as the type of nature
poet who sits in his garden and meticulously describes
each flower "avec la precision minutieuse de l'atomiste,"
a view which I have shown to be too restricted. One feels
that he has not read a large number of poems, especially
those which we have discussed in connection with the
sublime:
Les tableaux que peint infatigablement ce
miniaturiste sont rarement empruntes na la nature
irreguliere et sauvage; il ne se plait que dans les
plaines bien cultivees, les prairies aimables,
verdoyantes^ les pentes douces de collines moyennes.
Quoiqu'il eut sous les yeux le large estuaire de
l'Elbe ou la lier du Nord avec ses tempetes, les
forces naturelles sont rarement pour lui puissantes
ou terribles.
(p. 16)
This is simply not true. We have already discussed Brocke
storm poems and seen how terrible and powerful natural
forces become under his pen.
Later in the book van Tieghem discusses poems on
storms in relation to the question of sense impressions:
La nature offre souvent des phenomenes qui
interessent a la fois plusieurs sens; 1'art de
l'ecrivain consiste a suggerer a la fois les
impressions diverses qu'ils font eprouver. Seuls
y ont reussi quelques maltres de la description:
Brockes parfois, mais il est trop minutieux, trop






Van Tieghem then gives a few examples of storm poems
.including one from the Seasons which we have already
discussed. Brookes' storm poems are not mentioned. If
van Tieghem had read them, then it is difficult to see
why they were rejected according to the above criteria.
Brookes' use of sense impressions, especially in the
storm poems, is perhaps unprecedented. It is perhaps
true that one of them "Die auf ein starckes Ungewitter
erfolgte Stille" (Metzler, pp. 270-276) lacks unity but
this is not on account of excessive analysis but, as
we have seen, because Brookes was combining two
heterogeneous worlds, that of the wild and disorderly
and that of the ideally harmonious.
Van Tieghem's treatment of the subject of Brookes
and mountain scenery is also inadequate:
II est parfois question des montagnes dans les vers
des Hambourgeois Brookes et Hagedorn, qui ne les
ont pas vues, mais qui en ont la notion purement
livresque du XVIIe siecle.
(p. 160)
Brockes had crossed the Alps on his way to Italy.
Janssen writes of this: „Er iiberschreitet die Alpen und
verrat ein hochst primitives Empfinden fur die
q
Schonheiten der Gebirgswelt." He does not give the
source nor does he give any further explanation. It is
perhaps true of the poem "Die Berge" that the attitude
to mountains is derived from books rather than from
observation, but for reasons which van Tieghem has not
noted. He comments on the elements of horror and utility
q
Janssen, op. cit. , p. 9»
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and adds "pas un mot sur leurs beautes" (p. 160). But
Brookes finds mountains beautiful in two different ways.
"Die Hohen dieser Welt, der Berg' erhab'ne Gipfel"
bathed in the early morning sunrise have a calm beauty
about them. The "ugly"' mountains of the poem "Die
Berge" are "ungeheuer schon,/DaB sie uns zugleich'
ergetzen,/Und auch in Erstaunen setzen." This is the
beauty of the sublime, full of terror and delight, which
perhaps should not be called "beauty." The word "sublime
is more appropriate. Brockes' mountain poems give
unique examples. Van Tieghem, after pointing out the
negative attitude to mountains in the seventeenth
century, does not see a significant change until the
middle of the eighteenth century:
Les recherches les plus attentives ont etabli que,
en Allemagne comme en ./ranee, il faut attendx^e au
moiiis le milieu du siecle pour rencontrer aes
temoignages probants de quelque sentiment de la
montagne.
(p. 160)
He admits that some interest in mountains is stirring
in England earlier than that:
Addison dans une de ses Lettres d'ltalie en vers
(1701), John Philips dans son poeme Le Cidre (1706)
temoignent les premiers d'une sincere admiration
pour les montagnes en general, sans rien precise!'.
(p. 159)
But van Tieghem had apparently not been able to read
Ilarj'orie Nicolson's Mountain Gloom and Mountain Glory
- 1
which was published the year before his own doom.
1
Clarence Thorpe, "Two Augustans Cross the Alps: Dennis
and Addison on Mountain Scenery," Studies in Philology,
XXXII (1935)? 463-4-82 also shows that van Tie whom1 s
ideas on this subject are incorrect.
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Van Tieghem would, I am sure, agree with me that
the following passage from ZLaubert's Madame Bovary is
a typical example of his "sentiment de la nature" fully
developed:
—vous devez avoir de fort belles promenades dans
les environs? continualt Emma, qui, tournant le dos
a M. Homais, parlait de trois quarts a M. Leon.
—Qui, repondit-il, <je les connais peu. II y a un
endroit que 1'on nomme la Pature, au haut de la
cote Saint-Jean, sous le hois. On domine de la
toute la prairie, pleine de bestiaux, et les
sinuosites de la riviere, bordee de saules. Souvent,
le dimanche, 1'apres-midi, je vais la m'asseoir, a
regarder les couchers de soleil.
—Quelle admirable chose, reprit Emma, que les soleils
couchants dans la campagne, a l'automne. Mais qe ne
les aime guere que sur la mer. J'adore la mer. Tout
semble petit a cote de cette immensite, 1'esprit
vogue si librement sur cette immensite, ces spectacles
sublimes vous elevent l'ame, et donnent des idees
d'infini, d'ideal!
—II en est de meme des paysages ae montagnes, reprit
Leon.
—Vous en avez vu? fit-elle.
—Hon, repondit-il, mais j'ai un cousin qui a voyage
en Suisse l'annee derniere, et qui me disait qu'on ne
peut pas se figurer le grandiose de cette nature-la,
la poesie des cascades, le charme des lacs, et l'effet
vraiment prodigieux des glaciers. On voit des pins
fracasses d'une grandeur incroyable, tout en travers
des torrents pour servir de ponts, des cabanes, comme
des bouquets de fleurs, suspenaues sur des abxmes, a
mille pieds sous vous, des vallees entieres, quand les
nuages s'entr'ouvrent. Oh! comme cette nature vierge
doit exciter 11 imagination, faire battre le coeur,
doubler votre etre, disposer enfin a la priere, a
1'extase!
The elements of this feeling are the sunset by the
sea, the sea itself, lakes, waterfalls, tall pines, huge
glaciers, valleys and so forth. The thoughts which the
sea provokes are of the infinite which elevates the soul.
Mountain scenes stimulate enthusiasm, prayer and ecstasy.
If we turn back to the discussion of the sublime in
1
Gustave Plaubert, Madame hovary, eds. Jean Pommier and
Gabrielle Leleu (Paris, 1949), p. 2^4.
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chapter VI, we note not only the same subjects described
in extracts from Shaftesbury, Addison and Brockes but the
same emotional reaction—the uplifting of the soul,
enthusiasm, thoughts of God. In fact, some of the
examples quoted earlier were even more interesting than
this one from the nineteenth century, because of the
complexity of mixed emotions of an irrational and almost
paradoxical nature. Since this aspect of Brockes' work
seems to me to lead directly to later literary develop¬
ments, I consider it to be most important.
Van Tieghem has overlooked Brockes' important
exploitation of the sublime, as have other critics.
Janssen at least noticed Brockes' interest in
manifestations of energy and vital movement. Van Tieghem
seems at times even to ignore this. His remark about
Brockes' treatment of storms and mountains shows his
limitations on this subject, but there are other examples
in his chapters on "Be ciel et les astres" and "La
campagne."
I have shown, in earlier chapters, the context of
Brockes' cosmic poems—Platonism and the new science
(sometimes simplified as the "Copernican revolution").
Such are the basic elements of the sublime. Van Tieghem
realizes that Brockes deals with the subject of the
immensity of the universe:
Dans sa Contemplation du Oiel (1736), Brockes
exprime un aneantissement qui n'est pas sans
jouissance, et dont 1'ame se repait (Seelenweide).
Ce vertige metaphysique est tres rare chez lui;




But tills "vertige de la pensee" (p. 251) is not a rare or
isolated idea in Brookes' poetry. It recurs again and
1
again. 1 have already given several examples which range
from the intellectual to the more emotional experience.
It is also not of spontaneous generation. The background
is Platonic—the enthusiasm of Traherne and More when
confronted by the vastness of space and, in the case of
Shaftesbury and Addison, the failure of the imagination
to grasp what is too big for it. Van fieghem has missed
the sublime altogether.
It is the more idyllic, limited landscape which
van Tieghem concentrates on in his book:
Quel est le paysage que q'usqu'assez tard dans le
siecle les ecrivains se plaisent a evoquer? Nous
1'avons dit en parlant aes poemes descriptifs: ce
paysage reste classique en ce sens' qu'il ecarte
tout ce qui, en elargissant trop le tableau ou en
y introduisant des elements trop hardis, en
romprait l'ordre et 1'unite, depasserait l'homme
ou lui resterait etranger. Pas de montagnes abruptes,
de mers illimitees, de gorges sauvages; rien de ce qui
pourrait meler des impressions de danger, de violence
ou d'anarchie dans I'harmonie paisible dont les yeux
se rejouissent et qui satisfait l'ame. Une plaine ondule
ou faiblement accidentee; des collines ou de petites
montagnes propres a clore doucement la prespective
[sic]; des cultures variees, des prairies coupees de
haies vives, de ruisseaux ou d'une petite riviere au
cours sinueux; des chemins serpentant a flanc de
coteau ou au fond du vallon; des rideaux d'arbres, de
petits bois disperses; des troupeaux, des bergers,
des laboureurs animant cet ample tableau; ici et
la des chaumieres d'ou s'elevent des fumees, quelques
fermes, un chateau^ au loin un village avec son
clocher; un ciel leger, aimable, seme de quelques
nuages qui multiplient les effets de lumiere et
d!ombre. Tel est a peu pres le paysage favori dont
la plupart des traits se repetent indefiniment dans
Above pp. 157, 167, 191 • Metzler, pp. 537, 117, 672.
Christian Wolff expresses the idea also: „...es verlieren
sich Sinnen und Einbildungskraft...Verstand und Vernunft
in der Unendlichkeit, indem wrir nicht sehen, wo wir ein Ende
finden konnen." Quoted by Ernst Kohlmeyer, Kosmos und
Kosmonomie bei Christian 'Wolff (diss. Gottingen, 1911) , p- 63
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la prose et les vers de ce temps.
(p. 134)
Van Tieghem recognizes that the taste for vast
perspectives exists as well. Dyer and Thomson are named
in this connection but not Brookes. He is the painter
of the pleasant rural scene and is classified with
others of the same tendency:
C'est ce paysage qu'ont le plus souvent evoque
Brockes,^Thomson, Shenstone, Cowper, Burns, Kleist,
Holty, meme Rousseau.
(p- 155)
Van Tieghem seems to base his ideas of the
development of ule sentiment de la nature" on the
depiction of this kind of picturesque landscape:
On voit que le progres a ete continu de 1720 environ
a la fin du siecle, dans la place que le simple
campagne occupait dans la litterature. Contrairement
a ce qu'on pourrait croire, elle a ete, par la
precision coloree des descriptions, par 1'expression
de plus en plus tendre ou passionnee des sentiments
qu'elle inspirait, un des ferments les plus actifs
de cette transformation de la litterature dont nous
etudions les divers aspects.
(p. 14-3)
There is no definition of the "sentiment de la nature"
but we can deduce from the ideas expressed throughout the
book that it is the love of this type of peaceful land¬
scape .
I have to disagree with this passage, as I cannot
accept that any art is a faithful representation of
reality. Poems by Brockes which describe things
objectively are not those which earn for him merit as a
nature poet. Like Thomson, Brockes had first to observe.
This he did mainly through his interest in science,
microscopes, and the theory of light which schooled his
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observation and enriched his vocabulary. Consequently a
language was forged which could be adapted later for the
poetry of the imagination. It is the poems which depart
from reality in the way suggested by Addison's theories
which lead directly into the future. On the other hand,
the peaceful scene reconstructed by van Tieghem has, I
feel, no future.
In the later development, the peaceful scene
becomes a symbol of the harmony and peace sought after.
It is to such a landscape that Wordsworth turns for his
"sensations sweet":
The day is come when I again repose
Here under this dark sycamore, and view
These plots of cottage ground, these orchard tufts,
Which, at this season, with their unripe fruits,
Are clad in one green hue, and lose themselves
'Mid groves and copses. Once again I see
These hedgerows, hardly hedgerows, little lines
Of sportive wood run wild; these pastoral farms,
Green to the very door; and wreaths of smoke
Sent up, in silence, from among the trees!
Its roots are in the hiblical Eden and the locus amoenus
of antiquity. It qoins other classical motifs such as
retirement and the idealization of country life so
popular in Augustan poetry in England^ and on the
continent, motifs which van Tieghem and others consider
preromantic.
i —
Ernst Robert Gurtius, Europaische Literatur und
lateinisch.es flittelalter (Bern, 194-8) , pp. 200 ff.
p
Amy Louise Reed, The Background of Gray's Elegy (New fork,
19230, pp. 38 ff. Elizabeth Nitchie, Virgil and the English
Poets (New York, 1919), PP- 189-192.
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1The classical "motif of bucolic repose"
associated with the landscape depicted by Wordsworth
is one of the most familiar in literature. Brookes'
"Ruheplatz im G-ras" (VII, 190-191) and "Der Sommer"
(Metzler, p. 132) use it. Thyrsis in the latter poem
sits on the grass and contemplates nature:
Und kurtz, es war ein angenehmer Tag,
Als Thyrsis, wie er ofters pflag,
Im kiihlen Schatten einer Linden,
Auf weichem G-ras' halb saJB, halb lag,
Und bald den Himmel, bald die Welt,
Bald der Natur vollkomm'ne Fracht,
Zum Vorwurf seiner Lieder macht' -.
Indem ward er ein reifes Feld,
Worauf der Bauern muntre Schaar
Fiit Mahen theils, und theils mit Binden
Beschafftigt war, gewahr.
Brockes depicts, like Gray in the famous Elegy, the
2
countryman returning to rest after a long day's work.
But the myth of the happy man and the carefree
countryman cannot survive the clash with the harsh
reality of life. George Crabbe,9 who was a clergyman
among the "happy" "pious" farm labourers, saw the sordid,
ugly side of country life and rejected the kind of
idealized pictures presented by earlier poets such as
Blackmor-e:
Behold the shepherd, see th! industrious swain,
who ploughs the field, or reaps the ripen'd grain,
How mean, and yet how tasteful is their fare!
How sweet their sleep! their souls how free from cax
1
E. R. Gurtius, op. cit., p. 190. Virgil's Eclogues
I; III, 55 ff; V, 1 ff. Amy Reed, op. cit., p. 41.
2
"Die Sonne," stanza <xb.
5"The Village" (1783).
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They drink the streaming crystal, and escape
Th'inflaming juices of the purple grape
In later poetry these motifs are used as symbols
of the peace sought after by the restless. In the poem
"Abendphantasie" Holderlin describes the ploughman:
Vor seiner Hiitte ruhig im Schitten sitzt
Der Pfliiger, dem Genugsamen r&ucht sein Herd.
The poet himself can find no rest and asks: „warum
schlaft denn/Nimmer nur mir in der Brust der Stachel?"
P
In Holderlin's "Mein Eigentum" the beatus ille theme
has the same function:
Begliickt, wer, ruhig liebend ein frommes ¥eib,
Am eignen Herd in riihmlicher Heimat lebt,
Es leuchtet iiber festem Boden
Schoner dem sicheren Mann sein Himmel.
This state is the symbol of peace but there is no rest
for the homeless wanderer.
In the disillusioned modern age there is no place
for the poetic idealization of rural life. Only the
turbulent cosmic powers continue to play a role in
poetry. Eor these reasons I distinguish between two
attitudes to nature, which I feel represent two poles
of human experience, the peaceful, classical vision
emphasized by van Tieghem, and the cosmic to which I
have been drawing attention in the course of this study.
The distinction has already been made in the Guardian 51»
but critics since then persist in bundling many different
elements into the same package and wrongly labelling
Richard Blackmore, Creation, ed. cit., Bk. IV,
p. 358, c. 1.
2
The motif is treated in Virgil's Georgics II, 458 ff.
and Horace Epode II. It is discussed m Maren-Sofie
R^stvig, The Happy Man. Studies in the Metamorphoses
of a Classical Ideal 1600-1700. Oslo Studies m English
No. 2.(Oslo, 1954;.
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them preromantic and. romantic.
'the article discusses "sacred Poesie":
All kinds of Poesie are amiable, but sacred Poesie
should be our most special Delight: other Poetry
leads us thro' flowery Meadows or beautiful Gardens,
refreshes us with cooling Breezes or delicious
Bruits, sooths us with the murmur of waters or the
melody of Birds.Sacred Numbers seem to admit us
into a solemn and magnificent Temple, they encircle
us with every thing that is holy and divine, they
superadd an agreeable Awe and Reverence to all those
pleasing Emotions we feel from other Lays; an Awe
and Reverence that exalts, while it chastises.
"What is called sacred poetry is the poetry which we have
been concerned with, poetry which has blended science,
theology and nature. Such poetry, as we have seen, was
considered sublime.
If the distinction which I have suggested is
accepted, then van Tieghem is not justified in using the
word "preromantic." The rustic scene which he considers
important cannot lead to romanticism as it is defined
and distinguished from false applications by Professor
Eudo Mason in Deutsche und Englische Romantik. The cosmic
and the sublime, on the other hand, with the seeds of
paradox and irrationality lead to romanticism. The
infinite vast spaces, turbulent storms, mysterious
forces working behind nature, when separated from a
narrower religious framework, are the vehicles for
expressing the irrational paradoxical forces which
characterize the romantic spirit. The sensation of
losing oneself in the experience of the sublime, the
^Gottingen, 1959*
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experience of one's nothingness, when confronted with
the vast, lead to a loss of reality and identity. The
religious foundations which seemed so strong in the
work of Brookes and the other writers were really
built on sand, a Deus ex Iiachina v/ho was identical with
the unknown and the incomprehensible. When these
foundations crumbled, the released emotions were free
to deify nature (already partially deified as "Weltseele




BROOKES AND HYKNIC POETRY
In a sense, almost all of Brookes' poems could be
called hymns since they celebrate God. There are, however,
passages which are truly hymnic since they explicitly
apostrophize, invoke and thank God. These are scattered
throughout the entire work as interpolations, introductions
or conclusions. Quite often they seem to be independent of
the actual content of the poem itself and could therefore
be omitted without any loss to the poem. In fact, in several
cases the result of such an omission would be a pure descrip¬
tive poem.
These passages vary from about six to twenty lines.
Harry W. Pfund gives several examples i'n his study of
Brockes' style. I have already discussed the religious though
which inspires them; they belong to the scientific background
or- to the Platonic, and at times both strands are combined.
They have several functions. Some are prayers to God for
enlightenment, poetic inspiration and religious devotion.
Many ask for increased powers of observation and more acute
senses in order to perceive God in creation. Some, like the
Psalms, exhort man to praise God, or call him to prayer and
thanksgiving (Metzler, p. 210). Others are exclamations about
God's wonderful works (Metzler, p. 174). They belong to the
^Studien zu Wort und Stil bei Brockes (New York, 1935)?
pp. 25 ff. discusses Brockes' apostrophes and gives many
examples. He quotes Breitinger, Critische Dichtkunst II, 561:
„Ausruff...ein Mittel ,wodurch die innigste Empfindung einer
Leidenschaft sich natiirlich entdecket, und welches vortreff-
lich dienet die Vorstellung zu vergrossern.'"
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long tradition which we have been tracing from the Bible,
Virgil, Lucretius, the hexaemera, Du Bartas, Blackmore to
Thomson. They also occur in the baroque cantata form as
arias; Brockes has adapted this form for his own
religion of nature.
The fact that Brockes translated a number of well-
2 .
known hymns is an indication of his interest in them.
He also translated a number of passages-^ from Thomson's
Seasons before the publication of the complete translation.
One would assume that he selected these from the entire
work and that the selection would reflect his taste.
L\.
The poem "Abermalige Betrachtung des Eriihlings"
is based on Thomson's Spring. Brockes' treatment of his
1
Brandl, pp. 128-129 discusses Brockes' cantata form.
2
Joseph Addison's "When all thy mercies o my God, my rising
soul surveys" and "The spacious firmament on high,"
discussed in the Appendix, p. 425. Milton's Paradise Lost
from Bk. IV line 492 to Bk. V including the "Morning Hymn"
in B.H. Brockes, Versuch vom Menschen, des Herrn Alexander
Pope, Esq. nebst verschiedenen andern Uebersetzungen und
einigen eigenen Gedichten (Hamburg, 1740). Thomson's "Hymn
to the Seasons" was translated freely and used as an
introduction to the Harmonische Himmelslust im Irdischen...
(Hamburg, 1741) and published again with a few minor
changes in the complete translation of the Seasons in 1745-
See Appendix,pp. 410-415.
^An extract from Spring "The Wild and Irregular Passion of
Love" was printed in the Versuch vom Menschen with Brockes'
German translation opposite, "Die wilden und unordentlichen
Eigenschaften der Liebe, aus Mr. Thomson's Seasons." Also
passages in the two poems about to be discussed.
^"Abermalige Betrachtung des Pruhlings..." VII, 32-49,
Tubingen; Hamburg, pp. 34 ff. Brockes acknowledges his
debt: „Nach Anleitung einiger Gedancken aus Mr. Thomson
Seasons." See Appendix, p.402 for the complete text.
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source is worth noting since it reveals his interest in
the beauties of spring and in hymnic passages. The first
two pages deal with the beauty of the country as opposed
to the unhealthy town. Brockes draws our attention to the
song of the birds, the beauty of dew and the fragrance of
meadows, and to the different colours of the fruit blossoms.
It is a song of thanksgiving for the beauties of the world.
He then follows Thomson and asks, "wer kann iemahls der
Hatur,/In ihren Mahlereyen, gleichen?/Kann unser Sinn die
holde Schopfung und schone 1'arben wohl erreichen?" He
leaves the text again.(p. 37) to discuss flowers and
fruit and their sheer abundance (Menge). Then the "Luft-
Volk" or "kleine Burger" of the air start their chorus.
He Joins Thomson who says to the nightingales, "Lend me
your song, ye nightingales; oh pour/The mazy-running soul
of melody/Into my varied verse...." Inspired by "the soul
of love," various birds form a chorus. Brockes keeps to
the text for several pages of free adaptation. The subject
is bird life, nest-building, the care of the young and the
birds' wisdom in decoying intruders away from the nest.
Brockes adds that anyone who cannot see in this activity
the Creator's wisdom is not worthy to be called a man.
Thomson has a long passage on:, the cruelty of "tyrant man"
who imprisons birds in cages. There is also a passage about
a nightingale mourning over the loss of its offspring which
was robbed from the nest. Brockes, with his usual desire to
avoid sadness, leaves this out and condenses several pages
from Thomson about farmyard animals and love in the animal
world. This is followed by two hymnic passages translated
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from the Seasons. "What is this mighty breath, ye curious
say" (Spring, 848) and "Hail, source of Beingi Universal
Soul/'Of heaven and earth, Essential Presence, hail I"
(Sprinpg 555) The latter is translated as: „Lob sey Dir,
allgemeine Seele des Himmels und der Erdel Wesen,/Das
machtig und allgegenwartig, nur I)ir sey Ehre, Lob und
Preisi" These two lines introduce the passage, and Brockes
repeats them as a conclusion to the entire poem.
-i
Brookes' poem "Morgengedanken" is based on a
passage from Thomson's Summer (lines 46-95) which begins
with the lines: "The meek-eyed morn appears, mother of
dews,/At first faint-gleaming in the dappled east...."
Animals appear; the cock crows, sheep bleat and "sie
scheinen gleichsam zu entdecken,/DaB sie Dem, Der sie
schuf, zur Ehr', mit Freuden leben, fuhlen, schmecken."
This is Brockes' own addition. Lazy man is admonished
for lying in bed and missing the beauty of the morning
hours. Brockes gives us a few lines of Thomson's hymnic
address to the sun then ends abruptly at the most sublime
section. This is unaccountable for one so interested in
sublimity and hymns. Could it be that he was called away
from his writing? This is not as uhlikely as it sounds
when we read in the poem "Der Mittag":
Er hatte mehr
Hievon gesungen und geschrieben,
Wenn nicht ein Bote kommen war',
"Belustigende und erbauliche Morgen=Gedancken" VII, 168-
172, Tubingen; Hamburg, pp. 180 ff. Brockes acknowledges
his debt to Thomson. See Appendix, pp. 423-425•
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1Der ihn zur Tafel rief. Er must' es denn verschieben.
(Metzler p. 209)
The basic elements of the hymn form are found in
the earliest hymns—apostrophe, divine attributes, praise,
thanksgiving, petitions. The sublime hymns and invocations
of the ancient writers were admired and imitated. The fol¬
lowing translation of "The Prayer of Cleanthes the Stoic
philosopher, to the Supreme God" by Dr. Bowden was pub¬
lished in the Gentleman's Magazine in 1735- Since it is
rather long, I have shortened it by giving some•of the
intervening ideas in brackets:
Great Father of the skies, whose boundless sway,
Both Gods above, and worlds below, obey:
Thy laws sustain the universal frame,
Various thy titles, but thy pow'r the same.
Hail Sovereign Jove! All nations shall address
Their songs to thee, who gave 'em tongue to bless.
Behold thy image grov'ling on the earth,
Faint echoes of thy voice, which gave us birth:
Then back will I reflect thy praises still,
And sing the wonders of Almighty skill.
(The plains, forked lightnings, the sun and ocean, each
atom of creation, all things are under Jove's command.)
HailI Great support of all inferior things!
.The orbs above, and floating seas below,
Move by thy laws, and by thy influence flow;
All, rang'd in order, know their destin'd place,
All but the mad degen'rate human race:
But thou can'st order from confusion bring,
Bid peace from discord, good from evil spring.
(Jove can calm storms, bring peace, expel man's lunacy
and let "reason in our bosoms dwell")
Another example: "Wie herrlich! fuhr ich fort. Ich hatte
mehr geschrieben,/Allein mich zwang, die Lob=Red' aufzu-
schieben,/Ein Zuspruch aus der Stadt, der unversehens kam,/
Ich legte denn die Peder nieder..." This is from the poem
"Dreyerley Violen" I, 16-20.
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Then with devotion fir'd, we'll hail thee king,
And in eternal songs, thy wonders sing.
No greater good can men, or gods attend,
Than at thy throne with prostrate hearts to bend.
If the name "God" is substituted for "Jove" this
ceases to be a pagan hymn. Superficially there seems to be
no difference between the old hymnic forms and the new, as
the themes are similar. This is not surprising since the
Stoics, as we have already seen, provided our eighteenth-
century writers with many of their ideas. But the hymns of
Brookes, Thomson and like-minded contemporaries are never¬
theless different from the earlier hymns or psalms, since
they are enriched by ideas and motifs from many different
sources. We have already seen how their poetry benefited.
Milton's "Morning Prayer" (or "Morning Hymn") from
Paradise Lost, V, 153 ff. is based on Psalm cxlviii.
Addison writes:
The Morning Hymn is written in Imitation of one of
those Psalms, where, in the Overflowings of Gratitude
and Praise, the Psalmist calls not only upon the
Angels, but upon the most conspicuous Parts of the
inanimate Creation, to joyn with him in extolling
Their Common Maker. Invocations of this Nature fill
the mind with glorious Ideas of God's Works, and
awaken that divine Enthusiasm, which is so natural
to Devotion. (Spectator 327)
It is therefore the sublimity of Milton's writing which
interests Addison. Brookes and Thomson also admire it for
the same reason. Brookes published his translation of it
'I
twice and Thomson used it and the Psalm (cxlviii) for
1
First in the Versuch vom Menschen and also his "Lehrreiche
Geschichte" (VIII, 622 ff.): A shipwrecked German nobleman
meets a man on a desert island who tells him his story. He
lives there idyllically with his family, close to God and
nature. Previously he had been disillusioned with the ways
of the world and with other religions, but now he has dis¬
covered the true religion which he outlines to the German.
It resembles Brookes' religion in its emphasis on the impor¬
tance of the senses for the enjoyment of life and for the
perception of God in creation. As part of their daily wor¬
ship the children, who know English, recite Milton's hymn
which all consider supremely beautiful. Appendix, pp. 420-
422.
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his "Hymn to the Seasons."
The Psalm begins with the words: "Praise ye the
Lord. Praise ye the Lord from the heavens: praise him in
the heights." Angels, sun, moon and stars, the elements,
the mountains and vegetation, animals and men are exhorted
to .praise God. These are all the creatures mentioned in
the story of creation from Genesis. Milton's hymn begins:
These are thy glorious works, Parent of good,
Almighty! thine this universal frame,
Thus wondrous fair: thyself how wondrous then!
Unspeakable! who sitt'st above these Heavens
To us invisible, or dimly seen
In these thy lowest works; yet these declare
Thy goodness beyond thought, and power divine.
(Paradise Lost, V, 153 ff.)
The ideas are familiar. If God's works are "glorious" and
"wondrous fair" how much more fair must the Creator be?
Although he is invisible to us, his attributes are revealed in
creation. God, according to the psalm, is "in the heights";
Milton's God sits "above these heavens." God in Thomson's
"Hymn to the Seasons" is different. Milton's 7 lines are
expanded to 36 in Thomson's hymn.
These, as they change, Almighty Pather! these
Are but the varied God. The rolling year
Is full of Thee. Forth in the pleasing Spring
Thy beauty walks, Thy tenderness and love.
Wide flush the fields; the softening air is balm;
Echo the mountains round; the forest smiles;
And every sense, and every heart, is joy.
Then comes Thy glory in the summer months,
With light and heat refulgent.
(Hymn to the Seasons, lines 1-9)
God reveals himself in creation through the changing seasons,
but he is closer to the earth than Milton's God above the
heavens. Thomson almost equates God and Nature for the
changing seasons are "but the varied God"; God fills the






Shoots full perfection through the swelling year;
And oft Thy voice in dreadful thunder speaks,
And oft at dawn, deep noon, or falling eve,
By brooks and groves, in hollow-whispering gales.
Thy bounty shines in Autumn unconfined,
And spreads a common feast for all that lives.
In Winter, awful Thoul with clouds and storms
Around Thee thrown, tempest o'er tempest rolled,
Majestic darkness I On the whirlwind's wing
Riding sublime, Thou bidd'st the world adore,
And humblest Nature with thy northern blast.
(lines 9-20)
The God who manifests himself in nature by speaking in the
thunder and winds and who rides on the "whirlwind's wing"
reminds us of the Old Testament conception of God. Psalm
xviii is one of several biblical passages containing these
motifs. "The Lord also thundered in the heavens..." (verse
13) and, "...yea, he did fly upon the wings of the wind"
(verse 10). Yet Thomson has modified the Old Testament
conception. The angry God has become a God of beauty,
tenderness and love (line 4). The frowning God has become
-1
the "smiling God." Thomson talks of "dreadful thunder"
but God "speaks" (line 11) and his voice sounds gentle.
Generally speaking, in the Old Testament thunder is
associated with wrath. It can be a judgment or punishment
(Exodus ix; Isaiah xxix. 6) or a warning to wickedness
(I Sam. xii. 17, 18). The whirlwind is also an instrument of
retribution (Psalm lviii. 9; Prov.x. 25; Hos. xiii. 3;
Isaiah xl. 24; Jer. xxx. 23). Thomson's God riding sublime
on the whirlwind's wing has lost his ferocity.
In the next section of the hymn the conception of





Mysterious round! what skill, what force divine,
Deep felt, in these appear!—a simple train,
Yet so delightful mixed, with such kind art,
Such beauty and beneficence combined,
Shade unperceived so softening into shade,
And all so forming an harmonious whole
That, as they still succeed, they ravish still.
But wondering oft with brute unconscious gaze
Man marks Thee not,—marks not the mighty hand
That ever-busy wheels the silent spheres,
Works in the secret deep, shoots steaming thence
The fair profusion that o'erspreads the Spring,
Flings from the sun direct the flaming day,
Feeds every creature, hurls the tempest forth,
And, as on earth this grateful change revolves,
With transport touches all the springs of life.
God is "ever busy"; his attention is necessary to
keep the universe in motion. He is not the aloof Aristo-
telian God or the sleeping God of the deists. At the same
time he is the secret force of the Platonist background,
almost immanent, responsible for the mysterious changing
of the seasons and "The fair profusion that o'erspreads
the Spring...." All of these points have already been dis¬
cussed and illustrated in chapter V.
Before considering how the hymns of Milton and
Thomson develop further, we should see how Brookes' hymnic
poetry is related to these questions. His translations of
these hymns will not tell us much, except where they depart
from the original text. Two changes which he makes in
Thomson's "Hymn to the Seasons" are revealing. Thomson
writes:
On the whirlwind's wing
Riding sublime, thou biddfet the world adore,
And humblest nature with thy northern blast.
Brookes translates them freely:




Ern.sth.aft, machtig, und in Wolcken furchterlich
empor getragen.
Jetzo siehet man erstarret, bios von Deiner Macht
die Spur.
Du erniedrigst, durch den Frost und den Nord=Wind,
die l\Tatur.
As if such a harsh picture were inconsistent with Brookes'
view of God, he introduces two lines of his own:
Doch die Unbequemlichkeit dieser rauhen Zeit zu
mindern,
Schenckest Du uns Holtz und Pelzwerck, den zu strengen
Frost zu lindern.
Such an addition leads one to conclude that Brookes' feel¬
ing for the beauty of poetry was very slight, and appears
to confirm the thesis of many histories of literature that
1
Brookes is a mediocre writer. Brockes is more critical of
inattentive man than Thomson is:
Man marks not thee, marks not the mighty hand
That ever busy, wheels the silent spheres...
This becomes:
Aber wir, mit stumpfen Blicken und nicht sehenaem
Gesicht,
Mercken darinn keine Wunder, spiihren GOttes Finger
nicht.
Nur auf Eitelkeit bedacht, will man nichts verstehen,
Noch die uberall zu sehnde Macht und Weisheit Des
nicht sehen,
Welcher, unaufhorlich, kraftig, die erhabnen Spharen
lenckt...
His hostility to those who are blind to the beauties of
God's creation is frequently expressed in his poetry.
Where Thomson sees the changing seasons as "the
In his translation practice Brockes is not consistent about
such changes. His theodicy is reflected in almost every page
of the Ird.Verg. yet for some strange reason he changes
Shaftesbury's "my refuge from the toilsome world of business"
to "meine Zuflucht, aus der miihselgen Welt voll Pein,/Voll
Gram und Sorgen!" (Above, p. 8)
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varied God," Brookes distinguishes more clearly between
God and creation. God himself is not visible in his works,
only his attributes:
Alles zeiget, und verbirgt Dich. Dich nicht, aber
Deine Spur
Lassen alle Wesen sehn. Das veranderliche Jahr
1st von Deiner Allmacht voll, macht Dein Daseyn
offenbahr.
Brookes1 own views on the relationship of God and Nature
and the way in which God manifests himself are clearly
expressed in the poem "Die schnelle Veranderung":
Ach GO'TT! unendlichs ewigs ALL I
Selbststandig=seelige Vollkommenheit,
Gib, daB, so lang ich hier mein Auge riihre,
Ich Dich, verhullt in ird'scher Herrlichkeit,
Mit Andachts=voller Lust verspure,
Bis daB dereinsten dort, in den gestirnten Hohen,
Ich Deine Majestat mag ungehindert sehen,
Und bloB an Dir, in ewig=seel'gen Freuden,
Gantz ungestohrt so Seel' als Augen weiden!
(Metzler, pp. 359-360)
On earth we see God veiled, but in the next life we will
see him unveiled.
The Old Testament God of the "Hymn to the Seasons,"
the God who rides on the whirlwind's wing, speaks in
thunder and humbles nature with his northern blast, is
also found in Brookes' poetry. In the poem "Die Luft"
he controls the winds:
GOTT, der Du der Winde Rasen
Fassest, als in einem Schlauch,
Du versperrst ihr stiirmisch Blasen
In der Erden dunckelm Bauch.
(Metzler, p. 56, stanza 79)
Another example from "Der Winter":
Wer zam't der Winde sturmisch Heer?
Wer ist der, welcher, wenn'es frieret,
Den Reifen zeugt, den Schnee gebieret?
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to
Wer mag des Regens Vater seyn?
Unendlichs All, nur Du allein.
(Metzler, p. 451)
This is quite close to Job xxxviii. 28, 29:
Hath the rain a father? or who hath begotten the
drops of dew? Out of whose womb came the ice? and
the hoary frost of heaven, v/ho hath gendered it?
In Brockes' storm poems, thunder is also associ¬
ated with God:
Es ist die helle Sonn' ein Bild von GOttes Liebe,
So wie des Donners Grimm die Probe seiner Kraft.
(Metzler, p. 276)
The poem "Gesang zur Zeit des Ungewitters" expresses the
same idea:
So oft wir blitzen sehn, so oft wir donnern horen,
LaB uns, HErr Zebaoth, I)ich lieben, furchten, ehren!
Denn ob, im Wetter, gleich uns GOttes Lieb' anlacht,
Sind Blitz und Donner doch auch Proben Seiner Macht.
(Metzler, p. 279)
God's voice is heard in thunder: "Er lasset seine Stimm',
im Donner, gleichsam horen" (p. 277)-
The next section of Milton's hymn calls upon all
of God's creatures to praise the Creator. The Psalm
dictates the hymnic form and the use of personification,
but Milton expands the original material. "Praise ye him,
all his angels" (verse 2) becomes:
Speak, ye who best can tell, ye Sons of Light,
Angels,—for ye behold him, and with songs
And choral symphonies, day without night,
Circle his throne rejoicing,—ye in Heaven;
On Earth join, all ye creatures, to extol
Him first, him last, him midst, and without end.
All God's creatures are called upon to praise God: sun,
moon, stars, mists and exhalations, winds, pines, foun¬
tains, birds and man himself.
The corresponding section in Thomson's hymn expands
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the material still further. More creatures are recruited
into the general hymnic chorus, notably some of the wilder
elements such as gales, torrents, thunder and the roaring
sea. There is a tendency to outdo Milton and to extend
the scene. The sun is described as "ever pouring wide/
Prom world to world the vital ocean round!" A few words
like "boundless" and "vast" are introduced. This, I feel,
is due to the interest in the sublime.
The tone of Milton's hymn is peaceful; birds are
requested to sing, waters to glide and fountains to mur-
mer melodiously. The same tone is present in Thomson's
hymn, probably because he was following Milton, but the
more mobile and turbulent elements are also there. Noisy
words are balanced with soft ones, there are references to
the sleeping and waking worlds, solitary glooms and shade
contrast with the swelling chorus and its organ accom-
panxment. The contrast produces a certain ebb and flow
which is not displeasing. It means, of course, that the
hymn loses in intesity and does not swell into the climax
of a grand chorus.
Although Thomson is restricted to his models, he
has modi$fied them by introducing the ideas and the
spirit of the new. Besides sublime elements, there are
some of the usual motifs; the sun is a painter, man is
the lord of creation, the reaper returns from work in
the evening. Thomson also adds the sense of smell: "Soft
roll your incense, herbs, and fruits, and flowers,/In
mingled clouds to him." Another interesting addition
q
keminiscent of Milton's "II Penseroso."
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points to the later secularization of nature worship;
this is Thomson's division of men into two groups, those
who worship in church and those who "beneath the spacious
A
temple of the sky,/In adoration join." He calls on the
latter group:
Or, if you rather choose the rural shade,
And find a fane in every sacred grove—
There let the shepherd's flute, the virgin's lay,
The prompting seraph, and the poet's lyre
Still sing the God of Seasons, as they roll.
The main subject of this hymn is the call to wor¬
ship. It is not typical of Brockes' poetry, in which crea¬
tion itself is already ablaze with praise. It is man who
is frequently indifferent and has to be exhorted to take
notice of surrounding beauties and praise God:
Willst du, Mensch, da, GOtt zu Ehren,
Alles tonet, schallt und spricht;
Tauben Ottern gleich, nicht horen?
Hore, rlihme, schweige nicht!
LaJ3, da, selbst von hart en Klippen,
Schone Tone riickwarts pralien,
Die durchs Ohr gereitzte Lippen
GOtt ein Danck=Lied wieder schallen!
(Metzler, p. 9)
Milton's hymn ends with a brief prayer for "only
good." He asks God to disperse evil. Thomson indulges in
his own speculations instead of following Milton and the
Psalm. This freedom enables him to introduce his own ideas.
They are the commonplaces which we have already studied in
connection with the background of Brockes' poems. God is
■n
Brockes is often quite critical of church-goers as
victims of "Gewohnheit" entering church "ohn' Andacht"
with their worldly thoughts and leaving "ungebessert."
He frequently refers to the temple of Nature. "Gottes
Tempel" is the title of a poem on this subject (VI, 3-4,
Tubingen).
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omnipresent:. If the poet were sent to distant parts, he
would not be dismayed "since God is ever present, ever
felt,/In the void waste as in the city full...." He then
envisages his death when he will wing his "mystic flight
to future worlds" (cosmic journey). Where God is, there is
joy and universal love "sustaining all yon orbs and all
their sons...." Thomson is ecstatic at the thought of
rising in infinite progression "from seemiig evil still
educing good," and concludes the hymn: "But I lose /Myself
in Him, in light ineffable!" Words fail and silence is more
eloquent: "Come then, expressive Silence, muse his praise."
2
The type of moral optimism expressed here by wo3?ds
such as "harmonious," "transport," "ravish," "beneficence"
and beauty," the conception of "seeming evil" and the
benevolent God remind us of Shaftesbury. H.N. Fairchild,
discussing Thomson's God, emphasizes this aspect:
God himself is so social and smiling that one is
tempted to compare Him to the last glimpse of the
Chesire Cat in Alice in Wonderland:all of Him has
faded away except the cosmic grin. In the "soft
scenes" of spring "the smiling God is seen." His
dearest joy is "to see a happy world." The-^great
Parent of the insects is "beauty-beaming."9
The end of the hymnic passage "What is this mighty
breath " (Spring, 84-7-902) is particularly interesting
''Above, pp. 100, 167-68.
2
Above, p. 158.
^Religious Trends in Eng;lish Poetry volume I: 1700-174-0




as it points ahead to Wordsworth:
By swift degrees the love of Nature works,
And warms the bosom; till at last, sublimed
To rapture and enthusiastic heat,
We feel the present Deity, and taste
The Joy of God to see a happy world.
vlines 898-902)
Another factor which has contributed to the altered
idea of God in this hymn is the conception of bounty and
plenitude:
Thy beauty shines in Autumn unconfined.
And spreads a common feast for all that lives.
(Hymn, lines 14-15)
In its cruder form this is the theme of Brookes' "Speise-
meister"; it appears in a more refined form as the idea of
plenitiide, the conception of creation as an emanation of
God's goodness. All gradations are exemplified in Brookes'
poetry.
Enough has now been written in this chapter to show
that a hymnic style is developing which combines the vari¬
ous elements from the backgrounds of science, theology and
Platonism which we have traced. Most of the hymns of the
period share some of these elements. The later ones (Thom¬
son, Brookes) are richer than the earlier ones as they
have had more time in which to accumulate the various motifs.
Many of these were introduced into Germany by Brockes.
German writers who used them later could have found them in
the Irdisches Vergniigen, in his translation of the Seasons
or directly in common sources. The ideas were common enough.




could be profitably studied in subsequent German lit¬
erature .
Per ffruhling (1749) by Ewald von Kleist (1715-
1759) belongs to this background. Since the text is not
always accessible, I shall quote a hymnic passage from
it. Wo commentary should now be necessary, as its com¬
ponents are those which we have already studied in
Brockes and Thomson especially. I am using the 1749 edition
which is printed in Roman letters, but I have modernized
the Umlaut (y=u; oe=o; ae=a).
Wer lehrt die Burger der Zweige voll Kunst sich
Wester zu wolben,
Und sie fur Vorwiz und Raub, voll siissen Kummers,
zu sichern?
Welch ein verborgener Hauch fiillt ihre Herzen mit
Liebe?
Durch dich ist alles, was gut ist, unendlich wunder-
bar Wesen,
Beherrscher und Vater der Welt! Bu bist so herrlich
im Vogel,
Per niedrig in Dornstauden hiipft, als in der Veste
des Himmels,
In einer kriechenden Raupe, wie in dem flammenden
Cherub.
See sonder Ufer und Grund! aus dir quillt alles,
du selber
Hast keinen ZufluB in dich. Pie Eeuermeere der Sterne
Sind Wiederscheine von Tropfen des Lichts, in welchem
du leuchtest.
Pein Wagen sind gleitende Wolken, dein Herold geflii-
gelte Winde
Sie eilen und melden dich an in Thonen voll heiligen
Grauens.
Aurora dient dir zum Stuhl. Pie Himmel unzahlbarer
Spharen
Hit giildnem Schimmer durchbrochen, sind deiner Sale
Tapeten.
Pu drohst den Stiirmen, sie schweigen, beriihrst die
Berge, sie rauchen,
Pas Heulen aufruhrischer Meere die zwischen wassernen
Relsen
Pen Sand des Grundes entblossen, ist deiner Herrlich-
keit Loblied.




Die hohen Thaten von dir. Eur Ehrfurcht zittern die
Haine
Und wiederhallen dein Lob. In tausend harmonischen
Thonen
Von dem Verstande gehort, verbreiten Heere Gestirne
Die Grosse deiner Gewalt una Huld von Pole zu Pole.
Doch wer berechnet die Menge von deinen Wundern? Wer
schwingt sich
Durch aeine Tiefe, o Schopfer? Vertraut euch Plugeln
der Winde
Ruht auf den Pfeilen des Blizes, durchstreicht den
Glanzvollen Abgrund
ner Gottheit, ihr endlichen Geister, durch tausend
Alter des Weltbaus,
Ihr werdet dennoch zulezt kein Piinktchen naher dem
Grunde
Als bei dem Ausfluge sein. Verstummt denn, bebende
Saiten!
So preiBt ihr wiirdger den HERRN.
1
Many: of the motifs of Klopstock's odes will no\\? be familiar.
Brookes' Irdisches Vergnugen is merely an earlier stage in
the development. His scientific poems are discursive and
have to prove the love and wisdom of God. Some of his poe-
p
try goes a step ahead (as Shaftesbury's hymns) and uses
the facts as hymnic exclamations. Klopstock dispenses with
the arguments, proofs and statements, but uses the enthu-
The following examples of similar motifs from Klopstock's
odes are worth mentioning:„Wer sind die tausendmal tausend,
wer die Myriaden alle,/Welche den Tropfen bewohnen und be-
wohnten, und wer bin ich?" The original image of the "Trop¬
fen am Eimer" is biblical (Isaiah xl, 15; Ecclesiasticus
xviii, 8) but the scientific development plays a part. The
background of the sublime has prepared the way for the sub¬
limity of these lines: "Hier steh ich. Rund um mich/Ist
Alles Allmacht und Wunder Alles!/Mit tiefer Ehrfurcht schau
ich die Schopfung an,/Denn Du,/Namenloser, Du/Schufest sie!"
(from Die Pruhlingsfeier) Klopstock also talks of the elect
who see God in creation: „Wenige nur, ach wenige sind/Deren
Aug' in der Schopfung_/Den Schopfer sieht, wenige, deren Ohr/
Ihn in dem machtigen Rauschen des Sturmwinds hort,//Im




siastic conclusions. His use of such words as "Staub,"
"Verwesung," "Wurm," "Tropfen," in his celebration of
bod remind us of the scientific development. In K1op-
stock's poetry we recognize the infinite and omnipotent
God of the Old Testament who speaks in thunder, but, at
the same time, we note the additional modern associations
such as the enthusiasm over scientific developments, the
sublimity of space, the sense of the infinitely great and
the infinitely small, and the awareness of the hidden
forces at work in creation which featured in Brockes'
poetry.
In the light of all this, it is strange that
Brockes' Irdisches Vergnugen has scarcely been linked
"i
to Klopstock's work. Gerhard Kaiser is one of the few
to do so in any detail. But he tells us that Brockes, with
an eye almost like the lense of a microscope, indulges in
"peinlich genaue gegenstandliche Abschilderung" (p. 28$).
He describes objects "mit liebevollster Genauigkeit bis
in alle Einzelheiten des Eindrucks" (p. 29/0. Brockes'
and Klopstock's storm poems are compared. The stages of
the storm's development are the same, but Brockes' poem
is one of observation:
Bei Brockes herrschen eine wissenschaftliche Genauig¬
keit der Beschreibung und genauester Zusammenhang der
optischen Eindriicke, die nur aus dem Abstand des un-
betroffenen Zuschauers gewonnen werden konnen. Die
Natur ist in Aufruhr, das lyrische Ich ist gefaBt.
Brockes' storm is "naturwissenschaftlich beobachtet" with
a few "GefiihlsauBerungen" here and there (p. 299). Klop-
A
Klopstock, Religion und Dichtung (Giitersloh, 1965).
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stock dispenses with description as he dispenses with
scientific arguments for the beauty of creation, but re¬
tains the enthusiastic conclusions. I disagree with Kaiser's
analysis of Brockes1 poetry and have already demonstrated
that this storm poem is a poem of imagination, not of
direct observation. No storm was ever like this one, yet,
by his very distortion of reality, Brockes gives a devas¬
tating impression of wild movement and shattering sounds
which is more "stormlike" than a realistically depicted
storm. This is a tremendous achievement which should not
be underestimated.
The influential Night Thoughts by Edward Young have
comparatively few of the motifs which we have been inves¬
tigating. Brockes did not feel much sympathy for his ideas.
In volume VII of the Irdisches Ver.gniigen we find Young's
lines:
A Part how small of the terraqueous Globe
Is tenanted by man? the rest a Waste,
Rocks, Deserts, frozen Seas, and burning Sands;
Wild haunts of Monsters, Poisons, Stings, and Death:
Such is Earth's melancholy Map! But far
More sad! this Earth is a true Map of Man:
So bounded are its haughty Lord's Delights
To Woe's wide empire; where deep Troubles toss;
Loud Sorrows howl; envenom'd Passions bite;
Ravenous Calamities our vitals seize,
And threat'ning Pate, wide-opens to devour.
Brockes translates them and writes a long poem "Die Be-
antwortung" in which he discusses and refutes Young's
arguments. This poem ends with the advice:
Wann nun dein ungerechtes Murren und die Verkleinerung
der Welt,
(Die doch ein gottliches Geschopf, das Er so wunderbar
erhalt,)




Zu der Erlangung solches Standes, wohl kein ver-
dienstlich Werk zu nennen;
So suche, wo dir noch zu rathen, durch deines schar-
fen Geistes Kraft,
Der gramlichen Melancholey verfiihrerische Leiden-
schaft,
Die schwarze Eurie der Seelen, mit frohern Eifer,
zu bekampfen,
Und deines unterdriickten Geistes betriibt= und dunkles
Eeur zu dampfen.
„Auf3 mache dich, im Gliick, durch Lust, im Ungllick,
durch Gelassenheit,
„Und, GOtt in dieser "Welt bewundernd, zu einer
bessern Welt bereit.
(VII, 683-6935 Tubingen; Hamburg, pp. 729 ff.)
The hyrnn to the sun is even more interesting for
the question of hymnic poetry and the sublime. It goes
back to the infancy of literature. I have condensed the
following hymn to the sun (1415-1377 B.C):
Hail to thee beautiful Re of every day, who rises
at dawn without ceasing...fine gold is not like the
radiance of thee. All see you when you cross the
sky....Hail to thee sun disc of the daytime, creator
of all and maker of their living....Runner, racer,
courser I... [the hymn changes to the third person]
He makes the seasons by months, heat when he wishes,
and cold when he wishes....Every l^nd chatters at
his rising in order to praise him.
In a strange and fascinating way the need to
apostrophize the sun persists. A form of sun-worship
survived even in the Christian period. Eusebius actually
witnessed it and St Augustine had to explain to Christians
that God was the Creator of the sun and not the sun itself,
because some early Christians tended to identify Christ
2
with the rising sun.
1
The Ancient Hear Eastern texts relating to the Old
Testament, ed. James Pritchard (Princeton, 1955)? P• 367•
Other examples of hymns to the sun may be studied in
Sumerische und Akkadische Hymnen und Gebete, ed. and
trans. A. Ealkenstein and W. von Soden (Stuttgart, 1953)-
2
C.G. Jung, Psychologie und Alchemie (Zurich, 194-4),
p. 126.
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There is an enthusiastic celebration of the sun
in practically all the works which we have been consider¬
ing. Even the more scientific prose works introduce the
motif of the supreme sun. Blackmore versifies the usual
scientific arguments concerning the sun's utility and
excellence, but there are some metaphorical touches.
He writes:
See how th'indulgent father of the day
At such due distance does his beams display,
That he his heat may give to sea and land, p
In just degrees, as all their wants demand!
He uses a biblical image when he considers the sun run¬
ning his diurnal course "gay as a bridegroom." It is
from Psalm xix, "The heavens declare the glory of God,"
which provided many motifs. "In them [the heavens he set
a tabernacle for the sun, which is as a bridegroom com¬
ing out of his chamber, and rejoiceth as a strong man
to run a race." Pluche, in an otherwise scientific
dialogue, embroiders the biblical text:
Mais le soleil seul nous enseigne mieux & nous
touche plus que toutes les beautes que le ciel
peut etaler a nos yeux. Le ciel n'est que comme
le pavilion du soleil. Les voiles richement brodes
qui sembloient nous oter la vue de cet astre, sont
leves quand il s'avance vers nous. lis sont tires,
& 11 on ne voit plus que lui. II sort pare comme un
jeune epoux qui quitte sa chambre nuptiale pour
paroitre au jour le plus solemnel de sa vie. En ce
moment son eclat est plein de douceur. Tout lui
applaudit a son arrivee. Tous les regards se tournent
sur lui: & pour recevoir les premiers saluts, il
se rend accessibled tous les yeux. Mais il est
charge .de repandre par tout la chaleur & la vie,
q
See also Kurt Reichenberger, Themen und Quellen der
Sepmaine in Beihefte zur Zeitschrift fur Romanische
Philologie, 108. Heft (Tubingen, 1963), p. 1r/6.
2
Richard Blackmore, Creation in The borks of the English
Poets, ed. Alexander Chalmers (.London, 1810) , vol. A,pp.
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aussi bien que la lumiere. II se hate d'acquitter
cette importante fonction. II darde plus de feux a
mesure qu'il monte. II passe d'un cote du ciel a
1'autre, & fournit sa carriere comme un athlete
infatigable. il vivifie tout ce qu'il eclaire:
rien ne peut ni echapper a sa lumiere, ni se passer
de sa chaleur,^& il^atteint par ses feux penetrans
aux endroits meme ou les rayons ne peuvent arriver.
(Pluche, IV, dialogue vi)
Prayers and invocations'1 are typical of the liter¬
ary background of Brookes' poems. The ancient writers
prayed to their gods for inspiration. Du Bartas writes:
Thou radiant Coach-man, running endlesse course
Pountaine of Heat, of Light the liuely source,
Life of the World, Lamp of the Vniuerse,
Heau'ns richest lem: 0 teach, me whear my Verse
Iiay but begin thy praise...
The original text is:
Postilion, qui iamais ne vois fin a ta course,
Pontaine de chaleur, de clarte viue source,
Vie de l'Vniuers, clair flambeau de ce 'Tout,
Riche ornement du Ciel, he! di moy, par quel bout
le doy prendre ton los?
(La Sepmaine, IV, 50?)
The sun is called "Oeil du iour" and compared with a
mighty prince surrounded by his retinue, and later, with a
Bridegroome braue,
Who, from his Chamber early issuing out
In rich array, with rarest Ierns about;
With pleasant Countenance, and louely Pace,
With golden tresses, and attractiue grace,
Cheers at his comming, all the youthfull throng
That for his presence earnestly did long,
Blessing the day, and with delightfull glee,
Singing aloud his Epithalamie♦
1
Dennis discusses the use of apostrophe xn the woinks of
the ancients. "Por their Invocations, Apostrophes and the
like, which were all of them either a sort of Prayers,
or Divine Attestations, they are most of them very Sublime,
and attended with a strong Enthusiasm." The Critical Works
of John Dennis, ed. Edward Niles Hooker (Baltimore, 1939)>
vol. I, p. 231.
2
The Pirst Weeke: Or Birth of the World of the Noble,
Learned, and diuine W. Salustius, Lord of Bar'tas, trans.
Josuali Sylvester (^London, 1605), p. "133•
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The .French original is:
Tu sembles, o Titan, vn bel espoux qui sort
Le matin de sa chambre, & des rais de sa face,
De 11 or de ses cheueux, des attraits de sa grace,
Et des riches couleurs d'vn habit esclatant,
Esgaye a son leuer la presse qui 1'attend
D'vn extreme desir, & benit la iournee
Par le chant arnoureux d'vn gaillard Hymenee.
(IV, 554-560)
Naturally the sun's prestige increases in the post-
Copernican period. Kepler and Copernicus searched for
mystical associations and were quite lyrical about the
sun. Copernicus wrote:
Then in the middle of all stands the sun. For who
in our- most beautiful temple could set this light
in another or better place, than that from which
it can at once illuminate the whole? Not to speak
of the fact that not unfittingly do some call it
the light of the world, others the soul, still
others the governor. Tremigistus calls it the
visible God; Sophocles' Electra, the All-seer.
And in fact does the sun, seated, on his royal
throne, guide his^family of planets as they
circle around him.-.
The following passage on the sun by Kepler
contains the elements of hymns to the sun:
In the first place, lest perchance a blind man
might deny it to you, of all the bodies in the
universe the most excellent is the sun, whose
whole essence is nothing else than the purest light,
than which there is no greater star; which singly
and alone is the producer, conserver, and warmer of
all things; it is a fountain of light, rich in
fruitful heat, most fair, limpid, and pure to the
sight, the source of vision, portrayor. o'f all
colours, though himself empty of colour, called
king of the planets for his motion, heart of the
world for his power, its eye for his beauty, and
which alone we should <judge worthy of the Most
High God, would he be pleased with a material dom¬
icile and choose a place in which to dwell with
"T,
Qopermcus, De Revolutionibus, Bk. ±, Gh. 10, quoted by
Edwin Arthur Burtt, The Metaphysical Foundations of
Modern Physical Science (London, 1932), p. 45.
«a
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the blessed angels.. .for if the Germans elect him
as Caesar who has most power in the whole empire,
who would hesitate to confer the votes of the celes¬
tial motions on him who already has been administer¬
ing all other movements and changes by the benefit
of the light'which is entirely his possession?...
Since, therefore, it does not befit the first mover
to be diffused throughout an orbit, but rather to
proceed from one certain principle, and as it were,
point, no part of the world, and no star, accounts
itself worthy of such a great honour; hence by the
highest night we return to the sun, who alone ap¬
pears, by virtue of his dignity and power, suited
for this motive duty and worthy to become the home
of God himself, not to say the first mover.
Even a writer like Scriver changes his usual
emblematic style and produces something of a hymn when
writing about the sun:
Und leider! die Bosen achten es ["Licht" meaning the
sun"' so wenig als das Vieh, und die Erommen nebmen
es auch nicht nach Wurden allemahl zu Hertzen. Unser
Jieyland fiihret es an, als eine sonderbahre Wohltat
GOttes, und saget nicht ohn Ursach: Seine Sonne,
weil sie ein sonderbares herrliches Wunder der All-
macht, Gute und WeiBheit GOttes ist, und hat Jener
weise Mann nicht unschicklich gesaget: Die Sonne
ware ein sichtbahrer GOtt, und GOtt eine unsichtbare
Sonne. Wenige Menschen aber leben unter der Sonnen,
die in Ansehung dieses iiberaus herrlichen Geschopffs
zum Lobe und zur Liebe des allgewaltigen Schopffers
ermuntert werden.
Scriver thinks that some inattentive Christians resemble
Seneca's drunkard who had never seen the sun. The passage
continues:
Es hat sich der allmachtige giitige und weise Schopffer
in diesem herrlichen Wunder gar stattlich abgebildet.
Ein furtrefflicher Mann unser Zeit nennet sie ein
GleichniJB der Gottheit, das Hertz und den Regenten
der Natur, und saget, sie sey, als man durch die
grossen perspective!! und Augen=Helffer wahrgenommen,
anzusehen, wie ein grosses Meer, das mit stets=
auffsteigenden Dampffen wallet; Sie sey anzuschauen,
wie das geschmoltzene und fliessende Ertz, wann es
in den Schmeltz=Hiitten in grossen Kuffen stehet,
.welches immer gleichsam einen Eauch, mit Licht und
Christian Scriver, "Die Sonne," LXVTII, Gottholds
zufalliger Andachten (Leipzig, 1701).
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I'euer gemenget, von sich dampffet, daraus er denn
ferner schleust, daB sie nicht allein die Quelle
sey des natiirlichen Lichts, sondern auch ein Ur-
sprung aller zeugenden Samen=Kraffte, und daher
eine echte Seele der Welt...Sehet! so ist unser
GOTT! Ein ewiger Quell=Brunn, der sich mit eitel
Giite iibergeust, und von dem alles, was gut ist,
ausfleust, wie ein grosser Lehrer davon redet
[Luther]. Ein ewiger Quell=Brunn, der allezeit
brennendes lieblishes Feuer, ein ewig leuchtendes
Licht, eine stets- wallende und fliessende Liebe,
ein immerdar lebendes, wiirckendes, treibendes
Wesen, aus welchem aller Dinge Leben, Wesen, und
Seyn, uhrsprunglich herriihret...
The tendency to deify the sun persists in' the
hymns of Shaftesbury, Thomson and Brockes. however,
they point out at some stage that the sun is the best
image of God, then end with a hymn to the Creator him¬
self. Perhaps they did this in order to protect them¬
selves against accusations of atheism.
Shaftesbury1s apostrophe to the sun begins:
Prodigious orb I bright source of vital heat, and
spring of day!...Soft flame, yet how intense,
how active! how diffusive, and how vast a substance;
yet how collected thus within itself, and in a
glowing mass confined to the centre of this plan¬
etary world!...Mighty being! brightest image and
representative of the Almighty! supreme of the
corporeal world! unperishing in grace, and of
undecaying youth! fair, beautiful, and hardly mortal
creature! By what secret ways dost thou receive
the supplies which maintain thee still in such un¬
wearied vigour and unexhausted glory; notwith¬
standing those externally emitted streams and that
continual expense of vital treasures which enlight¬
en and invigorate the surrounding woxBLds? ...
(Chax-acteristics, II, 113)
The next section changes to the third person and
concern's circling planets and their precise motions.
Next, the "author and modifier of these various motions"
is directly addressed: "0 sovereign and sole mover, by
whose high art the rolling spheres are governed, and
these stupendous bodies of our world hold their un-
■ ——
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relenting courses I" Rhetorical questions and observations
used as exclamations enlarge this idea. The sun is com¬
pared to the earth and the earth to the other members
of our solar system and to those of other solar systems.
"What is man?" asks Shaftesbury. A mass of "restless
and fighting elements" to which God, "our heavenly
Sire" can bring harmony, is the answer. God can make
men "contribute to the good and perfection of the uni¬
verse," his "all-good and perfect work."
Thomson's hymn to the sun (Summer, lines
starts with the lines: "But yonder comes the powerful
king of day/Rejoicing in the east." A few lines later the
sun is addressed directly:
Prime cheerer, Light!
Of all material beings first and best;
Efflux divine;' nature's resplendent robe,
Without whose vesting beauty all were wrapt
In unessential gloom! and thou, 0 Sun!
Soul of surrounding worlds, in whom best seen
Shines out thy Maker, may I sing of theeK
The attributes of the sun which are next discuss¬
ed are the same as those developed in the hymns of
Shaftesbury and Brookes. The sun keeps the solar system
together by its "secret strong attractive force." Thom-
1 .
Milton, Paradise Lost, III, lines 1 ff. has similar
motifs. The passage refers to light which wras created
before the sun. "Hail, holy Light, offspring of Heaven
first-born!/Or of th'Eternal coeternal beam/May I ex¬
press thee unblamed?...Bright effluence of bright es¬
sence incx-eate!"
Q
This is from the scientific-theological background.
Ray, Wisdom of God, p. 65. The sun is the "very life of
this inferior World, without whose salutary and vivifick
Beams, all Motion, both Animal, Vital and Natural, would
speedily cease, and nothing be left here below, but dark¬
ness and death." A similar idea is in Brookes' "Sonne,"
stanzas 30, 35 and 36.
— ■—ii
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son calls on the sun as the life-giver:
Informer of the planetary train,
Without whose quickening glance their cumbrous orbs
Were brute unlovely mass, inert and dead,
And not as now the green abodes of life—
How many forms of being wait on thee
Inhaling spirit, from the unfettered mind,
By thee sublimed, down to the daily race,
The mixing myriads of thy setting beam.
(Summer, 104-111)
The sun is now hailed as "Parent of Seasons" and
its influence on the seasons and the vegetable kingdom
emphasized. Its power is not confined to "hills and dales,
q
and leafy woods" but reaches into the mineral world.
These ideas are discussed by Marjorie Nicolson in Newton
2
Demands the Muse, in the chapter on "Color and Light."
The lines 140-159 of Summer are reminiscent of one of
Newton's experiments; a footnote gives full details. Of
the passage itself she writes:
Thomson begins with the wrhite light of the diamond,
watches in the spectrum the ruby's red, the yellow
of the topaz, the green of the emerald, the"hue
cerulean" of the sapphire, and the purple of the
amethyst, with its evening tint. All the colors
come together in the "whitening opal," which dimly
reflects each of them, and which begins to return
them to the white light from which they were derived.
(pp. 28-29)
As in the Seasons as a whole, there is a certain
amount of Augustan poetic diction in this hymn which
creates a different atmosphere from that of the other
hymns we are discussing. The following passage is a good
example:
Meantime the expecting nations, circled gay
-1





With all the various tribes of foodful earth,
Implore thy bounty, or send grateful up
A common hymn; while round thy beaming car
High-seen the Seasons lead, in sprightly dance
Harmonious knit, the rosy-fingered hours,
The zephyrs floating loose, the timely rains,
Of bloom ethereal the light-footed dews,
And, softened into joy, the surly storms.
(lines 117-125)
Brookes' poem "Die Sonne" (Metzler, pp. 180-204-)
consists of 72 stanzas and contains material from all
the backgrounds which we have discussed. Hymns are usual¬
ly much shorter and a certain hymnic intensity depends
on the concentration. One would think that Brookes'
poem would degenerate into the type of the other very
long scientific poems, but he manages, by a series of
apostrophes, to maintain the hymnic spirit in the sci¬
entific section. The remainder is elevated by the sublime
treatment of the infinite universe.
The opening stanzas apostrophize the sun:
Lebens=Ouelle, Brunn der Strahlen,
Sonne, Gottlichs Schatten=Bild
Die zu tausend, tausend mahlen
Uns're Welt mit Glantz erfiillt!
Wie die allerstarcksten Augen
Nicht, dein Licht zu dulden, taugen;
So verblendet auch dein Blitz
Und dein Wesen unsern Witz.
Helles Welt=Meer aller Breudeni
Burst des Lichts, Monarch der Zeit!
Glantz, vor dem die Schatten scheidenl
Gulden' Uhr der Hwigkeit!
Mittel=Punct der Himmels=KreiseI
Nahrung, Leben, Kraft and Speise
Aller Corper, die die Welt
In dem weiten SchooB erhalt!
It is interesting to note how common motifs have become
part of the hymnic style in these stanzas and through¬
out the poem: the utility of the sun, its perfect posi-
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tion in the universe, its role in providing for man's
needs, the colours which it bestows on the world, its
influence on the seasons, its provision of light and
life, without which the world would be a prison or a
desert, its influence on man's soul by raising him to
God. Man loses himself in admiration when he considers
its infinity, vastness and relationship to the other
heavenly bodies; he experiences ecstasy at the thought
of God's still vaster greatness and of an imaginary
cosmic journey.
1
In an earlier chapter we considered Shaftesbury's
hymnic manner and noted that he used scientific material
as exclamations of wonder rather than as factual state¬
ments. Brockes does the same thing in this hymn to the
sun. Following the hymnic form, he apostrophizes the
sun and lists its powers and attributes:
Unsers Himmels schonste Stellel
Grosser Mittel=Punct des LichtsI
Farben=Vater3 Freuden=QuelleI
Geist und Seele des Gesichts!
(stanza 9)
The next two stanzas illustrate these epithets. The
"Farben=Vater" paints with golden brushes and
Der erhab'nen Berge Spitzen
Ziert dein friiher Morgen=Strahl,
(stanza 10)




Feind von aller Dunckelheit!
(stanza 12)
The next stanzas again illustrate these titles. The
^Above, pp. 181 ff.
m ■ —ram mini ift
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sun "brings o'oy to the world and a richness of plant
life which delights and nourishes. Brockes adds the terror
of the sublime to the argument from the scientific back¬
ground to prove that the sun is in the best possible
place for its function:
Welch ein Abgrund voller Schrecken,
Welche diistre Kercker=Kluft
Wiirde sich bey uns entdecken?
Welche grause Todes=Gruft?
Wiirde nicht dielB Rund der Erden
Augenblicks zur Holle werden,
Wenn der holden Sonnen Schein
Stets uns sollt' entrissen seyn?
(stanza 35)
Schwartzer, als des Abgrunds Rachen,
War' die Welt, ohn' deinen Strahl;
Ein entsetzlichs Nest der Drachen,
Ein verwildert Morder=Thal;
Nichts, als ew'ge Wusteneyen,
Wo nur Eulen wurden schreyen,
Wo Gespenster Burger sind;
Blinder Larven Labyrinth.
(stanza 35)
Brookes' poem has 41 stanzas addressed to the sun.
God is mentioned in stanza 42 after several stanzas de¬
scribing how the world owes its beauty to the sun:
Dann riihrt ein erstaunt Gemuthe,
GOttes Wunder, GOttes Gute,
Und, erquickt durch solche Pracht.
Ruhmt es Den, .Der sie gemacht.
The next stanza is a brief lapse into the third person.
Brockes thinks
Wie die Sonne diese Welt
Nicht allein erleuchtet, lencket,
Schmuckt, erwarmet und erhalt,
Sondern noch viel' andre zieret,
Dreht, belebt, bestrahlt, regieret
and loses himself in such infinite, boundless contemplation.
Stanza 46 takes up the hymnic apostrophe once more:
■■■■ iMiibimwminiii'TniTrmiUlfr
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Ocean so vieler Erden,
Himmliscii Lichts= und Lebens=Meer,
Reich, darin vereinigt werden
Dieser grossen Corper Heer,
Zeiget nicht dein weit Gefilde
Die Unendlichkeit im Bilde,
Wenn ich ein unendlichs Blau
In des Himmels Hohen schau?
The subsequent stanzas develop the idea of infinity
and, although the first person is again abandoned,
there is a certain hymnic sublimity in the thoughts
of the vastness of the sun's kingdom; this is express¬
ed by such words as "unergriindlich," "grenzenlos,"
"unumgrenzt." Also, the poet's attempt to rouse him¬
self to admiring contemplation is in the hymnic tradi¬
tion:
Auf, mein Hertz, zu iiberzeugen
Auf, bewundernd zu erwegen,
helch ein unumgrentzt Revier
Dieser Strahlen=Mirst regier',
(stanza 50)
The next stanza is a good example of the kind of rhet¬
orical devices used in this poem to produce a hymnic style:
Der Begriff von seiner Kronen
Schrenckt, rnit ewig=hellem Schein,
Hundert tausend Millionen
Millionen Meilen ein,
Die er warm't, erfiillt, durchstrahlet,
8ie belebt, beweget, malet.
Welche Tiefe, welch ein Reich,
Welche Gross' ist dieser gleich?
In the course of this study I have been unwilling
to use words like "physico-theology" and "romanticism"
since I felt that they cover too wide a field to be
accurate. My use of the word "sublime" could perhaps be
criticized on the same grounds. The term also has a wide
range, although I hope that the illustrations which I
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have made it quite clear. I have shown it to be an
irrational feeling composed of varying degrees of
pleasure and terror aroused by certain subjects which
baffle the imagination and the reason and carry man
upwards to the God of the infinite. Microscopy, astron¬
omy , religion, mountains and vast perspectives inspire
this feeling.
Hymns and psalms were very popular because they
were considered to be sublime. However, when we look back
oil the examples of hymns which have been discussed in
this chapter, it will be obvious that there are differ¬
ent degrees of sublimity. Addison's "Spacious Firmament
on High" and Milton's "Morning Hymn" do not soar as
much as some passages in the hymns by Brockes, Shaftes¬
bury and Thomson. This is due, perhaps, to the elements
or motifs which comprise the hymns. Milton depends more
on rhetorical devices while the other group exploits
emotions such as enthusiasm. All use the hyrnnic form
with apostrophe and exclamation, but the results are
different.
The difference may be analysed if we break the
texts down into different strands. It is not within the
scope of this study to do this in detail, but the most
obvious differences may be briefly indicated. Brockes,
Thomson, and Shaftesbury are similar, but there are some
differences due to their arrangement of motifs and the
space which they devote to them. Shaftesbury's Character-
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istics is concerned with ethical issues and is charac¬
terized by a tone of moral optimism. This tone is also
present in his hymnic passages where it is created by
words like "harmony," "beauty," "perfection," "peaceful
innocence," "ever-flourishing," "inspiring tenderness,"
and "happiest mortals." Superlatives are a feature of
this optimistic style, since it belongs to the philosophy
of the best of all v/orlds. However, there is also the
idea that beyond this world is an even better one to
which one can soar or progress. Thomson's Seasons and
some of his hymnic passages are permeated by this tone.
Brockes does not indulge very often in this philos¬
ophy, and therefore his work is different. But Brockes
and Shaftesbury have in common the interest in the sublime
which is shared to a lesser degree by Thomson. Here again,
the ".distinction has to be made. In the Seasons Thomson
treats certain aspects of the sublime such as the vast
perspective, deserts and distant climes, wild nature in:
storms and floods, but his attitude to mountains and
cosmic space is different from that of Shaftesbury and
Brockes. In addition, "Die Sonne" and a few other poems
bring in the religious ecstasy which we noted in the works
2of Traherne and Norris.
The sublime could be subdivided into the rhetorical
and the enthusiastic sublime. But even within these cat¬
egories variations could be found. I am rather opposed
to such systems of labelling and should like to substi¬
tute the method which I have developed in the course of
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this study, the pursuit of motifs as related to the
background from which they originated. This seems to
make for greater precision and a deeper understanding
which could minimize the errors of interpretation
abounding in the history of literature. I hope that I
have shown how an important literary period has, in
Brookes' case, been obscured by such vague labels as
"Naturgefiihl" and "preromanticism."
Another factor which determines the sublimity of
the hymn is the author's conception of God. We have al¬
ready noted that Penelon's prayers were different from
those written by Brookes, because of his introspective
search for a personal relationship to God. His thought
swings like a pendulum between himself and God and the
distance necessary for sublimity is therefore lacking.
The same is true of a prayer which Addison translated.
God is everywhere about us, and within us. Fenelon does
not emphasize that God is above or beyond us. His prayer
does not therefore give us the impression of soaring.
He does not even concentrate on God alone— this would
ensure some degree of sublimity—but swings to man and
his limitations. God is everywhere: "Vous etes aupres
d'eux men et au-dedans d' eux; mais ils sont fugitifs
eh errants hors d"eux-memes.God is the "vie pure et
^Above, p. 161.
2
Joseph Addison, The Evidences of the Christian Helrgion
(Oxford, 1801), pp. 9^-96.
8
■^Demonstration de 1'existence de Dieu m Oeuvres spintuelles
de Francois de Salignac de la Mothe Fenelon (Paris, 1822),
vol. I, pp. 144-145-
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bienheureuse de tous ceux qui vivent veritablement,"
BeneIon tells us. Then he writes: "Helas! vos dons qui
leur montrent la main d'ou ils viennent, les amusent
jusqu'a les empecher de la voir."^
Sublimity seems to require a conception of an
omnipotent God similar to the God of the Old Testament as
is found in the psalms and in Milton's hymnic passage. In
other words, there must be a certain distance between God
and man. A pantheistic conception of God would abolish
this distance. Although the Old Testament God has always
been an infinite God, this attribute has been considerably
modified by the new enthusiasm for science and the new
post-Copernican conception of the world, "the breaking of
the circle" which requires the mind of man to soar. Writers
like Shaftesbury, Brockes, and Klopstock, whose work incor¬
porates these new associations, seen to me to express a
higher degree of sublimity.
The adaptation of pagan hymns to the gods and to
the sun maintains the link between this literary tradition
and paganism, a link which could lead to a new paganism.
In an earlier chapter we noted how elements from the
ancients were assimilated. We also noted the absence of
Christian dogma. The path to secularization therefore
lies open. The theological framework is already weak,
^Hans IT. Wolff, "Brockes Religion," PMLA, LXII (194-7),
1135 gives this theme as one of the points which suggest
that Arndt influenced Brockes. Arndt writes: „Aber siehe
nun, wie libel du tuhst, du elender Mensch, daB du der Gabe
kleben bleibest, an einer Handvol Gold und Silber, Hauser
und Aecker.(Introduction to Bk. IV of Vom wahren
Christenthum).
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owing to the use of deus ex machina arguments. As advancing
science threatened religion, various efforts were made
to keep God in the universe as an active presence. Argu-
ments were taken from the enemy camp. Alexandre Koyre
gives the names of Leucippus, Democritus, Demetrius,
Iietrodorus, Epicurus and all the Stoics as Henry More' s
2"enemies and allies." Newton used arguments from the
atomists, and the Cambridge Platonists revived the an¬
cient idea of the spirit of Nature-5 and "joined issue
Ll
with the mechanic philosophers." This practice made them
5vulnerable as the Leibniz-Clarke controversy shows, and
their very efforts to keep God in the universe prepared
the way for his expulsion.
The future development of the ode and of nature
poetry seems to me to have its roots in the complex of
factors which 1 have attempted to demonstrate throughout
this study. To regard it as a purely literary develop¬
ment is inadequate. Religious elements are particular¬
ly important. With secularization they do not melt into




■^Herbert Drennon, "Newtonianism: Its Method, Theology, and
Metaphysics," Englische Studien, LXVIU (1933/34), 403•
IL
R.L. Brett, The Third Earl of Shaftesbury: a study m




ests. Religious emotion is liberated for nature worship,
for the exaltation of the ego or of the mysterious
forces which control man's destinies.
Goethe's hymns mark an interesting stage in this
development. Prometheus is an anti-hymn protesting against
the hymnic celebration of the gods. Man's "heilig gliihend
Kerz" is substituted. The necessary distance between the
poet and what is celebrated is therefore absent, sim¬
ilarly when the poet seeks to join the gods in a mystic
union there is no distance (Ganymed). Wandrers Sturm-
lred is so totally concerned with the poet's most per¬
sonal problems, far below the surface of consciousness,
that Goethe called the poem "Halbunsinn." Paul Bockmann
in his essay "Eighteenth century hymnic verse" traces
the whole development from the eighteenth century to
what he calls a Modus dicendi in the modern age. His
observations are extremely stimulating. My premises and
terms of reference, developed in this study, are differ¬
ent, the mystery of creation and man's search for God.
What emerges from this development is what I would
call "cosmic poetry." The elements, raging storms, the
vast ocean, underground caverns, indeed those subjects
'i
for me this poem is very rich in meaning and not "Halb¬
unsinn." Nor do 1 find in it the irony which the follow¬
ing article suggests it expresses—Elizabeth M. Wilkin¬
son and L.A. Willoughby, "Wandrers Sturmlied a study in
poetic Vagrancy," German Life and Letters, I (1947-48),
102-115-
O
Reality and Creative Vision in German Lyrical Poetry,
ed. August Gloss (.London, 1963), PP- 121-134.
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which were repeatedly treated in the works we have
been investigating will serve as symbols of man's con¬
flicts, aspirations, instincts, passions, of all those
underground forces which are only partially understood
but richly experienced in a heightened inner life. Such
irrational forces can only be expressed in poetry, the





Previous chapters have been concerned with
accumulating evidence, and until this was completed some
questions have had to be postponed. The more difficult
task of interpreting much of this material has now to
be faced. Brookes' so-called "autobiography" and
several autobiographical poems reflect a rather dull
bourgeois, yet some of his poems reveal that he was not
without sensibility. Some poems show considerable talent
and others are impossibly banal and bad. If we try to
2reconstruct his philosophy, we find it almost
impossible to see any consistent picture. Yet Brookes
treated the most important ideas in circulation in
Europe before any other of his own compatriots. Was he
in tune with the Zeitgeist?
In these biographical writings, Brockes1 religion
sounds very self-centred, as if God's main function in
the universe were to look after Brockes and his family
and concern himself with their material welfare. He
adapted his Lutheranism to suit his own inclinations
and bitterly opposed anything which was uncomfortable
1
J.M. Lappenberg, Zeitschrift des Vereins fur hamburgische
Geschichte, vol. II, pp. 167-229- This sketchy auto-'"
biography edited by Lappenberg only goes as far as the
year 1731. See also Brandl, p. 2 for further biographical
sources.
2
I use the word 'philosophy" advisedly especially since
Maurice Golleville in his La Renaissance du lyrisme dans la
poesie allemande du XVIII6 siecle considers Brockes to
be worthy of the title "le Philosophe" to which he devotes
a chapter. One can speak of Brockes' outlook on existence
but not of his philosophy.
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1
such as the doctrine of hell and the mortification of
2
the flesh. " Several poems which he wrote about his
children reveal considerable tenderness. Others seem
to be inspired by a love of plants and animals which
h.
reminds one of St. Erancis of Assisi. let his feelings
curiously changed when his own pleasure was involved.
Animals supply man with food and clothing. Hunting is
one of man's pleasures; Brockes does not share Thomson's
sensitivity about the suffering of animals at the hands
3 - •
of huntsmen and ruthless schoolboys. His views are
clearly expressed in three poems on hunting, fishing,
and fowling—"Einige Betrachtungen uber das Jagen,
Eischen und Vogelstellen..." (VI, 137-150, Tubingen).
The idea in fact occurs to him that some cruelty is
involved in these sports. "Die schwachliche Belise"
(probably Brockes1 wife as this is the name given to
her in his poetry) objects:
Ich entsetze mich dafur.
Soldi ein allerliebstes Thier
1st, o Schad, erwiirget woraen.
Seht den schonen Kopf, die BrustI
Seht das glantzende Gefieder,
Die gebrochnen Augenlieder,
Nebst dem schlaffen Halschen an!
Sprecht, was haben sie gethan?





^"Zwo lehrende Bienen," VI, 17-19, Tubingen; Hamburg,
pp. 20 ff. "Der gefliigelte Lehrer," VI, 48-51, Tubingen;
Hamburg, pp. 59- ff.
n;
"August, lines 360 ff. Another passage, Spring, lines
360 ff. concerns the slaughter of sheep. There is more
information about this question in Myra Reynolds, The
Treatment of Nature in English poetr)/ (Chicago, 1909) , p. 88.
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Und mich deucht, ein Vogelheerd
Sey mit allem Rechte werth,
DaB man ihn der Sanftmuth Schwerdt,
Und der Unschuld Schlachtbanck heiBt.
The genuine sympathy for animals which is expressed in
these lines is scarcely dispelled by Brockes' own
argument:
Deine Klage scheint gerecht. Aber ist der Vogel Orden
Weniger, als andre Thier, uns zum Nutz erschaffen
worden?
Sollten sie denn uns nicht niitzen? Sollten sie
vielleicht allein
Des ergrimmten Habichts Klauen und der Sperber Beute
seyn?
Oder sich zu hauffig mehren? Miissen sie nicht alle
sterben,
Und vermuthlich klaglicher, und empfindlicher
verderben?
Brandl mentions Brockes' claim that his interest in
art and music protected him "vor den rohen und sinnlichen
Ausartungen seiner Collegen" but quotes several passages
which could suggest otherwise. Brockes himself mentions
an encounter with an amorous noblewoman in Venice. His
Italian failed him and she asked him to speak German.
Brockes writes „Ich konnte aber in dem Augenblick vor
Verwirrung und gegeneinanderlaufenden Affekten nicht
p
einmal teutsch sprechen." By the grace of God he emerged
from the adventure unstained. He writes: „So oft ich
hieran gedenke, finde ich meine Schuldigkeit, Gott fiir
so augenscheinlichen Schutz, da er mich wowohl fur Siinden
als Gefahr so gnadig behiitet, von Herzen zu danken."
^Brandl, p. 14-.
2Lappenberg, op. cit., pp. 183-185. This episode is also
discussed by Emil Ermatinger, Deutsche Dichter (Bonn,
194-8), p. 56.
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Divine grace, in this instance, came in the form of
a stream of visitors which prevented Brookes from
keeping his appointment with the lady I
Hermann Hettner, Geschichte der deutschen
Literatur im achtzehnten Jahrhundert in the section on
Brockes tells us of the cold, calculating search for a
wealthy wife. Brockes eventually married Anna Ilsabe
Lehmann in 1714-. Brandl (p. 25) says that the marriage
was a happy one. The poem "Gedancken iiber den Tod der
Belise" is full of information which suggests that it
was not exactly ideal. Temperament and religious
attitudes were totally incompatible. Brockes also
admits that his wife was worn out physically and
mentally by "achtzehn Wochenbetten." The following lines
leave much to the imagination: „Was ich aux Srden
ausgestanden, sprach sie, das weist du, GOtt allein."
These words were spoken shortly before her death, 'when
her frame of mind was rather unbalanced and she was
tortured by the fear of hell.
Besides revealing something about Brockes the
man, the following passage is a good indication of the
way in which Brockes writes when he is not dependent on
external sources:
DaB das nunmehr verstrichne Jahr
Auch abermahl fur mich ein Jahr des Seegens war,
Da nemlich Kranckheit, Pein und Schmertzen
Beschimpfung, Gramen, Hertzeleid,
Verlust und Wiederwartigkeit,
So von den Iieinen als von mir,
So vaterlich, so gnadig abgewand.
VI, 506-519? Tubingen.
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Brookes prays for continued blessings then writes:
Gib, da£ wir Eltern doch mit Sorgfalt uns bemuhen,
Den sieben Kinderchen, die Du uns Herr, beschert,
Durch ein Dir wolgefalligs Leben
Ein gut Exempel stets zu geben.
This prosaic style is sometimes found in his best poems
as in the "Schnee=Gestbberu which has already been
quoted for its excellent descriptive power. Brookes'
opening lines are poor; "Im vierzigsten nach siebzehn
hundert Jahr,/Da ein recht stronger Winter war,/Am
sechsten Tag' im Eebruar", he sees a snow flurry. Then
his imagination inspires him and the poem takes on new
life and movement.
There seem to be no definite lav/s governing
Brookes' successes and failures. Good and bad passages
are to be found side by side, not only in the same volume,
but frequently in the same poem. Brockes writes poems
about the same subjects over and over again. Some are
excellent while others are impossible. The following is
an example of Brookes' long-winded manner:
Was konnen wir fur Wunder mehr entdecken,
Wann wir, auf welche Art die Vogel gehen, stehn,
Und auf den Zweigen sitzen, sehn,
Es sind drey Biegungen an jedem Bein zu finden.
Die sich mit einer> Nerv', auf solche Art, verbinden,
Da£, da gedachte Nerv' urn alle die drey Glieder,
Von oben ab hernieder
Bis urn und in die Zehe geht,
So bald ein Vogel-EuB gerade steht,
Die Zehe sich bequem verbreiten,
Und aus einander spreiten.
(Metzler, pp. 256-237)
Brockes can also write ably and concisely on such subjects,
as abundant passages quoted throughout this study will have
shown.
1
"Morgen-Gebet im Winter" (I, 4-89) from a group of
i!Neu=Jahrs=Gedichte."
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Time and. again, a poem which promises to be
excellent is marred by some defect, and sometimes a poor
poem contains excellent lines. The poem "Betrachtung
verschiedener zu unserem Vergnugen bele.bten Insecten,:
(IV, 201-204; Tubingen, pp. 167-170) discusses insects
in a serious, pseudo-scientific manner. In the middle of
this, Brockes lapses into involuntary but charming
humour, almost as if he were writing whimsical poetry
for children a la A. A. Milne. It is also an excellent
piece of observation.
Die Hummel fliegt mit Brummen hin una her;
Ihr Cbrper scheinet in sich schwer,
Als v/enn er in der Luft ein kleiner Bar
Mit Blugeln war.
Such transitory successes are possibly fortuitous as are
the flaws. Brockes seems to lack poetic sensitivity. How
else can one explain his tasteless alteration of
Thomson's "Hymn to the Seasons"? There he was more
concerned with preserving his idea of the good bountiful
Creator than with preserving the poetry, Whether he had
the judgment to distinguish between good and bad poetry
is questionable.
It is irritating to find, in the Irdisches Vergnugen
that so many promising poems are marred by some flaw. The
poem "Die schnelle Veranderung" (Metzler, pp. 354-360) is
quite promising. Brockes admires a landscape bathed in
sunshine:
Nie hah' ich auf der belt solch einen Glantz verspuret,




He builds up our interest very successfully in subsequent
lines:
Indem ich nun voll Freuden stand,
Und alle Herrlichkeit, vor Lust erstaunt, besahe;
Ach horet, was mir da geschahe,
Was ich verwunderlichs empfand!
Surely we have been promised something exciting! The
poem continues:
In einem Augenblick verschwand
Licht, Himmel, Sonne, Wasser, Land.
Ein* unvermuthete Pech=schwartze Dunckelheit
Verschlang das reine Licht,
Begrub des Himmels Pracht,
Vernichtigte vor mir
Ler gantzen Erde gantze Zier,
Ja raubte gleichsam mich mir selbst, ich fand mich
nicht.
Brockes1 readers are now anxious to know what has
happened and the lines prove to be somewhat of an anti¬
climax which some might call an artistic failure:
Der schnelle Wechsel=Sprung zur FinsterniB vom Licht,
Vom Schmuck der Welt zum Nichts, entstand daher,
Weil ich mein Augen=Lied ein wenig mehr
Geschlossen hielt, als insgemein geschicht;
Und bloB dadurch allein
Vergieng fur mich die Welt, verschwand des Himmels
Schein.
On the other hand, this apparent flaw is excusable when
we remember the context of science and philosophy and
the excitement which new ideas aroused. This will be
discussed later, and the reader can then judge the merits
of this poem.
Since Brockes' deficiencies have already been
over-publicized, no further space need be devoted to
them. Brockes is obviously a poet who ranges from the
sublime to the ridiculous, and an attempt must be made
to explain this paradox. In fact, there is such a mixture
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of styles in his Irdisches Vergniigen in Gott that it is
more like the work of several hands than of one man.
Such an artistic problem is not confined to poetry, but
when it occurs in the other arts, the explanation is
usually quite obvious, for instance, the painter Andre
herain has no independent style; the source of each
painting is however easy to detect. He passed
chronologically from one influence to the other without
developing independently. But there is no chronological
pattern in Brookes' poetry. If it could be shown that
the bad poems belong to the beginning or to the latest
stages of his career, and if an evolution or decline
could be traced, such uneven standards could be explained,
but the same mixture of good and bad poems is found
throughout his works.
Brookes' critics have different opinions about
the evolution of his poetry. V/ieland mentions volume I,
"wo man iiberhaupt seine besten Sachen suchen muss."
Since the views of the great are readily accepted, this
idea is repeated in later- criticism. B. J. Zinck in his
preface to volume IX of the Irdisches Vergnugen thinks
that Brookes' best work dates from the first two volumes.'"
6 4
Brandl would agree. Imogen Kupffer claims that his
didacticism diminishes, van Tiegheiir that it increases.
Morton Collins Stewart, "Barthold Hemrich Brookes'
Rendering of Thomson's Seasons," JBGB, X (1911J, pp. 20-41.
Q
Above, p. 15•
^Brandl, pp. 77? 123.
q
Kupfxer, p. 73.
^he sentiment de la Nature dans le Preromantisme Europeen
(Paris, 1960), p. 1p.
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1
Harold Jantz considers the assertion that "Brockes could
not sustain a fine poetic vein through volumes III-IX
of his work" to be a myth.
I find in all the volumes of Brookes' Irdisches
Vergniigen no signs of progress or decline. In fact, it
was the strange mixture of styles which intrigued me
about Brookes in the first instance. I felt that the
banal superficial style was Brookes' own personal way of
writing, and that he wrote like this when he had no
source in mind, i'he various New Year poems which are
concerned with his own immediate interests are almost
all in this style, fhen I read the lines:
Gefild und VJalder! meine Zuflucht aus der miihselgen
welt voll Pein
foil Gram und Sorgen! nehmt mich ein
In euer ruhig Eeiligthum!
Obviously, Brockes could not write such a poem
independently. The poem reminded me of Shaftesbury and
I found the original without much trouble. Part of the
poem "Die Berge" reminded me of Burnet's New Theory of
the Earth. Brockes had indeed found his ideas there. My
hypothesis seemed to be confirmed. Whenever Brockes wrote
a poem which could be taken seriously he was using
material from other writers. I scoured European literature
for similar evidence but made no comparable discoveries.
Brockes seems at first to be a researcher's gold¬
mine, but when one starts to exploit it, hypothesis after
hypothesis collapses for want of evidence. Brockes is
^
"Brockes' Ibetic Apprenticeship," MLN, LXXVII (1962), 440.
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baffling. I could not prove that his poetry improved
when he used foreign sources. Poems based on Pluche and
1 ...
Addison are infinitely worse than the original. On the
other hand, his free translations of Thomson and Shaftesbur
although inferior to the sources, are better than any¬
thing which Brockes could produce independently. The only
explanation I can offer for this apparent contradiction is
that Brockes must feel an enthusiasm for the subject
which sweeps him along. We have noted what inspires him
most, the hymn and the sublime. Here, Brockes can be
said to succeed.
Brockes adapted foreign sources for religious
purposes rather than for poetic purposes. Despite his
pride in and obvious enjoyment of the great praise which
was first lavished upon him, he did not appear to be un¬
duly distressed by adverse criticism. Brandl writes:
...man sagte es dem Dichter in das Gesicht, er
halte , Proschpredigten' una schi'eibe ein
,Krauterbuch'. Brockes lachelte dazu, litt es
scheinbar, williglich una gonnte jedem gem, daB er
auf andre Weise sich bestrebe, Gott den Herrn zu
ruhmen'. Aber zugleich dichtete auch er in seiner
weise unermudlich weiter und begniigte sich, seinen
Lesern, wie zu Entschuldigung die Motive vorzulegen,
welche ihm gitets wieder die Peder in die Hand
driickten..
Brandl quotes a long passage which clearly states
that Brookes' aim in writing poetry is to arouse those
who are indifferent to the beauty of creation and to the
glory of the Creator. Another long poem "Verteidigung





repeats these arguments and makes it perfectly clear
that Brockes is not particularly concerned with poetic
excellence.
Brockes' poems could be arranged in an evolutional"*
pattern but those which would qualify for a place at the
top of the scale were frequently written before others
which would be placed at the foot. One could explain this
perhaps by saying that Brockes is a transitional figure.
But James Thomson is also a transitional figure, who had
to harmonize an even greater amount of disparate material
than Brockes, yet his work is even and has the unity
which belongs to a single author. His motifs, however
discordant, blend into a unified work written in one
style.
Keats's idea of "negative capability" may be
distorted slightly and applied to Brockes. As a man
Brockes seems to have a definite personality which is
expressed in his autobiographical works. As a poet he
has no artistic personality and is gust a channel
receiving and passing on material. J?or the most part
this is not subjected to the creative process which
Keats1s material undergoes in order to emerge as a true
work of art. It is this negative aspect of Brockes which
has made him an important figure in the history of
literature purely by accident, for, if he had had greater
intelligence and more depth, he would probably have kept
to the well-trodden paths, following the rules and the
lawgivers. Although a good case could be made for Brockes
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remarkable talent in picking the most important ideas in
circulation at the time, there is evidence that he
imported much that was worthless also. To what extent
he was in tune with the Zeitgeist is one of these
impossible Scheinfragen. I feel that Brockes was creative
in the way in which popular etymology is creative when
it forms something new out of something which it does
not unders tand.
An explanation still has to be found for a large
number of poems which transcend Brockes' ordinary banal
style. I would suggest one method of composition which
Brockes might have adopted. Throughout this study I have
shown how certain poems, especially the scientific ones,
consisted of commonplaces from the works of certain
theologians and scientists. I have also suggested that
Brockes used basic pictures such as the Virgilian storm,
Burnet's frightful mountains and final conflagration which
he developed imaginatively. It seems probable that the
poem "Die Berge" could have arisen in this way.
I have already shown that half of "Die Berge"
comes from the theological-scientific background and
that the other half comes from Thomas Burnet. The two
worlds are diametrically opposed. One is based on the
premise that the world is perfect, the other on the view
that the world is defective on account of the fall of
man. let Brockes brings in both views without being
aware of any contradiction. It seems as if, having
decided to write a poem about mountains, he had introduced
everything he knew about them. Writers like Ray and
Derham, when writing about mountains kept to their
background of science and theology. In fact it was theix0
opposition to Burnet's theory which provoked their
arguments. Yet Brockes brings the rival camps together
in one poem. By transferring Burnet into the eighteenth-
century context of the sublime with its interest in the
wild aspects of nature, Brockes is creative. This may be
partially accidental but, when he deals with potentially
sublime subjects, Brockes writes with such vitality that
one suspects his imagination has been kindled. He even
outdoes his sources. The most important storm poem,
"Die auf ein starckes Ungewitter erfolgte Stille,"
illustrates this point, as Brockes creates an imaginary
storm which is fiercer than any real storm could be. At
the same time, the other Brockes emerges at the end of
the storm to rescue his peasants and maintain his belief
in God's goodness. This Brockes believes in harsh cruel
winters as long as they are dominated by a merciful God
who provides firewood and furs.
The other half of "Die Berge" consists of a
versification of most of the scientific ideas about
mountains and of the theological arguments about their
usefulness. Brockes' method here consists of bringing
relevant motifs together. I have suggested that he uses
the same method fox* many of his more literary poems also
and shall discuss this later.
Just how creative Brockes was in his use of Burnet
is apparent when we compare "Die Berge" with the
descriptive section of Albrecht von Haller's "Die Alpen"
(1728). Haller's poem is mainly concerned with, the virtues
of country life and is didactic in tone. The utilitarian
view of mountains predominates:
Der Bergen ewig Eifi, der Felsen steile Wande,
Sind selbst zum Nuzen da, und tranken das Gelande.
(p. 26)
It is more of a calm beauty which Haller depicts; the
mountains are not frightening and sublime:
V/enn Titans erster Strahl der Felsen Hoh' vergiildet,
Und sein verklarter Blik die Nebel unterdriikt,
So wird, was die ITatur am prachtigsten gebildet,
Von dem erhobnen Siz von einem Berg erblikt.
Durch den zerfahrnen Dunst von einer dunnen Wolke,
Eroffnet sich irn nu das Schauspiel einer Welt,
Der weite Auffenthalt von mehr als einem Volke,
Zeigt alles auf einmahl, was sein Bezirk enthalt.
Ein sanffter Schwindel schlieBt die allzuschv/achen Augen,
Die den zu fernen KreiB nicht zu durchstrahlen taugen.
(pp. 26-27)
Although an attempt has been made to suggest a wide
perspective, the reader is not given the sensation of
vastness which Brockes' poem gives. The emotions are quite
mild comparted to those expressed in "Die Berge." "Ein
sanfter Schwindel" bears no comparison with the experience
of "Seelenschwindel" which Brockes has described in many
poems. In this mountain poem the emphasis is on the mixed
emotions of "Furcht und Grauen." Haller is observing and
describing what he sees:
Ein angenehm Gemisch von Bergen, FelB und Seen
Fallt nach und nach erbleicht, doch deutlich ins
Gesicht,
Die graue Ferne schlieBt, ein Kranz beglanzter Hohen,
Worauf ein schwarzer Wald die lezten Strahlen bricht.
-1
Haller und Salis=Seewis Auswahl,ed. A. Frey m Deutsche
National-Litteratux', general ed. Joseph hiirschner, vol.
XLI., Ft. 2, pp. 26-28.
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Bald zeigt ein nah Gebiirg die sanfft erhobnen Hiigel,
Wovon ein laut Geblok im Thale wiederhallt.
Bald scheint ein breiter See ein meilen=langer
Spiegel,
Auf dessen glatter Elut ein zitternd Feuer wallt.
Bald aber offnet sich ein Stricb. begriinter Thalern,
Die hin und her gekriimmt sich im entfernen schmalern.
Brockes emphasizes the vast height of the mountains and
the "steile Hoh'n" touching heaven itself:
So entsetzlich sind die Hohen,
Die bald steil, bald rauh, bald glatt,
DaB der Blick von vielem Sehen,
Und so ferner Reise, matt,
Kaum zum Gipfel kann gelangen,
Die, wenn sie voll Wolcken hangen,
Nach dem bidden Augen=Schein
Selbst des Himmels Stiitzen. seyn.
(stanza 5)
The next stanza of "Die Alpen" is mainly concerned with
the rich pastures, ripening grain and the cattle, as is
Brookes' stanza 20, which belongs to the utilitarian
half of his poem. Haller's first lines give a better
impression of mountains:
Dort senkt ein kahler Berg die glatten Wande nieder,
Den. ein verjahrtes EiB dem Himmel gleich gethurmt...
But Brockes treats the same subjects more powerfully.
He captures the timelessness and permanence of the
mountains:
So viel Jahre, so viel Zeiten
Nagen auf der Berge Rumpf:
Doch wird auf den schroffen Seiten
Der Verwesungs^Zahn selbst stumpf,
Und es will ihr steifer Rucken
Sich vor keiner Aend'rung bucken:
Aller Elementen Macht
Wird von ihnen nichts geacht't.
The last stanza of Haller's descriptive section introduces
more movement:
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Hier zeigt ein steiler Berg die Hauer=gleichen
Spizen
Bin Uald=Strom eilt dadurch, und stiirzet Ball auf
Fall.
Der dik beschaumte FluB dringt durch der Felsen
Rizen,
Und schieBt mit gaher nrafft weit iiber ihren wall.
Das diinne \vasser theilt aes tieffen Dalles eile,
In der verdikten Lufft schwebt ein bewegtes Grau.
Bin Eegenbogen strahlt durch die zerstaubten Theile,
Und das entfernte Thai trinkt ein bestandig Thau.
Ein Wandrer sieht erstaunt, im Eimmel Strome flieBen,
Die aus den Wolken fliehn, und sich in V/olken gieBen.






Der ohn' Hand' erbauten Thlirne,
Deren Eis=beharn'schte Stirne
Mit Wind, Luft und Wolcken ficht,
Und derselben Wiiten bricht.
The mountain torrent theme would certainly be relevant
in a poem on mountains, but Brockes does not treat it.
I believe that this is due to the fact that he is keeping
to Burnet, who does not describe mountain streams.
Instead, both concentrate on the fierceness of the
mountains with their "Klippen,11 "Spitzen," "Spalten,"
"Grufte," "Kliifte," "Schlunde," and "Ritzen." The lake
mentioned in stanza 3 of "Die Berge" is not treated for
its own sake but merely to emphasize the vastness of
the mountains:
Ihre graue Eaupter decken
Unverganglichs Eis und Schnee,
Ihre Eelsen=Eusse stecken
In dem Grund der tiefsten See...
Bailer's treatment of mountains in this section is
purely descriptive. After a certain amount of exaggerated
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description, Brookes ventures into the realm of the
imagination in the footsteps of his guide Burnet. He
sees caves with bears, wolves, owls and snakes, and he
imagines the destruction of the earth with its ruined
mountains to be caused by fire and flood.
The sources of "Die Berge" and what I have shown
concerning Brockes' use of them should tell us something
about Brockes' writing methods. Another poem which arouses
curiosity is the "Kirschbliite."
Kirschbliite bei der Hacht
Ich sahe mit betrachtendem Gemiithe
Jiingst einen Kirschbaum, welcher bliihte,
In kiihler Nacht beym Mondenschein;
Ich glaubt', es konne nichts von groBrer Weisse seyn.
5 Es schien, ob war1 ein Schnee gefallen.
Ein jeder, auch der kleinste, Ast
Trug gleichsam eine schwere Last
Von zierlich weissen runden Ballen.
Es ist kein Schwan so weiB, da namlich <jedes Blatt,
10 Indem daselbst des liondes sanftes Licht
Selbst durch die zarten Blatter bricht,
So gar den Schatten weiB und sonder Schwarze hat.
Unmoglich, dacht ich, kann auf Erden
Was Weissers angetroffen werden.
15 Indem ich nun bald hin und bald
Im Schatten dieses Baumes gehe;
Sah'ich von ungefahr
Lurch alle Blumen in die Hohe,
Und ward noch einen weissern Schein,
20 Der tausendmal so weiB, der tausendmal so
East halb darob erstaunt, gewahr.
Der Bliite Schnee schien schwarz zu seyn
Bei diesem weissen Glanz. Es fiel mir ins
Von einem hellen Stern ein weisses Licht,
23 Das mir recht in die Seele strahlte.
Wie sehr ich mich am Irdischen ergetze,
Dacht'ich, hat Gott dennoch weit groBre Schatze.
Die groBte Schonheit dieser Erden
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The components of this poem are found in many
other poems by Brookes. The direct observation implied
in line 1 — "Ich sahe ... jiingst... " is very common, and
it is probably phrases like this which have gained for
Brookes his reputation of sitting in his garden
describing what he sees. "Die wachserne Anatomie" begins:
"Ich sahe g'ungst, mit fast erstauntem Blick..." (Metzler,
p. 425)- "Die Rose" (Metzler, p. 61) has the same
beginning. "Erbauliche Betrachtung schnell=vergehender
Wolcken" (Metzler, p. 429) starts with the words: "Ich
sitze hier und sen...." Line 5—Brockes frequently
writes about "kiihle Nacht" and "Mondenschein." Lines 4,
15-14—"Der Winter" describes falling snow: "Da doch, so
bald er auf der Erden,/Nichts weissers kann gefunden
werden" (Metzler, p. 444). Blossoms are compared to snow,
ana branches bear their weight in "Der Garten"—"die
schwancken Zweige krummet/Der Bluhmen siisse Last"; "Auf
alien Aesten scheint ein Wunder=Schnee zu liegen..."
(Metzler, p. 92); "...Manch Aestgen, so beschneit,/
Wird durch der regen Buss' und Bliigel Munterkeit/Von
seiner weissen Last befreyt" (p. 446). In this case the
"Last" really refers to snow and not to blossoms, but
it is easy to see that a certain imaginative picture
comes into Brockes! mind whenever he thinks of snow and
blossoms. Brockes uses the same expression "siisse Last"
of blossoms in "Die Bluhte". Line 8—he sees blossoms as
round balls. In "Die Rose" flowers are "Kugelchen" (p.
62). Line 9—The whiteness is whiter than a swan. In
"Der Winter" snowflakes are like feathers (p. 445).
Blossoms are like feathers in "Die Bluhte": .'«£>© gleichen
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sie/Beweglich=wallenden Schnee=weissen Eederbuschen."
It is typical of this land of poem that Brookes walks
around (lines 15-16) in order to observe from different
points of view and that he looks at light through
foliage—"Die Allee" (p. 24-8), " Schonheit der zur
Abend=Zeit hinter einem Gebusche hervorstrahlenden
Sonne" (p. 291). It is as if he cannot see light with¬
out shadow or darkness, and many of his poems describe
the interplay of both. Seen from different angles the
blossoms in "Die Bliihte" are bright or dark: „Die Schatten
selbst sind weiss, das Dunckle selbst ist helle." In
"Der Winter" Brookes watches the snow; there is nothing
whiter on the ground (p. 4-4-4-). When he looks up at it
as it falls, it seems to be black. Line 25—Brookes'
sense impressions penetrate his soul. "Betrachtung der
Vogel" (p. 260)— "Da uns die Lieblichkeit der siissen
Stimmen ruhrt,/Und uns recht in die Seele dringet...."
What he takes in through the eye goes to the soul (p. 357)»
Line 25 makes a pleasing use of this idea by remaining
within the imagery of rays of light and expressing the
emotional reaction in a restrained way. One tires of
Brookes' habitual over-working, of the words "Ergetzen,"
"riihren," and "entziicken." 'The ending is also harmonious
and restrained. In too many other poems it is a mere
moral lesson with almost a forced relationship to the
rest of the poem. This time it is fully related to the
star and the light from above which are brighter than the
blossoms below. The same idea in an expanded and less
effective form is found in "Der Winter" (p. 4-4-4-).
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Allein,
Des Himmels heller Glantz una. noch viel weisserg
Licht
G-iebt von der Ursach' Unterricht,
DaB, gegen seinen Glantz, der schonsten Corper
Pracht
Nur Schatten, BinsterniB und Nacht.
Aria.
Die irdische Schonheit, der Corper Vollkommenheit,
Sind herrlich, doch gegen das Himmlische nichts,
Sind schwartz, in Yergleichung des ewigen Lichts,
Sind dunckel nur, gegen der Seeligen Herrlichkeit.
"Kirschbllite bei der Nacht" has a unity and
delicacy which is astonishing for Brockes. One wonders
whether the success was fortuitous. As I have shown, the
elements comprising the poem were all present in Brockes'
mind before he wrote the poem and I should like to
suggest that he achieved this success by a process of
motif-variation. Phis is another hypothesis which is
perhaps difficult to confirm, but some space will be
devoted to the way in which Brockes varied motifs in
his poetry.
Brockes persistently emphasizes the need to look
at God's creation. It is a sin and an insult to God if
we are indifferent:
Wers Geschopfe nicht betracht't,
Schandet seines Schopfers Macht.
(iletzler, p. 658)
We have been given ears and eyes for this purpose, and
Brockes points out that, if we do not honour the donor,
"Ihr seyd nicht des Gesichts, nicht eurer Ohren, werth."
But we seem reluctant:
Doch, leideri war' die Welt auch noch so schon,
So scheint's, wir schamten uns, sie anzusehn.
(Iletzler, p. 3^^)
Nany poems are accordingly the fruit of
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observation. The "Kirschblute" is based on an observation
of blossoms by moonlight. The following lines represent
the observation of the effects of sunlight:
Man schauet, wie das Feld, Busch, Stauden und
Gestrauch,
Im heitern Strahl der Giild'nen Sonnen,
Mit Faden, die gezog'nem Silber gleich,
Als zarten Netzen, iibersponnen.
(p. 314)
But the original observation, by means of images, takes
on an imaginative form. The images are gold, silver,
threads and spun webs or nets and these are varied in
different poems. When Brockes observes light shining
through foliage or through the clouds, or snow falling
during a storm, he sees it as streaks and lines. Falling
snow is described by means of variations of these basic
images and becomes "ein weisser Strom," "Weisser Rauch,"
"ein stronger Strich," "Schmauch," "Schaum," "Staubchen,"
"sichtbare Linien." I have already discussed these points
in connection with Janssen's thesis and Addison's essays
on the imagination (Above,pp.272ff.)
There are passages of shoi't descriptions in many
poems which reveal that Brockes has really observed.what
he is describing before he launches out into variations
on the description and the reflections which it conjures
up. "Der Winter" is particularly rich as we have seen.
After a description of snow, Brockes turns to hoar-frost:
Des Reifen zartes Sis
Zeugt ein verwirrt Gespinnst, ein ungewisses WeiB
Auf Hecken, Busch und Baum.
Auch auf den allerdunnsten Zweigen




Starrer Dornen verwilderte Hecken
Scheinen itzo verzuckert unci weiB;
Alle Vipfel der Baume bedecken
Silber=farbene klocken und Eis.
So gar an sonst unsichtbar'n Spinneweben
Sieht man den rauhen Eeiien kleben,
Sie hangen gantz veraickt an weisser Baume Oronen,
Wie kleine silberne Eestonen,
Die Baume sehen rauii und kraus,
Ja fast uncorperlich, durchsichtig, luftig aus.
Thorn hedges and spider's webs occur in other poems. The
webs are covered with dew and look like pearls. Brookes
associates wildness and sometimes horror with "verwirrte
Dornen=Hecken,/Die vollei? Eurcht und Grauen stecken,/
Mit klauen=gleichen Stacheln...1! (Metzler, p. 231).
Re are told that "Dei1 rauhe Dorn=Strauch lieB, wie scharfe
Klauen,/Die spitze Schaar der starrer Stacheln schauen"
A
(p. 44-1). They constitute a threat which God's goodness
averts:
Starre Dornen, rauhe Hecken,
burden nur den Erden=K?eis
Mit verwirrten Stacheln decken,
■ Liesse GOtt aus Seinen Tieffen
Nicht des Segens Regen trieffen.
Ihm allein sey Ruhm und Preis!
(Metzler, p. 15)
In the forest, Brookes notices the light of the
sun shining through the leaves:
Wenn ich von unten in die Hohe
Des Himmels funckelnaen Sapphir,
Durch der Smaragd'nen Blatter Zier,
Bestrahlt lurch's Gold der Sonne, sehe;
So lenck' ich billig Hertz und Sinn
Zum Schopfer aller Schonheit hin.
(Metzler, p. 222)
A
Another example: Metzler, p. 219•
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He describes the moss-covered trees:
Ein griiner Sammt von MooB verhiillt die alten Stamme
Heist da, woselbst der strenge Nord
Die rauhe Rinde trifft. Es dringen lockre Schwamme
Durch knorrichtes Gewachs, an manchem Ort.
Wer dieB, so Bchwamm' als MooB, mit Ernst, beschaut,
Der wird, Verwund'rungs=■voll, auf alten Rinden,
Geblische, Stauden, Laub una Kraut,
Ja gantze kleine Walder finden.
(p. 222)
When Brookes describes trees in blossom, he does
so by a process of association. Blossoms remind him of
snow, feathers, wool and balls. These are inter¬
changeable so that when he thinks of snow he thinks of
blossoms. In the poem "Der Garten" he looks at different
kinds of blossoms and asks:
Gleicht ihrer Bluhmen lieblichs Prangen
Nicht Garten, die in Liiften hangen?
1st nicht der kleinste Zweig ein grosser Bluhmen=
StrauB?
(Metzler, p. 93)
The wind blows the blossoms around like a "Silber=weisser
Regen." The whole atmosphere is alive; they are like
birds: "Die Luft ist selbst ein weites Vogel=Haus."
Brockes describes the floral patterns formed by the
falling blossoms on the surface of a pond:
Die klare, griinlich=dunckle Eluht,
Die in des Teiches Ufers SchooB,
Bekrantztmit MooB,
An schlancker Baurne Wurtzeln ruht,
Auf deren eb'nen Plach' ein kuhler Schatten schwimmet,
Wird unvermuthet hell, und glimrnet
In einer weissen Gluht.
Oft lasst es recht, als ob, uns doppelt zu ergetzen,
Die Blatter sich aufs neu zusammen setzen,
Wodurch sie denn noch mehr das dunckle Wasser zieren,
Und neue Bluhmen drauf formiren.
Es scheinen wasser, Biisch' und Hecken,
Es scheinen Krauter, Beeten, Gange,
Als wenn sie riechender Schnee=weisser Plocken Menge,
Und weisse Rosen=Blatter decken.
(Metzler, pp. 9^-95)
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Falling snow, falling blossoms, rain and falling leaves
are all associated. Leaves are described as golden rain
in "Der Herbst":
Es scheint, durch ihren Fall, die gantze Luft belebt,
In tausend Girckelchen sich zu bewegen.
Der gelben Blatter Heer, das sanft, im Fallen, sciiwebt,
Gleicht einem glantzenden und giild'nen Regen.
(Metzler, p. 309)
The richest source of interchangeable, mobile
imagery is the idea of light and darkness. Newton1s
theories play a part in conditioning Brockes1 vision as
we have seen. Light changes into shadow and vice versa;
both blend. Brockes' favourite expression is the verb
"sich gatten" which, fortunately for him, rhymes with
"Schatten." It would be interesting to attempt to
determine how much Brockes1 poetic ideas are dependent
on rhymes. Light competes against shadow;
Hier sucht das Licht den Schatten zu bekampfen:
Dort sucht die Dunckelheit so Licht als Gluht zu
dampfen,
Bis endlich Kalt1 und Hitz' und Licht und Schatten,
In kiihler Dunckelheit
Und griiner Dammerung, sich gatten.
(pp. 223-224)
Sometimes mixed feelings accompany the interplay of
1
light and shade:
Wie Kalt' und Warme sich, wie Licht und Schatten,
Aus denen Dammerung und Kuhlung spriessen, gatten:
So mischt sich Lust und Furcht, woraus'ein susses
Schrecken
In angenehmer Stille quillt...
(p. 666)
Brockes1 poetry is rich in studies of light,
shadow and colour. He describes changing colours which
combine and mix also (p. 292). After rain everything
i
Another example: Metzler, p. 218.
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shines and sparkles (p. 275) • Rivers and streams reflect
like mirrors and rock-crystal (pp. 17-19). Moonlight and
dawn bathe nature in varying light. He observes it from
all points, above, below, in the distance, close at hand
and through foliage. :,Der Fiorgen" studies the effect of
sunrise on the surrounding world:
Es glantzt die reine Luft, es gliiht die glatte Eluht
(Wehh da, wo sie sich reg't, viel gold'ne Blitze
schwimmen,
Und, wie geschiir'te Kohlen, glimmen)
In einer weiBlich=blauen Gluht.
In dunckel=blauer stehn entfernte Hiigel,
In einer rothen, rothe Ziegel,
So wie in einem grauen Schein
Beschilfte Hutten, Iloltz und Stein.
In den bestrahl'ten Bluhmen flammen
G-luht, Barben, Glantz und Schein zusammen.
(Fletzler, pp. 77-78)
The colour analysis continues.
This is description such as 1 have not seen in
any poetry of the period. There is something baroque
about it, but it is adapted to the new attitude to the
imagination as expressed by Addison and also to the
growing interest in the vastness of the sublime. In
these poems Brockes starts with the description, perhaps
of something which he is observing such as a flower, but
soon he is soaring in imagination to the stars. One
expanse reminds him of another and he describes one in
terms of the other. Blowers are like stars:
Sie scheinen, an Gestalt und Schimmer, kLeine Sterne,
In tausendfachem Glantz und Schein,
Am griinen firmament zu seyn.
(p. 14)
Roses are like moons:
Wie kleine Iionden, glantzt die Schaar
Der Rosen, die schon gantz geoffnet war,
Indem die, so noch halb geschlossen sitzen,
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Gleich Sternen erster Grosse, blitzen.
Die andern, die in gross'rer Zahl,
Iiit einem funf=getheilten Strahl,
Lurch noch geschloss'ne Knospen, funckeln;
Scheint eine weit entleg'ne Feme,
Wie droben, in der Luft, die meisten Sterne,
Theils zu verkleinern, theils auch zu verdunckeln...
(Metzler, p. 72)
The sea when it is calm is like a mirror, but when the
wind disturbs its surface it is like hilly country. First,
the wind breaks up the smooth water into "kleine Schuppen"
and the sun is reflected in each of these:
Wann nun, auf sanft=bewegter Fluht,
Die Strahlen von der Sonnen=Gluht,
Wie tausend kleine Sonnen, glimmen,
Und auf den kurtzen Wellen schwimmen,
In ungezahlter Meng', als kleine Blitz', entstehn...
(p. 19)
Then "Es bilden des Wassers sanft=wallende Hugel/Yiel
tausend polirte bewegliche Spiegel..." (p. 20). In a
storm the sea is like mountains and valleys:
Dort sieht man Berge schnell sich neigen,
Dort tiefe Thaler plotzlich steigen.
(Betrachtung wallender Wasser=Wogen, p. 427)
A cornfield is a "gelbes Aeren=Meer" which "Wellen gleich,
sich sencket, bald sich hebet" (p. 134). It is full of
movement:
Man kann der Aeren spielend Wallen,
Wie sie sich sanft erheben, wieder fallen,
Bald wieder in die Hohe steigen,
Bald schweben, bald sich wieder neigen,
Bald fur sich selber fliehen, bald sich Jagen,
Bald wirbelnd sich im Kreise drehn,
Nicht sonder Lust, nicht ohne Freude, sehn.
(p. 164)
The richness of Brockes' imagination is further
illustrated in his poems about clouds. "Der Wolcken= und
Luft=Himmel" depicts the sky as sl vast stage on v/hich the
scenes are constantly changing. Brockes describes a
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series of pictures formed by different colours and light
effects. He sees a mountain in the clouds:
Ein Berg, der dunckelgrau,
Lasst dort, auf Purpur=farb"nen Spitzen,
Den aussern Rand, wie reines Silber, blitzen,
Den der sapphirne Grund noch eins so helle macht.
Ein guld'ner Umstrich schmlickt, in ungemeiner Pracht,
So manchen dunckel=braunen Kreis.
Roth, Purpur, Leibfarb, blau, gi>au, griinlich, gelb
una weiB
Erfiillt und ziert, im angestrahlten Duft
Der Wolcken, Jetzt die reine Luft.
(Metzler, p. 150)
After that, he describes a golden sea with many islands,
many strange creatures, dragons and whales. There is a
giant surrounded by dwarfs, turreted castles and vast
armies. "Die, durch eine schone Landschaft in der Luft,
vermehrte Schonheit einer irdischen Landschaft" deals with
the same subject:
Der Himmel schien bemuht, durch manchen Wolcken=Strich,
Bald hohe Berge, flache Eelder,
Bald niedre Biische, dicke Walder,
Ja bald ein Meer vol! kleiner guld'ner Wellen,
Bald Thier' und Vogel vorzustellen.
Die Parben nun der zierlichen Piguren,
Von alien diesen Creaturen,
Sind Purpur, Silber, Gold, Carmin.
(Metzler, p. 143)
Many of Brockes' poems are repetitive. They are
variations on the same images. One image can be taken
over into another poem and transferred into another
context. Ideas can be abridged or expanded according to
the requirements of the subject. Por instance, the group
of subjects developed in detail in the poems on the
"Sonne" and "Die Berge" (utilitarian aspect) are found
in skeleton form in "Betrachtung des Mondscheins"
(Metzler, pp. 660-670) and "Sonntagslied" (VIII, 399)
respectively.
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'To what extent this practice of motif-variation
is an intellectual game it is impossible to decide
conclusively. More evidence is necessary about the way
in which Brockes transforms traditional material and
about his expression of feeling.
In Brookes' poetry there is some personification
in the old manner. One of the sun's activities is to
produce "lauter \vunder=Kinder" ("Wenn du uns den Tag
verlangerst :/Spiir'1 man, wie du Berg una Thai,/Durch
dein mannlichs Feuer, schwangerst;" from "Die Sonne"
stanza 13; the same idea is in Du Bartas). The next
example is still a little artificial:
Sie [the characters in the poem] sah'n die Bluhmen,
auf den Hiigeln,
Sich theils in eig'nem Schmuck verliebt bespiegeln;
Theils sahen sie, urn sich zu trancken,
Die Bluhmen in die Fluth die bunten Haupter sencken.
(Metzler, p. 216)
Generally speaking, Brockes succeeds in using
personification more naturally. There is sometimes a
charm about his treatment of plants and animals. He talks
to them and they reply.^ In the poem "Die Heerde=Kuhe"
(II, 201) Brockes addresses a cow which is being milked
as "Liebstes Vieh" arid explains to it the miracle of how
grass becomes milk. The poem "Der wilde Rosen=Strauch"
(II, 203) reminds us of Blake's "Lamb":
Bewundrungswerther Strauch, wo kommst du her?
Wer setzte, pflanzt' una pflegte dich?
''other examples: Metzler, p. 113; II? 458.
^"Die redende Bluhme," Metzler, pp. 109-110.
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■The following passage from "Der Sommer" (Metzler, p. 138)
prepares the way for Goethe's "Wie glanzt die Sonne!
Wie lacht die Blur!"
Den gantzen Erden=Kreis beseel't und v/armt die Sonne.
Vor Ereuden lacht das Eeld, es wallt das Gras vor
Wonne.
Brockes also transforms the traditional nightingale motif
and we are sometimes reminded of Brentano's "Der
Spinnerin Lied" which makes an even more personal use
of it. Brockes writes in one poem:
Irn Garten hort' ich g'ilngst den siiss=und scharfen
Schall
Der feurig schlagenden verliebten Nachtigall.
Ich ward aadurch geriihrt, gereitzt, ergetzet,
Und, durch den reinen Klang, fast aus mir selbst
gesetzet.
Ich horcht' aufmercksam zu, wie lieblich, siiB und
hell,
wie scharf, wie rein, wie rund, wie hohl, wie tief,
wie schnell,
Sie Stimrn' und Ton formirt...
(p. 85;
Brockes associates the very word "nightingale" with the
goy of spring:
Es scheint so gar der Nam" allein
Ein Inbegriff der Eruhlings=Lust zu seyn.
Wenn etwa gemand spricht: es sang die hachtigall;
Kann fast des blossen Wortes Schall
So viel zu wircken taugen,
Dafi in der meisten Horer Augen
Sich ein geheim Vergnugen zeiget.
(p. 28)
Brockes' poems are very uneven and although there
are comparatively few flawless poems, good sections are
scattered throughout. Several poems deal with the ideal
country scene reminiscent of Virgil and his imitators,
but Brockes often manages to present them in a more
natural homely garb than the Augustan poets in England,
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who were concerned with rules and propriety. Brockes,
to "begin with, is not handicapped by heavy poetic diction
and Latinisms. (This is strange, since his autobiography
is overloaded with Latinisms.) Brockes calls a spade a
spade and does not hesitate to talk of sweat. He talks
of the farmer "der beym Pfluge schwitzet" (p. 509), and
of the reaper's "beschwitzte Faust" (p. 132).
There are several poems about life in the country
in the different seasons at different times of day, which
describe the work of the fields and grazing animals.
They are very like Gay's Rural Sports (1713, half of
canto I) which itself was inspired by Virgil's Georgies.
The resemblance is not so great that one would be
.justified in regarding it as Brockes' direct source.
But it may well have stimulated him to invent similar
rural pictures. However this may be, Brockes not only
simplifies the style and spirit but adds very definite
emotional reactions.
Gay's peasant cuts the grass:
The labourer with a bending scythe is seen,
Shaving the surface of the waving green;
Of all her native pride disrobes the land, p
And meads lays waste before his sweeping hand...
Brockes' picture is not only more lively but it is part
of a greater action, the harmony of the countryside
dependent on the changing seasons with its provision
James Sutherland, A Preface to eighteenth Century Poetry
(Oxford, 194-8), p. 87 reports Johnson's criticism of
Shakespeare's vulgar language. William Hamilton refines
King Lear's words—"Thou owest the worm no silk" as "For
thee, the skilful worm, of specious hue,/No shining threads
of ductile radiance drew;"
p
The Works of the English Poets, ed. Samuel Johnson (London,
1810) vol. X.
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for man's needs. Brookes describes "ein reifes Beld,/
Worauf der Bauern muntre Schaar/Mit Mahen theils, und
theils mit Binden/Beschafftigt war....'1 The work is
hard but the workers are happy:
Die Schnitter erndteten, die Scheunen anzufullen,
Der Aecker gelben Schmuck, mit sauren Ereuden, ein;
Man sah so manchen Bach, von lauem Schweisse, quillen;
Die Sensen blitzeten, es rauschte geder Hieb,
tfenn die beschwitzte Eaust ihn durch die Halmen trieb.
Hier band, dort iud man auf; kaum konnten grosse wagen
Das raschelnde Gewicht gebund'ner Garben tragen.
Die Achse seuftzt und knarrt; der Buhr=Iiann klatscht,
und schwfingt
Die schlancke Geissel um; indem er frohlich singt,
Verdoppelt er die Kraft der weiB=beschaumten Pferde.
oie ziehn; der Boden beb't: es zittert selbst die
Erde,
Gedriickt von eigner Brucht.
(Der Sommer, pp. 132-133)
There is a similar picture in Brockes' "Hirten=Gedicht"
and "Man hort den muntern Buhr=Mann singen,/ Aus einer
Sorgen=losen Brust..." (p. 165). There is a tendency to
idealize the countryman which is true to the tradition.
The work is not as hard as it looks: "So gar das Pfliigen
selbst, wie miihsam es auch scheint ,/Hegt mehr Vergnugen,
als man meynt" (p. 163).
The observation of these rural activities produces
an emotional reaction which is expressed by such words
as "geriihrt," "vergnugt," "ruhig und vergnugt," "Anmuth,"
and "inniglich vergniiget." At the same time it must be
remembered that it is not just the farmers' work and the
pleasant season which inspire such feelings but the
bounty and utility which are displayed. Brockes observes
there "Die Schatze der Katur/Und den, der sie gernacht,
die Urquell aller belt,/Der sie so wunderbar erschaffen
und erhalt,/In ihrei1 Zier und Nutzbarkeit...." "Nutz"
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is part of Brookes' view of nature but it is not cold
and pragmatic; "Nutz und Schmuck" are part of a web of
ideas which produce feeling.
Gay devotes two lines to the picture of cows
waiting to be milked: "When the big-udderea cows with
patience stand,/Waiting the strokings of the damsel's
hand...." Brockes makes an almost too realistic picture
out of this situation in the poem "Der Mittag":
Er [Licidas ] sah, bey mehr, als funfzig Kiihen,
Urn aus den Eutern Milch zu Ziehen,
Geschafft'ge Melckerinnen sitzen.
Er sah, die fette Ii.i4.ch in strengen Strallien spritzen,
DaB Muld1 und Eimer schaumt. DieB sprudelnde Geton,
Zusamt dem murmelnden Getose, so das Vieh,
Ilit wiederkauenden, nie stillen Maulern, machte,
Schien eine sanft gedampfte Harmonie,
und klang recht angenehm und schon.
(p. 208)
The experience stimulates thought rather than feeling.
Licidas draws the lesson of the peaceful life from this
episode and compares discontented man to the contented
cattle.
The picture of the hay-makers which follows this
scene is also realistic. Licidas smells the hay and
watches the activity "mit innigem Vergniigen." Brockes
is in the scene experiencing the sights and sounds around
him and reacting to them. Gay's poem was more literary and
objective. Brockes1 Licidas catches "den Geruch vom erst
gemachten Heu,/Wovon die frische Siifiigkeit/Ihm Nase, Hirn
und Hertz erfreut'." He watches the hay being stacked and
describes how the workers with heavily laden pitchforks
resemble moving heaps and trees: "Das grime lieu, auf
diinner Gabeln Stammen,/Schnell laufenden belaubten Baumen
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glich." A reflection follows about the usefulness of
hay indicating ,!GOttes liacht, Huld, Lieb' und Weisheit."
Brockes, at times, succeeds in transforming the
traditional literary picture of rural life into an
impression of peace and harmony. In this sense he may be
said to create atmosphere. As I have said before, such
success is limited to sections of poems and seldom
sustained. Brockes has collected several descriptive and
pastoral elements together to create a peaceful setting
for the long "Hirten=Gedicht":
Auf einer sanft erhab'nen Hoh, an welcher die
bebuschten Seiten
Mit Krautern uberall bedeckt, sich unten allgemach
verbreiten,
Auf deren Wipfel Eichen, Biichen und Blatter=reiche
Linden stunden,
Wovon die griin= und kiihlen Schatten, in stiller
Eintracht, sich verbunden...
Two characters ("zween Edel=Leute") are introduced. They
contemplate the surrounding scene:
Sie sahen, nebst den muntern Ziegen, der Wollen=reichen
Schafe Schaar
Bald, zwischen jungen Biischen, klettern, bald, in
bebliihmten Krautern, grasen,
Die dort, mit unterbroch'nem Meckern, durch dicht=
geschlung'ne Straucher schlupfen,
Die hier das feinste Gras, den Klee, mit regen Kiefern,
amsig rupfen.
Zur Lincken lagen hohe Hiigel, so sich mit aichter
Waldung deckten,
Worauf der VJipfel halbe Circkel sich immer hoher
aufwarts streckten.




Das helle Grim bebliihmter Wiesen, am Pusse dunckel=
griiner Walder;
Hier streckt, von kleinen Buschen, sick
Ein danger griiner Strich hingegen, durch Aeren=
schwang're gelbe Eelder.
(Metzler, p. 159)
This atmosphere is broken by a certain amount of
moralizing, hymnic passages and illustrations of God's
wisdom and power. There is another passage which is
really a variation of earlier motifs. In it the sound
of the cattle and sheep, as they lie in the long grass
chewing the cud, is combined with the description of
the frothy milk squirting into buckets.
There is a passage in "Der Mittag" which captures
a peaceful atmosphere:
Die diinne Luft war klar und rein,
Es blinckt1 und gluhte Holtz und Stein,
Es glantzt' und strahlte Berg und Thai,
In unbeschreiblicher gantz lichter Herrlichkeit,
Durch den geraden Sonnen=Strahl...
(Metzler, p. 207)
In the poem "Der Sommer" there is also a
descriptive passage which is really something more than
description:
Man konnte hie und da, auf den sonst eb'nen Elachen,
Viel schnell erhabene, den Wellen gleiche Hoh'n,
In reichen Garben=Hiigeln sehn,
Die, wenn sie guld'ne Sonnen=Strahlen
Eriih Gst= und Abends ¥est=warts malen,
Viel dunckle Linien, auf hellem Grunde,
Eruh West= und Abends 0st=warts ziehn.
Daher das helle Eeld, durch zierlich=dunckle Striche,
Dem schonsten Perspective gliche.
(p. 137)
This passage is followed by more description. I know of
no other European writer who has produced so much
descriptive poetry as early as 1721.
Most of these rural descriptions are narrowly
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bound up with an emotional reaction. Although it is
generally reported in the third person in this pastoral
form, the question of emotion requires some consideration.
Several critics have attempted to study Brockes'
"Naturgefiihl." To what extent it is possible to study a
subject of this kind will now have to be examined.
Generally speaking, the type of emotion aroused
by the contemplation of country scenes is fairly constant
in Brockes poetry. Brockes asks:
Und wer kann, ohne Freud' und inniges Bewegen,
Den uns vom Himmel selbst geschenckten Segen
Hier annoch stehn, da binden, dorten mah'n,
Ilier in die Scheuren fahren sehn?
(p. 165)
"Das Kletten=Kraut" (VIII, 110-113: Tubingen; Hamburg,
pp. 128 ff.)' arouses religious feelings:
Ich ftihlte, wie mein G-eist zu einer Stille kam.
Die unbeschreiblich suB. Mich fiillt' und tibernahm
Bin rein Vergnugen, eine Lust,
Die denen nur, die Gott sich nahn, bewuBt.
Ein sanftes Feur, voll einer Gluht,
Die aus Bewundrung und Andacht stammte,
Begeisterte, beweget' und beflammte
Fiein fiir Vergniigen wallend Blut.
The emotions described in the poem "Der Morgen"
(pp. 75-79) calm at first and correspond to the
peace of the early morning as the sun rises over the
mountains and tree-tops and the birds begin to sing. As
the sun rises higher like a monarch who "Hit Gluht und
Glantz gekron't, das weite Firmament,/Das unergrilndlich
tief, das keine Grentzen kennt,/In stiller Majestat
beherrschet und erfiillet...11 the poem moves into the
sphere of Platonism. First, there is a series of
variations on "ein Ocean von Gluht," in which the
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interplay of colour, light and shade is very well
depicted, then the emotional reaction is described in
detail:
Hierdurch nun breitet sich, durch meine gantze Brust
Ein siiss= una schnelles Eeur sonst nie gespur'ter
Lust,
In meinem wallenden begeisterten Geblute
Und alien Sehnen aus. Hiedurch beweg't, entzucket,
Gantz ausser mir vor Lust, erheb't sich mein Gemiithe,
Besingt in ihrem Strahl, in ihrer Wunder=Pracht,
Hit unterbrochenen, vor Lust verwirrten, Worten
Ben GOTT, der bloB aus Lieb', Erbarmung, Huld und Gute
Die Sonne leuchten lie£, die Welt an alien Grten
So herrlich ausgeschmiickt, so wunderschon gemacht;
Sein unausdrucklich's Lob nimmt meine Sinneu ein,
Und werd1 ich (durch den unerschaffnen Schein
Von seiner Herrlichkeit noch immer mehr geriihret)
Zu einer hoheren Betrachtung aufgefuhret...
(p. 78)
Since the beautiful world can give us so much happiness,
how much more must departed spirits experience. This
thought is linked to the new attitude to space, to the
"Strahlen=reichen Morgen=Glantz/Von so viel tausend
Sonnen=Lichtern,/'In hundert tausend Welten...." (p. 79)
The experience of space is usually associated with
ecstatic emotion as we have already noted. The following
example is representative:
Ich ftihle, daB mein angeflammter Geist
Bern gross= und kleinen Kreis der Erde sich entreisst,
Zugleich sich in die fief' ohn' End' und Anfang neiget
Zugleich auch in die Hoh' ohn' End' und Grentzen steig
Ein feur'ger Andachts=Trieb
Versetzt mich in die Ewigkeit.
Mein denckend Wesen breitet sich
In's ungemessne Sternen=Haus,
Tor Ehrfurcht stumm, vor Lust erstaunet, aus.
(Die himmlische Schrift, p. 11
1
"Die Sonne" has several examples of this kind of emotion.
Above, pp. 165-167-
It can be said, that the emotional reaction is
related to the subject. When the "Hirten=Gedicht" deals
with pastoral scenes we read expressions such as "mit
inniglich=geruhrten Blicken," "mit Entzucken," "mit
ruhigem Gemiith," "mit Ehrfurcht, lust und Andacht,"
"wrahre f'reude," "innerlichs Vergnugen," "gereitzet und
bewogen," and "Freud" und inniges Bewegen." The emotional
vocabulary changes when Brockes considers the mysterious
forces at work in nature as exemplified in plants and
seeds. "Wie groB ist diefi GeheimniB nicht,/Das in des
Samens Wesen stecket...." (p. 168) The reaction is
expressed in this passage:
Wohin sich auch mein Sinnen lencket,
Wie tie! sich meine Seele sencket,
Je mehr sie hin und wieder de.ncket,
Was doch der Samen eigentlich:
Je mehr, je mehr verlier' ich mich.
(p. 167)
Mixed feelings of "lust" and. "Entsetzen" occur in
sublime contexts such as the infinity of the heavens, the
vast sea and the forest. Man feels himself "Von einer
frohen Angst, von einer bangen lust/'Geklemmt, gedruckt,
gepresst." The following expressions are frequently used—
"Schrecken," "grausam," "ein heiligs Grauen," "schreckendes
Vergnugen," "von einer frohen Angst." These feelings
are often accompanied by "Seelen=Schwindel."
"Die schnelle Veranderung," which we discussed
earlier is very successfully built on suspense. The
beautiful world is suddenly transformed into a world of
darkness. We are led to expect some apocalyptic
catastrophe, but eventually we are told that the dramatic
change occurred when the poet closed his eyes. This
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explanation seems to be somewhat of an anticlimax, but
before passing judgment, we must consider the serious
idea on which it is based. Locke had maintained that our
mind is a tabula rasa, dependent on sense impressions
for the material for reflexion and experience. Brookes
is very aware of the importance of the senses, and it
is perhaps this idea more than any other which has
provided the basis for his view of experience. When he
closes his eyes, his experience is cut off:
Mein GOttI rief ich so gleich, ist dieses wohl zu
glauben?
Vermag ein wenig Eaut
Mir, was Dein1 Allmachts=Hand gebaut,
Des Eimmels Licht, der Erden Pracht zu rauben?
Vermag sie mich von Millionen Preuden,
Ja gleichsam selber von der Welt,
Von aller Pracht, so sie enthalt,
End zwar so Wunder=schnell, zu scheiden?
(Metzler, p. 358)
Brookes emphasizes the importance of sense experience
because our spiritual experience depends on it:
Der gantze Leib sieht nichts von allem, was die Welt
Vor Pracht, vor Wunder, Giantz una Schonheit in sich
halt.
Ob sie uns gleich umgeben una umringen,
Wofern sie nicht durchs Aug' uns in die Seele dringen.
(p. 357)
Sense experience then leads to emotional and
spiritual experience. This idea determines the way in
which Brockes expresses emotion.
1
"Die Erde," stanza 4p, Metzler, p. 579- Brookes' knowledge
of the theories of perception are to be found in a
scientific poem of 158 stanzas called "Die fiinf Sinne,"
Metzler, pp. 606-658. It is particularly relevant to the
present subject. All knowledge is derived from the senses.
Impressions go from the eye to the brain (stanza 3); the
senses provide a link with the spiritual world: „Durch das
Auge konnen Seelen/Mit dem Himmel sich vermahlen..." (st.
4). A similar idea is expressed in the poem "Das herrliche
Schauspiel der Natur": „Unleugbar ist es, dafi die Seelen,/
BloB durch die Werkzeug' unsrer Sinnen,/Sich mit der ganzen
Welt vermahlen..." (VIII, 170, Tubingen; Hamburg, p. 197)-
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Emotion is experienced physically at first then
leads upwards to God. This is demonstrated by the passage
-]
which 1 quoted earlier. Brookes is moved by the beauty
of light:
Hierdurch nun breitet sich, durch meine gantze Brust
Bin suss= una schnelles Eeur sonst nie gespur'ter
Lust,
In meinem wallenden begeisterten Geblute
Und alien Sehnen aus...
(p- 78)
This raises his spirits and leads him to even higher
emotion as he thinks of the Creator:
Und werd' ich (durch den unerschaffnen Schein
Yon seiner Herrlichkeit noch immer mehr geriihret)
Zu einer hbheren Eetrachtung aufgefiihret...
Brockes repeatedly talks of feeling as going
from his ear ox1 eye into his soul or heart. We remember
the lines from the poem "Kirschblute bei der Nacht"—
...Es fiel mir ins Gesicht
'Yon einem hellen Stern ein weiBes Licht,
Das mir recht in die Seele strahlte.
Similar ideas are expressed in the following
passage:
Mich deucht, wenn ich, voll Ereude,
Iiier Hertz und Augen weide,
Und bey den Bluhmen steh;
DaB ich zu Dir mich schwinge,
Und dich, Quell aller Dinge,
Allgegenwart1ger Schopfer, seh.
(Der Garten, p. 89)
Also
DieB Schau=Spiel der Natur ergetzet dergestalt
Mein Aug' und Hertz, daB ich so bald
So Aug1 als Hertz zu meinem Schopfer schwinge,
Und, Ihm zum Huhm, den Herbst, und dessen Nutz,
besinge.
(Der Herbst, Metzler, p. 311)
^Above, p.371 . Also Metzler, p. 463-
Brockes talks about the senses perhaps more than
any other subject. "Die funf Sinne" is a long scientific
poem of 158 stanzas. "Mancherley Vorwurfe der Sinnen"
-i
develops the theme of Addison's essay, that God "In den
fiinf Sinnen, uns, zu so verschied'ner Lust,/Verschied'ne
Thiir= und Geffnungen gegeben..." (p. 87). Not only do our
senses give us pleasure but they are a means of serving
God. It is our duty to use them to observe the beauty of
God's creation. Conversely it is a sin not to use them:
Wird, durch die leidige Gewohnheit, jedermann
Dadurch in solchen Stand gesetzt, daB wir,
In aller creatur Glantz, Ordnung, Pracht und Zier,
Pur GOttes Wunder taub, fur GOttes Wercke blind,
Geschmack= Geruch= und Puhl=los sind:
Einfolglich ist sein Werck fiir uns vergebens.
(Der verstockte Chrysander, pp. 502-503)
Brockes prays to God "...daB ich Dir zur Ehre,/ Was
hier so schon, zu horen, horei/Auch, wenn ich rieche, fuhl'
2
und schmecke,/DaB ich in allem Dich entdecke!" He prays
for the ability to use the senses for the glory of God:
Herr! laJB mich durch die Sinnen
Dein Loblied stets beginnen:
Gib, daB ich diesen Tag
Im Garten, Dir zu Ehre,
Geruch, Geschmack, Gehore,
Gesicht und Hande brauchen mag!
(Morgenlied auf dem Garten, I, 175)
I have not found this theme expressed with so much
emphasis in any other writer. Traherne writes: "My palat
x
is a Touch-stone fit to taste how good Thou art";v Christian
Wolff tell us: "...man schmeckt auch zugleich den Verstand,
^Spectator 387*
^VII, 159, Tubingen; Hamburg, p. 170.
^Above, p. 173.
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die v'/eishei t, Maclit; und Giite Gerties .... Du Bartas has a
few lines on the same subject:
Dieu qui ne peut tomber es lourds sens des humains,
Se rend comme visible es oeuures de ses mains:
Fait toucher a nos doigts, flairer a nos narines,
Gouster a nos palais ses vertus plus diuines:
Parle a nous a toute heure, ayant pour truchemens
Des pauillons astrez les reglez mouuemens.
Fenelon also talks of "tasting God" in one of his
3
prayers, his words make it clear that we do not perceive
God through the senses:
Enfin, parce que vous etes une verite trop haute
et trop pure pour passer par les sens grossiers,
les hommes rendus semblables aux betes ne peuvent
vous concevoir...
(p. 14-6)
Addison's position on this question is not so
definite. Man has sensations of God:
The devout man does not only believe but feels there
is a Deity. He has actual Sensations of him...
(Spectator 4-65)
Extracts from a letter which he printed in Spectator 571
echoes this thought:
In his deepest Solitude and Retirement, he [man] knows
that he is in company with the greatest of Beings; and
perceives within himself such real Sensations of his
Presence, as are more delightful than any thing that
can be met with in the Conversation of his Creatures.
But the same writer, like Fenelon, makes it clear that such
perception of God is more through the mind than through the
"gross" senses:
Our outward Senses are too gross to apprehend him;
we may however taste and see how gracious he is, by
his influence upon our Minds...
Above, p. 29-
^La Sepmaine, I, 129-134-.
^Demonstration de 1'existence de Dieu in Oeuvres spirituelles
de Franqois de Salignac de la Mothe Fenelon (Paris, 1822),
vol. I. Addison greatly admired this prayer and translated
it—Joseph Addison, The Evidences of the Christian Religion
(Oxford, 1801), pp. 94—96".'
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To what extent Addison shares the correspondent's view
is difficult to determine. Addison does not despise the
senses, hut praises God's gift of them as an enrichment
of life.
Sensation for Brockes is not a thing of the mind
hut of the body, and all his efforts are concentrated on
the total rehabilitation of the senses in the service of
God. Yet, although many of his poems linger on the joys
of the senses, there are many which deal with the spiritual
aspect of approaching God by their means. The poem "Die,
m gottlichen Vercken, in GOTT vergnugte Seele" suggests
that the spirit or mind has superior powers of perception:
Durchs Auge sieht mein Geist die Welt, und freut
sich ihrer Pracht und Zier;
Allein der Geist sieht weiter noch; Er siehet dich,
mein GOtt, in ihr.
The experience which Brockes subsequently describes is a
spiritual one beyond that of the senses.
Several critics have attempted to discuss the
question of "Naturgefiihl." Paul van Tieghem, as we have
seen, writes a whole book about the feeling for nature
without defining it. An analysis of his premises and inter¬
pretations shows that what he means by "nature" is in fact
idyllically idealized nature, and that the love of this
tranquil, idealized nature is what he understands by his
"sentiment de la nature." Such a study, however, only takes
into consideration one aspect of the question and ignores
the scientific, theological and sublime components of the




Willi Flemmmg realizes that the term "Naturgefuhl"
is complex; its components are: "Art des Naturgenusses,
die Stellung des Menschen zur Natur, Deutung der Natur in
Wissenschaft und Religion, Naturschonheit und Kunstschopfung,
Inhalt des Naturideals, Erscheinungsform der Natur und
Auf fassungsweise." Despite this, he still uses the word
vaguely, and his "book is full of general statements about
it. In the seventeenth century, he tells us, "Naturgefuhl"
is often disguised in conventional language. In his section
on the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries he finds
"Naturgefuhl":
Wir begegnen nur der freundlichen Landschaft des
deutschen Mittelgebirges, mit Tal und Hugel, fliefiehdem
Brunnlein und Wassermuhle, mit Wald und Wiesen voll
Vogelgesang, voran Lerche und Nachtigall.
(p. 16)
This method of studying anything so subjective as
the feeling for nature can never yield valuable results.
Wolfgang Kayser's words warn us against it:
Fur die Literaturgeschichte wurde noch aufscliluBreicher
die Tradition der amonen handschaft. ®ine fertige
Landschaftsszenerie wird da durch die Jahrhunderte
weitergereicht, zu der bestimmte Kulissen gehoren:
die Wiesen, das Bachlein, die sanften Liifte, der
Gesang der Vogel u.s.f. Ghne Kenntnis von der
Tradition dieses Topos, der manchmal schon zum echten
Motiv v/ird, besonders in der Lyrik des 17-
Jahrhunderts, greifen alle Untersuchungen ins Leere,
die aus solchen Szenen das Naturgefuhl des
jeweiligen Dichters bestimmen wollen.
Imogen Kupffer,^ also dealing with "Naturgefuhl,"
leaves the reader with an impression of vagueness. When it
A
Per Wandel des deutschen Naturgefuhls vom 1^. zum 18.
Jahrhundert (Halle, 1931)•
p
Das sprachliche Kunstwerk (Bern, 1962), p. 75.
^Kupffer, pp. 127 f.
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comes to Brookes' emotional reaction to nature, she is
not sure about his feelings at all. This is much
better than making assertions which cannot be substan¬
tiated. The related question of "Stimmung" is equally
difficult. She asks whether "die stimmungshafte
Naturlyrik" is the product of "starkere Intensivierung
der beschreibenden Poesie mit der starkeren Betonung des
Subj'ektiven" or of "eine entschiedene Absage an die
beschreibende Dichtung" with a "Neuanfang mit veranderten
Vorzeichen" and the emphasis on subjectivity (vom
subjektiven aus), whatever all this might mean. She is
wise enough not to attempt to answer a question composed
of such undefined nebulous terms.
Imogen Kupffer does, however, produce a section on
"Die Stimmungshafte Naturdichtung" which she says "lebt
aus der engen Verbindung von Natur und Ich" (p. 127).
She analyses the poem "Betrachtung des Mondscheins" and
concludes that either Brockes was not attempting a
"Stimmungbild" or that he was not familiar with the laws
of "Naturlyrik": "jedenfalls gelingt es ihm nicht, zu
einer stimmungshaften lyrischen Gestaltung durchzustoBen.
Er bleibt in Anklangen stecken" (p. 130). She is not
absolutely sure what qualities are necessary for "Stimmung"
to be achieved, but thinks that it has something to do
with the omission of the "ich." "Die auf ein starkes
Ungewitter erfolgte Stille" is an example of a poem with
"Stimmung," and it has no "ich" and no didacticism until
the final four lines. She writes: "Die Beobachtungen
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runden sich zu geschlossenen Bildern und diese wiederum
zu einem einheitlichen stimmungshaften Gesamteindruck"
(p. 139)- This is the storm poem which I discussed in
connection with Virgil and the sublime. Against this back¬
ground one could explain Brookes' success in this poem
in a different way. He had a single source in mind instead
of the usual medley, and he was swept forward by his
interest in the sublime.
In an earlier chapter I already showed how unsatis¬
factory Janssen's ideas on "Stimmung" and "Naturgefuhl"
were. All these attempts to deal with the question end in
vagueness, because of the subjective elements inherent in
the question and because no attempt has been made to
define the terms and restrict the field which they cover.
The words "Nature" and "Naturgefuhl" are far too
ambiguous to serve any useful purpose in a serious study.
Where they have been applied to Brockes, more confusion
has arisen than enlightenment. When Thomson tells us
"Nature delights me in every form...," we have to be care¬
ful not to interpret these words from a post-romantic view¬
point. As his Preface to Winter makes clear, nature includes
all of those elements which we have analysed in this study:
God's creation and its "Contrivance, Beauty, and Order"
lead us to the Creator.
Some writers talk as if there were no feeling for
nature before the eighteenth century, but Thomson and
Addison would not agree. Thomson writes: "It was this
Devotion to the Works of Nature that, in his Georgicks,
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inspired the rural Virgil to write so inimitably";
Addison quotes a letter from a friend who suggests that
"the Love of Woods, of Fields and Flowers, of Rivers and
Fountains, seems to be a Passion implanted in our Natures
the most early of any, even before the fair Sex had a
Being" (Spectator 393)•
Do similar words have the same meaning at different
periods? Euripides writes in Hippolytus:
Could I take me to some cavern for mine hiding,
In the hill-tops where the sun scarce hath trod;
Or a cloud make the home of mine abiding,
As a bird among the bird-droves of God!
Could I wing me to my rest amid the roar
Of the deep Adriatic on the shore,
Where the water of Eridanus is clear,
And Phaethon's sad sisters by his grave
Weep into the river, and each tear
Gleams, a drop of amber, in the wave.
To the strand of the Daughters of the Sunset,
The Apple-tree, the singing and the gold;
Where the mariner must stay him from his onset,
And the red wave is tranquil as of old;
Yea, beyond that Pillar of the End
That Atlas guardeth, would I wend;
Where a voice of living waters never ceaseth
In God's quiet garden by the sea,
And Earth, the ancient life-giver, ijjicreaseth
Joy among the meadows, like a tree.
Shelley writes:
Oh! lift me as a wave, a leaf, a cloud!
I fall upon the thorns of life! I bleed!
Keats wishes to "fade away into the forest dim."
Lamartine seeks to escape beyond the limits of the earth:
Que ne puis-ge, porte sur le char de l'Aurore,
Vague obget de mes voeux, m'elancer jusqu'a toi!
Are the feelings conveyed by these later writers comparable
to those of Euripides? It is not possible to answer such a
A
The Hippolytus of Euripides, trans. Gilbert Murray (London,
1904), p. 39.
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question. The application of the vague word "Naturgefuhl"
to Brookes is also problematic. Even if we attempt to
narrow the idea down to the more limited field which
Arthur Lovejoy's definition provides, other questions will
arise and remain unanswered. "Naturgefuhl," v/rites Love joy,
is an "expression of emotions derived from the contempla¬
tion of the sensible world external to man, especially
when this is conceived as a source of moral teaching or
as a manifestation of, or means of contact with, some
1
pervasive spiritual Presence."
What is meant by the contemplation of the external
world? Is it necessary to have the scene before one's
eyes? Would Wordsworth's practice of recollection in
tranquillity come under this definition? 'What about poems
by Brockes like "Die auf ein starckes Ungewitter erfolgte
Stille," written without reference to a concrete situation?
If we accept these, then another problem arises. How real
is feeling which is not directly linked with the physical
presence of the object of feeling? It could be argued that
such feeling can be superior (Wordsworth, Keats).
Brockes' more interesting poems are the products
of his imagination and of an imaginative use of literary
sources. His poems of direct observation are often insipid.
By "poems of direct observation" I mean those composed of
unimaginative description, the kind of poetry for which
he is famous, as in the following lines from "Ein Bett
voll Hyacinthen":
^Essays in the History of Ideas (New York, I960), p. 75 •
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Ich ward recht eigentlich gewahr,
V/ie an g'eder Blume FuJ3 sechs grune Ecken
Sich rings, so um als von dem Stengel strecken,
Und einen griinen Stern formieren,
Wodurch sie das sonst nackte Land
Mit einem eignen Bilde zieren.
(II, 26)
The rest of this poem is more poetic. There are a
few poems which consist almost entirely of direct observa¬
tion of this kind. The long poem "Das Thiirmchen zu
Ritzebuttel" (VII, 289-306, Tubingen; Hamburg, pp. 310 ff.)
describes the view from each window of the house in the
manner of the following passage:
Das erste Fenster
Der ersten Tafel, lincker Hand, bestrahlter Vorgrund
ist der Wall,
Der mit dem Werckzeug der Bellonen, mit Stiicken, die
zu Freudenschiissen,
Und fremde Schiffe, welche griissen, hinwieder
knallend zu begrussen,
GOtt Lob! bisher gebrauchet worden, wohl ausstaffirt,
und liberall
Das Amt=Hause rings umher umgibt. Ein zierlich rothes
Schilder=Haus
Steht mitten zwischen zwo Canonen. Die Brustwehr macht
die Grentzen aus,
Und lasset uns, wo sie sich endet, der sogenannten
Kalber=Weide,
Nachdem dieselbe aufgebrochen, das lieblich wallende
Getrayde
In einem bald smaragdnem Schmuck, und bald im giildnen
Glantze, sehn.
As we have already noted, Brockes records emotional
reactions to certain experiences of the external world. The
classical type of ideal landscape produces "Lust und
Ergetzen"; wilder sublime scenes and the experience of space
stir the imagination and produce mixed feelings of pleasure
and fear. He also indulges in the semi-mystical experience
of losing himself.
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The external world, whether it is directly observed
or recollected, is a source of moral teaching for Brookes.
It proclaims the beauty of the creation and the lesson that
it has to be enjoyed for the glory of God. It manifests the
God of the scientific background and also the all-pervading
God of Platonism.
Having interpreted Brookes' poetic activity in terms
of LoveJoy's definition of "Naturgefiihl," we still have a
problem to face. If Brockes is constructing poems out of
foreign sources and by an imaginative manipulation of
motifs, how far does he himself really feel what he describes?
It is of course possible on occasions to use foreign
material with such conviction that it becomes fully assim¬
ilated. The question is again an unanswerable one, as there
is no foolproof yard-stick for measuring feeling. Intuition
is too subjective. Perhaps three further examples of poems
published by Brockes might throw some light on outstanding
questions.
Wenn iemand irgendswo in einer Hohle,
Allwo desselben Sinn und Seele
Von aller Greatur und allem Vorwurf leer,
In steter Dammerung erzogen war;
5 Hnd trat' aux einmahl in die Welt,
Zumahl zur holden Pruhlings=Zeit,
Und sahe dann der Sonnen Herrlichkeit,
Und sah' ein griin bebliihmtes Peld,
Und sahe dick bebiischte Hugel,
10 Und sahe reiner Bache Spiegel,
Durch einen Schatten=reichen Wald,
Mit seiner sich drin spiegelnden Gestalt,
Umkrantzt mit glatten Binsen, fliessen,
Und sahe Plusse sich ergiessen,
15 Auch ihrer Burger schuppicht Heer;
Und sah' ein unumschrannktes Meer,
Und sahe bunte Garten prangen,
Auch, wann die Sonn' erst untergangen,
Der Abend=Rothe guldne Pracht;
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20 Und sail' in einer heitern Nacht
Den Wunder=schonen Sternen=Himmel;
Zusammt den Silber=reinen Glantz
Der Schatten=Sonne, wenn sie gantz
Und hort' ein zwitscherndes Getummel
25 Der Singe=Vogel, und den Schall
Der angenehmen Nachtigall,
In Lust= und Schatten=reichen Biischen,
Sich mit dem sanften Rauschen mischen,
Und hort', auf rauh=und glatten Kieseln,
30 Geschwinde Bache murmelnd rieseln;
Und schmeckte tausend siisse Priichte,
Und schmeckte vielerley Gerichte,
Die Wasser, Luft und Erde geben;
Und schmeckte, voller Geist und Kraft,
35 Den saurlich=sussen Tranck und Saft
Der lieblichen Tockayer=Reben;
Und roche Bluhmen mancher Arten,
In Peldern, Waldern und im Garten;
Und roch' auf Bergen und im Thai
40 Gesunde Krauter ohne Zahl;
Und roche balsamirte Dufte;
Und fuhlte sanfte laue Lufte,
Und fuhlte Wunder=susse Triebe
Von einer zugelaBnen Liebe;
45 Und fuhlte mit vergniigter Brust,
Des siissen Schlafes sanfte Lust;
Und fuhlte, v/ann der Schlaf vorbey,
DaB er dadurch gestarcket sey,
Urn alles, v/as so Wunder=schon,
50 Aufs neue wiederum zu sehn.
Auf welche sonderbare Weise
Wiird' er sich nicht darob ergetzen!
Wiird' er sich nicht halb selig schatzen?
Er bliebe gantz gewiJB dabey,
55 er, aufs mindst' im Paradeise,
Wo nicht schon gar im Himmel sey.
Und wir, die alle diese Gaben
Unstreitig urn und an uns haben,
Empfindens minder, als ein Stein;
60 Ja machen uns, an deren Stelle,
Das Paradeis fast selbst zur Holle.
Was mag daran wohl Ursach seyn?
(Metzler, pp. 1-3)
This poem provides a good example of the way in
which it could be possible for Brockes to construct a
poem out of existing motifs. The Aristotelian idea of a
man who has lived underground and suddenly sees the beauty
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1of the earth is basic. Brockes makes a sentence of fifty
lines out of this hypothesis, but the conditional construc¬
tion is only completed in line 56. This structure is found
2
xn Englxsh poetry of the period. Brockes expands the
original material by introducing two of his favourite
motifs—the beauty of spring and the revelation of the
beauty of the world through the senses. The stereotyped
picture of spring with the flowery meadows, murmuring
streams, birds and nightingale is divided according to
the relevant sense. The meadows are in the section of what
he would see ("er sahe") and the streams and birds under
the sense of sound ("er horte"). Each section is in turn
expanded by additional sensuous experiences—forest,
gardens, sea, sunset, stars, the taste of food and wine,
the scent of flowers, and the sensation of "laue Lufte"
and "Wunder=susse Triebe." Erom line 51 until the end the
style deteriorates with the usual didacticism—earth is
paradise, but foolish man transforms it into hell.
As I have already mentioned, there are poems in the
Irdisches Vergniigen which I feel Brockes could not have
written independently. One of these is the poem which he
took from Shaftesbury without acknowledgement. Such poems
belong to the same background and have the same motifs,
but the style is more concise than Brookes' own style.
One of these is "Vergnugliche und andachtige Betrachtung.
^Above, p. 427..
p
William Collins, "Ode to Evening" Anne, Duchess of
Winchelsea, "Nocturnal Reverie."
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des Schopffers in seinen Werken." It is printed as if it
had been written by Brookes himself, but if we compare
it to another poem in volume VIII which is a translation,
we find that it is an adaptation. Unfortunately we are
not given the author's name and I have been unable to
trace it. It is in the style of Shaftesbury and Thomson.
Some of the motifs from Shaftesbury's hymnic apostrophe to
nature are in it. The words "Bear with my adventurous and
bold approach" resemble lines 13-14- of the translated poem.
The motif of retirement and the last line are also found
in Shaftesbury. Brookes translated the line from the
Shaftesbury passage as—"In Deiner UnermeBlichkeit vergehen
aller Welt Gedanken,/Versenken und verlieren sich...."
Die Herrlichkeit des Schop-
fers in den Geschopfen
(Uebersetzt)
Ihr einsamen bebiischten Hii-
gel, ihr miifit mir eu-
ren Schat,ten leihen,
Um, in demselben, unserm
Schopfer, den Ausbruch
meiner Lust, zu weihen.
Die Stadt, der Sitz der Leiden-
schaften, wodurch sie
unsern G.eist bethort,
Hat lange die Betrachtungen
mir unterbrochen und
gestohrt.
Ihr Walder, ihr allein ver-
mogt, sie zu erzeugen
und zu nahren;
So wiirdigt unsern groBen
Meister, Ihn zu erhe-
ben, zu verehren.
Er spricht mit mir in jedem
Wesen, ich seh Ihn in
der Luft, Er glanzt
Im Firmament, auf unsrer Erd',
auch in dem Meer, das
sie begranzt;






Ihr entlegnen holden Bxische,
leiht mir eure stille
Schatten,
Um in ihnen meine Pflicht un¬
serm Schopffer abzu-
statten.
Gar zu lang hat Stadt, und Hof,
der Affecten Sitz und
Heerd,
Meiner Sinnen Krafft verwirrt,
die Betrachtungen ge-
stort.
Ihr, ihr Walder, unterhaltet,





Er bezeugt sich mir in alien:
In der Luft erblick
ich Ihn;
Ihn zeigt uns des weiten Meers:
und der Erden schones
Griin.




Sich den darob erstaunten Au-
gen, bey rnir, an alien
Orten ein;
Es pranget Gott an alien En-
den, mit Ehr und Herr-
lichkeit gekronet;
Sein unermeBlich Wesen reicht,
so weit der Himmel
Kreis sich dehnet.
Vergieb, o groBer Schopfer!
denn der Neubegier
Verwegenheit,
Wenn.^3.a ich, amsig zu erfor-
schen der Wunder
Mannigfaltigkeit,
Mich, bald die Ebnen, bald
die Walder, in ihnen,
hin und wieder gehn,
Und bald von Dir, bald meiner
Liebe, mich wechsels-
weise sprechen sehn.
Ich komrne nicht in dieser Wal¬
der so Laub= als Schat-
ten=reiche Biische,
Der Vogel Lieder anzuhoren,
noch ihr hell=klingen-
des Gezische;
Ich komme bloB allein, o GOTT!
um Deiner Stimme Lieb-
lichkeit
Zu horen, v/elche der Natur
Gesetze giebt, und
MaaB und Zeit.
Ich fiihl ein inniges Vergnii-
gen, allein bey kiihl=
und stillen Bachen,
In einem feurigen Gebeth,
mit Dir, 0 GOTT! mich
zu besprechen.
Dem bewunderten Gesicht zeigt
im Glanz, der all-
gemein,
Die uns riihrende Natur ohne
Flecken sich und rein.
Die grosse Gottheit triumphirt,
mit sel'ger Herrlich-
keit bekranzt,
In jedem Ort, in allem Raum,
ohn End' und Schranken,
iiberall.
Denn es wird sein unendlichs
Wesen, es wird sein
unermeBlichs All,
Von aller Himmel Himmel Hoh'
nicht eingeschranket,
nicht begrenzt.
Vergib mir.denn,o HErx>! mein
kilhn= und lehrbegier-
ges Unterfangen,
Wenn ich bemiihet bin zu dir,
durch deine Werke
zu gelangen.
Es sehen mich die Biisch'
und Walder in ihnen
ofters wechselweise,
Von deiner Liebe mich bespre¬
chen, und auch von
deines Namens Preise.
Ich komme darum nicht so oft
in diesen Blatter=
reichen Buschen,
Der Vogel slissen Schall zu
horen, ihr Gurgeln und
ihr klirgnd Zischen;
Ich komme darum hier, o GOtt!
damit von mir sey
ungestort,
In ihrer stillen Einsamkeit,
dein all-erhaltend
"Wort gehort,
Das die geschaftige Natur
Gesetz und Ordnung
halten lehrt.
Ich hor in dick=verwachsnen
Griinden, durch me in
von Lust gescharftes
Lauschen,
Ein iiber Kiesel rieselnd Bach-
lein, dir seinem HErrn,
ein Lob=Lied rauschen,
Mit welchem ich, von Andacht
heiB, gedrangt von
innigem Vergnligen,
Im sanften Rauschen meiner
Seufzer mein Lob=Lied
mich bemuh' zu fiigen.
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Da riih.ni ich Deine Weisheit,
Macht und Lieb in hel-
len heilgen Liedern,
Und hore die gefallig' Echo,
im Wiederhall, den
Klang erwiedern.
Von Balaam=Duft, den uns die
Ros' aus ihren offnen
Blattern schickt,
Sind meine Sinnen fast bezau-
bert, und wird die
Seele selbst erquickt,
Es wendet meine Augen auf-
warts, zu Dir, der
Diifte siiBe Schwall.
Fur eine Seele, die Dich
sucht., bist Du, o
Schbpfer iiberall.
Wer riihmt nicht, preiset und
bewundert der hellen
Sterne funkelnd Licht,
Das durch die EinsterniB der





Ich spiihre, mit erfreutem,
Blick, ich: sehe, mit
geriihrter Seelen,




Laub, Bluhmen., Gras und Kraut
verschonern, wodurch
dein Werk, die schone
Welt..,
Den fast, darob erstaunten Au¬
gen noch einst so schon
wird vorgestellt,
Die, als bey einem hellen Licht,
Macht;, Lieb1 und Weis-
heit;, die dir eigen,
Und kurz: selbst, deine Gegen-
wart den Geistern, die
drauf achten, zeigen.
So dann erklingt mein Lob=
Gesang, und der ge-
schaft'ge Widerhall
Verdoppelt meine reine Tone
und starket meinen
Lieder Schall.
Bald suchen die ambrirte Diifte
von eben aufgebrochnen
Rosen,
In dem bezaubernden Geruch,
der seele selber
liebzukosen;
Des holden Rauchwerks siisser
Schwall erhabt so wohl
mein Aug* als Herz,
Und fiihret sie in sanftem Zug
mit sich, zu dir, und
Himmel=werts.
Was sind nicht in den schnellen
Vogeln, in Eischen,
wild=und zahmen Thieren
Eiir Wunder=Proben einer Lieb
und einer weisen Macht
zu; spiiren!
Eiir einen Geist, der sich mit
dir, in deinem Werk,
sucht zm verbinden,
1st dein allgegenwartigs.; Wes.:en;,
o Schopfer! uberall
zu finden.
Wen aber riihrt insonderheit,
wenn Schatten unsre
Welt verdunkeln,
In dem beflammten Sternen=H.eer
nicht dein glorwurdigs
gottlichs Eunkeln?




Durch ihr gefarbtes feurigs
Glanzen, daB Tag und
Sonne wiederkehrt?
Und endlich, wer erstaunet
nicht, wenn er das
helle Mond=Licht sieht,
Zusammt der Sonne Wunder=
Peuer, wenn es am
he11en Mittag gliiht?
Inzwischen 1st doch aller
Glanz,, und aller ihrer
Schonheit Pracht,
Bey meines Gott.es eignem Licht,
nur Schatten, Pinster-
niB und Nacht.




„Die zeigen Deine Herrlichkeit,
und machen, daB ich
Dich bemerke.
„Was. fur verschiedene Bewegung
erregt der Anblick
aller Zier,





o GOTT! welch Anmuth,
Harmonie und Pracht,
„Wird mir, im Deinen Wunder=
Werken, und doch zum
Theil nur, kund ge-
machtI




„0 HEKRI der Mensch verlieret
sich in Deine Uner-
meBlichkeit.
Geschmiickt mit lauter Himmels=
Parbeni, auch fruh, dein
gottlichs Daseyn nicht?
Wen riihrt nicht des Mondesr:
Schimmer? Vom Giantz,
der aus der Sonne quillet,
Wird nicht nur Himmel, Erd und
Meer, auch billig Seel'
und Geist erfullet,
Und dennoch sind derselben
Strahlen und aller
Sonnen Licht und Pracht,
Nur dunckle Schatten bey der
Gottheit, nur Nacht bey
dem, der sie gemacht.
Allein, Anbetungs=wurd'ger
Schopfer! wir konnen
bloB in. deinen Werken,
Die eigentlichen Eigenschaften.
von deinem wahren Wesen
merken.
Ach, v;as err.egen nicht ina mir
so mannigfaltige
Bewegung,




Welch eine Harmonie, o GOtt!
zeigt iiberall uns
die Natur,
Und doch sieht man von. deinen
Wercken den kleinsten
Theil in ihnen nur.




muB Mensch und Engel
sich verlieren.
(VIII, 206 ff.) (VII, 392-396, Tubingen)
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The second, poem is obviously based on the one which
Brockes tells us is a translation, and is therefore not
his own work. Brockes keeps the same ideas, but varies
the wording. He also adds a few ideas; the second poem is
fifteen lines longer. We can therefore say that another
of his writing methods is to adapt other people's work
in this way.
Brockes also seems to use motifs and vary them in
his poetry. The retirement motif from these poems (lines
1-4-) is a good example. It is found in several poems in
different combinations as in the following phrases—"von
Stadt und Hof entfernt,""dem stadtischen Gerausch
entzogen," "entfernt vom stadtischen Getummel," "fern vom
stadtischen Getummel," and "von Welt=Gerausch entfernet."
Brockes could have found it in the above poem or in
Shaftesbury's "refuge from the toilsome world of business,"
but it is a commonplace and therefore hard to pin down.
It occurs so frequently from volume VI that one can assume
that it has been assimilated into Brockes' own way of
thinking. This seems also to be true of Brookes' oircle
of friends. Zinck's preface to volume VII of the Irdisches
Vergniigen (3. April 174-3) tells us that this volume was the
fruit of those hours which Brockes spent "entfernet von dem
Gerausche der Stadt, in Ruhe und Zufrie-^denheit auf dem
Lande...." He praises life in the country and its peace
which is lacking "in der Stadt und unter dem Gewiihl der
Menschen...."
^Metzler, p. 163; VI, 53; "SchluB zum Fruhling," VII, 181,
Tubingen; "Gute Gedanken auf dem Lande," VIII, 89-90?
Tubingen; "Rruhlingsgedanken," VIII, 4-7-4-8, Tubingen; "Das
Thiirmchen zu Ritzebuttel," VII, 289, Tubingen.
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Of all the material which has been collected in
the course of this study some kind of interpretation, no
matter how hypothetical, has to be made to account for
all the contradictions noted in this chapter. When
Brockes attempts to write poetry without a source in mind
about his everyday life or other trivial matters, his
style is usually prosaic and extremely bad. Subjects
which interest him enable him to rise above this. Brockes,
sitting in his garden describing accurately what is in
front of him, is unproductive. It is his imagination which
must enrich his observation and his observation alone is
inadequate. It, in turn, must be enriched by his reading.
William P. Mainland and Harry W. Pfund—the idea is also
suggested vaguely by Janssen—condemn Brookes' "over-
zealous attempt to communicate sensory data." This is
offered as a partial explanation of the problem of Brookes'
uneven production, the problem which concerns us in this
chapter. It seems to me however that it is precisely this
attempt which has enabled Brockes to jump from the seven¬
teenth century into the future. Professor Mainland is
merely pointing to the attempts which failed, rather than
to the many successes. The failures merely confirm Brookes'
lack of refined sensitivity. I have shown that his interest
in scientific observation and discovery enabled Brockes to
develop vocabulary and motifs which aided his perception,
making him more sensitive to colours and shapes around him.
After this, it is his "over-zealous attempt to communicate
"^William P. Mainland, "Brockes and the limitations of
imitation," in Reality and Creative Vision in German
Lyrical Poetry, ed. A. Closs (London, 1963), p» 109»
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sensory data" which takes him beyond objective descrip¬
tion, even if he does overstep the mark at times. In order
to do this, he describes one thing in terms of another and
moves from one realm to another. His entire creative
process may be largely a conscious manipulation of such
motifs and of others which he has picked up from other
writers, a process which is not unlike the development of
concetti in the previous century. The point to bear in mind
is that this constituted a step in the right direction and
that much of his poetic activity, whether he was aware of
it or not, was in complete harmony with the literary scene
as illustrated by the theories of Addison and Thomson on
the imagination and on the sublime. It points the way into
the future. This is why some critics have found in some of
his poetry the kind of "Naturgefuhl" which belongs to the
later period. This seems too dangerous a conclusion,
firstly, the conception of nature in Brookes' day was com¬
pletely different, and I hope that my analysis and recon-
stitution of the literary and intellectual setting has
made this clear. Secondly, Brookes seems to me to write
poetry as a kind of conscious game. He is an eclectic, a
collector of literary phrases and miscellaneous common¬
places which he changes around to form different poems, as
one forms different pictures with a kaleidoscope. Some of
the results are very successful, others are not. This
accounts for the inequality of his work and for the lack
of a uniform style. If a subject interests him particularly,
the material is welded together more harmoniously and can
- 591 -
even form a pleasing unit. Another factor which deter¬
mines the unity of a poem is the source. "Die Berge" has
no unity because Brockes is using different sources which
clash. The storm poem is more successful because he has
one picture in mind, probably Virgil's storm. This whole
method of production is assisted by Brockes' linguistic
talents. Many of his poems, especially those inspired by
sublime subjects, are particularly rich linguistically.
If I am right about Brockes' methods of composition
then the question of "Naturgefuhl" is really irrelevant.
If the creative process is not co-ordinated with the emo¬
tional experience, it is impossible to be certain how far
Brockes felt what he expressed, especially when he uses
such hyperbolical phrases as "ich verliere mich" and "ich
verschwinde."
In any case, whether Brockes was fully aware of it
or not, he was transmitting, by means of his poems and
translations, some of the most important ideas of the eight¬
eenth century. For this alone he deserves recognition. How
these ideas were further exploited and to what extent the
greater writers who followed him were indebted to his work
for these ideas are subjects for further research.
--1
Brockes knew many languages and sometimes put his
linguistic ability into the service of poetry as in the
poem "Die auf ein starckes Ungewitter erfolgte Stille."
As the footnote tells us (I, 149), he deliberately avoided
the consonant "r" at the beginning of the poem, but intro¬
duced it as the storm approached.
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CONCLUSION
The accounts given of Brookes in existing histories
of German literature are so misleading that they need to
be completely revised. They disseminate factual errors based
on out-of-date, unscholarly essays and present a distorted
picture of the poet. Unfounded Judgments which are repeated
from book to book are hard to eradicate and even influence
the vision of present-day scholars who see in Brookes'
poems the depiction of objective reality and ignore his
imaginative gifts.
Some of the longer studies of Brookes have taken
the form of a paraphrased summary of the Irdisches Yergnugen
with no attempt at analysis. Other attempts to delve deeper,
while making some good points, have produced dubious con¬
clusions, since they work with subjective criteria such as
the feeling for nature (Naturgefuhl). The widespread mis¬
understanding of Brookes is due to ignorance of his sources
and background. The scientific poems are dismissed as dull,
uninspired and even ludicrous, whereas they contain the key
to the understanding of the whole of the irdisches Vergniigen.
Before one studies any aspect of Brookes' work it is
surely important to examine the background of the age. The
first volumes of the irdisches Vergniigen were very successful
and ran through several editions. Although the subsequent
decline in the number of editions indicates, a certain decline
of interest in Brookes' poetry, it is not altogether fair
to dismiss him as "ein vergessener Dichter" of no signifi¬
cance. Because later poets received his work less favourably
and Lessing attacked descriptive poetry, Brookes' achieve¬
ment should not be underestimated. It is the scholar's
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task to explain the initial enthusiasm even though he
himself may find the poems boring. Brookes' work is full
of anticipations of the more famous writers who came after
him; his motifs and ideas persist. The impact which he
must have made at the time should not be overlooked. Even
his translations (Marino and Thomson especially) must have
furthered the linguistic development of German in this
formative period.
Arndt and Scriver are repeatedly given as Brockes'
sources. In fact, their work contains only a small propor¬
tion of the vast material which we find in the Ird. Verg..
Fenelon's Demonstration de 1'existence de Dieu (translated
into German in 17*14-) and Derham's Astro-theology (translated
into German in 1728 by Johann Albert Fabricius and dedicated
to Brockes), on the other hand, contain identical ideas and
are similar in spirit. These works themselves resemble
many other works which in turn draw their material from
the Royal Society and similar learned bodies. Brockes shares
with all these writers the same conception of God and the
same aims of studying the external world for the glory of God.
Brockes has been regarded as an isolated figure, a
purely German phenomenon. His work actually belongs to a
long literary tradition which includes biblical epics, the
works of the Church Fathers especially their hexaemera, and
goes back to the Psalms and Genesis. The writings of the
Stoics and of Virgil and Lucretius are also important for
this development. The subjects of Brookes' poems and his
motifs are all to be found in these writers.
There is in the Ird. Verg. another conception of God
in association with another group of ideas which are not found
in this literary tradition, but in the work of the Cambridge
Platonists and those who were influenced by them. Although
there is no conclusive evidence so far that Brookes had read
their works, he had access to many of their ideas through
Shaftesbury. But the fact that he used several of their motifs,
some of which were new to German poetry, suggests direct or
indirect influence. Those of Brookes' critics who have noticed
these ideas have tended to call them mystical or pantheistic,
but our study reveals their Platonic origin.
In the autobiographical poems more mundane ideas are
found, together with the conception of a God whose main
concern is looking after Brookes and his family. These seem
to spring from Brookes' more material existence. Writers on
Brookes have found it difficult to characterize his religious
attitude, but an understanding of the context lightens the
task. Brockes' God varies according to the subject of the
particular poem and the subject itself originates in a special
context. This seems to suggest that Brockes merely takes
over foreign material without too much concern about assimi¬
lating it, although such a suggestion cannot be conclusively
verified. In some poems there is even a mixture of the differ¬
ent conceptions of God, usually in hymnic passages which, by
their nature, require the invocation of as many names and
attributes of God as possible.
Brockes and the tradition with which I have identified
him are particularly interested in the hymn, especially since
their writing is religious in inspiration. Brockes once again
collects the main elements of a hymnic style together, either
in passages within his poetry or in separate hymns. He is
therefore significant as a forerunner of hymnic poetry.
Recent studies in English literature have widened
the scope of the sublime as a literary category and as one
of the most important elements in the subsequent "romantic
revolution." No one has noticed that Brockes is a poet of
the sublime "par excellence" since his poetry treats all
aspects of it to an unprecedented degree. Characteristically,
his imagination is overwhelmed by the experience of the vast,
and incomprehensible in nature and is raised to God. The
"ghastly and hideous" have "their peculiar beauties" and
produce in us mixed feelings of fear and fascination associ¬
ated with divinity. Brockes goes further than English expo¬
nents of the sublime and writes about the sea, forests, fire,
the firmament, the vast sea-bed and towering mountains. But
he goes beyond objective reality to appeal to an intenser
kind of imaginative reality. Re also adapts Burnet's apoc¬
alyptic account of mountains, sea and final conflagration
to the sublime. Brockes' attitude to mountains has baffled
several critics, but once we have identified the sources,
the problem vanishes.
It is difficult to associate the prosaic Brockes who
is reflected in his diary and autobiographical poems with
this kind of artistic achievement and with many imaginative
descriptive poems of considerable merit. Perhaps it is this
glaring contrast which has blinded critics so that they fail
to see the value of these poems. The contradiction is indeed
hard to explain. Several hypotheses may be offered. Brockes
versified almost all the important ideas of the time and can
be considered as a catalyst merely. The fact that he introduced
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banalities as well as significant ideas into his poetry would
support this view. An alternative suggestion is that there
lurked beneath that superficial personality an intensity of
imagination which soared beyond his usual limitations when
kindled; the sublime appealed to his imagination.
Brookes' descriptive poetry is said to have been in¬
spired by Pope's idylls, but there is no evidence to support
this view. There are some pseudo-pastorals in Brockes; they
are quite unlike those of Pope, but: have more in common with
the great classical tradition, especially with Virgil's
Georgics since they contain the motifs of beatus ille,
locus amoenus, "bucolic repose" and others. It is also
fallacious to repeat that Brockes was influenced by Thomson's
Seasons since his first volume of the Ird. Verg. (1721)
already contains most of the motifs of Thomson's work (pub¬
lished in 1726). Brockes and Thomson were drawing on the same
sources.
Since Brockes' more successful poems of natural de¬
scription (imaginative description not soulless objective
description) seem to be quite unique for that period and
independent of sources, the question of their genesis arises.
It has not been realized that Brockes' development of descrip¬
tive motifs originates in his scientific interests. Most of
the theories on which it is based are already versified in
his scientific poems. Botanical accounts of plant "anatomy,"
circulation of sap, and plant classification find their way
into Brockes' descriptive poetry and are often assimilated
into the language of poetry. Newton's theories of light and
Locke's ideas on sense perception help Brockes to evolve a
new language of description and to render the variations of
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light and shade. The way in which he responds to the
external world is expressed in these terms. What has been
criticized as exaggerated description forsaking reality
can be interpreted as Addison's aesthetics of the imagin¬
ation put into practice. In his most successful attempts
Brockes departs from reality only to give us a heightened
form of reality.
The neglect of sources and background has led to
short-sighted interpretations. Brockes' "Philisterseele",
critics have argued, is incompatible with good poetry,
therefore the Irdisches Yergnugen is inferior. Even the
good poems are found to be defective. Critics who concentrate
on the work itself without reference to the poet's person¬
ality fall into another trap and construct an elaborate
philosophy and artistic achievement worthy of a Goethe.
Brookes' work is such a mixture of heterogeneous material
that one can prove almost anything by picking out suitable
evidence and closing one's eyes to the rest. Any interpre¬
tation of Brockes' Irdisches Vergniigen must take into account
the paradox of the "Philisterseele" who, besides writing
much rubbish, produces a few masterpieces. It must also
explain the patchwork of styles and ideas, the prosaic and
the truly poetic.
Only when one studies Brockes' sources and the way in
which they are used does a possible explanation suggest
itself. There is no need to search Brockes' soul in order
to understand "Die Berge." As for the other poems in this
group, Brockes is simply giving us as much information as he
can about the subject from what he has read or heard. By
identifying the origin of these ideas we can see how he has
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treated them. From his imagination and his theories of sense
perception we note the development of set ways of seeing
and describing blossoms, trees, stars, and rays of light
and how they are repeated in different configurations from
poem to poem. We see also how he sometimes made different
versions of material which he translated and adapted. From
all these possible sources Brockes gathered material which
he arranged and rearranged in his poems as one produces
pictures with a kaleidescope. The thoughts and ideas change
accordingly, so that it is unjustifiable to regard the poems
as the expression of a deep inner experience, or to maintain
that the religious ideas evolve from protestantism to a
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Lobgesang—Brookes' abaptation of Thomson's Hymnto the Seasons. Brookes used this version as~an~~
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Pernere Betrachtung des der Erde so nutzlichen
Welt=Meers .a poem based on Plucbe's Spectacle
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Belustigende und erbauliche Morgen=Gedancken. Based
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Lili
I.
The Spacious Firmament on high,
With all the blue Etherial Sky,
And spangled Heav'ns, a Shining Frame,
Their great Original proclaim:
Th' unwearied Sun, from Day to Day,
Does his Creator's Power display,
And publishes to every Land
The Work of an Almighty Hand.
II.
Soon as the Evening Shades prevail,
The Moon takes up the wondrous Tale,
And nightly to the listning Earth
Repeats the Story of her Birth:
Whilst all the Stars that round her burn,
And;, all the Planets in their turn,
Confirm the Tidings as they rowl,
And spread the Truth from Pole to Pole.
III.
What though, in solemn Silence, all
Move round the dark terrestrial Ball?
What tho' nor real Voice nor Sound
Amid their radiant Orbs be found?
In Reason's Ear they all rejoice,
And utter forth a glorious Voice,
For ever singing, as they shine,
• The Hand that made us is Divine.'
"The Spacious Firmament on high" concludes tho
Spectator essay Ho. 465 in which Addison has been advocating
retirement to the country for meditation:
- 426 -
The Supream Being has made the best Arguments for his
own Existence, in the Formation of the Heavens and
the Earth, and these are Arguments which a Man of
Sense cannot fox-'oear attending to, who is out of the
noise and Hurry of Human Affairs.
The beauty of the world, is the best argument for the existence
of God. Addison cites Aristotle's hypothetical case of a man
who has lived underground; on seeing nature for the first
time he would be forced to conclude from its beauty that there
is a God. Addison then quotes the Psalmist: "The Heavens
declare the Glory of God; And the Firmament sheweth his
handy Work. One day telleth another: And one Night certifieth
another." These words inspire "The Spacious Firmament" for
"such a bold and sublime Manner of Thinking furnishes very
noble Matter for an Ode."
The hymn itself and the ideas with which it is iden-
1
tified in Addison's essay fit into the context which we
have been studying. All of these ideas are found in Brookes'
poetry also. Whether this particular essay supplied them or
whether they were drawn from the general background it is
impossible to determine.
The subject of retirement is exemplified in his
"Hirten=Gedicht":^
Wie glucklich leben wir allhier! Da, so von Stadt, als
Hof, entfernet,
"Hof und Stadt" correspond to "courts and cities"; "Reitz der
Leidenschaften" is similar to "cares and pleasures of the
world." Brookes goes further than Addison in condemning the
evils from which he wishes to escape (p. 161); the country is
for Brookes a remnant of the Golden Age: „Entfernt von gifti¬
ger Verleumdung, Verfolgung, Undanck, Neid und Streit,/Erblickt
man hier ein Ueberbleibsel der sonst versehwund'nen glild'nen
Zeit.11
p
The full title is "Hirten=Gedicht. Als der grosse und gelehrte
Ftirst, Gunther, zu Schwartzburg, Die Gottlichen Wunder, in
Vermehrung des Getraides, von mix* betrachtet, verlangte"
(Metzler, pp. 158-173).
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Man so von der Natur, als sich, was sonst nicht sicht-
bar, sehen lernet;
Da die Allgegenwart1ge GOttheit, in Waldern, Feldern
und in Auen,
In Thieren, in den Elemeirten, ja im geringsten Kraut,
zu scliauen.
Da man, vom Reitz der Leidenschaften befreyt, in Huh'
und Musse, sich
Weit besser, als in I-Iof und Stadt, besieht, erkennet
und ergrundet,
Und, in der Rub* und Still', ein sonst umsonst gesucht
Vergniigen findet.
Brookes also writes a poem about the reaction of the man
who had been brought up in darkness when he saw nature
for the first time (Metzler, pp. 1-3). He would think the
earth was heaven. William Pulton writes about this motif
in connection with Cicero's De Natura Deorum in which it
also occurs. The reader will remember that Cicero is im¬
portant for our study of Brookes, since he transmitted
many ideas from the ancients to the seventeenth and eight¬
eenth centuries. Pulton mentions
the inference to God from the order and beauty of
the universe which is eloquently set forth in a
well-known passage—reminiscent perhaps of Plato's
story of the Cave—attributed to Aristotle in the
dialogue On Philosophy, where is depicted the im¬
pression that would be made on a race of men whose
dwellings had been underground, on their first
beholding the glorious spectacle of earth and sea
and sky. '
2
"The spacious Firmament" is based on the biblical
text, "The Heavens declare the glory of God," which Addison
found particularly sublime and which has inspired much of
the work which we have reviewed so far. Its relationship
to our background study is obvious—(1) nature demonstrates
God's existence; (2) religion, especially as expressed in
^William Pulton, Nature and God (Edinburgh, 1927), pp. 229-230.
p
The text of this poem will be found in the Appendix along
with other texts which will be discussed in this chapter.
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Hebrew poetry, is sublime and is a worthy subject for
poetic treatment; (3) the interest in science and its
connection with God and nature is not apparent in this
poem. Addison, despite his intense interest in science,
lias here depicted a pre-Copernican universe, for the
planets still move round the earth. Brockes, whose poems
are usually post-Copernican, has done the same thing. His
editor considers it necessary to supply the following-
footnote to stanza 8 of "Die Sonne":
In dieser Strophe ist der Sonnen Aufgang, auf eine
blosserdings Poetische Art, beschrieben; wie denn
die alten Poeten durchgehends die Vorstellung
hievon nicht anders gemacht, als daB die Sonne,
bey ihrem Aufgange, aus dem Meer hervor stiege,
woselbst sie des Nachts zuvor ausgeruhet hatte.
Man findet nothig, solches zu erinnern, weil der
Herr Verfasser an andern Orten msistens der Meynung
des Copernicus und anderer neueren so Natur= als
Stern=Kundiger genau gefolget.
(Metzler, pp. 182-183)
Broclces uses the motif "one day telleth another"
in several poems. Creation proclaims God's existence:
Sein Daseyn, Seine weise Liebe und Seine Grenzen=
lose Macht
Verkundiget ein Tag dem ande3?n, und eine Nacht der
andern Nacht.
In this poem "Lob=Gedicht" (VIII, 7> Tubingen and Hamburg)
Brockes, on an evening walk, looks at the mass of stars
in the sky and rejoices in their revelation of God's
presence. He prays:
LaB, von den Dich offenbarnden groBen Werken, jetzt
mein Lallen,
BloB aus vaterlichem Lieben, Ewge Liebe! Dir
gefalien!
The same subject is found in another combination in the
poem "Die uns zur Andacht reitzenae Vergniigen des Gehiirs
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im Fruhlinge, in einem Sing=Gedichte" (Metzler, pp. 4—9).
Since the whole of creation praises God, man should also
follow its example. The whole of creation talks and sings
of God:
Alles redet itzt und singet,
Alles tonet und erklinget,
Gott, von Deiner Wunder=Macht!
Mem ist itzt Dein Heyl verborgen?
Jeder Tag erzehlt's der Nacht,
Una die Nacht dem andern Morgen.
It is quite typical of much of Brookes' poetry that
God's creatures talk to inattentive man. From great heaven¬
ly bodies to the smallest flower, all proclaim the glory
of God. This is the subject of "GOttes Allgegenwart"
(Metzler, pp. .531-552). It begins with a hymnic passage
of ten lines—"Grosser GOTT! ich stehe stille,/Und er-
staunWhereever the poet goes, he hears and sees
"rnit Ergetzen" God's fullness, perfection and glory. He
prays that he may continue to hear and see to the glory
of God. There is a hymnic conclusion of four lines in
which Brockes' doctrine of the senses is expressed:
So lasset uns kunftig im Schmecken und Horen,
Nicht minder im Riechen, im Fiihlen, im Sehn,
Den Schopfer verehren,
Und Sein' Allgegenwart verstehn!
Between these passages are nine four-line stanzas in which
the birds, winds, and brooks tell the same tale—"Ein
GOTT ist hier." The poet reads and sees the same message
in other parts of nature:
Mir konnen in Thalern, auf Bergen und Hohen,
In lieblicher Biische beschatteten Pracht
Nicht s deutlicher sellen:
Als: GOTT ist hier, der alles macht!
Wir sehn, wenn wir sehen bestandig getrieben
So viele Planeten, den Himmel, die Welt,
- 4-30 -
In ilinen geschrieben;
Hier zeigt sich GOTT, der uns erhalt!
The last stanza might sound rather out of place in a hymn,
but it is an integral part of Brookes1 religion:
Wenn niedliche Bissen uns Anmuth erwecken,
Und kiihles Getrancke die Lippen uns netzt;
Kann jeder recht sehmecken:
Wie freundlich GOTT, der uns ergetztl
The only claim which the "Spacious Firmament" can make
to the title of "hymn" is in the loose sense of a hymn to be
sung in church (German "Kirchenlied"). The hymnic elements of
apostrophe, prayer, thanksgiving and lists of divine attributes
are absent. It resembles the majority of Brookes' poems in
which creation itself proclaims the glory of God. Anyone who
has attempted to find a clear classification of the ode and
-i
hymn at this period will agree with G.N. Shuster that "no
adequate definition of the ode has been established." Sinister's
Introduction outlines the existing confusion in the eighteenth
century itself and through the eyes of later critics. The odes
v/hich he discusses conform to his definition of the ode as
a "hymnic poem derived...from Pindaric models" (p. 12) and
do not concern our present subject, except for the brief
mention of Addison's "Spacious Firmament." Shuster writes:
Addison's "The Spacious Firmament on High" was first
published in the Spectator and there called an ode. It
was also commonly referred to as a "hymn"; and since it
happened to be—like many similar poems—a paraphrase
of a Psalm, it was often called a "psalm." The composers
who set it to music do not concur, Dr. Greene called it
a "sacred ode" and others treating it as if it were a
hymn.
A Companion to Magdalen Chapel lists its contents as "Hymns,
Psalms, Odes and Anthems," giving Addison's poem as a "Psalm."




Editions of the Irdisches Vergnugen in Gott
Hamburg edition
Vol. I appeared in 1721, 1724-, 1726, 1728, 1732, 1737
and 174-4-.
Vol. II - 1727, 1730, 1734, 1739.
Vol. Ill - 1728, 1730, 1736, 1747.
Vol. IV - 1731, 1735, 1745.
Vol. V - 1736, 1740.
Vol. VI - 1739, 1740.
Vol. VII - 1743, 1748.
Vol. VIII - 1746.
Vol. IX - 1748.
Tubingen edition
Vols. I-VI - 1739, 1753.
Vol. VII - 1746.
Vols. VIII-IX - 1750.
Versuch vom Menschen, des Herrn Alexander Pope, Esq.
nebst verschiedenen andern Uebersetzungen und einigen
eigenen Gedichten. Hamburg, 1740.
Harmonische Himmelslust im Irdischen, oder auserlesene,
theils neue, theils aus dem Irdischen Vergnugen genommene,
und nach den 4 Jahreszeiten eingerichtete musicalische
Gedichte und Cantaten. Ed. B.H. Brockes, jun. Hamburg,
174-1 .
(Both volumes appear in one book in the British Museum
copy.)
Herrn Barthold Heinrich Brockes J.U.L. verteutschter
Bethlehemitischer Kinder=Mord des Ritters Marino. Nebst
etlichen von des Herrn Ubersetzers eigenen Gedichten,
ans Licht gestellet, samt einer Vorrede von Konig.
Koln and Hamburg, 1715• Also Tubingen, 1753•
Brookes' Per fur die Slinden der Welt gemarterte und
sterbende Jesus was printed with the Marino translation
and also separately.
Aus dem Englischen ubersetzte Jahreszeiten des Ilerrn
Thomson zum Anhange des Irdischen Vergnugen in Gott.
Hamburg, 1745-
(These translations are published separately and also
as volumes X and XI of the Irdisches Vergnugen.)
Brookes' autobiography is edited by J.M. Lappenberg and
published in the Zeitschrift des Vereins fur hamburgische
Geschichte, II, 167-229.
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ANTHOLOGIES BASED ON THE IRD. VERG.
Some are very difficult to find and are really not worth
troubling about. They were originally published in order
to present the forgotten Brookes to the reading public.
Nowadays the Reclam anthology serves this purpose. Eacsim-
ile reprints are becoming available for more serious study.
Briiggemann, Eritz (ed.). Das Weltbild der deutschen Auf-
klarung. Philosophische Grundlagen und Literansche
Auswirkung: Leibniz, Wolff, Gottsched, Brockes,
Haller. In: Deutsche Literatur. Sammlung Literarischer
Kunst- und Kulturdenkmaler in Entwicklungsreihen,
ed Hemz Kmdermann. Reihe Aufklarung. Vol. "2.
Darmstadt, 1966.
This selection of poems is useful for those with no
access to the original texts. The introduction con¬
centrates on Brookes' utilitarianism and his opti¬
mistic belief in this world as the best of all w;orlds.
Delius, Rudolf von. Der Schopfungsgarten, Gedichte... Hamburg,
1917-
Der Ring des Jahres. Stuttgart. (No year given).
The editor has rediscovered the beauty of Brookes'
poetry which he eulogizes without discrimination
or literary judgment in his introductions.
Elschenbroich, Adalbert (ed.). Irdisches Vergniigen in Gott.
Universal-Bibliothek No. 2015- Reclam. Stuttgart,
1963-
Elschenbroich has selected 25 poems from volumes
I,II,IV and VII of the Ird. Verg. which he presents
in modern German. His "Nachwort" gathers together
existing information as an introduction to Brockes'
work. Although a certain amount of negative criticism
remains, Elschenbroich recognizes that Brockes was an
innovator, especially in his discovery of nature for
German poetry. He also draws attention to the fact that
Brockes precedes James Thomson in this respect.
Brockes' poetry points to the future: "Am deutlichsten
zeigt sich der Weg von der Naturbeschreibung zum
Naturgefiihl bei Klopstock."
Eraenger, W. (ed.). Ausgewahlte Gedichte. Hannover, 1920.
A collection of about 4-6 poeras.
Fulda, Ludwig (ed.). Die Gegner der zweiten Schlesischen
Schule. 2 vols." Deut. Nat. Litt. Bde. 38-39 •
Berlin, 1886? .
This volume contains an anthology of Brockes' poems
with an introduction, but the choice of poems is
determined by the editor's firm belief that Brockes'
poems deteriorate with each volume (pp. 289, 290,
297). The "kindische innige Erbmmigkeit" of the first
two volumes is later destroyed "in schulmeisterlicher
Kalte und in abenteuerlicher Geschmacklosigkeit."
It is utilitarianism which later ruins his poetry:
"er verwechselte am Ende gar die Schonheit mit der
ZweckmaBigkeit und gelangte so zu einer seicht
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utilitarischen Auffassung der Natur...." Fulda gives
good biographical details and a short survey of con¬
temporary criticism. He is the only writer to give
an accurate list of the different editions of Brookes'
work. His own attempts at literary criticism leave
much to be desired.
Hagedorn, Friedrich von. Auszug der vornehmsten Gedichte aus
dem Irdischen Vergnugen m Gott, Faksimiledruck nach
der Ausgabe von"1738 mit efnem Nachwort von Dietrich
Bode. Reihe Texte des 18. Jahrhunderts, ed. Paul
Bockmann. Stuttgart, 1965.
This is a facsimile reprint of a selection made by
Hagedorn and Wilckens of poems from the first five
volumes of the Ird. Verg.. As an indication of the
taste of the time it is useful. The anthology includes
some of the poems which are most interesting for the
study of Brockes' poetry. Dietrich Bode's "Nachwort"
summarizes the existing state of knowledge about
Brockes. The bibliography is incomplete.
Rafimann, Friedrich, Deutsche Anthologie oder Blumenlese aus
den Klassikern der Deutschen. Zwickau, 1824. Vol."
XV.
This selection of about 16 poems with a short intro¬
duction is not very useful.
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STUDIES ON BROOKES
The commentary in this section supplements what has
already been written about studies 011 Brockes in the
foregoing pages. It also draivs attention to others which
have not been mentioned. At this stage I did not consider
it necessary to review or criticize these works, but
merely to mention points of interest which concern the
present study. Since many of these writings are almost
unobtainable, the following notes might give a rough
idea of their value and content.
Brandl, Alois. Barthold Heinrich Brockes. Nebst darauf
bezuglichext Briefen von J.Ul Konig und J.J.
Bodmer. Innsbruck, 1878]!
It is advisable to check factual information
and literary judgments as they are frequently
unreliable. The contents are: "Einleitung—
Jugendjahre und akademische Reisen (1680-1704)—
In Hamburg. Streben nach ansehnlicher Lebens-
stellung. Periode der italienischen Dichtungsart
(1704-1715)—Auf dem Lande. Als Ratsherr auf der
Reise nach Wien. Irdisches Vergnligen Bk. I.
(1715-1723)—Oeffentliches und privates Leben.
Die Dichtung als Lebensbeschreibung. Irdisches
Vergnugen Bd. II-V (1724-1735)—Als Statthalter
in Ritzebiittel. Letzte Lebensjahre in Hamburg.
Irdisches Vergniigen Bd. VI-IX (1735-174-7)—
Stilistische Beobachtungen—Metrum." Several
errors in circulation originated in this book,
but it is mainly useful because it indicates
available biographical material.
Breitinger, Johann Jacob. Gritische Abhandlung von der
Natur, den Absichten und dem Gebrauche der
Gleichnisse. Faksimiledruck nach der Ausgabe
von 1740. Nachwort von Manfred Windfuhr.
Metzler, Stuttgart, 1967-
Critische Dichtkunst. Faksimiledruck nach der
Ausgabe von 1740. Nachwort von Wolfgang Bender.
2 vols. Metzler, Stuttgart, 1966.
Breitinger praises and criticizes Brockes' poetry
in several places throughout these books.
Colleville, Maurice. La Renaissance du lyrisme dans la
poesie allemande au XVIIIe sigcle, periode
preclassique . Paris , [1"93S1T~
Colleville devotes considerable space to Brockes,
but does not refer to the background and sources.
Raise judgments and errors result (above, pp. 210,
235,350). He sees no contradiction in Brookes'
different conceptions of God which he explains as
stages in the evolution from a more orthodox idea
to the conception of an omnipresent God who fills
space ("une conception pantheiste"). For the most
part Colleville summarizes Brockes'ideas in the
Ird. Verg. and does not really give us a serious
study.
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Deckelmann, Wilhelm. "Das Glaubensbekenntnis von B.H.
Brookes." Zeitschrift des Vereins fur hamburgische
Geschichte T1936).
Diamant, Briederike. Die Naturdichtung von Pope, Brookes
una Halier. Ein~ Verglerch." Diss. Vienna, 1937."
The three poets, Pope, Brookes and Haller, are
discussed separately at first then compared at
the end. In the section on Brookes the usual
points are noted. In addition, the auther appears
to have noticed that Brookes is also a poet of
the sublime, but there is no analysis or adequate
discussion. When we are told that Brookes owes
this to Milton, vie can only suspect that the
subtleties of the sublime have escaped her.
Priederike Diamant also states that part of
Brookes' originality springs from his successful
assimilation of foreign influences, but she does
not give further details. For English influences
vie are referred to earlier studies of no value.
She disagrees with Manikowski's rejection of
Leibniz' influence, but does not provide anything
more convincing. She argues quite confidently
that Brookes is a supporter of the old formal
garden and the poem "Der Garten" is given as
evidence. In this poem, Brookes is enthusiastic
about man's cooperation with God to produce the
beauty of the garden. When he rejoices in the
beauty and harmony of nature, he is not thinking
of the symmetry of the formal garden but of the
order of the universe a la Newton.
Gjerset, Knut. Der EinfluB von Thomsons Jahreszeiten auf
die deutsphe__Jjiteratur des achtzehnten Jahrhundert_s ,
Heidelberg, 1898.
The book is fairly interesting to read despite
several errors, but a more thorough investigation
of the subject is necessary. Occasionally Gjerset
makes sweeping statements. He tells us that Nature
for Brookes is subjective while objective for
Thomson. This shows a disregard for the many
strands which are combined in Brookes' treatment
of nature.
Gundolf, Priedrich. "Ein Gelegenheitsgedicht von Brookes."
Sitzungsberichte der Akademie der Wissenschaften
inHeidelberg. 1930-31*
Hindrichson, Anna Gerhard. Bilder aus dem Leben der
Pamilie Brockes in Rxtzebuttel." Cuxhaven, 1907•
Hindrichson, Georg. Brockes und das Amt Ritzebuttel 1735-
1741. Cuxhaven^ 1897-1899•
Janssen, Otto. Naturempfindung und Naturgeftihl bei Barthold
Heinrich Brockes in dem "Irdischen Vergniigen in"
Gott." Diss. Bonn, 1"907«
Above, pp. 263-269, 272-273*
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Jantz, Harold. "Brookes' Poetic Apprenticeship," MLN,
LKXVTI (1962), pp.439-442.
Jantz briefly discusses Brookes' earlier work
and maintains that, with the translation of
Marino, Brookes had served his poetic
apprenticeship. He then rejects some Myths
about Brookes' Ird. Yerg. especially the
supposed poetic decline m the later volumes.
The article is really an attempt to rehabilitate
the maligned Brookes; Jantz points out that
Brockes has written more good poems than is
generally supposed, poems of which any poet
before Goethe could be proud.
Junker, Christof. Das Weltraumbild in der deutschen Lr/rik
von Opitz bis Klopstock. Germanische Studien,
Hft. 111.
An interesting study of the infiltration of the
new astronomical ideas into German poetry.
Brockes is the first to use the new attitude to
space as a poetic subject, especially in his
earlier poetry. According to Junker's
statistics, the frequency diminishes with
subsequent volumes of the Ird. Verg. Theological
ideas and imagery are influenced by the new
astronomy. Junker compares the treatment of
space in the poetry of Brockes and Klopstock.
Koch, Max. tiber die Beziehungen der englischen Literatur
zur deutschen lm 'achtzehnten Jahrhundert.
Leipzig, 1683.
This book is given in Korner's bibliography, but
it is quite useless. It dwells on Brockes'
ludicrous utilitarian poetry and spreads the
idea that Thomson influenced Brockes.
Krogman, Willy. "Ein Brockes zugeschriebenes Gedicht."
Deutsche Bhilologie, Bd. 76, Heft 4.
Krogman maintains that the poem "Gedanken iiber
den Gottesdienst der Juden im Alten und der
Christen im neuen Testament" is not by Brockes
as is believed by Fulda and Deckelmann.
Kupffer, Imogen. Das Irdische Vergnugen in Gott von
B.H.Brockes. Eine Untersuchung zu "Wesen und
EntwIcklunpTd-er Naturlyrik. " Unpublished
thesis. Gottingen, 1~956.
Imogen Kupffer discusses the question of Brockes'
sources without making any definite contribution,
as her aim is to trace the development from
baroque and "Aufklarung" to "Naturlyrik." She
compares poems from the German baroque with some
by Brockes and also gives tables and statistics
on Brockes' use of comparisons. Although
Brockes' poems are closely related to a religious
idea or moral, she sees in some poems the
beginnings of secularization and in others
"Naturlyrik." (Above, pp. 391-393, 252, 357)
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Loffelholz, Franz. Wirklichkeitserlebnis und
Gottesvorstellung rn B.H. Brookes' "Irdisches
Vergnugen in Gott". Dxss. Frankfurt a. M., 19~55-
Loffelholz makes some very good points, but the
value of many is lost since he gives little or no
evidence. Since most of the literature on
Brookes specializes in similar statements which
turn out to be inaccurate, such a method is suspect.
Some of his ideas are in fact correct — Brookes'
connection with Derham, the atomists, the Cambridge
Platonists and Locke — but they are not developed.
His criticism of those who associate the Ird. Verg.
with pietism and mysticism is much better. As
for his own thesis, he would have seen many things
in perspective if he had gone deeper into Brookes'
sources, but he does not always consider this
necessary as one of his footnotes tells us: "Die
Frage nach den 'Einflussen'tritt fur uns vollig
zuriick. Das Begriffliche im Ird. V. ist ihm
[Brockesl zumeist von auBen zugeflossen. Bedeutsam
ist allein die Auswahl und die Weise der
Wiedererlebung bei der die erlebte Wirklichkeit
der Welt in ganz neuer Eindringlichkeit mitspielt"
(p.73). He treats Brookes' poetry as a confession
of true experience and interprets some poems as
one would interpret Goethe's poetry. The
discussion of books dealing with Brookes is quite
comprehensive and presents different viewpoints
from those which have been emphasised in this
study.
Lohmeyer, Karl. "Der Ratsherr B.H. Brockes (1680-17^7)
als politischer Dichter," HamburgerGeschichts-
und Heimatblatter, X (19377^
Mainland, William F. "Brockes and the limitations of
imitation," Reality and Creative Vision in German
Lyrical Poetry, edT August Closs. X^°oee&ings of
the Fifteenth Symposium of the Colston Research
Society...). London, 1963, 101-116.
This essay, according to Mainland, is concerned
with: "the patterned variety of the poet's work;
the limits fixed by his personality, his intention
and the epoch upon the manner of his observation
and the idiom of his response: and the shifting
limits of appreciation in later times." He gives
three reasons for our neglect of Brockes: "the
laborious, pedestrian nature of some of his
verse...The second is Lessing's essay on the
demarcation of the arts, Laocoon, which was held
a little too long as a canon of taste instead of
being regarded merely as remedial in its own
time. The third is the promotion of the poet
Gunther in Goethe's retrospect on his own poetic
education." He notes most of the important
aspects of Brockes' work (without the context)
and is the first to attempt to answer the
important question of Brookes' inequalities
(above, p. 392). Brookes is seen as "the amateur
scholar, limited by the zeal of his age to clarify
and explain, at other times as precursor of poets
in the romantic age, lost in a wonder more
confused than his and murmuring in melancholy
amazement: 'unaussprechlich, geheimnisvoll'."
Manikowski, Fritz von. Die Welt- und Lebensanschauung in
dem "Irdischen Vergniigen in Gott" von Barthold
Heinrich Brookes. Diss. Greifswald, 1914-.
Manikowski attempts to discover in Brockes'
Irdisches Vergniigen a unified system of thought,
but is puzzled by various inconsistencies. Brockes1
conception of God gives most trouble: "Er betont
hier ganz besonders die Allgegenwart der Gottheit,
und dennoch spielt wieder die biblische Vorstellung
von einem Jenseits herein und droht die klare
Anschauung zu triiben. Aber wir erkennen deutlich,
daB es sich hier eben nur noch urn ein leises
Nachwirken alter Tradition handelt, dem gegeniiber
sich ein neuer Geist langsam zu behaupten sucht."
Some pages later Manikowski offers another
explanation: "Meines Erachtens kommt hier zweifellos
die panentheistische Richtung in Erage, die in
ihren Ideen eine Verschmelzung theistischer und
pantheistischer Gesichtspunkte darstellt." He
finds that Brookes' religious ideas have more in
common with Shaftesbury than Leibniz. He is
responsible for the statement that Brockes had read
Shaftesbury's works with enthusiasm (above, p. 225)•
Despite external influences, Brockes has worked
out his own attitude to God and the world: "Hier
und dort erkennen wir, daB seine Auffassung in
vieler Hinsicht von den Ideen und Anschauungen
seiner Zeit beeinfluBt worden ist, doch nur soweit,
daB das Gesamtbild seiner Anschauung von Gott und
Welt auf uns immer noch den Eindruck einer durchaus
selbst durchdachten und innerliche eigenen Ideenwelt
macht. Zugrunde liegt die protestantisch-kirchliche
Anschauung. Die Philosophie der Zeit ubt auf sie
ihre Einwirkung aus und gibt ihr eine leise
panentheistische Farbung" (p. 68).
Miiller, Andreas. Landschaftserlebnis und Landschaftsbild:
Studien zur deutschen Dichtung des 18. Jahrhunderts
und der Romantik. [Stuttgart] 1955 •
This book is mentioned in some bibliographies on
Brockes, but Brockes shares a short chapter with
Haller. Muller points out that since Lessing
referred to Haller rather than to Brockes in his
Laocoon Brockes tends to be considered as less
important. The book contributes nothing new to
the subject of Brockes. Muller emphasizes that
Brockes' poems are not all didactic; many are
"neuartig," "Darstellungen von Anmut und Grazie."
_ zi.^9 -
Pfeiffer, Johannes, "tiber ein Gedicht von Barthold
Heinrich Brookes 1 Mondschein'" in Sammlung, 3,
1948, pp. 391-395.
Pfund, Harry W. Studien zu Wort und Stil bei Brookes.
New York, 1935.
Pfund discusses various aspects of Brookes' style
and gives numerous illustrations. He tells us,
for instance, that Brookes makes frequent use of
apostrophe, and he quotes from Brookes'
Shaftesbury poem without realizing its origin.
He sometimes makes statements which he does not
substantiate. Brookes' work, we are told,
declines with the passing years. His habit of
quoting.out of context is misleading. Nor instance,
one is led to believe from the following quotation
that Brookes considers the world as a vale of
tears: "Die Welt ist ein rechtes Thranen=Thal,/Das
Unglucks=Disteln, Sorgen=Hecken und Schmertzens=
Dornen, gantz bedecken" (1,399; Pfund, p. 37).
In the poem from which this is taken, "Der
Ursprung des menschlichen Unvergniigens, bey dem
Anfange des 1720sten Jahres," Brockes totally
rejects this view and maintains that such
discontent is caused by pride.
Price, Lawrence Marsden. Die Aufnahme englischer Literatur
in Beutschland 1500-1960. Bern,^1961.
There is a section on Brockes, but the main
concern is the relationship between Brockes and
Thomson. Price correlates existing studies.
Since the scope of his book is vast, he is
obviously not in a position to check every detail
personally. Consequently a few errors are passed
on to readers (above, pp. 225, 251-2 ). The
existing studies on the question of Thomson's
influence on German literature reveal the need
for a more thorough investigation of this subject.
Reininge r, Anton. Natur als Gehalt der Lyrik von Brockes
bis Heine. Diss) Vienna, 1966.
A thesis covering a period of 130 years cannot
be expected to deal with Brockes in any detail.
The section on Brockes, "Natur als Objekt der
Beschreibung," emphasizes the almost scientific
exactness of much of the description which is an
obstacle to "Stimmung." A love of nature and
religious sentiments come through. Brockes
sometimes goes beyond precise description and
produces "Konfigurationen von nahezu abstraktem
Reiz." Other writers on Brockes, attempting to
explain the inconsistencies, have found in the
Ird. Verg. some kind of evolution or decline:
Muller sees unprogressive uniformity: "Sein
Werk kennt kaum eine Entwicklung, vieles
wiederholt sich, das Verfahren ist immer das
gleiche."
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Rosenhagen, Gustav. "Worter unci Wort beim alten Dichter
Brookes," Festschrift von Melle. Hamburg, 1933,
148-159-
This essay begins with linguistic issues such as
Brookes' use of dialect words. When Rosenhagen
indulges in literary criticism, he misses most
points. Brookes' love of nature stems from reason.
His endless descriptions are soulless: "Die Seele
gewann keine Macht iiber sie. Er konnte sie weder
mit einem ganzen Geftihl erfassen noch die Gefuhle
als Ganzes sichtbar oder fuhlbar machen, obwohl
ihn die auBere Sinnenwelt und Sinnenfahigkeit so
unablassig trieb." He sees little merit in a
fairly good poem "Die Nachtigall" (Metzler 27-29)
since it has no unity. Some of Brockes' poems
were set to music, but "seine Texte sangen nicht,
obwohl ihm der Sinn voll war von Gesang und dem
was die Seele klingen laBt." All Brockes did was
to describe, and in this he was severely limited
by the language of his time.
StrauB, David Friedrich. Gesammelte Schriften ...12 vols.
Bonn, 1376-1877-
StrauB is responsible for the idea that the
Ird. Verg. is "ein gereimter physico-theologischer
Beweis" (above, pp. 2-3, 52).
Stewart, Morton Collins. "Barthold Heinrich Brockes'
Rendering of Thomson's Seasons and the later
German Translations," JEGP, X (1911), 20-41 and
378-414.
Stewart discusses the merits and demerits of
Brookes' translation of the Seasons. On the
whole, Brockes renders the meaning of the original
fairly well except for occasional omissions and
additions. There are also some mistakes where
Brockes has not understood the text. The
translation is much longer, as Brockes changes
adjectives into clauses, and repeats ideas in
different ways. Stewart thinks that the standard
has generally been lowered. He endorses Brandl's
view that vol. VII. of the Ird. Verg. improved
through Thomson's influence (above, p. 6). It is
interesting in these articles to read how different
writers (Bodmer, Gottsched, Gleim, Uz, Gessner,
Herder, Wieland and Schlegal) judged Brockes'
translation. Later translations of the Seasons
are also discussed.
Tieghem, Paul van. he sentiment de la Nature dans le
Preromantisme Europeen". Paris, 1960.
Above, pp. 282-291•
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Vontobel, Willy. Von Brookes bis Herder, Studien iiber die
hehrdichter des 16. Jahrhunderts. Bern, [19421.
The section on Brookes in this book draws
attention to the usual picture of the Philistine
concerned with his own security, the didactic
poet explaining away evil since this is the best
of all worlds, and the "Sinnenmensch" whose
religion consists of enjoyment of the world.
Wolff, Hans M. "Brookes Religion," PMLA, LXII (194-7),
1124-1152.
— Die Weltanschauung der deutschen Aufklarung
m ^eschichtlicher Entwicklung. Bern, 194-9^
A wider knowledge of sources and background
would have produced a more valuable study.
Wolff tries to compare Brookes' theology with
Lutheranism, but sees that the "sinnlicher
Gottesdienst" goes much further (above, p. 63).
To a certain extent, Brockes has been influenced
by Arndt (above, pp. 22, 59, 34-5 )• Loffelholz
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